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THE MICROWAVE RESEARCH INSTITUTE PROGRAMS

of the

POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE CF BROOKLYN

Research efforts at the Polytechnic are motivated by a desire to fulfill an acade-
mic responsibility by providing a means for both faculty and graduate student body to
participate in significant and fundamental research programs respons-ve to technolo-
;ical and national interests. The Microwave Research Institute Programs involve aca-
demic research acti-,ities of faculty primarily from the departments of electrical engi-
neering, electrophysics, and physics and cover a broad spectrum ranging from basic
theoretical investigations in physics,, mathem~atics, and engineering to experimental
programs involving basic measurements and the development of devices and materiais.
The specific Ptructure of these programs is continually being refined; the intent here is
tu provide an over-all summary of some of the present activity.

It is particularly desirable to provide such a summary in annual reports to the
Joint Services Technical Advisory Committee, as this permits a coherent presenta- I
tion of the various phases of the Joint Services Electronics Program for the informa-
tion of each of the sponsoring agencies, the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, the
Army Research Office and the Office of Naval Research. The "work reported is spon-
sored not only by the Joint Services (Contract No. AF 49(638)-140Z)but also by indi-
vidual contracts with various Government Agencies. The aim is to develop projects
initiated under the Joint Services Electronics Program to a stature sufficient to attract
individual support on their own merits, and initiate eminently deserving lines of re-
search whi'-h cannot ae accommodated within the present funding limitations. In this
connection, the funding provided by the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn should also
be mentioned, as it frequently provides for the initiation of research programs and
facilities which are subsequently continued as individually-sponsored programs.

Contributions are compiled below under seven descriptive subject headings:
electromagnetic.s and waveguide techniques; quantur-, cJectronics and optics; plasma
phyuice and electronics; solid state and materials; cortrol theory and computer science;
comm•uications and information processing' networks and systems.

I. ELECQTROMAGNETICS AND WAVEGUIDE TECHNIQUES

The various investigations which fall under the broad heading of electromagnetics
invol-,e the propagation, guiding, radiation and diffraction of electromagnetic waves in
a large variety of environments. These include major programs in wave types near
interfaces, radiation fr2rn and scattering by periodic structures, radiation frorrm
sources and scattering by obstacles in media with arbitrary properties, and a system-
atic exploitation of ray-optic-a techniques in guiding and scatteriag problems. Coatri-
bu.or•s t these program- have received seven prizes or awards within the past five
years for tlie excellenco of their published papers.

The program on wv-- types near interfaces some years ago introduced the cor-
cept of leaky waves, showed its value in the explanation of many radiation phenomena,
and laid the foundations tor a new class of traveling-wave antennas, the leaky-wave
antenna, which permitted better agreement between theoretical and measured radiation
patterns than any other type of antenna. The program led to a very general study of
wave types, including several categories of complex guided wa.ves ant! the lateral wave,
,.nd showed t.eir interrelations. The lateral wrve was recently shown to be the mech-
anism which permits most of the point-to-point communication in a jungle or forest en-
vironment. This wave in electromagnetic form has never ,eon explicitly exhibited ex-
perimentally, however, and a project is in process which seeks to do this.

,A



TTHE MICROWAVE RESEARCH INSTITUTE PROGRAMS

The program on periodic structures has many ramifications. One phase relates
to general studies of radiation from surfaces or interfaces which are modulated period-
ically, and in this context the Brillouin diagram for radiating periodic structures was
first introduced and its usefulness clarified. This phase now includes studies of vari-
ous types of log-periodic antennas and periodically-modulated slow-wave antennas.
Special emphasis is placed on a new structure which is flush-mountable and can be
scanned all the way from backward endfire to forward endfire. Another phase involves
the study of special symmetries in periodic structures, particularly screw and glide
symmetry. These symmetries permit certain mode-coupling eff-cts to be absent; as
one practical consequence, screw symmetry allows the customar, pattern and imped-
ance deterioration at exactly broadside to be avoided, thuis permitting smooth scan
through broadside.

Studies of scattering by periodic surfaces led to a new and physically-satisfying
theory of Wood's anomalies on optical gratings, an effect which remained poorly under-
stood for 60 years. It also is now leading to a rigorous analysis of the scattering of
light by acoustically-modulated surfaces, permitting more accurate descriptions of
Bragg and Raman- Nrth scattering. Another study led to a new way of treating mutual
coupling effects in phased arrays which takes these effects intc "ount rigorously and
automatically, and it proposed the first compensation scheme for the minimization of
such effects. A current study extends this technique to the explanation of resonance
effects in large phased arrays, a phenomenon that can cause the arr:ay to become un-
expectedly "blind" at certain scan angles. This theoretical and experimental study
seeks both a thorough explanation and methods for overcoming the problem.

The program on propagation and scattering in media with arbitrary properties
was motivated by the recognition that recent technology requires a knowledge of the
propagation of electromagnetic waves in physical environments of increased complexity,
and of the radiation characteristics of antennas and the scattering characteristics of
obstacles in these environments. Examples of such media are provided by ionized
plasmas, either in the laboratory or in outer space, whose electrical properties can be
described macroscopically in terms of an inhomogeneous or homogeneous isotropic
dielectric, an anisorLopic dielectric, or a mechanically deformable dielectric material,
the choice of a particular model being dependent on the circumstances in question. In
addition, turbulent processes in the medium may require the inclusion of statistical
properties in its description.

When a plasma medium surrounds an antenna or a scattering object, a situation
encountered when a rocket or satellite passes through the ionosphere or when a high
speed vehicle re-enters the upper atmosphere, the above-mentioned processes of radia-
tion and scattering become relevant for problems of radio communication and detection.

In order to understand the mechanism of propagation, radiation and diffraction in
media having several of the complicating aspects indicated above, it is necessary to
analyze ±rst the influence of individual physical features in a particular model. Accord-
ingly, a systematic study of selected guiding radiation and scattering problems in inho-
mogeneous media, in anisotropic media, in compressible plasma media, and in media
with random fluctuations is being carried out within a rigorous framework. Emphasis
is placed on asymptotic techniques to extract from the involved exact field expressions
,pproximate information which permits an interpretatio1 of, and an insight into, rele-
vant processes in basic physical terms. In these studies, ray-optical concepts play an
important role, and they also permit a generalization of the results to non-elementary
structural configurations which cannot conveniently be analyzed by alternative tech-
nique s.

Recently, ray opticn has also been found useful for the analysis of scatterinpq by
discontinuities in waveguides, for the description of radiating structures, and for the
calculation of interaction between adjacent radiating elements. While ray optics is a
discipline best suited to the determination of high-frequency effects (in a regime where
the wavelength is small compared to critical structural dimensions), it has provided
accurate results even at low frequencies. The careful exploration of the range of
applicability of v'ay-optical procedures in propagation, guiding, radiation and scattering
problems in a general environment provides the motivation for much of the quasi-optic

I
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phase of the electromagnetics program.
The programa in microwave technology involve studies relating to microwave

components, equipment and techniques, for requirements beyond those encountered in
the present microwave art. Such requirements arise in connection with a super-high-
power capability, millimeter operating wavelengths, extremely short switching times,
and other special response and performance characteristics. The approach is partially
experimental, based on previous experience with microwave component development,
and partially analytical, based on known solutions of field problems, known network-
theoretic considerations or applications of new solid-state effects.

In a study on a new class of millimeter and submillimeter wavelength devices the
use of neutral gases as active media is being investigated. An appreciable interaction
exists between molecular electric dipole moments and electromagnetic radiation so that
one-millimeter wavelength radiation will be att*.enuated by 15 db/inch in 10-4 atmos-
quency up to several thoue-nd GHz and it is the basis for three devices, a low noise
amplIfier, a calorimeter and a modulator, which at present cannot be madc with either
solid or fluid media.

In the multimode waveguide program, present areas of interest include selective
mode-coupling control through the synthesis of transverse impedance sheets with a pre-
scribed variation of parameters, development of new measuring techniques in a multi-
mode environment, and application of multimode techniques to components using over-
sized waveguides.

Current topics of interest in the high-power area include the investigation of the
interaction of high power microwaves with various media, including breakdown in gases,
liquids and solids, the investigation of nonlinear phenomena such as the measurement
of the electro-optic coefficient, studies of the spatial propagation of breakdown in gases,
and techniques for the development if high-power waveguide components.

It has long been known that there are various biological hazards attendant on the
use of high microwave power, The human is particularly sensitive in this respect. There
exists, therefore, strong motivation for the establishment of tolerance limits and, ulti-
mately, safety standards. A study of the effects of microwave radiation on the eye,
employing rabbits as subjects, is being undertaken as a joint effort of the Institute and
the Zaret Foundation.

U. QUANTUM ELECTRON:Z:S AND OPTICS

The general area of quantum electronics, which comprises that par.. of electronics
in which quantum-mechanical effects become important, has recently received major
stimulation within the Institute's electronics program by recent additions to the staff.
The new program in quantum electronics and lasers consists of a number of different
projects. In two of these projects, new lasers are under development whose character-
istics will advance the state of the art. In various other projecti., phenomena induced
by lasers are being studied.

Visible and near-visible lasers with an efficiency and power comparable to the far
Infrared COZ laser are still lacking. Arn apparatus for investigating the promising
metal-vapor lasers in this connection Is under construction. An eventual goal is to
demonstrate the usefulness of the pulsed copper-vapor laser to gated viewing systems
and holography* Under a second project, the CO 2 laser will be frequency stabilized
using a passive COZ absorption cell as a reference. Factors which limit the stability
of this and other stabilized lasers are being studied. Eventually, this systenm will he
used to make fundamental and useful frequency and length measurements.

A study is underway of the feasibility of generation of very-high-temperature
(1080K) high-density plasmas by short powerful laser pulses. The goal is .,. make
spectroscopic .beervations of highly-ionised heavy atoms. Specifically. if substantial
numbers of one-electron ions can be produced it may be possible for the first time to
measure and compare with fundamental theory hyperfine splittings and the Lamb .'iift
in the visible part of the spectrum.

!x
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"The high intensiti.es achievable in laser beams can perturb atomic energy levels
and radically alter the shape and polarization of spectral lines. The theory of these
phenomena hIs recently been worked out. Eventually, it is hoped that this interesting
Stark effect at optical frequencies will be observed and compared with the theory.
Another theoretical study in progress aims at understanding the irreducible quantum
fluctuations always present In the output of lasers and other qnantum electronic devices,
from the point of view of first principles. The study will also clarify the ranges of
validity of various phenomenological theories. J

The program on nonlinear optics has several theoretical and experimental phases,
dealing primarily with parametric processes. Recent projects have stressed the inter-
"action of light with elastic waves, including the study of stimulated Brillouin scattering
and an elastic-wave parametric amplifier using an optical idler. Theoretical studies
have employed a Floquet expansion which take, all the harmonics into account, and is
rigorous to within the small-signal regime. The familiar Brillouin diagram for purely-
spatial periodic structure3 has been generalized to include the time domain, and it is
being used to map all possible competing interactions. The rigorous boundary-value
problem for a light beam incident on an acoustically-modulated or laser-modulated
medium is being solved and will be applied to a variety of cases.

New insight regarding the characteristics of optical resonators, such as those
commonly employed in optical masers, has been gained from recent studies. Whereas
previous work generally assumes that the medium within the resonator is homogeneous
and isotropic, here the medium is treated as inhomog-neous and dispersive.

In one investigation, the effect of inhomogeneity and anisotropy in both the host
and active medium of a laser cavity upon its normal (or stationary) modes was studied.
A parallel development of some interest is that a refinement of simple ray optics pre-
dicted features of the electromagnetic field within optical resonators and beam wave-
guides previously derived from solutions of an integral equation. It may be pointed to
remark that this development of ray theory benefited from the recognition of a formal
analogy with microwave network theory.

The program on quantum optics has centered on free coherent radiation fields.
The invariance properties of the double integral and diagonal representations of oper-
ators, in terms of the coherent states were studied. It was shown that a unique diagon-
al representation always exists for bounded operators, -hence for every density operator,
and unbounded operators which are polynomials in the boson creation and annihilation
operators.

The statistical properties of the electromagnetic field are suitably studied with
the aid of the quantum-mechanical correlation functions. These have been now con-
veniently expressed in terms of the Stokes operators.

Previous studies of the anti-correlation e'tecr extended to the n'ultimode fields.
This repulsion effect arises in the theory because the quasi-probability functional P(a)
in the diagonal representation of the density measure may assume negative values over
certain parts of the complex a plane. Studies of interacting radiation fields are con-
cerned with the formulatiu.; and solution of the quantum equations of motion in a multi-
mode laser amplifier model.

III. PLASMA PHYSICS AND ELECTRONICS

Plasmas are being studied in terms of fundamental processes and as media for
the propagation of various types of waves.

Among the fundamental problems there are investigation& into the initial develop-
ment of gaseous discharges by time-resoled spe'ctroscopy. and into the natures of
instabilities in plasma formation, as well %!e ito, underlying structure of the trans-
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port theory usually applied in plasma problems.

Other topics under investigation are the interaction of plasmas, and supersonic
plasma shock waves, with microwave fields of high power, and the coupling of acoustic,
electromagnetic and optical waves in various configurations. In particular, interactions
between laser light and plasmas are under investigation, as well as the inverse possi-
bility of high-temperature plasma generttion by lasers.

The characteristics of dynamical processes in plasmas are being studicd both
theoretically and experimentally* Particular attention focuses on the investigation ofequilibrium configurations and their stability, by taking the effects of nonlinearities
fully into account.

SThe approach ollowed concepts of firat choosing a physical model, whici-, while
retaining the salient features of the process under consideration, is sufficiently simple
that exact solutions of the nonlinear equations can be found. Then, the mcdel is refined
and approximate solutions are obtained by using a specially-developed perturbation
technique. This procedure has already yielded some interesting results, such as the
conditions under which the two-stream instability saturates, and its saturation level,
the maximum amount of energy which can be stored at the upper hybrid frequency, the
exact density profiles in plasmas confined by material walls, and the stringent com-
patibility conditions which givern the diffusion process and the fact that those condi-
tions preclude the attainment of a laminar flow in the presence of appreciable magnetic
fields.

The same method of attack is now being applied to more complex situations in-
volving inhomogeneities in the statistics and in the medium, drift waves, wave-wave
interactions and nonlinear Landau damping.

In the laboratory, agreement betweet, theory and experiment has been established
in the case of resistive and Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities.

A new exper&:nental program in gaseous plasmas has been initiated which will
study plasma turbulence. To meet the stringent theoretical requirements for this study,
a tophisticated hollow-cathode-discharge arc system and an electrodeless plasma de-
vice using a novel rf power-coupling scheme are being built. The hollow-cathode arc
is capable of producing a quiescent, marginally-collisional plasma of high density and
moderate temperature. The rf-produced plasma will be a quiescent, warm, collision-
less, currentless plasma of moderate density.

The fluctuation spectra will be obtained and will be related to studies of the
physical mecha~iirns and nonlinear behavior of the plasma fluctuations. These results
will be correlated with nonlinear and quasi-linear theories of plasma turbulence, with
particular attention paid to the effective growth rate and poseible nonlinear stabilization
effects. Further, these plasmas will be used for the measurement of plasma diffusion
and for studies of plasma waves.

The radiophysics of natural terrestrial and extraterrestrial phenomena is another
new program area. Emphasis is on upper atmospheric and ionospheric research,
solar physics and radio astronomy. Initial efforts are in ionospheric phytics and solar
radio physics incorporating both experimental and theoretical endeavors. In particular,
current programs are concerned with the niture and physics of ionospheri irregular-
ities and with the temporal variations of the ionosphere. An ionospheric laboratory
for observational research has been started. The facility enables soundings of the
ionosphere, and the data will be utilized in theoretical efforts aimed at the interpreto-
tion of irregularities and diurnal variations.

IV. SOLID STATE AND MATERIALS

The solid state research ranges over a wide ýrea of experimental activities en-
compassing the creation of new or better materials, the investigation of many specific
propert.es ot solids, and the application of these materials and effects to practical
situations. I:. addition, there tre active programs in various aspects of solid state
%heory.

In the area of materials development, an important sector is concerne6 with new
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magnetic compounds involving rare earth ions, and with the production of high quality
ferrites in both bulk and thin film form, Programs Involvirg thin films include the
development of high mobility semiconducting layers, and the preparation of highest
quaity single crystal films of the noble and the ferromagnetic metals. In addition,
there are systematic efforts to produce goo(' insulating barriers on semiconductor and
metal single crystal surfaces, for application in tunneling and other devices.

Among the properties of interest, those related to electromagnetic interactions
play a central role. Electron transport in semiconductors is studied for hot-electro i
nonlinear effects, and for surface interactions. Size and surface effects in carrier
trax.sport in rmagnetic fields, especially as related to the band structure and to surface
relaxation mechanisms, are investigated in thin films and high purity single crystals at
low temperatures. One group of studies centers or. the spin dependence of electrical
conduction in magnetic materials, while another is concerned with the characteristics
of thin tunneling junctions, either vacuum or insulating, between normal or supercon-
ducting matetials. New research inclues the interaction of microwaves with super-
conductors of granular structure and speci.Aly shaped boundaries.

Studies in magnetism include a program of ferromagne ic and spin-wave resonance
in metals and ferrites aiming at clarifying the boundary cone'.tions on the magnetization,
as well as at applying the nonlinear chaiacteristics in the resonant domain. A funda-
mental investigation concerns the nature of tize magnetic ,-oupling between rare-earth
ions as revealed by the pressure dependence of the Curie temperature. Another study
is looking at the origins of the frequenc7 dependence of magnetic anisotropy in ferrites.
A very active program in magnetic resonance of ESR and NMR is elucidating details of
electronic structure in many of -the materials used in other investigation-.

Optical investigations include the determination of the Stark effect of excitons in
alkali halides, and the systematic study of the dynamic properties of :are-earth acti-
vated phospors, with emphasis on the mechanism of energy transfer between lumines-
cent centers. A broad investigation of the Faraday effect in ferromagnetic metals aims
at clarifying details of their band structure, especially as a function of temperature.
Photoelectric emission is bein'g carried out on pure clean single crystal surfaces, in
order to analyze in detail the e:nergy and momentum distribution of the emerging elec-
trons. At very short wavelengths, in tf - X-ray region, studies are pursued on quanti-
tative aspects of the resonant Borrman:k transmission in perfect single crystals under
conditions where three or more distinct beams are in strong interaction.

X-ray investigaticns are concerned with crystal structures, perfection, thermal
effects and charge distributions in a wide range of materials. Structural surface effects
and the nature of surface interactions are being qtudied by low-energy electron diffrac-
tion, including adsorption phenomena and epitaxial growth. The LEED program is also
concerned with a series of studies, with the fundamental interactions giving rise to
diffraction intehsities, and with the possible effect of polarizing scattering cross sec-
tions on observed intensities.

Examples of multiple-wave interactions are being studied with the acousto-
electric effect in bismuth, electron-phonon interactions in piezoelectric semiconductors,
and spin-u-ave phonon couplings in insulators.

Theoretical studies include a fundamental program in electron-phonon interactions
in magnetic fields, the investigation of transport phenomena in very anisotropic semi-

conductors, the theory of slow-electron scattering in solid surfaces, and the interpre-
tation of photoelectron excitatior. in ternis of band structure. In addition, there areS~calculations of the energy band strvicture,,f sblids such as aluminum, at energies con-

siderably above the Fermi level.

V. CONTROL THEORY AND COMPUTER SCIENCE

Control systems are sisterne which automatically regulate anything from space
vehicle guidance to traffir flow along highways. Typical of current applications under
consideration are satellite attitude control and temperature control for buildings and
chemical reactors.
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The thenry af control systems can be studied apart from particular applications.
Means for arriving at stable optimal performance can be studied using mathematical
models. Modeli of current interest are defined by differential equations, especially
those with stochastic parameters. Useful solutions often require research and experi-
mentation with computational techniques.

Computational methods are also being studied for identifying and characterizing
the component systems and stoclýtstic signals which are used in the design of communi-
cation and control systems. Lack of perfect identification leads naturally to the study
of means for reducing the sensitivity of system performance to unknown variations in
system parameters. Component imperfections also require careful study of system
reliability, and means for improving this reliability.

In addition to standard computational applications, digital computers are being
used for studies of learning controllers, pattrn recognition, and automatic optimiza-
tion. A newly-obtained on-line experimental computer (PDP-8) is being used to process
sklnals, i.e.. perform averaging, calculate probability density, etc., obtained from
laboratory experiments dealing with communications and control systems. An extended
on-line computer facility is being developed for the purpose of processing data repre-
senting English text and selecting a best compression code, based upon the redundancy
propertien of the text.

In the area of Computer Science, several diverse actitities az'e pursued: switch-
ing and automata theory, computer generation of sound and music, and computer lang-
uages.

Work in switching and automata has focused upon two areas: the machine decom-
position problem, which explores ways of finding uniform (i.e., iterative) arrays which
realize sequential machines with prescribed classes of modules or cells, and the di-
agnostics problem which seeks ways of designing efficient input/output testing experi-
ments for sequential machines.

Work in computer languages presently deals with the development of micropro-
gramming techniqt.es; its object is to find ways of designing computers with variable
instruction sets such that each set is best for some class of computational problems.
A new translator for the PL/I language, called PLAGO/360, is currently under de-
velopment. This project was initiated in order to provide an alternative to utilizing
the IBM PL/I compiler which has an average job time of two and one-half minutes
using the IBM System/360 Model 50 at the PIB Computer Center. Version I of
PLAGO/360 is expected to reduce this time to approximately five seconds.

Medical Electronics, an arn.ea comprising signal analysis techniques applied to
biologically-derived signals, feedback theory and anaktg simulktion of biological
systems, and specialized instrumentation for evaluation of medically-significant quanti-
ties. is being d3veloped extensively. Particular problems include signal-flow repre-
sentation of the cardiovascular system with emphasis on the study of dye dilution simu-
lation and development of a patient-weighing device for continuous monitoring in con-
nection with the use of an artifical kidney.

VI. COMMUNICATIONS AND INFORMATION PROCESSING

.4,i research program in communications and information processing covers the
areas of analog and digital transmission, and the reception of signals traramitted
through fading and nonfading media. The use of coding for error correction, phase-
locked loops and frequency demodulators using feedback for threshold improvement,
and the development of new and improved circuitry for use in all aspects of these prob-
lems are under study.

With the advent of satellite communications and deep space probes, the use of low-
threshold receivers such as the phase-locked loop and frequency demodulators using
feedback has become imperative. Commerical receivers commonly have thresholds of
7db. Receivers built under this program have achieved thresholds as low as 0 db.
Studies concerning the effect of loop delay on threshold and the use of a phase-locked
loop to detect a frequency-shift-keyed signal and for phase- shift keying are currently
in progress.
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The response of an fm discrlminator and phase-locked loop to analog and digital
fm signa.s transmitted through fading channels is under investigation. Experimental
facilities available include wideband fm generators, low-frequency white noise sources,
a wideband fm discriminator, fading channel simulators and a probability density
analyzer, all developed under this pr..gram. The channel simulators are capable of
simulating the ionosphere or troposphere and most other frequency and time dispersive
channels.

A study of traveling-wave tubes to determine distortion and multiple-access capa-
bility is also in progress.

The development of nev/ and improved c-rcuits for the production and detection of
both analog and digital modulations is under study. Emphasis in these investigations
is upon new conceptuai approaches and upon circuit approaches that lend themselves to
construction using integrated circuit techniques. Specific projects currently underway
include three different types of wideband fm generators, a class of new wideband fm
generators, a wideband PDM system, various diversity systems, as well as investiga-
tions of transistor oscillators, mixers and envelope detectors.

Modern statistical theory and its application to communication systems, signal
detection and other fields is under study Some specific projects which have been worked
on include: general study of information theory; narrow-bandwidth transmission of
television pictures; high-speed transmission of facsimile pictures; design of digital
coding apparatus; problems involved in pulse transmission; reduction of multi-path echo
distortion; application of recent statistical methods to basic communication theorems;
study of abstract and practical properties of digital codes: and the optimum detection
of weak signals in noise and other random interferences. One of t',e features of modern
communication theory is the ability to define quantitatively an amount of information
and a loss of information due to errors. Another feature is the conasideration that a
communication system must be designed to handle not one but an ensemble of signals
and, therefore, a statistical approach is almost necessary.

VII. NETWORKS AND SYSTEMS

The advent of integrated circuitry has brought the network designer face to face
with problems involving the synthesis of structures contaik:ing both lumped and distrib-
uted elements. Recent studies have revealed that such (passive) networks are de-
scribed by rational multi-variable positive-real functions. Conversely, this program
has also succeeded in showing that such functions are realizable as driving point im-
pedances of networks containing a finite number of the usual lumped, passive compo-
nents and a finite number of ideal commensurate transmission lines operating in the
TEM mode. Many of the configurations resulting from the synthesis procedure are im-
practical for microwave implementation. Consequently, attention is now being con-
centrated on filter structures of special type. One such type, involving shunt, cap-
acitively-loaded cascaded lines, appears very promising.

The numerical difficulties involved in synthesizing complex filters are consider-
able. To alleviate this situation a computer-oriented algorithm has been devised for
partitioning a filter into a cascade of two simpler ones. The method reduces the pro-
cess to the solution of a homogeneous system of equations with constant coefficier~ts
and is easily programmed.

Also being continued is tdo earlier work dealing with the analysis and syntiesis
of large-scale sydtems via the state-va'iable approach. It appears that a minimal-
gyrator synthesis for nonreciprotal, lumped, passive n-po'ts will soon be available.

Studies in classical network theory continue with emphasis on approximation tech-
niquts, sensitivity analysis, realistic synthesis schemes, and computer-aided design.

in another program, network and system concepts are being extend-id to space
coordinates and applied to optics. Problems in optical filtering, image rostoration,
holography and apodization are being investigated. Optical processing is b-ing used in
pattern recognition.

New areas of stochastic modeling are being explored. In particul;tr, the applica-
tions to earthquake engineering and the design of higi-spced rail vhicl.4 aire •wing
dealt wit}'.

The theory of cha&racteristic processes is being applied to propagation phenomena.
with applications to coherence' and interference'.
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ELEMENT-PATTERN NULLS IN PHASED-ARRAY ANTENNAS: THEORZTICAL STUDY

G. H. Knittel, A. Hessel and A. A. Oliner

A considerable amount of progress in understanding the "unusual" element-pattern

null effect in phased-array antennas has been made in the past year. An example of a

measured element pattern (the radiation pattern of one element in the array with all

others terminated) exhibiting this unusual null is shown in Fig. 1. This figure plots the

element pattern gain in dB versus angle from broadside, e. It ";,as published by Diamond1

and was measured with an array of rectangular waveguide in a triangular grid ("brick"

array). Notice that the pattern has a null at an angle substantially closer to broadside
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than that for which an endfire grating lobe can exist (when all elements are excited)'. 3, 4

Although the possibility of such a null was expected at the latter angle, it was not ex-

pected at angles closer to broadside and is in this sense "unusual".

It is well known that the element-pattern null is directly related to a complete-

reflection condition which exists in the array when all the elements are excited. At this

precise complete-reflection condition, one finds that the fields on the surface of the array

have a surface-wave-like character.

A null in the element pattern of an array is extremely serious since the gain of the

array at a particular scan angle is proportional to the element pattern gain at that angle,

and the array is blind at those angles for which the element pattern has a null. This

blindness manifests itself by a complete reflection of the incident power in the array. It

is of great importance to a phased-array radar that this phenomenon be avoided within

the design scan volume. The present study is intended to accomplish this by attaining an

understanding of the phenomenon, conditions under which it may exist, and means by

which it may be avoided.

In a comprehensive theoretical study of the phenomenon, three different infinite

phased-array structures have been examined. One of these is the brick array scanned in

the H plane, for which a measured element pattern is shown in Fig, I. This array is

designed to work with the dominant (TE 1 0 ) mode in the waveguides; it has no dielectric

loading either inside or outside the waveguides.

The other two structures studied theoretically are shown in Fig. 2. The two-dimen-

sional array of slots in a conducting plane (Fig. 2(a)) is fed by TEM modes in parallel-

plate waveguides and is scanned ln the E plane. The array is covered by a dielectric

slab. The initial study of this structure was done for the case in which the aperturu

widths, d, are small. This permits the representation of the aperture electric field by

the dominant mode of the aperture and enables one to derive a simple equivalent network

for the array. This network has been used to determine much of the behavior of the null

phenomenon by inspection , and to show the relation bets een the phenomenon and the

fcrced resonance of a higher mode in the dielectric. A further study of the structure

for wider aperture-, utilized a more sophisticated technique in which the aperture, elec-

tric field was represented by the first twv. or three lowest-order modes of the aperture.

In this case the detailed behavior of the null was i ,.,nd to be somewhat different from

that In the narrow-aperturc ( ,e, but many of the essential features were the same.

The array of slots in a rectangular grid (Fig. 2(b) ) is fed by 't 1 0 modes in rec -

tangular wavegulde and is scanned in the II plane. The height of the slots may he varied

from very small to a height equal to that of the feeding waveguides, A dielectric slab

covers the array; the feed guides are also loaded with dielectric so that the TE1 0 mudes

are not too close to cutoff.
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Fig. Z Two Structures which Exhibit the Element-Pattern Null Phenomenon

The theoretical study of the aforementioned structures was usually done by approxi-

mating the aperture electric field with the two lowest-order modes of the aperture. The

ratio of the two model voltages is then determined from the Galerkin method (of solution
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of integral equations) thus specifying the shape of the aperture lield at all scan angles.

The aperture field shape is then used in a positive-real expression for array admittance

Y, derived by requiring conservation of the complex power across the aperture plane.

The array reflection coefficient and element pattern are then computed from Y by standard

relationships.

From the above study of various array structures it has been concluded that the
6

unusual element-pattern null is caused by the presence of a leaky wave in the structure

RADIATION FROM
LEAKY WAVE

DIRECT

ELEMENT LEAKY WAVE

RADIATION
(SPACE WAVE)

Fig. 3 Sketch showing Interference between Direct Element Radiation and that from
Leaky Wave to Produce Element-Pattern Null on Left Side of Pattern

The way in which this leaky wave causes the null is illustrated in Fig. 3. The direct

radiation from the element is exactly cancelled by that from the leaky wave which is

supportable by the array. The attenuation constant of the leaky wave determines the

width of the null.

As mentioned earlier, when all the elements of the array are excited, ,s in radar

operation, the element-pattern null manifests itself as a complete reflection of the inci-

dent power. This is brought about by a cancellation of coUpling from the duminant mode

of the aperture field to the radiating mode in spate by coupling from the higher modes of

the aperture field. Thus the radiating mode in space is not excited and therefore the

conductance of the array admittance becomes zero at the rcsonart or complete-reflection

condition.

The above characteristics of the phenomenon identify it as a relative of the famous

Wood's anomaly on optical reflection gratings 7. This phenomenon has been long k,,own

(since 1902) on optical gratings but has apparently been only recently observed oil
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microwave transmission gratings, with the m'.zh increased use of phased-array antennas.

Joint Services Technical Advisory Committee
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ELEMENT-PATTERN NULLS IN PHASED-ARRAY ANTENNAS: EXPERIMENTAL
CONFIRMATION IN A WAVEGUIDE SIMULATOR

G. H. Knittel, A. Hessel and A. A. Oliner

In order to experimentally confirm some of the preceding theoretical study, the

measured performance of the array in Fig. 2(b) of the preceding section was obtained
I

by simulating the array in a wiveguide simulator . This device precisely simulates

an infinite array with an array of only a few 'lementi by imaging in the walls of a

waveguide: the simulation is valid at a particular ,'t of frqu,.ne-i,4 and scan angles

determined by the mode which is used in thi, simulator waveguid,.

In the prtusent cae, only 1-1/ 2 e lintits of the, array %. ,rv constructed in order

to simulate the array At a s can angle of -,bout W8) in the. 1i plan , ý%it1. ,.t ,nivrt p:t• in n,

of about 0.52 ,,avelehngths 2. An exploded vie w of thv simutlat,,r is shown in thet phot,,-

graph in Fig. I. Standard L-band wawveguide tonni'ts to a dil,( tric-hlodted trtns -

former (shown in the figure) whic!h connects to a half-height ,,ed waveguide. (The
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Fig. 1 Exploded view of Waveguide Simulator for Array in Fig. 2(b) of the
preceding section showing Rexolite-Loaded Feed Waveguides, Slot Plate,
Rexolite Slab, and Simulator Waveguide

adjacent half-height, half-width feed guide is truncated a short distance behind the

aperture since it has no propagatirzg modes.) A separate slot plate covers the feed

guides so as to permit control of the height of the radiating slot. The rexelite slab

adjoins the slot plate and is enclosed by the simulator waveguide. An air-filled wave-

guide taper (not shown) connects the simulator waveguide to standard L-band guide.

Measurements of the reflection and transmission coefficients of the structure were

made by exciting the L-band guide behind the aperture in the TE10 mode and then

varying frequency. At each frequency, the simulator exactly represents the infinite

array at a different scan angle.

A comparinon of the theoretical and experimental performance of the array of

Fig. 2(b) of the previous section is given in Fig. 2 for the case in which the height of

the slots is equal to that of the feed waveguides. Notice the agreement between the

measured And computed performance, especially at the complete-reflection (or reso-

nance) condition f = 1. 370 GHz. The measureme-nts thus confirm the adequacy of the
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Fig. 2 Performance of Array in Fig. Z(b) of the preceding section with
Open-Ended Feed Waveguides

two-mode field approximation used in the computations and also show, for the first

time, that the p:,enomenon is indeed characterized by a complete reflection (magnitude

of e'eflection coefficient greater than 0.99) of the incident power in an infinite array.

Additional measurements were made in the simulator for the case of narrow

height slots. In these cases, the frequency for resonance and the value of reflection

coefficient at resonance agreed well with theoretical predictions but the reflection

curve off resonance was differct than the theoretical curve. This difference is proba-

bly due to a loss observed in the measurements which-becomes greater as the slots are

made narrower. For very narrow slots, this loss amounts to as much as 30% of the

incident power. Special precautions were taken in the measurements to ensure that

the loss was not caused by poor contact between the various waveguide components. It

appears, rather, that the loss. is caused primarily by dissipation in the. slot plate and

is therefore prestr.t in an actual array as well -is in the simulaitor. The presenct, of

this loss is important. and shoulc probably be taken account (if in fututre th eore.tical

studies and in computationA of the element-pattern null phenomenon.

Jo' .t Services Technical Advisory Committec
AF 44(638)-1402 G. H. Knittel
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INTERRELATIONS AMONG MUTUAL COUPLING, ELEMENT EFFICIENCY AND
ACTIVE IMPEDANCE IN LINEAR ARRAYS

W. K. Kahn and W. Wasylkiwskyj

We present a systematic formulation of the interrelationships among mutual

coupling, element 3fficiency and active impedance for infinite (uniformly spaced) liaear

arrays. These relations are formally deduced from an (infinite order) difference equation.

Of this list of important array parameters only the element efficiency requires

special introduction. In his analysis of mutual coupling effects in infinite arrays, HannanI

introduced this element efficiency, which may be defined as the ratio of power radiated

by an element in the terminated array environment and the power available at an elenrznt.

This quantity is a gross measure of mutual coupling effects and mismatch in the active

array. There exists an upper bound on this efficiency (necessary mutual coupling effects),

whi.h is a function of array geometry only. Calculations of this bound for linear and
2

various planar arrays were published recently

D7

0o*. O*O O 0 0 0 0 .0. 0
n-m n-2 n-I n n+l n+2 n+m Z

z i

"n + TO PORT OF nth
n. ELEMENT

oan

bne

Fig. I Infinite L~inear Array
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An infinite linear array is composed of identical equally spaced reciprocal elements

as shown in Fig. 1. Each element is driven by a voltage generator E with internal im-' n

pedance Zg. The elements of the (infinite dimensional) open-circuit impedance matrix

'V -V
n Inv=0, V A 0nv n+vOVO()

are independent of n in view of the symmetry of the array. The port voltages of the array

are theri.fore related to the port currents In by the infinite order difference equation

v=N

:im z . (2)
V n+V n

V=-N

It is convenient to employ a scattering description in terms of incident and reflected

wave amplitudes normalized to the complex impedance Zg R +J X

21v" a =V + Z I (3a)g n n gn

2J--b =V-Z I . (3b)
g n n g n

The elements of the scattering matrix relating these wave quantities S = [S ] then havem n
the usual physical interpretation of transducer power gain.

Let the mth array element be excited by a unit amplitude incident wave. Then the
currents satisfy

lim n+v m +g rim g m n

v = -N

The solution of this equation can be written as

r 2$ -j(n-m)

n= 77- + Q (
"- g

where

N-"=

By superposition, the current due to arbitrary ircident waves a are then

n"*
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n;nm m
A a

mn I2. (7):7 z +Q
9

When the excitation

a= -JMC (8)

is prescribed at each element the sum in the numerator of Eq. (7) can be replaced by the

delta function zT 6(-, -jL), and integration yields the currents

In(9 (9)
z + Qla)

ggDirect calculations based on the equivalent circuit given in Fig. I with En 2 •g€-n

identifies Q(C) as the input impedance to an element in the array excited with uniforzt.

amplitude and phase progression, Eq. (8). The (open circuit) mutual impedances are co-

efficients in the complex Fourier expansion of Ohe active impedance obtained with this

excitation. The active reflective coefficient is

Q(l) - z *

QCL) + z 9(10)

The active reflection coefficient seen at any one antenna port (say, the m th) is the sum

of the ordinary reflection coefficient at the mth port plus the contributions from all the

remaining elements

S Cjn (II0 )z .n a

Thus, the normalized mt-tual scattering pararnmtere *-re also the Fourier expAznsion co.

efficients of the active reflection coeffic-ient Eq. (10).

On comparind excitation EI and response I,. Eq. (9), in respect of their dependence

on the index n. uniform amplitude and linear phase variat.on is identified as the e-gen-

excitation of the array. This characteristic form results from the symmetry of the

array, and is |Veipendent of the particular values of a, 'hich of course derive from a

4
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particular form of element. As previously pointed out in connection with finite arrays3

for e'gen-excitations the radiation pattern obtained from an array is undisturbed by

mu, ,-l coupling, i. e., the normalized pattern is precisely the same as would be calcu-

lated from a zero order calculation in which mutual coupling is neglected. The point

just made is crucial. It extends the correspondence in scan space of visible and invisible

regions for a parti:ular phase progi-ession of impressed antenna currents to a rigorous

correspondence for a particular phase progression of antenna excitations by generators

with finite inte rnal impedance in which normally mutua coupling would be expected to

play a role.

The overall efiL .t of mutual coupling on array performance is measured by the ele-

ment efficiency q, defined as the ratio of the realized gain to the directive gain of an ele-

ment in the terminated array environment. This is equivalent to the ratio of the power

actually radiated by an elemenL ik the terminated array environment to the pow-r avail-

able at an element. For an array of lossless antennae,

P (radiated) (lZa)
P-l(availabrie) l a

S Is (M)
m- - m

IT
l- , r {(a)l da; IZO)

2R TT R O)
S=z iT (led)-- d a .(12d

As Is evident from Eq. (lZb) the element efficiency is a definite measure of the

strength of mutual coupling. The stronger the mutual coupling among the elements of the

array, the smaller is the value of the element efficiency. The formula (12c) for follows

directly from Eq.(M2b) and the expression Eq. (11) for :(L); { ) is simply multiplied by

its conjugate and the resulting series integrated over a fundammetal Interval in a. It is

evic&tt from (12c) that the element efficiency is a measure of the artive reflection co-

efficient magnitude. excitation Eq. (8). averaged over a fundmental interval in a. It may

be objected that. since I {'(t)I !s necessarily unity over portions of the interval ."- < <
for which all ra'elation lobes are in the invisible region, the element efficiency does rot

represent an appropriate meacure of Il(x)l over the scan range of inte"est. i.e.. the

value. of '% for which a real radiated beam exists. Thim objection is removed by normal-

zling the element efficiency tr the ideal or maximum cle-+vnt effivicncy whleQ accounts

4?
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for just this feature. For 0 < kD < 17 the quantity

I -T. lp(t )I kD (13)
-kD

is the active reflection coefficient squared averaged over the visible region alene.

The formula Eq. (1Zd) follows from Eqs.(12c)and (10). Provided no grating lo'-es

enter, i.e., provided 0< kD< TT, the limits -TT to +n in Eq. (lad) may be replaced by -kD

to +kD. When the radiated power in Eq. (I1a) is written as an integral over the element

pattern in the terminated array environment , comparison with Eq. (12d) leads directly

to the Re Q(a) as a function of 0. .

The significant interpretation of the element efficiency in terms of the active re-

flection coefficient of arrays excited by generators with uniform amplitude and linear

phase may be broadened somewhat. Formulas (12c) and tl2d) still follow even if

the relative phases of tVe generators are modified by arbitrary increments ,n# dependent

on the element but independent of scan angle En=2 n =n+ . Under these circum-

stances the active reflection coefficient should take on new values .• (CL) as a function of"nscan, but still have the same mezan-square value over a fundamental interval T7 < . < + •T

A case of practical interest consisting of alternate elements fed through polarity reversal

transformers, corresponds to

a =0, neven;
n

-TT, ncdd.

Of course, this special case can alternatively be viewed in more conventional terms as

shift in origin ct =a. " , and the same conclusion drawn. Further details and exten.-

sions of this work are contained in Refs. 4-7.

Joint Services Technical Alv'sory Cornittee
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ON THE PROPAGATION CHARACTERISTICS OF PERIODIC, SCREW-SYMMETRIC
TRAVELING-WAVE S TR UC TUR ES

A. Hessel and M.H. Chen

The Brillouin (kd - ?d) diagrams of periodically-loaded waveguides normally exhibit

stop bands at values of the phase delay per period, 'd, equal to an integral multiple of7.

When, in addition to periodicity, other symme':ries are present, some of the stop bands

may be eliminated1 ' 3, 3. This becomes importai,' in applications to radiating structures

such as traveling-wave ar-ays or log-periodic antennas. In the former case, the appear-

ance of a stop band may delimit the scan range; in the latter the wide-band operation

may be impaired. Examples of such symmetries are, in crystal terminology, the glide-

reflection-symmetry and the screw-symmetry. A glide-reflection-symmetric structure

remains invariant with respect to an operation consisting of a translation by half its geo-

metric period d , followed by a reflection with respect to a glide plane. A pel-iodic

structure is said topossess anN-fold screw axis when it remains invariant with respect to

the screw-symmetry operation SN consisting of a translation by - , followed !y a rotation

of N radians. Figure I shows a circular wavepguide, periodically loaded v. ith irises and

possessing a 3-fold screw axis. An important step towards undcrstanding the role of

symmetry in the formation of kd- 'd diagrams of periodic guiding structures was made in

Ref. J However, due to limitations in the mnethod of analysis employed, these results are

incormplete in the case of screw-symmetry and do not atprly to cao' .-'or which two dgeen-

trate, cross-polarized rood, s are pret -. t in an onpt, ' nide. Sii•,h a situation always

arises in a circular or coaxial eonittry, \wht .i the empty waveguide mode' is not of the

aniultarly symmetric variety.

The follo\ ing is a description of an approach that pvrnhit,,N s% steinatic( prtrdictin (of

the, (fialitati\, foriin of the Brillotiin dliaLrafli of sr %,, .s'•,i•l•,tv c cl!s-tr-\,.a ,•ui tri -

iures. The approach t. has,.d or Ptirce's mnode-couplinc prin, ih.. applied too a ,iuital•lc

s,-t of empty %\av cguide k",2. lhe Wpen-str'it're as . will nut be cons.idered now,

althotgh the basic Inc.,d is still applicable.
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1200 3

Fig. 1 Periodically Iris-Loaded Circular
Waveguide with a 3-Fold Screw Axis

The Generalized Floquet Theorem:

In the case of a periodic structure with an N-foid screw axis, the Brillouin diagrarn

is most clearly exhibited in terms of the screw-symmetry operator SN wavenumber spectrum

arising from the solution of an eigenvalue problem for the electromagnetic field

d

The eigenvalue problem Eq. (1) is referred to as the Generalized Floquet's Theorem

and replaces the usual Floquet'.- Theorem as expressed in the eigenvalue problem for

the translation operator Td, i.,

T -jr-d.iTdl=e" d4..• (2)

The interpretation of Eq. (1) is that, in going from one observation point to another,
d 2

spaced by d! and rotated by - radians,the modal field on a structure with an N-fold
-j Ad

screw axis multiplies itself by a complex constant e

Consider the Analysis ot the propagation characteristics of a traveling-wave, periodic

structure possessing an N-fold screw axis. A full utilization of symmetry ,t the onsit

of the analysis brings about A considerable simplification and, more importantly, pcrrniis
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a simple deduction of a scheme for the dletermination of the qualitative form-r of thle

Brillouin diagramn of thle structure. To takc advantage of the syrnITIetry, one introduIceS

at periodic intervals,! apart along the ,t.avcguide axis z, diffcrent coordinate systems

in the xy plane, each frame rotated by an angle 2,Tradians with respect to its prede-
N

cessor. This set of coordinate systemns has the identical symmetry as that of the traveling-

wave structure. Along with each coordinate system one introduces a suitable modal

vector basis of a form which is invariant uinder rotation. The transformation betwveen tLIe

neighboring modal basis is expressed in terms of a rotation mnatrix (R) . Thle virtue of

this tr~nsformation of the mnodal basis is tliat in terms of its own mod.al basis the descrip-

tion of every section of length d of the structure is the same. Hence, the modal voltage-
N d

current iclation sampled at periodic intervals, - on the traveling wave periodic struc-

ture with an N-fold screw-. axis, may symbolically bie represented in terms of an iterative

I ON Id/N

flu-I nsO n xl

Fig. 2 An interative Network Representation of
Periodic Traveling Wave Structure with
an N-Fold Screw Axis

network shown in Fig. 2, where Vn I 'Vni I Tn I mi Idenote the variouis modal voltages

and currents at thc reference plane' of the r.-thi coordinate system. Here (T) and (L)

denote, respectively, the transfer mnatrices representing the loading, and thc portion of the

emrpty waveguide that are present in thlt cell of leng!) hl On, ob)serves that the network

of ."iv. 2 has thle period , the so- called eflective pe~'riod 'ý M hi.I is different froil tile

ge~omeltrical pe riod of the structu re, The dispe-rsion rula tion \hi~c h is obtained via appi i-

C atjun to tilt network of F i . _' of thek s tatndaird Floqket's Theorem e ,pre s scs thlt

Generalized Floquet Theorem for the scrtev-sytrmetric struicture and y'ield~s tile

reprt'~i ntation of the N-fold screw opt rato r (S *e

(S N (T) (L; (R)()
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Determination of the Qualitative Brillouin Diagram:

The network representation of Fig. 2, which leads to the Generalized Floquet's

Theorem Eq. (2) with (SN) given by Eq. (3), has interesting implications and yields directly

a scheme for the determination of a suitable set of empty waveguide dispersion curves.

As a follow-up, the qualitative form of the Brillouin diagram for a structure with screw-

symmetry is obtained as a consequence of the mode-coupling principle.

Consider, in the limit of vanishing loading, relations Eqs. (2) and (3). In this case,

(T) - (1), while (L) and (R) remain unchanged. Thus, the dispersion relation for the

empty waveguide modes becomes

(L)(R) - e 0 (4)

It is important to realize that in the network of Fig. 2, save for periodicity, no other

symmetries are present. Therefore, according to Pierce's mode-coupling theory, all

intersections of the various dispersion curves resulting from Eq. (4), i. e., arising in

the limit of vanishing loading, will couple and produce stop bands in the contradirectional

case.

Example s:

The above general considerations have been applied to two specific structures with

a 3-fold screw axis:

a) a periodic stack of parallel strip gratings:

1) a circular waveguide, periodically loaded with small conducting discs.

y Y

yy

a
T - in- z Imam= s. X

Z I

3 :

Fig. 3 Schematic Diagram of a Parallel Stack
of Gratings with i 3-Fold Screw Axis
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Example (a) The structure, shown schematically in Fig. 3, consists of an infinited

stack of zero-thickness, perfcctly-conducting st-ip gratings, spaced T apart and sejuen-
tially rotated clockwise by 120c. The strip spacing "a" is chosen less than V/2 so that
no diffracted spectral orders appear. No spatial variation in the xy plane is assumed.
In the absence of higher-mode int.raction,the electromagnetic field may be represented
in terms of two spatially orthognnal TEM plane waves. A cell of the equivalent network

of Fig. 2 is shown in Fig. 4. The loading inductance and capacitance jX and jB have

been obtained from Ref. 4. The matrices (T) (L) and (R) have the form

-JZ ---4 I
(T) (L)--- v/ -l

_j d
- .3

Fig. 4 A Unit Cell of the Equivalent Netwvork of the
Structure Corresponding to Fig. 3

1 0 0 0 Cskd jSilkd 0
0 cos- jZ0si-•- 0 0

( (L) =sin U. k

0 0 1 0 0 kd sz5 11kd

00 jB I 3 3
o 0 sin k-d kd

S 3 c 3s

- 0-3- 0
2 2

R~ IL

0-i . 0 -

Withi Er! . (4) and {•,), thyt' ree s•ptce. mod.h l p ro'. att on Constatnt• bet eiH,,
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Ad (kd + Zr + 6rrn) (0a)

and , (n = 0,I...

Rd -k (kd - 2n + 6nn) (61)

The modes corresponding to Eqs. (6a) and (6b) are, respectively, right and left circularly-

polarized.

In the limit of vanishing loading, i.e., for X , B-4, of the structure of Fig. 4,

the dispersion curves given by Eqs. (6a) and (6b) are shown in Fig. 5.

kd

faQ nuo ne-I na-I noo nuo
C

: /A /I' n o"/ ,"u- I n *0 8'
R

A

6r 4"/r 27r 0 27r 47r 6r

Fig. 5 The kd-Kd Diagram for S 3 for the Grating
Structure of Fig. 3, in the Limit of Vanishing
Loading. R and L denote Right and Left
Circularly-Polarized Modes.

Upon introduction of finite loading, the modes of Fig. 5 will couple at ever point

of synchronism , i. e. at each intersection. One observes the following characteristic

features of the Brillouin diagram: whereas, at A(kd=rr) the two right circularly-polar-

ized modes couple in a symmetric fashion, and at B (kd = 27) the two 1, modes couple

symmetrically, the coupling of an R to an L mode is asymmetrical due to a different

relative location with respect to C of the stop bands which will appear at A ard B . In

contrast to the standard Brillouin diagram for Td (in the limit of vanishing loading),

which does not distinguish between the two degenerate cross-pola rited mode , thr

Brillouin diagram for (SN) removes this degeneracy via the two oprs)sitehly -irctularly-

polarized modes, which correspond to different eigenvalwhe- of SN . Thus, instcad of

the usual n - 0 pair of straight 45 lines through the origin ,4 the kd - '-d plane, repre-

senting the two forward and týon backward traveling cross-polarittd .,ave,. tht, diagram
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kd kd

15 ,1

RI

AI

9 / 9

6 6

8 /
I~ 3-

0 3 6 9 /3d 0 0.1 0.2 ad

Fig. 6 C.lculated Wavenumtwr Spectruni of S for the
Iterative Grating Structure of Fig. 3 with
aid / 0.0;. wh/ I o
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hE I! li )
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I 6,".___•.

9 9.

6

3 3

0 3 6 91 0 1.5 3.0 4.5 6.0 ad
3V A

Fig. 7 Calculated Wavenumber Spectrum of S, for the
Structure of Fig. 3, a/d = 0.05, w/d 0.001

of Fig. 5 displays, ior n=0, two pairs of 45' straicht lines, originating on the •d

axis at i 2T, and representing the right and left cirLularly-polarized TENI modes.

Two calculated Brillouin diagrams are shown in Figs. b and 7. In Fig. t, which corre-

sponds to extremely narrow strips, the dispersion curves of the tvocircularly-polarizcd

inodes of the unloaded structure arc also shown. Aa expected. in vie• of the contra-

directional coupling, a stop bend appv.ars at rvach intesectitn ni th. %arious strai4iht

lines. and their spa--r harmonics. The stop hand at kd-% Ir is Atvmin.utrical. rhis is

clearly visible in Fig. 7 where the variation of thc phase onstant, in the st4sp hard i•

conspicukOUS.

SExample (b) The propaiation characteristics of a ctrc-ular %ave.-vt.icv ith S.

periodically !nadcd with transverse c.all circular perfertlv-condtictirg dolt a ha\, liven
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considered. The empty waveguide propagation constants are Rmn' Vm denotes the

angular variation e'j (mra 0, ± 1..• ) and t the radial mode index. In a traveling mode

basis, one has the diagonal forms

m ' Jrd • -I

3 0 3

0 C

Subbtitution of Eq. (7) into Eq. (4) yields directly

mrtond d x m ( d + 2"Tn + 6T+m) (n=0, *1...) (7a)

for the propagation constant of the right and left elliptically-polarized modes.

The Brillouin diagram corresponding to (7a) is constructed with the help of the

standard form of a mi. = - i .is noted that for modes v, ith no angular variation

(m = 0) where no degeneracy is possible

Rmr, = mt + 617n) # (8)

i. e., for the n =0 curve rnf .= For rn #0,the n=0 dispersion curves arc displaced

by 2rm in a fashion similar to that in Example (a). Fig. 8 presents an illustration of the

Brillouin diagram for S_ in the limit of vanishingly small loading,based on the H mode
j I I

of circular guide. The features of this diagrarn resemble those of Fig. 5.

kd

mal, n*O
Ma-I, nu ma-I, nvuQj'Z

4 1 - I -I I

-6W -4v -2W 0 2v 4w OV

Fig. 8 The Wavenumber Spectrum of S3 of a Prrioiici.lly.LLoaded Circtdar
Waveguide, Propagating the 1t Mode, Only. 4vith.% )-Fold

in the, Limit of Vanishing Loidio

in

I
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0aeud 3 9 0 3X0

F~ig. 9 The Wavenumnber Spectrum of S3 for a Periodically- Disic-Loaded Circular

Wavgui,,for a =1, Ro 0. 3, ro: 0.1

When the loading is finite, the wvaveniumber spectrurm of S 3 for this type (if structure

calculated via the small obstacle procedure. is shown in Fig. Q1, 'whiý-h applies c

d/a >7. Here% 0is the radius of the wa..cguide, r the radiuis of the disc, and R the

radial diatance of the disc center from, the ori~izi. Only the stop band at kd 14. 4 is dute

to the coupling of Lad R riodes ;other stop Iends correspond to e'ouplina betwveen like(

111,des. It is soon that the atop bands iut the .altiv of tkJ corresponding to) that ol .% hut At

Sas wel as tha correspondiriR to the vadtie of kd At 1A huit for P-d - 2, ave Ie*t*g

cliuit.iAted.

As a final coniiment. one may predict t)hAt thr hirgret ' v Aviurnber h&nd-width

ill appear in coaxial strusctures operAting in the MFM mwode with m 0i. In thiX sr

fo.r 4% - t in the liolit of Vanishing boaling the xavrnumilic. spectrum of S. is sh.'wn tn

Fig. 10. One obscrives that the two stop t*nds At ;d and at ;d 1~- hav~e hetvn I~i~eI
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ikd

n'0 n .0 nuo

3T

L A

-6w -4v -2w 0 21' 4 " 6v

Fig. 10 WavenuIber Spectrum for S3 in the Limit

of Vanishing Loading of a Coaxial Structure
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SCATTERING BY A MULTIMODE CORRUGAI'ED STRUCTURE WITH APPLICATION
TO P TYPE WOOD ANOMALLFS

A. Flessel, A. A. Oliner and D. Y. Tseng

Although Wood anomalies of the S type (E ur Thi polarization) have been studied

cxtensively by many investigators!' 2 those "` the P type (H ar 'T: polarizatiun) are far

less well understood. These anomalies refer to rapid, and originally une-pectod, varia.

tiors in the amplitudes of the diffracted orders with change in frequency or incidence

angle of a plane wave which illuminates a diffraction grating of the reflrction type.

Fxperimentally, the presenTce of these P typi anemalies. tmtnler appropriate conditions.

has been well established by the work of Palmer their appearance was shown to he

related to the use of deeply-grooved grati.1Ks. Most of the theories of 'WVood anomalies

!I
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ate based on a multiple-scattering approach which is applifd to structures with shallow

grooves or arrays of reflecting elements with dimensions small relrtive to wavelength.

Jnder those cinditions, these theories w,3re able to confirm only the S type anomaly,

but not the P type.

Recently, Hessel and Oliner treated the subject of Wood anomalies from a new

point of view. They showesd that these anomalies need not occur near the Rayleigh wave-

length, and that they can be related to the guided waves supportable by the reflection

grating, In their theory, the S type Wood anomaly w.s examinod and explained in

terms of an idealized surface reactance model of a planar periodic stiucture. Also, an

explaration for the existence of tl:e P type anomalies was offered on the basis of this

model. However, in explaining the possible presence of the P type anomalies, their

model required the existen-5 of proper TE surface waves in the limit cf small modulation

of the structure. Moreover, the idealAzeo surface reactance structure considered in

that theory need not alwayk be a physically realizable one.

In order to investigatt. the possible prtscrce of P tvp- anomalies theoretically, on

a more realistic model, the planar corrugated structure was chosen. This structure

offers the advantages of being phyAcafly realizatle, possessing the required groove

depth paramtter (i. e., the corrugation depth) for the study of P type anomalies, and,

it is amenable to a rigorous analysis. Since the planar corrugated structure

does not support a f roper TE s;.rface wave in th "..-nit of small modulation (i. e. , when

the corrugation depth approaches zero), t e theory of Hessel and Oliner is not valid for

this excitation. However, their thecry is applicable to corrugated structures for TM

polarization.

The corrugated structure for which the scattering analysis wes undertaken is shown

in Fig. 1. The incident plar.e wave possesses TE polarization (electric field parallel to

the gro,-es) with no riation, and tte spacing of the grooves is such that pr-)pagating

diffractei orde-i --a" be present, ib addition to the reflected vave. The analysis is

REGION- a

Fig I Planar Corrugated Structtire
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phrased generally so as to account for multimode conditions of operation.

The present analysis shows that a form of P type anomaly does indeed exist. To

(ur knowledge, these results constitute the first theoretical confirmation of such anom-

alies for a physically-realizable structure. Unlike the characteristic behavior of the

usual (S type) Wood anomalies, these P type anomalie.4 appear to be broad, and they

exhibit some unusual features. Under certain conditions, a total (100'0) power conver-

sion takes place between the incident plane wave and the n = -I diffracted spectral order,

with the amplitude of the specularly-reflected wave becoming zero at this point. In the

ncighborhood of such poin•, large power exchanges take place. The appearance of such

P type anomalies is shown to be directly associated with the solution of the dispersion

relation for the structure. As formulated, the analysis is valid for any number of prop-

agating modes in both the air and corrugation regions of the structure.

For the analysis of the planar corrugated structure, the electromagnetic problem

is formulated on the basis of a scattering matrix which represents the junction discon-

tinuity between the air and the corrugation regions of the structure. The scattered and

incident modal components of the field are related at the junition by the elements of the

scattering matrix. As for the matrix elements themselves, they are determined expli-

citly from the solution of the field problem for a modified structurc,which consists of an

infinite array of parallel, conducting half-planes. Function- the ore tic techniques involv-

ing a complex Fourier transform are utilized for the construction of the integral repre-

sentation of the field. By an appropriate deformation of the contour in the inversion

integral, the effects of the higher mode contributions to the problem are explicitly

accounted for. It is this feature which allows the higher mode contributions to be handled

in a systematic manner.

Numerical computations made from the analytic expressions for the plane wave

reflection coefficients for the planar corrugated structure show that P type anomalies do

exist, and the locations of these anomalies can be predicted theoretically on general

grounds. These anomalies are shown to be of a type not previously recognized. They

differ from the classicMa (Rayleigh) type and the resonance (Hessel-Oliner) type in that

they are broad and, under appropriate conditions, may be characterized by a zero ampli-

tude in the tpecularly-reflected wave. Under these circumstances, total (100l'ý) pouker

conversion to the higher spectral order takes place; an example is ehowil in Fig. 2. Tb-.

conditions urder vihich this anomaly will take place ,re given in terms of the angle of

incidence (or, alternatively, in terms of the frequency) of the incident wave and the cor-

rugation depth. By imposing these conditions on the expression for the sperp.dar re-

flection coefficient, it is shown ana~yticallv that a zero annplitude Is indeed c btaineed in

that coefficient,
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Fig. Z P Anomalies for Plane Waves with TE Polarization Incident on
a Corrugated Structure for which h/d : 0. 5. Thc Bragg-angle
Anomaly Corresponds to f3 o0 d : ir

The theory of Hessel and Oliner2 shows that the occurrence of anomalies is

related to the presence of guided ileaky) waves supportable by the scattering structure.

The proper'ties of theme guided waves are, of course, obtained fron: the solution to the

dispersion relation for the structure. In thb came of the cor'rugated structure, there

are no H mode guided waves in the usual sense, and the molution to the dimp.-rsion rela-

tion yields mostly improper wavem which conform to a vertical line at ; d ",in a kd
0

vs,.• 3d diagram. It is of conmiderable interest that nevertheless .the occurren;ce of the
0

broad P type anomalies described aboxe can be directly related to this slution to the

disptersion relation; in fact, the .'ove-mentioned curve in the kd vs. • q• diagram permits
0

the location of these anomalies in frequency and angle to be determined graphiaally in

rather accurate fasr0ion.
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As the plot in Fig. 2 indicates, the peak of the anomaly occurs at 3od =TT, in agree-

ment with the comment above regarding the dispersion diagram. In addition, this peak

is seen to correspond to 100% power conversion into the n---1 spectral order; at this

point, the amplitude of the specularly reflected (n =0) wave goes to zero and the n = -I

spectral order is scattered precisely in the direction opposite to that of the incoming

plane wave. Since std =T corresponds to the Bragg condition in a periodic structure,

these resonance effects may be referred to as Bragg angle anomalies. When 100% con-

version occurs, the peak of the anomaly corresponds to the presence of an improper

root, with zero attenuation, of the dispersion relation. This condition is thus analogous

to the Brewster angle condition (although for the opposite polarization), where the van-

ishing of the plane-wave reflection coefficient is associated with an improper root of the

dispersion relation with zero attenuation.

A three-port network representation of the interface discontinuity between the air

region and the corrugation region has been derived for the case for which the reflected

and the n= -1 diffracted waves are present in the air region and only the dominant mode

is above cut-off in the corrugations. This representation, which is simple in form, has

been incorporated into an overall transverse network for the corrugated structure. This

latter network has been found useful in offering a simple explanation as to when and why

the anomalies occur. They occur when the incident plane wave mode is impedance

matched to the n=-I spectral order mode by means of a transformer which couples these

modes to the H 10 mode propagating in the corrugations.

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories
Office of Aerospace Research
AF 19(628)-4324 A. Hessal
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It THE FIELD OF A LINE SOURCE EMBEDDED IN A PERIODICALLY-STRATIFIED
MEDIUM

T. Tamir and B. Singer

The present work is concerned with the rigorous derivation of the far field pro-

duced by a finite electromagnetic source in a periodically- stratified configuration which

is representative of a large class of periodic structures. The solution obtained may

therefore be regarded as the canonic form of a field pertinent to a number of applica-

tions which include diffraction of light by ultrasonic waves, Brillouin scatt.ering proc-

esses and other wave interactions. These phenomena usually involve a strong wave

that produces a modulation of the electromagnetic properties of a medium which in turn

causes a diffraction of a weaker wave. Although results are availa~ile for the simpler

case of plane wave incidence, no rigorous treatments seem to exist for realistic situa-

tions corresponding to localized finite sources. In the absence of such solutions, a clear

understanding of the power flow mechanism is difficult and a geometric optical inter-

"pretation (or an exttnsion thereof) is not evident.

X

/

LINE SOURCE

--- "1 ...... 111 W Z

I I

II

q(Z), 0 (I-MC05 2Z)

Fig. I Geometry of the Sinusoidally-Str.,tified Midimu
(Z) t (I - C • C . )

m,0
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The configuration describing the wave interaction process is shown in Fig. I where,

as usual, it is assumed that the st:onger wave produces a modulation of the permittivity

while the permeability " of the medium remains unaffected. The permittivity therefore

exhibits a variation about an average value this variation is confined, for simplicity,

to the z coordinate and is assumed to be sinusoidal in form, such that

E(z) = E;(I - Mcos 2z) (1)

where, for convenience, the periodicity (cell) length was normalized to T. The modu-

lation coefficient M is usually very small in practice, being of the order of 104 or less.

In general, the modulated medium behaves both as a phase and as an amplitude

grating with respect to an incident electromagnetic wave whose energy is therefore

scattered in a rather complicated pattern. To allow for a large variety of possible

incident fields, the present work examines the case of a basic source in the form of a

filamentary, uniform, electric current located at z = z0 . This is evidently the Green's

function statement for the present two-dimensional problem whose solution yields th'

possibility of examining the fields of other source distributions by simple superposition

techniques. The rigorous formal solution is obtained for the present canonic problem

and its asymptotic result is evaluated to a first order of the modulating (perturbing)

parameter M. Although this is sufficient for most realistic cases, the accuracy may be

improved by extending the method described herein to any desirable order,

Due to the present choice for the source, the electric field E occurs along the y

coordinate only and the magnetic field is derived from it via Maxwell's equations. A

complete solution of the problem is thus given directly by the scalar electric field E

whose rigorous formal expression is:

S 2i(m0+nz) a ()a( ) iLk x+x- Iz-z (2
E = rI" e 2=W(k x; Zo)0 e dk x (2)

m n

where a time dependence exp(-i; t) is assumed and suppressed. The quantity (kX)

is the Floquet exponent pertinent to a Mathien differential equation which represents the

wvave equation for the present problem and possesses a WronskI.An denoted by W(kx;z0).

The functions m (.) and a n( ) indicate the appropriate Fouriez coefficient for the Mathlcu

functions and they correspond to the space harmonics of the respective Floqttet-type

characteristic solutions.

The discussion is Ocnceiorth restricted to freq encies stich that 0 k- I 2,oO0
\%here all lengths are normalized with respect to -wits. lhis restriction means that

there is not more than one angular direction n.tha, satisfies the Irag condition

k N. I-- irnteger). One then derive solutions if Eq. (2) accurate to a first order
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in M. For that purpose one uWes expansions appropriate to the Mathieu functions which

show that

-, 224(l k2+k)2 ½ (3)
x

It may furthermore be shown that, to the same approximations, it is sufficient to retain

m,n =0, ± 1 in Eq. (2) and disregard the higher space harmonics of the Floquet expres -

sions.

The integrals in Eq. (2) are evaluated by carrying out a saddle-point integration

in the complex kx plane which, due to relation (3), is a six-sheeted Riemann surface.

The saddle-point equation is a cubic whose three solutions are intimately related to the

observation point (p, 9) and the Bragg angle ýB' The latter satisfies the condition that,

at P=6B:
k sin@ B =1 (4)

A ray which initially starts from the sources at = 0 B would, if geometrical optics were

valid, be interpreted as a local plane wave whose phase-shift across a periodicity (cell)

distance is equal to T. In that case, regions separated by integral numbers of cells

produce reflections which add in phase. This phenomenon may be phrased in terms of a
stop-band for propagation with respect to a wave initially incident at G = 0 Such a sit-

uation corresponds to total reflection and ordinary geometric optical techniques are then

no longer valid. This total reflection effect is instrumental in distinguishing between the

following three differently-behaving regions:

Region 1: B<1ý <•

In this region, the cubic saddle point equation yields twvo complex and one real

solutions. Only the latter is significant and it yields the asymptotic result:

(1) i(ki - MkZ2 e-lz+Zio Zi+e-Zizo
EI7 -w) =-( .. nsln I+ksin- )J (5)

This is essentially a cylindrical wave perturbed by the terms of order M and repre-

sents a result that may be obtained a',.o by a WKBi analysis. Hence the field F(l) cor-

responds to a ray emitted by the source at an angle very close to

The wedge regions -/2 I' I < / are indicated in Fig, 2 where the critical angle
"" is also shown. The energy emitted at •' S would travel along the various possible

paths shown in the figure if simple reflections were considered. it is then clear that

these paths cannot penetrate into region I (below .) and the stop-band effect discussed

above does not therefore occur thaertlt. The Identity of r-tvilt (5) with that obtainable
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p

S'REGION 2'

! 8 •REGION 3

REGION I ••" REGIONI

0,I ZoT -- 0

Fig. 2 The Different Diffraction Regions
The trajectories shown describe possible paths taken by "Bragg rays" which
connect the source with an observation point P in Region Z via numerous
successive reflections. Note that such a ray complex cannot extend beyond

e0 -- eB

from a WKB analysis is consequently expected since geometric optical arguments are

applicable in this domain.

Region 2: (1 0 1< eB)

This region is characterized by the fact that all of the energy flow initially emitted

at e=OB or 0--0-B must leak, after one or several reflections, irto the interior of the

wedgee < B; hence a portion of the energy reaches any observation point P, as shown

by the various paths in Fig. 2. This phenomenon is reflected in that all of the three saddle

points in (2) are now real. The first one of these yieldt, a field E(Z) identical to E(l) in

Eq. (5), to which one must add two more fields E 2) and E () contributed by the two saddle
3

points which now are real rather than complex. The two additional fields are given by

•(2)~ i--f 1( ) : [lei° e'2 ei /k -1' X+Z-Zol 6

Z 10 2 L T (6)
3 3

where f 2 (K•) and a(,I) are functions of the polar angle '. It is noted that are of order
) 3

\1 and therefore these fields are larger than the second term of E12 ) = r 1) given by

E-q. (S). It can be shown that, whereas E(l1 ) is interpreted as a power flow in the direction
, the additional components E(2) represent power flow which is emitted by the scurce

at tingles just below and just above respectively. Hence i-l) Is termed a "Braga"

field. 3

If term. with the same phase dependence are grouped togeth.ir in Fa. (61. the B~ragg

field may be written as:

&
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2 3 47 7M
A. 1/4-i kocosa(0e (7)

+ B +

where AB and AB' are the sides of the parallelogram shown in. rig. 2, and g(e) and ()

are functions of the polar angle.

The last expression justifies an interpretation of the Bragg field in terms of plane

waves progressing at the Bragg angles ± GB" These waves are successively reflected

and the total Bragg field may therefore be said to reach the observation point via a

multitude of parallel paths, as shown in Fig. 2. The greatest utility of expression

(7) is, however, in that it points the way towards a geo.netric optical extension of the

diffracted Bragg field to a larger class of problems involving additional boundaries and/

or scattering objects placed in the periodically-stratifie•d medium.

Region 3: G I 0B

This region corresponds to the range where one of the two additional ("Bragg")

saddle points is arbitrarily close to the first saddle point. The field in this case contains

Sa component E 3 ) = Ell) given by Eq. (5); in addition, a term E ) appears to produce a

transition between the fields in regions I and 2. This transition component is in the form:

Ej3 )_ M~ 8E 2 
(

where W, 0) Includes an Airy function. Hence, although E(3)_ 0 with M- 0 or ý - • as

expected, it decreases less rapidly than all of the other field components with respect to

both M and :.. Consequently, 03 ) accounts for a radiation peak at an angle very close to

A good understanding of the nature of the three distinct regions described above

enables a straightforward extension of the result for the case when the Bragg condition

is satisfied for several angles 0=1BN(N1I, 2, 3... ). It may be then shown by a simple

geometric construction that, except at It B"N# the Bragg field anywhere is given by

contributions which are analogous to those discussed far region 2 above. However, more

than two such contributions may appear for N> 1, but their number, as well as their

initial power flow direction, can e~sily be ascertained.

In conclusion, the two-dimensional field produced by line sources in ar unbotinded

periodic medium was fo%%nd to exhibIt three vArieties of characteribtic regions:(O) a

domain wvherteiu sinple geometric optical tWOaiijiques ar6 va•jd And Lht ficid vunsists oi

a cylindrical wave with Additional diffraction terms of order M , where MI denotes a

perturbing quantity which produces the periodicity; (21 regions wherein the dominant

additional diffrimction waves are of order MI1 / 2 and these correspond to a 1r,%gg-ty•uv
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propagation mechanism; (3) narrow transition regions centered around the Bragg direc-

tions of the medium wherein radiation peakd occur due to a term proportional to ?A/V P

in the field expressions. The Bragg-type waves may be cast in a mathematical form

which indicates the possibilitV of a geometric optical extension in regions wherein ordl-

narw geometric optical arguments are otherwise invalid. The radiation peak effects

in the Bragg angle regions are particularly strong at large distances and at periodicity

(cell) lengths which are of the order of a wavelength However, the diffraction effects

are important even at shorter distances in applications, such as optical imaging, where

the question of optical aberrations is of considerable interest.
Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories
Office of Aerospace Research
AF 19(628)-4324 '. Tamir

MECHANISM OF PROPAGATION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS IN LOSSY MEDIA

H. L. Bertoni, L. B. Felsen andA. Hessel

While considerable attention has been given to electromagnetic radiation prcb-

lems involving lossy media, study of such problems has primarily been limited to

identification of the wave types occurring in, and to the evaluation of the radiated fields
1,2,3

for, configurations amenable to rigorous analysis Little attempt has been

made to understand the physical mechanism by which the fields radiated by a source

reach an observation point, e.g., the path and local region of propagation. The object

of this investigation is to determine the path and local region of propagation of the

fields in a lossy medium. It is hoped that such knowledge will lead to a systematic

method for calculating approximately the fields radiated in lossy configurations not

amenable to rigorous analysis.

To clarify -"hat is meant by the path and region of propagation, the propagation

of the field from the source to the observation point is viewed as oc':urring in two steps.

First, the source illuminates a (real or mathematical) plane located between it and the

observation point. The fields in this plant, are viewed as an e'ouivalent source distri-

bution, and one seeks that area in the plant' whose illumination is print ipally- respon-

sible for establishing the fields at the observation point. The "(enter" of this area ma•y

bte rega rd-'d as locating the intersection of the path of propagation wi!h aov pltn,,, ýarid

the area itself in taken ais the projected cross-.section of the three,-dji,',nsional r,,Rirvi

through which the' main portion of the fields propagatc-s It is weji kriown that for Iosn-

lss media. the path-4 of propagation aire the rays of geom,,tric.0l opti4 s and the ,'rea in

t'ir lane then correrponds to the first few Fresnel .one,.

For configurations cortaining lossy media two cas,.s -cur. Fir.it, th!41,, fie.ld.

that do not tr;av-rse regions haiving different lo-,s tangents (r. g., th. fi,-lds r.it.ite., in

av infintt.', )oniogeunous, lossy medium) propa gatt along, the r.i%'s (of a,'om.tritaci opti
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In this case, the area in the plane whose illumination is principally responsible for the

field at the observation point again corresponds to the first few suitably-defined Fresnel

zones. However, for fields traversing regions having different loss tangents (e.g., the
-4

fields penetrating a lossy medium from free space), the paths of propagatioil are not

the conventional rays since in the extension of ray optics to this case, the rays con-

necting real source and observation points travel through complex space 4 ' 5  (formed

by allowing the space coordinates to take on complex values). In the pre~sent

investigation, these aspects are considered for a simple example and they clarify cer-

tain basic features of propagation in inhomogeneous lossy media.

TLe Region of Propagation-

For simplicity, a two-dimensional problem is considered in Vhich a plane wave

(source at infinity) is incident obliquely from free space on the pla.iar interface betwe-en

free space and a lossy medium located in the region z > 0 (see Pig. 1). The incident

electric field E. is taken as
-1 (T 0 "JlY + X 0Z) 01

T T-o
where il is the real transverse wave number, x k 2'n, 2 -and k V.

00 0 0 0 0 0

is the free space wave number. The amplitude I/T, where T i.; the transmission

-- -o IGAUSSIAN
WINDOW

eo.Uo •E~:!"!yxz

Fig. 1 Plar.ar Interface Configuration

coefficient at the interface, is chosen so that the rl'ctric field x F. transmitted into-- 0 t

the lossy medium is given by

i " il- j o Y " - o ' (z
0 0

Et

In Eq. (2). -; - where the complex wave number I for thr lonsy ni, di,-,m
0

is given by k
0
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In order to find the region through which the dominant portion of the fields

propagate in reaching an observation point (y,, zl) in the lossy medium, an ideal-

ized "window" is inserted in the lossy me-dium parallel to the y -,xis at a variable dis-

tance h below the obiservation point (see Fig. 1). This sampling window is assumed

to be of zero thickness and to transmit the fields erisentially over a limited rang/e of y.

The y coordinate of the center of the window is then adjusted so that, for a minimum

window width, the field at the observation point approximates E to some fixed accu-

racy. By this process the area in the z = zl-h plane whose illumination is principally

responsible for the field at (ylzl) is determined. The location and width of this

region in the z = z1-h plane, when considered as a function of h, traces out the entire

principal region of propagation.

In order to avoid diffraction effects, which in the case of lossy media can be

exponentially stronger than the transmitted fields, the function describing the

trans-Aittance of the window should be entire. The Gaussian function e which

possesses the necessary properties and is mathematically s.mple to treat, is used here.

The window is centered at y - and has a l/e half-width Wg I=J/ . Using the
g

Gaussian window function, the electric field at z = (z 1 - h)+ is given by

rz
E jg + (z-h)j e,(y - (

E Co + (3)

Taking the I.,-m-.rier transform of Eq. (3) and multiplying by e-j h, wh-re

k - and , is the transform variable, the field at (yl , ) -,an be w i tter. in

terms of an inverse transform as

" J y ( .4 ( -h )
l•:gly "c o - •(y -y )V h . ... a '7 "

92 d

The integral in Eq. (4) ..tn be evaluJtrd approximately by the nwclhod of .1teepst

d.ce.nt.

As a function o( i , the atrepost (k -cent appreximttion of ••. (4) is fouikl to

have a tiaxi~iurn manitude Iii some vaUur of y For y in the v|,'Inity of this vawk#

a.uird ior -1 small, th- steepe.t descent evailuation of Eq. (J) is found to cit'
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CM cFm Q3m

00

where

ono
Y c - Y "hRe .- '; d=-hlm-. (6)

0 ox

For a small and under the approximation e = I + x, the magnitude of the deviation of

the exponential term in the brackets of Eq. (5) from unity will be minimumn for y I,
independent of I,. Thus, it is seen from Eq. (5) that if the magnitude of the difference

of the exponential from unity is some fixed value, 3 will be greatest, i.e., W least,

when yc=ym. Because of the above described behavior of Eq. (5), this expression is

interpreted as implying that thc fields at (y# ,z 1 ) are established principally by the

illumination in some region of the plane z = z, - h centered about the point ycm"

Requiring the bracket term of Eq. (5) to be approximately unity at yc= Ycm9 so

that E will be approximately equal to the field E- in the absence of the window,
g t

determines an upper limit on a, i.e., a lower limit on the half-width W . The half-
g

width in turn gives the region centered about ycm in the z = z- h plane whose illumi-

nation is principally responsible for the fields at (y,, z1 )" With the upper limit for a,

it can be argued that the relative error made in using Eq. (5) for E at yc = y is

less than the deviation from unity of the bracketed term in Eq. (5) if joh > 1.
0

The bracketed term in Eq. (5) at y = m will differ from unity by an amount

whose magnitude is less than some fixed quantity if the denominator and the exponential

-individually differ from unity by an amount whose magnitude is less than half that quan-
4

tity. Choosing, for the sake of argument, an error of Z/"4 (; . OZ), the denominator
4will differ from unity by an amount whose magnitude is less than I /4 if

hh< _L; W > y (7)

In view of Eq. (7), the exponeatial at Yc= cm will differ from unity by an amount

cm
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4
whose magnitude is less than I/rr if

Z 1 2
d < W >n IdI (8)

4T g

Taking W so as to satisfy both Eqs. (7) and (8) insures that E =Et(1 I )with •[<2n4.g g

with Jai < 2/tt , which implies that it is principally the illumination over this region

of half-width W centered at y in the plane z = - h that gives rise to the fields

at (ylZl). For lossless media (e real, d = 0).Eq. (7) reauces tc, the form of the

well-known Fresnel criterion and y represents the intersection-of the geometric-

optical ray passing through (yl,zl) with the plane z=zl-h. The primary effect of losa on the

width of the region of propagation is to impose a condition, linear in h, that must be

satisfied in addition to the Fresnel criterion. For h < k ) condition

00

(7) determines W while for h greater than this value, Eq. (8) determines W -. Note
g g

that the valu,: of h for which Eqs. (7) and (8) are the same is independent of the error

limit.

It has been found that the location y of the region giving the principal con-

tribution to the fields at (yl,zl), and the condition (8) on its width, have simple inter-

pretations in terms of the complex ray passing through the point (yl Zl)" This inter-

pretation is expected to hold in more complicated problems, which will be examined in

the future.
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RAY METHOD FOR SOUND WAVE REFLECTION IN AN OPEN-ENDED CIRCULAR
PIPE

L. B. Feleen and H. Y. Yee

In previous reports1 , it has been shown how a ray-optical technique can be

employed for the study of radiation and reflection from the open end of a parallel planef waveiguide, both in the dominant mode and in the multimode regimes. The purpose of

the present investigation is to demonstrate that the technique remains applicable also
for the open-ended circular waveguide configuration. While the previous studies were

carried out for the electromagnetic wave problem, we now consider acoustic wave prop-
agation in a hard-walled circular tube.

In the analysis, the discontinuity at the mouth of the circular tube is regarded as

an equivalent non-isotropic ring source whose radiation back into the tube establishes

the reflected waves. The characteristics of this induced source are known in terms of

its far zone radiation pattern which is established by viewing the rim locally as a straight
edge excited by a plane wave descriptive of the incident mode. The rays originating at

the ring source and reflected repeatedly from the tube wall must be converted into modal

form if the modal reflection and coupling coefficients are to be extracted. Finally, by
"taking into account multiple diffraction between relevant points on the rim, one can refine

the above-sketched primary diffraction computation.

While the basic approach tc the calculation of the reflected modes in the circular

geometry is the same as in the parallel plane configuration, there are important differ-

ences which place further strain on the ray method. The ray interpretation is effective

for those propagation and diffractiow phenomena which behave locally like plane V a,ýres.
A mode in a parallel plane region can be decomposed exactly into two plane wav's, and

the scattering of these plane waves by a straight edge discontinuity is known rigorously
from classical diffraction theory. The conversion of the multiply reflected ray field into

modal form can also be performed within a rigorous framework. These features are not

present in the circular geometry where the modes, expressed in terms of Bessel func-

tions, behave like local plane waves oxdy sufficiently far from the waveguide axis. The

replacement of the curved rim by a local straight edge constitutes a further approximation,
as does the manner of summing the multiply reflected rays emanating from the rim into

modal form. Thus, various ray constructs which apply in the parallel plane geometry
without approximation do so only asymptotically in the circular configuration.

Basic to the analysis of the scattering problem is the evaluation of modes excited

in a circular pipe by a non-isotropic ring source, To assess the validity and quality of

this ray-acoustical calculation, the rigorously solvable isotropic ring source problem

has been considered in some detail. It is found that the ray solution, when converted
into modal form, yields the high-frequency asymptotic approximation of the exact result
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for the higher order modes, in regard to the coordinate dependence of the modes as

well as the rncdil amplitudes. This asymptotic correspondence does not extend to the

lowest mode when the ring source is uniform, and it holds only with poor accuracy for

the lowest mode when the ring sou2 ze has a one-cycle (cos 4) variation. To extend the

range of validity of the ray-acoustical calculation, we replace various asymptotic approxi--

mations for the higher order modes by their exact generating £anctions, and we extra-

polate the resulting forms even to the lowest mode, thereby forcing the asymptotic ray-

acoustical mode series into its exact equivalent. When the ring source is non-isotropic,

the ray-acoustical calculation provides the same asymptotic mode series but with modal

amplitudes modified by the source pattern function. Use of the substitutions mentioned

above transforms this series into an exact solution of the wave equation, w..th approxi-

mate modal amplitude coefficients which, however, -reduce to the exact ones in the iso-

tropic case where the pattern function equals unity. This being done, the remaining cal-

culation of the modal reflection and coupling coefficients for the open-ended tube is analo-

gous to that for the parallel plane configuratior..

Since exact results are available for reflection from the open end of a thin-walled

tube, these may serve to check the accuracy of the zeflection coefficients calculated by
the ray method. Curves computed from exact formulas for some of the lower (ka) values

(k = free- space wavenumber, a= tube radius) are given in Ref. 2 and are shown solid in

Fig. I; part (a) of the figure presents the reflection coefficient amplitude while part (b)

o0 o .0 Legend:

14 prinarv diffra(tinn r(P) 1)

Ir,, prinnary diffrartion and singleI
02 .,,• xxx inI r'Iction, (It-I

...- primary and multiple diffraction

I .4+(I r(P + rfs' 1

0.1

0 .0 8- - - -...

006 ---- 4-----...-----

004 -. ..

2 3 4 5 6 7
ko

Fig. I(a) Reflection Coefficient Amplitudes for n 0 and n I Mode,
with q 0 Mode Incident
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Fig. Il(b) Reflection Coefficient Phase for n =0 Mode, -with q = 0 Mode Incident

shows the phase. rn refers to the reflected wave observed in the n-th mode due to an
incident q-th mode, with the mode indices n or q relating to the radial periodicit- (the curves
refer to the azimuthally symmetric case). Tle dashed curves, obtained from very
simple primary diffraction formulas, are seen to predict the average behavior of the
relevant quantities. They do not account for undulations which are particularly pronounced
near, the cutoff point of any of the propagating modes. Inclusion of single interaction of
the primary diffraction fields across the mouth of the tube gives rise to the results indi-
cated by crosses in Fig. 1 and produces much of the fine structure. Even these formulas
are quite elementary. Inclusion of multiple interaction, indicated by black dots, provides
further refinement and remarkable accuracy even at (ka) valutq close to unity for the
lowest symmetric mode and also near the cutoff point of higher order modes.

The accuracy of results com-uted by the ray method thus having been establishec
even at low frequencies, the method can be used with confidence for calculations for
which exact data are not known or not readily available. An illustration is the reflection
coefficient chart for the unflanged guide excited in the lowest symmetric mode as shown
in Fig. 2, carried out to large (ka) values. These curves are obtained by using the mu:-
tiple interaction formulation. Since the ray technique i7 expected to be better at high
frequencies, there is no reason to suspect the accuracy of these computations except in

the vicinity of the cutoff point of any given mode. Therefore, the curves have been
terminated before the cutoff point is reached. The ray method also v,'counts without

difficulty for flanged terminations for which no exact solutions are known. For the
special case of a right-angle flange, one finds the solid curves in Fig. 3, against which
the previously obtained results for the unflanged case are shown for comparison. Evi-
dently, the presence of the flange reduces the reflection coefficient magnitude from its
value for the unflanged case, a not unexpected result since the flange softens the edge
singularity associated with a thin-walled tube. The quality of these results should be

----- a--a-
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Fig. 2 Reflection Coefficient Amplitudes for Higher Order Modes,
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Fig. 3 Reflection Coefficient Amplitude: Comparison of Flanged and
Unflanged Pipes, with q 0 Mode Incident
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comparable to that achieved for the unflanged pipe. Also shown are low-frequency data

obtaired by the.variational method" which are seen to agree reasonably well with our

calculations.
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BOUNDARY LAYER THEORY AND UNIFORM ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS IN DIFFRAC-

TION PROBLEMS

E. Zauderer

In a previous report1 a method was presented for obtaining uniform asymptotic

expansions in and near transition regions that occur in the asymptatic solution of various

electromagnetic diffraction problems. The method was based on the use of the boundary

layer theory to determine the special functions which must enter into the uniform expan-

sion. We refer to Ref. I for a full discussion and references.

It was emphasized1 that the choice of boundary layer variables plays an important

role in determining the form of the boundary layer expansion and, subsequently, the as-

sumred form of the uniform expansion. To determine the field asymptotically in the tran-

sition regions using either the boundary layer method or the uniform method, the ray

expansions outside the transition regions mu&t be known. It is the confluence of a set of

rays or, equivalently, the wavefronts which invalidate the ray ?xpansions.

An example in the vicinity of a smooth two-dimensional caustic with two sets of

boundary layer coordinates was considered as in Ref. 1. One coordinate was a length

along the caustic curve. The other was either the normal distance from the curve or a

distance along the positive or negative tangent line (which correspond to the ray direc-

tions). We next introduce anoiher possible set of coordinates. Let ko = const. be the

wavefronts of the incoming field and m a const. be the wavefronts of the outgoing field (j. e.

the field after it has passed the caustic). Using the (-P J)-coordinate system we can

immediately obtain ray expansions away from the caustic in the form,

- - . . . . ln l n n n m n a n n a n n n a n a n m nn uunu nn • un nn n u
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eikc(x, y) • xykn

n

n=o

eik4 J(x, y) Wn(xny)k-

n=o.

At the caustic these expansions fail, for r= const. and dp const. are tangent to each

othur along it. Accordingly we seek a new system of boundary layer coordinates. One

appropriate set is

and another is

since a) and 4, are symmetric near the caustic. In any case, the coordinate f undergoes

the stretching, since it essentially gives the distance from the caustic curve which is
located at 0 f 0. That the appropriate stretching is of order k is not difficult to mo-

tivate. While the argument of the exponential and Airy functions that arise from this

boundary layer approach are exactly those that occur in the uniform expansion, the

boundary layer expansion obtained by standard perturbaticn methods would still not

yield the correct uniform expansion. To achieve it we must proceed as in Ref. I.

In the neighborhood of a shadow boundary, e. g. that arising in diffraction by a

half-plane, or in the transition region for the lateral waves in the interface problem,

the above a, proach involving wavefront coordinates and their differences leads directly

to the Weber functions that are known to occur in these problems. Then, it is easy to

generate a uniform asymptotic expansion.

In cases where three or more wavefronts coalesce to form a transition region, the

situation is more complicated since that generally means that two or more boundary

layers intersect. Thus, more than one boundary layer variable must be stretched and

the "uniform" boundary layer coordinates must reflect this fact. Such caqey occur near

the cusp of a caustic or near a finite caustic.
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EFFECTS ENCOUNTERED INl THE THEORY OF DIFFRACTION OF A FOCUSED WAVE
BY AN OPAQUE OBSTACLE

L. B, Folsen and L. Levey

A converging wave may form a region of geometric optical shadow whose boundary
is The caustic of the rays characterizing the wave. As is well known, Airy integrals are
appropriate canonical functions for the description of the high frequency fields in the

neighborhood of the caustic. Geometric optical shadow regions also occur when a non-
convergent wave is incident upon an opaque obstabl. The shadow boundaries consist
in this case of those rays which just graze the obstacle. Expressions for the high fro-
quency fields near ther grazing rays involve Fresnel integrals as canonical functions.

When an opaque object iv illuminated by a convergent wave, new phenomena are
encountered since both types of shadow boundary curves (i. e., caustic and grazing ray)
are present. This is illusirated in Fig. I in which are shown some of the rays (numbered

4r

so GLNCN RAY

• Oi I

Fig. I Terminated Caustic

I through S) of a two-dimensional converging wave that, in the absence of an obstacle,
possesses the custic T' TT". The shadow region in the presence of the obstacle is
bounded by the curve SoTT' composed in part of the graving ray (2) and in part of the
caustic TT' of thO undisturbed rays of the wave. Neither an Airy integral nor a Fresnel

integral can serve as a canonical function in exreeeions for the high frequency fields ir
the vicinity of the point of contact T of the two distinct curves delimiting the shadow
region. A transafon function applicahli to this region is considered here,

A composift shadow boundary having features similar to those of rig. I can also
occur for certain problems involving layered ishomoseneous media. An intogral formuJ*tio j

_________L
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and analysis of such problems is given in Ref. 2. Aspects of the transition function

to be discussed are also relevant to scattering problems 'nvolving certain curved strips

and non-uniformly illuminated apertures.

One procedure yielding the desired transition function consists in part of determin-

ing an equation for this field that i0• simpler than the reJuced wave equation and is Vppli-
cable as an approximation in a lay* r about the composite shadow boundary. This approach
has been applied in Ref. I to a smooth caustic for which only one of two spatial variaLles
needed to be "stretched". For the - mposite shadow boundary considered here, the

"scretching" of two spatial variables is required.

It is convenient to employ caustic components (•, •), defined in te~rms of the caustic

of the incident wave, as spatial variables. From a point in the illuminated region a

tangent is drawn to the caustic, as shown in Fig. 2 for P anl P1. • is equal to the arc-

SHADOW BOUNDARY, P1

Fig. 2 Caustic Coo'dinance

length along the caustic from the contact point T to the corresponding point of tangency and
Sis equal to the sum of n and the length along the tangent. If the total field u(2,.) is

*%oressed in the form

u(•,•) = i 0.12l /3kt3/ a w( . ), 
i

where t -n and "a" Is the radius of curvature of the caustic at T. and the caustic Co-
ordinates are "stretched" by the substitutlon

then the approximato boundary layer equation dertivd from the reduced *ave equatiol,

Is given by
32w
1-• 0. (3)

(Relevant details leading to Eq. (3) may be found in Refs. 3 -4d 4 in connection with prob.
lems of a different character but similar geotmetry.
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Equaflorý 3 is a parabolc differential equation of the form applied by Fock3 and

olstrs in analyses of the high frequency fields near the surfaces of convex diffracting

bodies. Whereas in these analyses, solutions to Eq. (3) are obtained by separat.;on of

variables, in the present case appropriate solutions are in the form of "incomplete Airy

functions". These functions are defined by integrals of the form

J(o.8)-- •i10/3 s3as) (s 4)

where the upper limit lies within one of the three sectors of the s-plane for which the

Inte•ral convergs. If we let c -y and 8= -x. it is simple to show that Eq. (4) satisfies

Eq.1(3).

The transition function for the region about the point of contact is given by Eq. (1)

with

k11 6 [8I J -rI ---w kl AEO(Q] e -i /4 Jl-,-X)
W=v 116 a113

qz a
(5)k= kl2ADD(Ta] e -Tit Z

e 1l(-t ;k)

A(M) is a prescribed (and assumed slowly varying) function which determines the ampli-

tude of the incident g-ometric optical field along the rays arriving from -the direction 8.

Oh) designates the direction of the ray tangent to the caustic at -- The integral'I, is

defined by

I(c•L, k)=J eiklI3s +Os] ds

and

w t
12a21I/3 , (2a•)/

Subscripts on I andJ denote that the upper limits are taken in the sector 0< arg s_<_T.

It is noted that II has saddle points at a = .

To demonstrate that an appropriate transition function for the region about T is

given by Eqs. (1) and (5), it should be shown that the resulting expression connects in a

continuous manner with other high frequency descriptions of the field known to be valid
in the various geometric optical domains in the neighborhood of T. This has been done

and requires a detailed examination of the asymptotic properties of the relevant incom-

plete Airy function which will not be carried through here. WVe will, as an example, A

ii 1
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consider only the case When the field point departs from T but remains near the caustic.

The caustic is described by the curve ; -'=t=0 so that in the lit region near the

caustic § > ts' 0. The integral It has two neighboring real saddle points. Its endpoint is

to the left of the negative saddle point and recedes from it as the field point moves away

from T. It may be shown that in this case

i- Mik 2 / 3 a) /3 1 1 ik(1/3 83 +CLE•1. O13 (6) :

k (1+ k

When Eq. (6) is substituted in Eqs. (1) and (31 the first term reproduces the high frequency

field associated with the region about a smooth caustic of a converging wave. ThL second

term may be shown to be descriptive of the field diffracted by the obstacle at the grazing

point of the incident wave.
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PROPAGATION AND SCATTERING IN THE PRESENCE OF BOUNDED FLUCTUATING
MEDIA
L.B. Felsen. I. Kupiec and S. Rosenbaum

The majoc' portion of the technical literature on propagation in fluctuating media is

concerned with regions of unbounded extent, and scattering due to finite regions has

usually been taken into account by the Born approximation. Use of the Born approxima-

tion involves the assumption that the average field in the fluctuating medium differs little

from that in the exterior, thereby limiting the applicability to tenuous media and to weak

fluctuations. To this order of approximation,the boundary conditions on the surface

between the exterior and the fluctuating medium play no role in the formulation of the

scattering problem.

When the average properties of the scattering medium differ markedly fror, those

of the exterior region, or when the scattering medium fluctuates strongly, the above-
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naentionod boundary conditions can no longer be ignored. If the medium boundary itself

undergoes fluctuations, as is indeed the case fer applications such as scattering from

turbulent plasmas, even the proper formulation of the boundary conditions becomes a

major undertaking. For this reason, it is advisable to explore first the effect of deter-

ministic boundary conditions. In this connection, it is of special interest to ascertain

under what circumstances certain average propagation and scattering characteristics in

the presence of bounded media can be determined from those in unbounded media merely

by assigning to the finite scattering volume the refractive index properties descriptive

of propagation of the average field in the infinite volume. If this can be done, calculation

of the average field in the presen-e of a bounded fluctuating medium is carried out in the

same manner as for a deterministic medium. Evidently, su h a procedure ignores the

possibility of coupling from the fluctuating field to the average field via the boundary

surface.

We are presently involved in a program aimed at the clarification of the questions

raised above. A convenient starting point is the "bilocal" approximation which, in an

unbounded randomly-fluctuating medium with sufficiently long correlation time, leads to

a modified refractive index n' for the average (coherent) wave that accounts for continuous

scattering into the fluctuating (incoherent) wave. The incoherent field, however, is

singly scattered in the sense that,once generated by the average wave, it propagates

through a medium described by the average refractive index <n> without further scattering

(the fluctuating refractive index is written as a(r)=<n>+ nir_)). In performing a calcu-

lation, one first finds the average field <u-- and uses it as the driving term for the deter-

rmination of the incoherent field ul=u-<U>. It may now be appreciated why the above-

mentioned procedure for bounded inedia, i. applicaole, simplifies substantially the evalu-

ation of the coherent as well as the incoherent fields. In one of the very few papers

attempting to deal with bounded fluctuating media by a method superior to the Born

t approximation, validity of this procedure has in fact been assumed without justification.

Our efforts at clarifying the influence of a boundary on the dispersive properties

of a fluctuating medium have proceeded along two different lines, both utilizing the bi-

local approximation. The first, and more rigorous, seeks a self-consistent solution of

the bilocal equations subject to the correct (though idealized) boundary conditions on the

total field, thereby allowing for coupl.ing between the average arid incoherent fields at

the interface, Due to complexity encoute-ed "u this approach, results have been ob-

tained so far only for a one-dimensional problem wherein a plane wave impinges normally

from vacuum onto a fluctuating half space, with the fluctuations in the medium constrained

Sto the coordinate along the propagation direction. Two different met'.ods, v;M:id for differ-

ent parameter ranges, have been employed in the one-dimasional case. The first, by

S. Rosenbaum, provides in the limit of small-scale fluctuations (correlation length a' 0)
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but for arbitrary <n> an approximate differential equation for the average field which

can be solved in terms of Bessel functions 3 . The second, used by I. Kupiec, reduces

the problem to an integral equation of the Wiener-Hopf type which can be solved by stand-

ard techniques; the value of the average refractive index <n> is now required to be

approximately the same as in vacuum, but finite correlation lengths "a"are allowed if the

medium fluctuations are sufficiently weak. Both approaches exhibit coupling effects due

to the interface which affect the propagation properties of the coherent wave, especially

when the refractive index fluctuations are large or when <n> differs substantially from

unity. Implications of the results obtained by the different methods are now under study.

The calculations are also being compared with available exact numerical data for scat-
4

tering by a one-dimensional random slab , and -;.-th the simple but semi-heuristic method

in Ref. 2.

The second line of approach alluded to Pbove is motivated phenomenologically. In

this investigation, carried out primarily by I. Kupiec, it is as:iumed that a plane wave

incident from vacuum on a fluctuating half space (fluctuations are now permitted in two

dimensions) generates in the medium an average plane wave with a modified and as yet

unspecified amplitude A and wavenumber 1Z =ko n, where k° is the wavenumber in vacuum.

Sis assumed to be complex to account for scattering into the incoherent field. To deter-

mine properties of n ,the energy scattered out of a cylindrical volume excited by the aver-

age wave is computed in the bilocal approximation, due account being taken of the presence

of the interface, and this scattered energy is equated to the energy loss experienced in

the same volume by the postulated plane wave. The resulting energy balance equation

provides a relation between the real and imaginary parts of n (it does not specify N com-

pletely), and this relation turns out to be the same as in an unbounded medium (i. e. , it

does not depend on the presence of the interface), This result suggests that description

of the transmitted field in terms of a single modified plane wave may be p,)ssible pro-

vided that the plane wave amplitude, (Re 7n) and (Imn) are se!ected so as to incorporate

in some sense the properties of the interface. The validity of this conjecture is under

inve stigation.
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REFLECTION,TRANSMISSION AND SCATTERING OF SCALAR WAVES FROM A
RANDOMLY-INHOMOGENEOUS HALF-SPACE: ONE'DIMENSIONAL CASE

S. Rosenbaum

The propagation and scattering characteristics of scalar waves in randomly fluc-

tuating, statistically homogeneous and unbounded media have been the subject matter of
1-9several intensive investigations in recent years I. It is well understood at least within

the range of validity of the so called "bilocal" approximation to the Dyson equation 3 ' 4 ,

which possesses the merit of simplicity and which has broadened the range of ;alidity

of the Born approximation to a considerable extent particularly in the limit of small

scale fluctuations. More recent work has been carried out which provides a more re-

fined approximation to the Dyson equation, by accounting for multiple scattering to a

still higher order (when compared with the "bilocal" approximation) and which is ener-
7-9getically self-consistent to a given order in some suitably selected small parameter .

The simplicity of the analytical investigations in the statistically homogeneous un-

bounded domain stems from the fact that exact formal solutions to the Dyson equation

are readily obtainable since the resulting integral (or integrand-di~ferential) equation

involve integral operators of the convolution type. Consequently, the Dyson equation is

diagonal In the Fourier representation and is readily solvable. This simplifying feature

is lost whenever the transmission media under study are statistically inhomogeneous or

of finite extent. The "mass" operator no longer depends exclusively on the difference

r- r' and the domain of integration is generally finite. As a result, plane waves no

longer constitute eigensolutions of the Dyson equation. A recent work by Bassanini et
10al. which attempted tbe study of scattering characteristics of a scalar wave from a

randomly fluctuating half-space (in the "bilocal" approximation) suffers from an inherent

inconsistency which will become evident later, and which ir rectified for the simpler

one-dimensional case formulated below.

The one-dimensional care, although of relatively little importance, has recently

attracted the attention and Interest of sev•aal investigators, due to Its relative simpli-

city which provides additional physical insight Into the scattering processes, and the

recent availability of exact Monte Carlo type computations pertaining to the one-dimen-

sional random slab1 1 , which highlight the failure of the conventional Born approximation.

Formulation and Description of the Problem:

A monochromatic plane wave with suppressed time dependence exp(jirt),
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-jk z
00 00
U kz -0 XP20oC 0(1)

is incident upon the half-space z> 0 filled with a randomly fluctuating mediium, charac-

terized by a random permittivity function

' •(z)~C =<9•> (1 +e€(z)) )

where the temporal fluctuations are presumed slow and thus regarded as changes in the
realizations of the random function C(z) (quasi-monochromatic approximation).

The statistical characteristics uf a scalar wavefunction u(z) are sought, which

obey the one-dimensional reduced wave equations (note: k=ko <S> ' < C(z)> 0)

+ kcz) U, Z) -k2 C Wz) i(z) ,> 0 (3)
dz

+k u (z) 0 , z<O (4)
dz

together with the radiation condition at z- ± and the continuity conditions

ýu (0) au?(O)

where the subscripts I and 2 denote the regions z < 0 tnd z > 0, respectively.

In the region z < 0, one obtains

-jk° z jkoz
00u1 (Z)=e + re , z<O (6)

where r, the reflection coefficient, is a random variable whose characteristics are

determined below. It is convenient to separate the coherent wave (O(z) = <u(z) ) from the

fluctuating (incoherent) part (to be denoted by iP(z)cu(x) - *(s)) which results in

- 0 Jkz jk0

jk0 Z
W a)- e , F['-<I> . (8)

The field in the random half-space, to be determined to the "bilocal" order, obeys

the followi.:g pair of coupled equations:

d 2 i 2'\d=+ k z(a) --k < C(a) :;ZlZ) >11

Nm mmmm m mm m m mm mm mm m mm m mmmmd e m
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dz( 2) )'p 2 (s) -k0 C(z) *z(z) (10)

The incoherent wave, evaluated consistently with the required continuity conditions at

z :2O, results in

ýcp(z)--k dz' G (z, zI) e(zI) * lzI), z< 0 (11)

where GI, 7(z, zt) denotes the zeroth order Green's function appropriate to the configura-

tion of Fig. 1. The expression Eq. (11) is in accord with the continuity conditions

ZI

I~~ EZ<>(I+ em) Ui0 , 0.O(

t i A

: 00, IL0, :0-=O

• e-jkoz

Fig. I Physical Configuration

5(o () az(o

as well as the radiation conditions at z a =. From Eq. (1i) one obtains

"(S) CO1() > ck, I ,' G (z, 2') R:, u') Xzl') (13)I2
0

where Be(s, at) <C(z) c(s')> a b (s-sa f denote. ýhe correlation function of the presum-

edly wide sense homogeneowia process Cta). The cubstitution of Eq. (13) into Eq. (9)

resmlts in the following into gradifferential equation for W:
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2(d5 2) -4 4% r' ,j2kz'' "o
7 k2 )+ k 2 (z) -k J dz' K(;) *2 (z')-k 4 0 J dz' K(2) e- ')>O
do o (14)

(d-+' 2 ko ZNll) = 0, z<0
0)<

dz

where G2 (z, z') has been written in the form,

G 2(z, zG) =G0 (^) + Io Go(-z) eZJk' ;, = z-Z'

G V~4yekI, ().4ekZ k-k0  (15)I -jkll - I = ejk; k-o 0
G°0(;) -e r 0 =

and the quantities

K(•) - Be G ()^) and K(;) F B() G()

have been defined. The inconsistency in Ref. 10, which roughly followe the sarnr' analyti-

cal sequences, stems from the fact that the expression for ý2 substitutad into the equiv-

alent of Eq. (9) is inconsistent with the continuity conditions of Eq4(IZ). Although expres -

sions for z1 and c2 satisfying Eq.(12) are eventually obtained,they do not coincide with

those initially used for the substitution into Eq. (9); consequently the second term of the

right-hand side of Eq. (14) is missing.

In the limit of small scale fluctuations Bf (Z) (and thus K(;) and K(z)) is sharply

peaked at z = 0. Therefore, subject to the exclusion of observation points near the

interface to within several correlation lengths, the limits of integration in Eq. (14) may

be extended over the infinite domain -- < z' < . In the limit < > - I, the last term on

the right-hand side of Eq. (14) may be omitted. The resultant equation is of the Wiener-

Hopf type and is readily solvable without extending the range of integration.

The solution to Eq. (14) which satisfies the radiation condition at z is of the

form

•Z•)e- z 'a()-J~knz

,2 (s) e .., a (rn (16)
n=O

:t fnllows upon the substitution of Eq. (16) into Eq. (14), and fromr the orthogonality of the

exponaitial that

2 2 4+k r'k K(-)-O, a 0 (17)

I.0
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and

an 2rk 4 10 K(n +2kn)

an-I -(0 +2kn) Z+kZ +2rk 4K( + Zkn)

where K(h) and K(in) denote the Fourier transforms of K(i) and K(i), respectively.

As could be anticipated, the dispersion relation (17) (from which I is determined)

it identical with that obtai?,ed for the unbounded domain, and entirely independent of

the boundary conditions.

In the limit of small scale fluctuations, the infinite series defined by Eqs. (16-18)

may be summed up in closed for.m; however, this limit may be treated directly by the

analytical sequence .illustrated below.

In this limit Eq. (14) may readily be shown to reduce to

2 k2 -j2kz) •Ld-.-r- + k l-j1 -jo 0o *j2(z) = 0 (19)

we = 0 ka is a conveniently defined, dimensionless parameter in which - -B•(0)
and a, the correlation length, is conventionally defined via, a = o j Be(z)dz.

It follows from Eq. (17) (in the limit ka-' 0) that

Sk = = -j O. (20)

The introduction of a new independent variable

il-Jkz d 2. d d
i/)T ek -k d

dz

results in the equation

-y- d" + -y • Vy)O 
(21)

which is readily recognized to oe of the Bessel type, We select for 2 (z) that iadepend-

ent solution which satisfies the radiation condition at s- I i. e.,

2 (a uAJ,- ' e'" , Z>O (22)

This choice is indeed in accord with the radiation conditi-n as may be observed from the

power series expansion of Eq. (22). in which each term separately satisfies the desired

condition.
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It should be noted that if sources exist within the half-space z > 0 the complement-

ary solution will be needed as well.

The mean reflection and transmission coefficients follow readily from the conti-
nuity conditions at z=O, which lead to the expression, f

A=4 ~t~~[!~. Vl''~~~+ F-_ Jv~ \ Jr) (23)
ý-, !•eo [(-+ V-I ,% NJ V+,,,0 " "

0 0

and

'1 k k
%•.) -I , + k'r

< r > 0 .. (24)

0 0

Under the condition r- < < I which often prevails in actual physical situations,Eq. (24)

reduces to

ko-TI + (jk2oI 1:,"+•-},•o "€,
k 0 r..ZjkcLI%

In the limit 1o- 0 the reflection coefficient (,-r) (ko+ is that derived by simply

replacing the fluctuating medium by an effective medium obtained from the analysis of
the corresponding unbounded problem. This procedure is clearly unjustified in the

general case.

The incoherent wave intensity in free half-space (z< 0) follows 4irectly from

Eq. Q 1):

2 k 2 T -jk("(Ml>X-4-- V ~lJ (ad B2S'S) 2 ( z?;2 ) (26)

o 0
which In the small scale limit reduces to-

2[() k2 I2 T 012 2 -jks 1

a I-- 2 aAl' da J0 (7I7 0 10
wher Toalk(k+k) 1 . The expression for < 17 2 (s)1'2 follows from Eq. t l)1 in an anal-
rj|Ous mannr.
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Before terminating the discussion, the following comments should be made. Al-

though the physical interpretation of the wavefunctions represented by Eqs. (16-i18) or

Eq. (22) is not completely transparent, it Is clear that the appearance of the high

order terms (_ ep-.ja(,1÷ Zkn),n> 1) represents the interaction between the coherent

field and the incoherent wave reflected from the interface. This effect which is consid-

erable in one-dimensional configurations may play a secondary role when a three-

dimensional problem is considered. This anticipation stems from the following rather

vague physical observation. In the one-dimensional case tl- waves (both coherent and

incoherent) are confined to the postulated one-dimensional space. Both waves propagate

along the same direction at almost equal speeds providing suitable conditions for mutual

Interaction. In the multidimensional scattering configuration, on the other hand, the

Incoherently scattered wave is virtually radial (in the limit ka<< 1) and only a small

part of the energy carried by the incoherent wave can lie found within the spectral range

suitable for effective interaction. Consequently, any attempt to extend one-dimensional

results or interpretations to the multidimensional case should be approached with caution.

The work reported here is incomplete in several respects (even within the framework of

the one-dimensional problem): a) The starting point of the analysis has been the"bilocally"

approximated Dyson equation which is particularly useful in the limit of small scale

fluctuations. The scattering from a randomly fluctuating half-space in the limit of large

scale fluctuations is currently under investigation. b) Also maiider study is the more

significant (but considerably mere complicated) slab problem. In the small scale limit,

the cohere.nt wavefunctions no longer satisfy Bessel's equation but the more complicated

Mathieu equation.
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NODT-UNIFORMITY EFFECTS IN MICROWAVE PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS

J. W.E. Grlemsmann

Possible electromagnetic errors are analyzed ftcr a particular TM 010mode cavity

diagnostic measurement used in wake studies in ballistic ranges. The wake is modeled

by a cylindrical plasma column having a radial distribution of electron density specified
- r•

by N N e where r iz the radius and N is the peak electron density. Wide ranges
p

of average and peak electron density along with several pertinent collisiorn frequencies

are considered, including values extending beyond those for which the cavity measure-

ment in intended. One source of error investigated is the effect of the usual measurement

assumption that the cavity measures the total count of electrons. within its field regardless

of the distribution of electrons. The other source of error investigated is the possibility

for power leakage through the open pipes rf the cavity via higher modes which are con-

ceivably capable of propagating under non-uniform conditions. The influer e of non-uniform

electron distribution on the error have been determined for a wide range oi electron

density and formulas derived for hybrid lossy leakage modes.

Shown in Fig. I is a scliernatic depicting cavity diagnostics of a ballistic range wake

as used at Lincoln Laboratories. The phase measuring cir,-itit scheme indicated there

is used to measure a wide range of electron densities. The arrangement trry be shown,

in any case, to measure the radial inp:•t admittance Y, to the plasma column correc'le
in

for appropriate evenescent fringe field efhocts of the opvr ptpcis ja illustrated in Fi$. 2.

Not tasrn into account in this measurement are the posbihilities of power leakape nut the

j open pipos via spurious modes and the possibilities for spuric.-li Tnks*-Dattnt.r olectro-

acoostic resonances.

Several example. of the radial electron density dtstribtition for the cylindrical plasma

models arc shown in Fig. 3 normalized to uniform density. The maximunm rattoof peek

S. 4,- *._ - ... . . . .:= ,- -
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Fig. 3 Typical Electron Density Distributions

value of electron density occurring at the axis (r = 0), was about 50) times the average

density. The range of average density, N u' was from 10' electrons per cc t 2. 5x 109

electrons per cc. The critical density at 450 megacycles per second was thu3- exceeded

locally in many cases. Collision frequency values., v, chosen were 10', 10", and 2. 5x 10'

(1/se::) . For the purpose of analysis, this distribution ývas fiurther assurned to be repre-

sented by 50 cylindrical shells, in each of which the electron density wvas assumned to be

uniform and equal in value to the average electron density for that shell. Radial trans-

mission line relationships 3were Used to performi the analysis on a comiputer.

To determine measurement errors caused only by the electron density distribution,

fringe field effects were neglected, and the TM) 01 zvodt' fic-ld asunied uniform in thej axial direction (infinite length plasm-a column). Show\n in Fig. 4, for this case, is tne

O~
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Fig. 4 Uniform Pla•ina Distribution

influence of the presence of uniformn electron density on the axial electric field distribu-

tion. The fields are normalized to that at the axis and plotted on a suppressed scale.
When the electron density is as low as 2. 5x 10 electrons per cc, the distribution of theaxial
electric field is essentially equivalent to that of free space , namely, a J Bessel function

0
distribution. For higher densities the electric field at the axis, r 0. is seen to be weaker
with respect to the field at the input surface of the column, r r. An interesting effect
observable in the figure is that a higher collision frequency dampens the degree of mag-

nitude change with increasing electron denbity.

In the computation used to nbtain Fig. 4, the admittance at the input -urfact. r' of

the plasma colhen iR also calculated. Under the busic diagnostic measurement assuitnp-

tion that the input admittance is reasnnably independent of elt troA dehnotty distributinn,

this value (desiRnated as Y ) is the value that is expected to be meassred.pu
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Fig. 5 Influence of Non-Uniform Distribution

The plot of Fig. 5 displays on a suppressed scale typical variations of axial electric

field with radial position for an extreme peak to uiniform density ratio of 40, again frr the

case of no axial field variation. The radius at which the local electron density en'..als

the uniform electron density in shown as the vertical dotted line in the graph. The shielding

effect of the extremes of electron density toward the center ci.n be observed. The

adnMitance %alues at the input surface to the columin -ire atlso calculate~d for this Case

and deuiignated as Y p

Typical values of measurement error are caos.'d by tinn-tiniformity uffects andl

tabulated in Fig. (, along with the expression used far nni itation of error. The Admit-

tance Yý is that measured at the input radius of the plasma columin wvith the plasma and
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ERROR

NN

NU V YU Nu Nu

8 81.25xl0 10 .0007205 + j.3626640 .077 .107

(1/20) 2.82x10 9  .0102260 + j.3728273 .079 .119

2.5 x 108 108 .0014306 + j.3423846 .068 .083

9(1/10) 2. 82x10 .0203775 + j.3625645 .076 .108

1.5 x 109  10 .008055 + j. 1472723 (-).003 (-).100

(3/5) 2.82x109 .1179084 + j.2600734 ,056 .112

ERROR= II =AYu Yo

f=450x10 N Z.5xl0 Y :j.3830910
__ _ _ C 0

Fig. 6 Table of Errors

air removed (vacuo). For the values of electron density chosen (namely, 1/20, 1/10, and

3/5 of critical), and for the typical collision fr 'cis indi:ated, the,- measure.'I values

with non-uniformity present would be too high by at most 12%. The one negative value

is oeyond practical cavity measurement range. Another conclusion evident in the table

is that the non-uniformity error is not diminished by going to lower electron densities

at least in the range indicated. Also illustrated in part is that non-uniformity errors

can occur for relatively modest non-uniformities such as N p/N - 5 with further

error incre.sing only slowly with further density peaking. This latter effect -nay be

cause- by the further effective reduction of electrical radius in which most nf the
Zn

plasma lies. The electrical radius of the plasma column -7" 1 (%here ý is the free
space wavelength) is 430. The above conclusion should be applied only tn plasma, of

comunensurate electrical dimensions.

Development of a specialized computer optimization program has been required to

evaluate the leakage characteristics oi the most detrimental leakage modes. To date
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no quantitative bases for serious leakage problems have been determined.

Advanced Research Projects Agency
Nonr 939(38) J. W. E. Griemrmann
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TRANSIENTS IN DISPERSIVE MEDIA

L.B. Felsen

1. Introduction

The propagation of transient signals in dispersive media, a subje t of long-
1,2

standing interest in electromagnetics , has received increased attention more

recently because of it:; relevance to pulsed excitation of waveguides 3, whistler propa-

gation in magnetospheric ducts4, ionospheric and VLF propagation problems,
7plasma diagnostics , etc. While certain special situations admit of a closed form

solution for the transient field in terms of known functions, it is generally necessary

to resort to an integral representation, usually involving a (real or complex) fre-

quency integration of the time-harmonic result. Often, the latter is itself given

only in the form of series or integrals, thereby aidding to the overall complexity in

the formulation of the space-time dependent field. Therefore, it has been necessary

to resort to approximation procedures in order to gain explicit information about the

nature of the transient response. If the field is ,.xcited by a localized source, its

time-harmonic behavior in the far zone can usually be deduced by asymptotic (sad-

dle point) techniques based on the largeness of the distance (in wavelengths) from

the source region to the observation point. Since the same large parameter appears

also in the resulting integral over frequency, a 4imilar asymptotic procedure per-

mits - often without the need for additional assumptions - the extraction of the

transient response in relatively simple furnm. The r,.ult %ar, hb- int-rpre-1t.d in

terms of one or more "packets" of plane waves, each having a central frequency ,

a wavenumber k, and an amplitude A, all depending on the observation point r

and on the observation time t. This simple description fail., and niku.t be
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modified, in transition regions corresponding to specific values of r and t for which

individual wave packets either are not yet fully developed or are modified by mutual

interaction. 8IWhile these general aspects are well known8 and some of them have also

recently been summarized 9, there are certain gap- in the discussion of the tran-

sient field observed at a distant observation point r at arbitrary observation times

t, especially when the dispersive properties of the medium are such as to admit of

cutoffs and resonances (as in a magnetoplasma). For this reason, a more complete

asymptotic treatment of the frequency integral is appropriate. It is also worthwhile

to emphasize simple graphical procedures which provide quick and often quantitati-e

insight into the propagation mechanism without the need for elaborate numerical

computation.

An interesting interpretation of transient signal propagation stems from the
• 10-15

introduction of space-time rays which are only beginning to be exploited sys-

tematically by the electromagnetic propagation specialist. These concepts have

been reviewed and extended for specific excitation problems by utilization of the dis-

persion surfaces characterieic of the medium, especially in the presence of inter-

faces or boundaries.

2. Asymptotic Evaluation of the Complex Frequency Integral

After the far-zone solution of a time-harnmonic radiation or diffraction prob-

lem has been accomplished and analytic continuation into the complex frequency

plane performed, determination of the transient response for a particular %%ave con-

stituent requires evaluation of the typical integral

where "(x) denotes the frequency de.pendent wavenumber of the lotal pLtn, w .vc con-

tributing to the far zone field (in an anlsotropi" medium, '(, ) is in gener.al related

to the za refractive index). r is a typical (large) distance paramrter, krnd f(v) is

the local plane wave amplitude (which may actually depend algebraically on r

although this dependence has not been indicated). The generic form, Eq. (1), accom -

modates many propagation phenomena in homogeneous isotropic and anisotrophc

media. The above-mentioned far zone approximation, if it has be-en utilized,
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usually involves the more precise restrictionP (1') I r >> 1, i.e., (:) .. which

must be kept in mind in subsequent manipulations of the integral in Eq. (1). It will

be assumed that .(a,) W/c as (-*D in the upper half plane, c being the speed of

light in vacuum, and that the system is quiescent for time t < 0. The latter require-

ment can be met by taking the integration path above all of the singularities in the

integrand and implies furthermore, on assumption that f((t) does not behave expo-

nentially for large ', that I 0 fPr t < r/c. - is generally a multivalued func-

tion cf o* which must be defined so that ImF > 0 on the integration contour.

a. Result for most observation times

Since the exponent in Eq. (1) contains the large parameter r, one may employ

the conventional saddle point approximation which states that the major contributions

to I arise from the vicinity of the saddle points a determined by

t 1 r

q'(u ) = 0, or T' '( ) = r = , t >-- (2)
S s r 1790s 1

where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to the argument, and

V g,0 -[d!-/di-' is the group velocity of a wave packet centered at the frequency t'.

For dominant effec.., only real saddle points are of interest, and only those which

render q(13) real. Then from the standard approximation for an isolated saddle

point at ti - 0 (i.e. , q" (b ) 0. f(") finite):

I!'(i ' ()<) 0,f. (3)nie)i L--('.L ) r-'r t ± w/ 4
I Z • T(T ~ S s" ( s
s r I !" (%s) I

Since I in Eq. (1) must be a real function of r and t, saddle points occur in pairs

at +t and I-,, . Thus, the contribution from the saddle point pair at +±u is

Riven by the familiar formula:

I" 2 , r " ( ) )Icos '4' )r-- t + f /4 , • ) '0, (4)
14 r 6. J - 'N"9 ,0

where . -arg f. The direction of th- steepest descent path lradi.,z away from the

saddle points at +i is --450 when I" (t ) - 0 and 7 45S when I" (, ) -- 0. One

deforms the original path Into the. steepest descent paths only near the maddle points

and uses elsgewhere path segments lying in "valhkys" near the rL:1 I-axis, thereby

Avoiding the complicatton of finding the complete steepest descent paths. Any
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singularities crossed during the path deformations carried out in connection with the

saddle point procedure must be added to the result in Eq. (4), as are contributions

from other' relevant saddle point pairs.

Since a constant value of (r/t) in Eq. (2) implies a constant value of ' , the

wave packet in Eq. (4) moving at the group velocity maintains its center frequency

1 and wavenumber • (ts). On the other hand, if r is fixed and t is allowed to vary,

or vice versa, the saddle point frequency changes with t or r. A difficulty in apply-

ing Eq. (3) stems from the fact that 'ii (r,t) is known only implicitly since " (t) in
s

Eq. (2) is generally a complicated function. Howevtrr, as is evident from Eq. (2),

the existence, multiplicity and general behavior of the saddle point(s) can be ascer-

tained from a plot of v g()/c or, equivalently, of c(d-'/dr) vs. r by locating the
g

intersection points on these plots with a horizontal line at a height (r/ct) and (ct/r),

respectively. If the !' and it axes are labelled T and t , respectively, these plots

provide directly the behavior of each x 9 with T -- ct/r. One may also use a plot of
s

the amplitude factor in Eq. (4) vs. ,: together with the curve of ',s(1 to construct

the envelope of the oscillations corresponding to each distinct saddle point. These

aspects are illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2 for a dispersion curve and amplitude function

N appropriate to extraordinary mode propagation across the d.c. magnetic field in a

cold magnetoplasma.

b. Transition regions

The simple saddle point result descriptive of well-developed, isolated wave

packets fails in transition regions where individual wave packets are not yet fully

developed or where strong interaction with other wave packets occurs. For fixed

observation points r, the transition phenomena occur at and near s,'lected observa-

tion times t. For transients caused by a suddenly switched-on time-harmonic

signal, f(x) in Eq. (I) hAs simple pole singularities at the signtl! fr,.quency ,0. and

transition phenomena occur near: a) time of arrival of the first rtspnms. (, -v)

b) very long observation times (i " - ) ; c: time of at rival of transient at

group velocity maximum (1 . )1 d) time of arrival of main signal (, - 1 0

e) time of arrival of main signal when this corresponds alo to the time of .arrival nf

a group velocity maximum (I - * 1 ). Uniform asymptotic approximationn have

been obtained in all of these transition reRions, thereby making results avai.-tbltr for

arbitrary observation times.
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a corresponding development for non-harmonic space-time dependent fields (see how-

ever Refs. 10-15). In the time-harmonic regime, rays define the space trajectories

of the energy emitted continuously by the source. Under transient conditions, rays

describe the location in space and time of a wave packet centered around a given

frequency. Just as the k-surfaces for constant ts, have proved useful in the treatment J
of propagation, radiatioa and scattering problems in the sinusoidal steady state, so

can the full (w,k) dispersion surfaces be employed for transient processes. Some

observations to this effect for propagation in infinite media have been made in the
litratreI0, 15

literature 10,1 and we have extended these considerations to bounded media.

The saddle point condition expressed by Eq. (2) can be used to define a set of

trajectories or rays in (r,ct) space. Each ray is given in the present case of a homo-

geneous medium by a straight line whose slope is determined by a particular fre-
quency 'i, and corresponding wavenumber , as a result of which the group velocity

is also a constant. Since only the times t - r/c are relevant and v .- c for nor-
g

mally dispersive media, the rays in the (r,ct) plane lie in a region confined to an

angular extent of i 450 about the ct-axis (the smaller the group velocity, the more

nearly is a ray parallel to the ct-axis). By moving along a ray, one finds the space-

time location of a particular wave packet characterized by a constant frequency ,'s

by moving parallel to the ct-axis, one finds the frequenc' variation in the wave pack-

ets reaching a fixed observation point r at times t - r/c ; and by moving parallel to

the r-axis, one finds the frequency distribution of wave packets in space at any

instant of time t.

It can be shown that the space-time rays in (rct, space correspond to the

properly orizitted normals to the (-i ) branch of the (kc, I) dlspersion surfacc. and

that in the presence of an interiace between two media, the frequenLy ,' of the inci-

dent ray is preserved in the reflected and refracted rays. This condition can be used

to chart the progress of the space-time reflected and refracted rayr . A simple

example pertaining to reflection and transmission of a pulsed plan*, wave incident

normally on a plane W¢iuriary between vYcuum And an isotropit plaoma is ohown in

Fig. 3., where the .'xcitation funrtion 'Wx) t) corrrsponds to A point Oour,'r in

(xct) space. The dispersinn curve for the plasma is (with ' k and , rcpre•enting
2Z 2 P

the plasma frequency): (c)- * - 0. while that for the v.cuum i4: (k•)
p

The preceding considerations permit the complete trac king of the Incid-nt, reflected

and refracted ray trajectories as indicated in Fill. 1.

• • •4
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The procedure is being utilized to construct quantitative expressions for the

transient field and is to be further extended to acccmmodate anisotropic dispersive

media and also media with temporally varying properties.

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories
Office of Aerospace Research
F 19628-68-C-0072 L.B. Felsen
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MICROWAVE BISTATIC SCATTERING FROM CAPILLAR f WAVES ON WATER

E.S. Cassedy

In a previous report , measurement- of microwave backscattering from capillary
waves on water were reported. The purposes of these measitrements were: I) to con-

firm the Bragg scattering nature of this phenomenon. and 2) to obtain experimental data

on polarization dependence of the back-scattering from capillary waves on water. The

22 GHz microwave setup has now been reconstr'ucted in order to make bistatic scatter-

ing measurenents as indicated schematically on Fig. 1. That is, the scattered micro-

wave fields may now be received over a range of observaiticn angles ('") for a given

angle of incidence (0t and not limited as in the previous setup to the backscattering

angle.

jL
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The receiving system for the bistatic setup, shown schematically on Fig. 2, is

a homodyne (or synchronous mixing 2 ) receiver. The homodyne receiver provides 2

linear detection and attains a sensitivity improvement over a simple video detection.

In the homodyne operation used here, the received scattered power is mixed with

reference power coupled from the transmitter. Since the microwave iields are scat-
tered from a moving rough surface, they have doppler-shifted frequencies. The doppler

frequency shift for scattering from sinusoidal traveling-wave ripples is just that of
3the water ripple itself (or a harmonic thereof) . The detected homodyne signal is the

doppler frequency (i.e., the water-wave frequency or one of its harmonics).

Reference power for homodyne detection is provided in the bistatic setup by means

of the microwave circuit indicated in Fig. 2. The microwave circuit consists of direc-

tional couplers and two waveguide arms. The waveguide arms are connected through a

rotary joint in order to provide reference power of constant power and phase as the re-
S ceiver is rotated. The reference arm is also provided with a variable attenuator (not

* 2shown) in order to adjust the reference power for optimum signal to noise ratio . Final-

ly, the transmitter is monitored as indicated for constant power output and the detector

is provided with a stub Luner (not shown) for optimum match.

The bistatic scattering range just described can be used to continue the measure-

ments of polarization dependence of scattering described in the previous report . That

is, the ratio of v,'rtical to horizontal scattering may be compared for several Bragg

scattering orders, without being restricted to the incidcnce angles defined by the Bragg

(back scattering) condition. Even more important, however, the cross-polarization

ratio on scattering may now be measured conveniently with the present receiver in

contrast to the previ-is set&,p where it could not.

The forementioned scattering measurements all relate to a sinusoidally modulated

surface. This surface is created by means of capillary waves driven by a polystrene

wedge attached to a loud speaker cone. The speaker cone is, in turn, fed by a(sinus-

oidal) signal generator and audio amplifier. The same transducer system may, how-

ever, be driven by a random signal and thereby create a randomly rough surface on
the water. For this purpose a noise generator has been constructed and is being used

to drive the speaker-wedge transducer assembly. This system is intended to permit

the experimental study scattering from randomly rough surfaces of the form treated

earlier 3 in theory.

Joint Services Technical Advisory Committee
AF 49(638)-1402 1. S. Cassedy
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EFFECTS OF MICROWAVE RADIATION ON THE EYE

L. Birenbaum, I. T. Kaplan, W. Metlay, S. W. Rosenthal, H. Schmidt, M. M. Zaret

For some time, we have been engaged in work of a bio-engineering nature: a

measurement, at microwave frequencies, of the power levels just sufficient to cause

injury to the eye. The method uses one eye of an anesthetized rabbit to terminate a

length of waveguide. This permits direct measurement of the power entering (or dissi-

pated in) the eye. Details of the procedure and the restlts of ea. lier work at 5. 5, 5. 4

and 70 GHz have been described in previous reports ol Lhis seriesI 2 3. Here, we wish

to present some new data for 5. 2 and 4. 2 GHz; to evaluat-. our results to date with a

view toward finding how the threshold levels depend on frequency; and finally to discuss

some new work we have just started at 0. 8 GHz.

A summary of our C-band work is shown below in Fig. 1, illustrating the cataract-

ogenic thresholds so far observed. The 5. 5 and 5. 4 GHz curves, reported earlier, are

composites of the pulsed and CW exposures listed in Table I, and were obtained by

120--I
200 oo ..... j -S1100----

W 0-

(L 6 0 0 - - - 5.... . . . . ........

4r 0 0 -- ........ . . . .. . .4

1 2 3 5 8 10 20 30 50 100 150200

EXPOSURE TIME (MINUTES)

Fig. 1 Single-Exposure Cataractogenic Thresholds
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TABLE I

TABULATION OF C-BAND EXPOSURES

Frequency (GHz) Number of Exposures

5.5 100 pulsed

62 CW

5.4 28 pulsed

36 CW

5.2 58 puh,ýd

4.2 22 pulsed

making use of the adapter of Fig. 2. The same device was used to obtain the data from

which the 5. 2 and 4. 2 GHz curves were drawn, representing pulsed data only. All of the

pulsed work was done with . 001 duty cycle power. Before it was possible to work at

"STANDARD C- BAND FLANGE,
3 5/i" DIAMETER

.455

r 0 ISPHERICAL
.500 DEPRESSION TO
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0 IN

0

3 -I, 4 50'-

0.344K 145'ý

STYCAST KI2
DIELECTRIC INSERTS

Fig. 2 Two-Section Transition from Standard
C-band Wa\,eguide to Rabbit Eye
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4. 2 GHz, it was necessary to extend the adapter loss measurements shown in the right

half of Fig. 3 much lower in frequency to find out whether the adapter was usable; that is,

to make sure that there existed no internal resonances within the structure. The left

half of Fig. 3 illustrates a very pronounced resonance at 4. 6 GHz, but a useful region

near 4. 2 GHz. This data was obtained as follows: the circular waveguide end of the

adapter was short-circuit terminated, and the standing wave ratio "r'' in the input rec-
r+ltangular waveguide was measured. The quantity 10 log( -) was then computed, and used

as an estimate of the transmission loss. A sharp rise in the loss was assumed to indicate

the existence of a spurious mode resonance in the ridged section of the adapter.

Inspection of Fig. 1 suggests that the cataractogenic ftiectiveness of C-band

microwave power decreases as the frequerny decr'eases. Verification of this conclu-

sion by measurement over a much wider frequency band would be of considerable in-

terest. With this objective in mind, a simpler, less problematical, irradiating devce

was conceived and built (see Fig. 4). By virtue of its coaxial construction, it holds forth

the possibility of a truly broadband measurement. The initial model, also shown in

Fig. 4, had two sericus deficlernies. One of these became apparent after irradiations

conducted with the equipment shown in Fig. 5. Central circumscribed corneal opacities

were observed, obviously resulting from the high field concentration rear the center
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Fig. 4 Coaxial Adapter for 800 MHz Irradiation

conductor. In addition, comparison with the C-band results was not too meaningful be-

cause of the different physical location of the cornea: in one case, it was in contact with

the Stycast, and in the other mainly exposed to air. For these reasons, the observed

cataractogenic threshold, near the I watt level, at 0.8 GHz, of about 15-20 minutes, is

not regarded as valid. Future observations are planned with the improved model. Of

special interest here is that this frequency lies at the upper limit of the UHF television

band, and there seems no reason why these measurements cannot be extended lower in

frequency. Significant also is the proximity to 915 MHz, one of the two ISM frequencies

currently being utilized for domestic microwave ovens.

To gain insight into the physical processes involved, one approach to use is the one
4

suRgested by Clark in an early paper using data provided subsequently by Schwan5 . The
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eye here is viewed as a layered medium upon which is normally incident a plane wave.

By virtue of the losses in the cornea, in the aqueous fluid in the anterior chamber, in

the lens,and in the vitreous medium, there is associated with the incident wave a limited

depth of penetration. The decay of the field amplitude within the eye-model defines the

rate at which microwave energy, converted into heat, is deposited within the eye as a

anction of depth. The temperature rise is determined by the specific heats of the sev-

eral regions, the rate at which heat is lost, principally through the front layer, and the

length of time during which the process takes plact. A careful analysis of the simplest

possible one-dimensional layered model that can be co,3nsidered should give some inter-

esting results, especially since Schwan5 has presented :lectrical data for both the lens

and the vitreous medium over a wide frequency range.

The results of the 5. 5 GHz work have been incorporated into a paper to be published

in IEEE Transactions on Bio-Medical Engineering in the Janu;.:y,. 1969 issue.

Microwave aspects of the work described above were the responsibility of Mr. L.

Birenbaumn and Prof. S. W. Rosenthal of the Electrophysics Department.

The biological work was done by Dr. I. T. Kaplan, Chief Psychologist, Zaret Founda-

tion; Dr. W. Metlay, Asst. Prof. of Psychology, Hofstra; Dr. H. Schmidt, Ophthalmrnvigist;

and Dr. M. M. Zaret, Ophthalmologist and Director of Research for the Zaret Foundation.

Zaret Foundation, Subcontract No. 100-4 to PIB
T1T S. Army Medical Research-Development Command
DADA- 17-68-G9249 L. t1irenbaum
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NEW MILLIMETER-WAVE TECHNIQUES: AMPLIFIER NOISE THEORY

B. Senitzky

An amplifier which uses a gas as the active medium and is suitable for operation

in the millimeter wave region has been described in a previous report . The device

consists of a small cylindrical cavity filled with gas which exhibits a rotational reso-

nr, nce at the frequency w 00 When the cavity and molecular resonances coincide, a mono-

chromatic pump of frequency w can saturate the gas resonance and cause weak signals

in the vicinity of the pump frequency to be reflected with gain.

The noise of the amplifier arises from the spontaneous emission of the gas mole-

cules within the cavity. An expression was derived in the previous reportI for the

average power emitted per molecule per mode which is valid only for a single molecule

and does not account for the absorbing (or amplifying) properties of the medium and

electromagnetic structure. The analysis of these effects will be outlined here. A more
2,3

complete discussion is given in the literature ,

The basic problem is this. We have a strong monochromatic signal incident on a

gas-filled resonant cavity which is coupled to a waveguide. (The signal is "st-cng`

because it affects the properties of the gas medium.) What is the resulting no~se spec-

trum which will be measured in the dominant mode of the waveguide" To solve this

problem we will: 1) find the power radiated by a typical molhcule into a lossless cavity

mode, 2) find the classicalcurrent source that radiates the same power into the loss-

less cavity mode,and 3) use thi!. classical source to find the noise power emitted by ;.Ll

molecules to the w;.veguide in the presence of losses.

The power radiated by a typical molecule into ;t lossless cavity mode of frenuency

Sis found to be

P = 4! Re e 0-J(t).J(t') >dt,' (1)

Id
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where j(t) is the projection of the molecular current operator )(t) on the normal mode

field A (r) and r is the position vector in the cavity, Thus j(t) -- )(t) • Ao (r), where

we are not explicitly writing out the spatial dependence of j(t). T"he mohecular current

operator j(t) is equal to the rate of change of the electric dipole moment operator

p (t). The bracketed quantity, < j(t) j(t') > is the molecular current correlation inaction

averaged over the appropriate quantum mechanical ensemble. 'Ihis quantity can be

explicitly evaluated in terms of the mean time between collisions and the dipole matrix

elements between the molecular energy eigenfunctions.

Let us now represent a molecule by a classical stochastic current source, t

and compute the power, P, radiated by a typical boarce into the lossless cavity mode

of frequency w . We find that
0

t
P =4ft C oS 0(t-t' ) j(t) j(t' ) dt', (2)

-00

where j(t) is defined as before and the bar indicates an average over the classical

ensemble. If <j(t) J(t') > is real and

i(t) JWt) = < i(t) jWt')> , (3)

the noise power radiated by a typical molecule will be the same whether it is found from

the classical ensemble in Eq. (2) or the quantum mechanical ensemble in En. (1). We

can use Eq. (3) to find the properties of the classical ensemble and then use this ensemble

in our further calculations.

The classical stochastic source current can be written as

j(t) = ja(t) cos wot + Jf(t) sin w t

%%,here Ja(t) and jr(t) are slowly varying with respect to -,. these quantities repre-

sent the amplitudes of noise currents which are phased for AM and FM with rtespect to

the coherent pump field. From En. (3) we find the followinr properties fur the ensemble

representing the classical stoch'astic noise sources:

Jf(t) Jf(t') Wo IplZ 2 Ao z (r)(2n, n) e "(t t)t I')

jI(t) j'(,) Jf(t) f(t cos (t -t ) / , (4)

ja(t) jf(tE) )JO) tjf(t) 0

where - is the mne,%n time between collisions, n is- ihe nw1ei'ul ,tr deinsitv, i1 tlhe

niolhcular density in either the lowe. r or upper %tate of th. trantn.tiutu (th1 .•- by int

essentially equal for tht. conditions considh red), Jp1 J i4 thc ni.gnit'ide of tht. 1-lt. tric

dipole moment operator component parallel to the nornibil mod" it-ld direction .andI
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o' : pl I Fc(r)/1S, where Fc(r) is the amplitude of the pump field in the cavity.

The properties of the lossy cavity at the frequency w = w0 + 6 can be character-

ized by the cavity quality factor Q, where

Q 1=Q*-I + Q-1
ext wall

and the electrical prope~rties of the gas by the complex susceptibilities (X( 6 )1x '(V )+i '<"()

5 to fields which amplitude and phase modulate the pump. These susceptibilities are

K designated respectively as X a() and )ý (6). The description of the medium in these
{,• give 4, 5

terms and expressions for the susceptibilities have been previously given . Over

a lirmited range of frequency, 6 , and for a sufficiently -;trong pump (W :7>l), the

imaginary part of Xa( 6 ) can change sign and the gas amplifies AM components.

Xf (6) does not change sign so the gas alvays ittenuates FM components. An expression

for the noise power per frequencr interval radiated by the gas into the waveguide is

- t
ndr jalt) Jat') cos 6 (t-t') dt'

So-Qaext (2 +r (ja

(5)
t

ndr 00jf(t) f(t') cos 6(t-t') dt'

+ 6 W + 4 ( i++ (Q -1 + 4' 7;7Uf)

where the bar over the susceptibilities indicates that these atuantities are averaged over

the cavity field intensity.

When the pump signal is removed (w' = 0) and the cavity is in equilibrium of a

temperature T , the above expression reduces to

I: - (6) 12)k'r /ZT

where f (6) is the reflection coefficient of the gas-filled cavity. This familiar result

can be readily obtained by applying the principle of detailed balance to a cavity in

equilibrium with a waveguide at a temperature T.

If the pump power is increased we can distinguish two cases: "optically thin"

and "optically thick". In the "'optically thin" case we assume that the medium absorp-

tion is negligible so we can neglect the susceptibilities in the denominator of Eq. (5).

If, in addition, the cavity bandwidth is greater than the molecular linewidth

(W Q-ext >> o ), the output spectrum will be as shown in Fig. I on p. 73 of

Ref. 2 (K in th.tt figure is equal to our w' ). That figure shows three Lorentzian curves:
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a single FM noise curve with a peak at 5 0 and two AM noise curves with peaks at

= w'. If the medium is "optically thick" and in the amplifying condition ('X" a 0 ),

the denominator of the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (5) approaches zero

and the FM noise components at the output will be negligible compared to the AM

components.

In summary, the computation outlined above shows how the noise spectrum of

the amplifier is affected by the strong coherent pump and indicates the dolgree of

correlation of the output noise with the pump strength.

U. S. Army Electronics Command
DAAB07-68-C-0344 B. Senitzky

National Science Foundation
GU-1557
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NEW MILLIMETER-WAVE TECHNIQUES: AMPLIFIER NOISE EXPERIMENTS

B. Srnitiky and R. T. Kihm

The experimental verification of the theory described in the pre,,ious section is

the primary goal of the work deicribed here.

To build a gas amplifier for operation at 140 Gliz requirri the completibn of the
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following tasks: l the construction of a cavity with a sufficiently hifh quality factor;

2) the fabrication of a circulator which is not available commercially; and 3) the

synthesis of deuterium cyanide (DC NI).

1) A cylindrical cavity. 0.2 in. diameter and 0. 5in. length, was designed and

constructed to operate in the TE 0 9 mode. The measured unloaded cavity Q was 12, 500.

This value was high enough for otr purpose.

S2) A Y-j anction ferrite circulator, to be used with the cavity, was designed and

fabricated. Its forward loss was 1. 5 dB and the isolation was 23dB. We feel that the

latter value can be increased with further effort; nevertheless it is adequate for our

purpose.

12N i
Z.) DC N was synthesized by first making " heavy" sulfuric acid and then using

the salt-acid reaction:

D" 2 + SO 3  D 2)so4

15 15
D2SO4 + KCN -- b DCN + KDSO4

24 4

12 J=2 -*- J_ _ _

!.a.

i2Io .. .

0 2

I I ID'-' N'5 (0,0,0) -]

___ __ i pressure =O.1Torr

F I

SF
If I

-4 -3 -2 -I 0 1 2 3 4
FREQUENCY FROM LINE CENTER,MHz

Fig. 1 Absorption Line, 0, 0, 0 Vibrational State, .I 2-,T
Rotational Transition
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In order to measure the gas ourity we built a mvicrowave spectrometer using

a 20 cm absorption cell. The measured absorption spectrum of the J = 2 - J-- 1

transition of the ground vibrational stnte is shown in Fig. 1. This line has not been

previously measured but its lcation is in good agreement with the rotational constant

obtained from the J = I *--J = 0 transition I. The absorption coefficient of this line

decreased ir, time without a concurrent pressure decrease. A measurement of the

absorption !ne of HCG2 N indicated that as the DC12N15 line was weakening, the

HC 12N 15line became stronger, thus proving that the DC12N15 was converting to
12 15

HC N1. From a study of rates as a function of pressure it appeared that the iso-

topic conversion was taking place at the wall.

The absorbed constituent on the wafl causing this conversion was not identified.

Furthermore, the convers;on could not be el.minated by a low temperature bake-out.

We are presently constructing a system which can be baked-out at a temperature of

400°C.

U.S. Army Electronics Command

DAAB07-68-C-0344 B. Senitzky

Joint Services Technical Advisory Committee
AF 49(638) -140Z
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METAL VAPOR LASERS

W. T. Walter and R. Chimenti

The development of the ca-bon dioxide laser has opened up new horizons in high

power lasers. Many kilowatts of average power output at 10. 6 microns have already

been demonstrated, it is the high efficiency of the CO 2 laser that has made it feasible

to construct such high average power systems. Electrical conversion efficiencies of

10-25 percent have been achieved. The output of the CO 2 laser, however, is in the

far infrared. A question has been raised whether similar laser systems are possible

with visible outputs. Can a system be developed that utilizes an electronic energy

level structure similar to the vibrational-rotational structure of the carbon dioxide

molecule ?

Visible gas lasers have usually employed one or two of the rare gases as the

active medium. The difference in energy level structure between the rare gas lasers

and the CO 2 laser is striking because of the large gap between the ground and the first

excited energy level in the rare gases. The vapor of a metal, such as copper, can

provide an energy level structure where laser levels much closer to the ground level

can be utilized. A comparison between the energy levels involved in the CO laser,

the copper laser, and the argon ion laser is given in Fig. 1. In all three cases, the

upper laser level has been set at 100 and the other energy levels scaled appropriately.

Thus the ordinate scale indicates relative energy. The fraction of the ground-to-

upper-laser-level energy of excitation returned by the laser photon may now be directly

compared. It is 41 percent in CO 2 , 64 percent in copper and 7 percent in ionized argon.

Operation of the three metal vapor lasers previously reported is illustrated in

Fig. 2. It is appropriate to emphasize that these are not ion lasers. The excitation

and laser action take place in the neutral atom. The excitation mechanism is provided

- 84 -
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by electron collisions. Those energy levels in the neutral atom that are both close to

and optically connected with the ground level can be efficiently and sulectiveIy excited

by electron collisions. This is particularly evident in the manganese laser where the

y P level is populated in preference to z P and z P which lie closer to, but are
6not as strongly coupled to the S ground level.

These metal vapor lasers have operated only in a pulsed mode thus far. If they

are to operate continuously the lower laser level must be efficiently and selectively

depopulated; for example, by inelastic collisions of the second kind with other atoms
or molecules. A program to investigate a possible lengthening of the laser pulse upcn

the addition of certain quenching molecules is planned later this year.

The basic requirement of a pulsed metal vapor laser is in the presence of a

metastable atomic energy level between the ground level and a resonance level. At

the start of a current pulse, a transient population inversion is produced which lasts

until the laser transition equalizes the upper resonance and lower metastable level

populations.

"100- 0001-T 2po= V--

4880 A

80-
d

~60- p;- 0
L&J0
ZW, 0200-

--1 Ol 0-
20-

0- 00°0 0 " 25 - •S-
CO2  Cu Ar

Fig. 1 Comparison of the Relative Energy Levels Involved in the
Carbon Dioxide, Copper, and Argon Lasers
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Fig. 2 Comparison of the Pulsed Lead, Manganese, and Copper Lasers

The metastable atoms are then r-laxed back to the ground level !y inelastic

atom-atom and atom-wall collisions in preparation for the next pulse. The inter-

pulse period necessary to relax the lower laser level and deionize the plasma will

determine the maximum laser pulse repetition rate and hence the average power.

Additional criteria necessary for the most efficient operation of this class of pulsed
I

gas discharge lasers have been treated previously.

All of these pulsed metal vapor lasers are very high gain transitions, in fact so

high that it has been difficult to measure an unsaturated small signal gain. Recently

Silfvast and Deech2 have measured a 6 dB/cm gain for the 7229R line in lead.

Of all the pulsed metal vapor lasers, the most promising possibility of a high-

efficiency, visible laser is the ccpper laser., 3 A research program is underway to
4

systematically investigate the copper laser. The lead laser suffers from competi-

tion with strong uv and blue lines to the 3P1 and 3P 2 levels of the ground configuration.

Because of the multiplicity of the levels in manganese, five or six green and an equal

number of infrared transitions can oscillate at the same time. The energy level structure
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of copper, on the other hand, is remarkably free of other levels and their possible

parasitic absorption of energy. The theoretical limit on the pulsed copper laser's

efficiency is 38 percent, and an ultimate overall efficiency of 5 to 10 percent is expected.

Thus far the best results from a copper laser have been:

40 kW peak power

0. 5 W average power

16 nsec pulse width

1, 000 pps pulse repetition frequency

1.2 /o electrical conversion efficiency

These results were obtained from a 5 cm diam. tube with an active region - 80 cm
0 15long at a temperature of -1520 C which corresponds to a copper diensity of - 2 xlO

3atoms/cm

Twu new furnaces are nearly complete. The first furnace utilizes a platinum-

rhodium heating element and a hot zone which can be as large as 4. 4 cm diam. x - 80

cm long. This furnace is shown in Fig. 3. The second furnace has a graphite heating

element and a hot zone 4.4 cm diam. x - 20 cm long. This furnace has a maximum

temperature capability of 27000 C and can attain that temperature in 30 minutes. These

two furnaces will be used for laser-probing-laser experiments and time resolved

studies of energy level populations of a pulsed copper discharge.

Fig. 3 New Platinum-Rhodium Furnace for Metal Vapor Laser Research
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During construction of the furnaces a mercury vapor discharge in tite form of a

commercial fluorescent tube was used as a substitute load for the electrical excitatior

•vstem. The air spark gap previously employed as a fast switch to ipply a charged
capacitor across the metal vapor load was replaced by a 5CZZ hydrogen thyratron.
In this form we were ableto increase the pulse repetition frequency from 1kHz to

10 kHz and also shorten the current pulse risetime. We are hopeful that these and

other improvements being made will cnable us to increase the average power output

of the copper laser by at least one order of magnitude and also enable us to try other

elements which because of larger transition probabilities require faster currenf rise-

times.

In addition to the copper, lead, Pnd manganese lasers previously reported, other

pulsed metal vapor lasers are possible. Some of the most likely possibilities have

been tabulated in Table IV of Ref. 1. For example, the elements silver and gold are

included with copper in column lb of the periodic table. A comparison of the energy
2

level diagrams of these three elements is given in Fig. 4. In silver the metastable D

levels are displaced upward to overlap the P resonance levels. Therefore, no visible

pulsed laser transitions were expected in the neutral atomic vapor of silver.
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In gold the relative position of the 2 and 2 D levels is the same as in copperi

however, the fine structure splitting of each level has greatly increased. The yellow
0 0

5782 A line in copper corresponds to the red 6278A line in gold with almost identical

transition probabilities (2 x 106 sec ). Therefore, laser action was expected on this
0 o

transition. The green 5106A line in copper, however, corresponds to the 3123A ultra-

violet line in gold which has a transition probability 40 times larger than the copper

transition. The lifetime of the P° level when the resonance radiation is trapped
3/2

is only ~10 nanoseconds. Therefore, laser action was not expected on this transition

beca,!se the upper level lifetime is much shorter than the risetime of the current

C pulse using the present excitation configuration.

When silver and gold were tried experimentally, these expectations were con-

firmed. No visible laser transitions were found in silver, and a single transition at

6278. 6A ± 0. 6A was observed in gold as predicted in Table IV of Ref. 1. This is a

high-gain transition similar to copper. Superradiance was observed from a hot zone

1 cm diam. x 80 cm long at - 1500°C without any mirrors. The results with silver

and gold add to our understanding of the pulsed metal vapor LAsers and suppvrt the

proposed excitation processes.

A paper5 presenting the foregoing results was presented at the International

Quantum Electronics Conference in Miami on May 16, 1968. Recently four new laser

lines were reported by Deech and Sanders in the atomic vapors of calcium and stron-

tium. These four lines had been previously predicted1. Of the twenty-four laser

lines predicted in Table IV of Ref. 1, five have now been experimentally demonstrated.

National Science Foundation
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LASER FREQUEiNCY STABILIZATI)N

J. T. LaTourrette and P. Rabinowitz

In the previous report1, we outlined our proposed technique for stabilizing the fre-

quency of a 10.6a CO2 laser and indicated the advantages of our approach. The major

distinction between this andprevious laser frequency stabilization methods is the use of

a passive, thermally excited absorption cell as the reference. This provides a signifi-

cant improvement in the control of the parameters that influence the frequency of line

center in the reference cell.

During the interim period we have made considerable progress in the design and

construction of the experimental apparatus. In addition, a significant alteration in the

technlque for generating the error signal has been incorporated into the apparatus and

should improve the ultimate performance.

The new technique for sensing line center, recently demonstrated with a neon
2

laser , depends on the saturation properties of an inhomogeneously broadened line in

the presence of a strong standing wave field. The phenomenon which is referred to as

the "Lamb Dip" was described phenomenologically by Gould and Bennett in terms of

"hole burning. " 3 In essence, their description is: if a standing wave field is set up in

an inhomogeneously broadened medium at a frequency removed from line center, two

groups of molecules will interact strongly with the field (namely, those molecules which
as a result o f the Doppler shift associated with their motion are in resonance with the
field). The result on the medium is to "burn" two holes in the absorption profile sym-

metrically with respect to line center, the hole widths being determined by the degree of

saturation. For a saturation parameter of the order of unity (weakly saturated), this

width is characteristic of the homogeneous line width. If the frequency of the saturating

field is tuned towards line center, the absorption may initially increase as the two holes

approach one another. However, as the holes overlap the absorption decreases because

components of the standing wave field are now competing for the same group of molecules.

The net result is a peak in the transmission at line center for an absorbing medium but

with a width characteristic of the hole width rather than the Doppler width. As a result,

it becomes possible to utilize a reference which is much narrower than the Doppler line

width. In CO2 this narrowing may be as much as a factor of 100. The performance of

the stabilized system depends on our ability to sense the line center as well as the funda-

mental stability of the center. The new technique promises to improve matters on both

counts. The expression for the signal t3 noise in sensing line center is proportional to

the quantity ( - )2 where C. is the absorption coefficient and( is the width of the reference,

so that a reduction in absorption along with an equal reduction in reference line width will

not change the ability to sense line center. That is the situation with CO 2 . Because the

homogenecus line width is determined by collisions, we can reduce the width by reducing
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the density of gas, but with an equal reduction of the absorption coefficient. An optimum

pressure appears to be about . 050 torr which is a reduction of a factor of 20 in density

from what had originally been planned. The reference linewidtr vill be about 5 x 10 Hz

as compared with a Doppler width of 5 x 107 Hz or a narrowing of 2 orders of magnitude.

Since the dominant cause of shifts in the line center are produced by collision, the

reduction of the coilision rate by more than an order of magnitude is in itself a major

improvement. Furthermore, because the optimum modulation frequency ii generating

the error signal is lowered to a few hundred kilocycles, the detection response is

improved, the electronics are simplified, and a deleterious relativistic effect associated

with the phase modulation is reduced in magnitude.

One obvious difficulty with the reduced reference line width is the narrowing of the

discriminant range to about 5 x 105 Hz. This puts a greater r-quirement on the passive

stability necessary from the lasers.

Two sealed-off CO2 lasers have been designed and constructed for optimum passive

stability. The lasers incorporate Brewster's angle NaC1 windows with the resonator

reflectors external to the plasma tube. Th~e fundamental resonator spacers are three

30 mm diameter invar rods which are rigidly held transversely by a series of stainless

steel clamps. Reentrant mirror supports are used to give temperature compensation for

reduction of long term thermal drifts of resonator length. Short term stability is pri-

marily maintained by the massive construction. The reson.?tor is of the folded confocal

type, with an adjustable iris over the spherical reflector for transverse mode control.

The tuning is achieved by stacked piezo-electric elements.

In initial tests single mode operation at 0. 7 watts was obtained with a measured

passive stability of about a part in 108 per minute as judged from the shift of the scanned

power tuning curve. Although the salt windows have been enclosed with a desiccant,

several tube failures have occurred due to water vapor attacking the windows. .As a

result, we are attempting to replace the windows with Irtran IV which is no'n-hygroscopic

but which has slightly poorer transmission than NaCi. Although testing of the lasers has

not been completed because of the window difficulties, we helieve the preliminary results

indicate an adequate passive stability.
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FUNDAMEF'JILL FLUCTUATIONS IN QUANTUM-OPTICAL DEVICES

S. R. Barone, S. Harrison and M. C. Newstein

The objective of this research is to develop theoretical understanding of the funda-

mental quantum fluctuations responsible for the limiting noise properties of quantum

optical devices (,uch as lasers and parametric amplifiers). Two complimentary efforts

are being pursued. In one, we are attempting to isolate the significant parametric

effects which occur in both driven and sel(-oscillating systems. The analysis of these

c ffects promises to lead to useful generalizations of the "Fluctation-Dissipation" theorem

and an improved phenomenological noise theory. In the second effort we are attempting

to develop a dynamical laser theory from first principles, with emphasis on the con-

sequences of the quantum fluctuations At the macroscopic level.
I

A previously described calculation of spontaneous emission from driven systems

has been extended in order to relate it more closely to physical systems which have been

proposed to provide experimental verification at optical frequencies . Instead of a non-

degenerate two level system, we have allowed for orientation degeneracy in a 7 =1 elec-

tr c dipole transition radiating into free space. The angular dependence of the radiated

field, as well as the spectrum, becomes a function of the driving signal. The results

could, perhaps, have been anticipated. if the polar angle ý,, is measured from the

polarization axis of the applied field, the power spectrum consists of the sum of two
2terms, one proportional to (l+cos ý') and one to (sin¶1). The first term is multiplied by

the ordinary Lorentzian spectrum characteristic of spontaneous emission from the un-

driven atom. The second term is modified in the same way as wan previously discussed

for the non-degenerate two level system. This analysis indicates the feasibility of a

simple experiment to observe these effects at optical frequencies using the output from

A c. W. laser as the driving signal.

A promising approach to the development of useful generalizations of the "Fluc-

tuation-Dissipation" Theorem is baaeC owt relations de,-ived by S. R. Barone3 in connection

with his dynamtnza laser theory. "', one considers a linear system (field) coupled to

two other systems, one of which %%ill rt-prveetit a therm.d bath, the other a drivun two

level system. liaroie'os relations e.vpress the fluctuattions of the linear systemi in terms

of those of the coupled, systern ai•d the variouts response fi'nctions. Othcr re .ttions, cor-

responding to Dyson's Equations in fieltk thecorv., C.\-pre• the co-v'ctiulls hetv.v,'i the

response functione. these rel,-tions ,Arv geer .al ttutuitive; they arv uot, huw,.,.r.

closet! mid the ,v~jnof the fluctuatious ptill imol -ax s nulv i dynanulical equationis.

Their usefulness for phenotmuenogokca throrles 0s: 1) they trc gner.-d relationa for the

qutantlties specifically of physic•.d utrest, (tlhI.ct'.tio's .AtU respouse f(tcti'is), anr

") thei•t form suggests usteful appr,,\ii,'.1tiot. rTethoda An An examplu of the lattcr point.

we have treated the interaction x• iti the driven system (the dri.-lng field, is taken to be
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prescribed) in the non-correlation approximation4 and recovered the results of our,1I
previous calculation , since the dynamical information -s present in the responve fuAc-

tions. This being verifiedwe will extend the investigation to the question of the mutual

effects of the radiating two level systems on the field fluctuations. In this connection

we are interested in the effect on the angular distribution as well as the spectral distri-

bution of the spontaneous emission, in particular, in the conditions under which atom-

atom correlations (such as occur with the correlated states described by Dicke 5) be-

come important.

A previously developed dynamical lases, Jieory3 has been extended to allow for

the investigation of the build-up uf atom-atom correlations from the near threshold to

the above threshold range.

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories
Office of Aerospace Research
F 19628-68-C-0177 M. C. Newrtein
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CENERATION OF HIGH-POWER PICOSECOND LASER PULSES

G. Gould and L. Silverstein
As described in a previous report , the possibilities of generating high-temperature

plasmas by means of very high power solid-state lasers are being investig.&Led. The

goal is 10 KEV or 108 oK, which is 10 times the figure mentioned in the previous report.

Preliminary feasibility studies show that optimum results will be attained if the lass-

pulse duration is reduced to the minimum attainable value, while the peak power is

simultaneously maximized. In this way, plasma heating can occur in the most eificient

regime, in which the plasma density is such that the p~asma is not ti'ansparent to the

la'ser radi.ttion.

ihis optimum heating regime occurs early in the plasma generation process,

before the plasma expands appreciably and beWore an appreciabi- fraction of the radiation

can escApe via bremmstrahlung. Calculations of various plaiman parameters dutring the
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heating and e'xpanding phase of its existence, usin-s tv?ically expected mnitia1 values.

indicate that it would be desirable to obtain lase:- pulses as short as 1 to 10 picosecon~ds

(I picosecond l 0- sect in du.Atienn, with pfair power levý-ls of the order of 10 to 1

gagawatts. Prima~rily as a resv~t of the ir.estigations of A. J. DeMaria and others at

United Aircraft Corporation, it is now r.jssible to generate single (or zmultiole) high

power (-10 GW), short duration (-10 ,ý.cosecends) pulses of coherent laser lic'ht. and

to manipulate and detect such puls'r s with relative ease.' The theoretical minimum
pulse length of 0. Z picesecond li.ts not vet been achieved. A goal of this p-roject is to

experimentally inves tigate the limitations on pulse shortness and spatial coherence.

Techniques I wre be,:i develoued Cr detecting the presence --nd detailed structuire
of ultra-short ru~ses b-- mcans of mxo-photon a-bsorption and subsequent fluoroscence in

* certain materials. 4 :otiurprisingly, Esuch techniquts must be physice! rather !han
electronic in- iaatu-%:. since even tne iastes. travelir- wave devices have bandwidths of

no mure than 10 G3Hz, and are therefore not suitable for timine rpheno-nena in the :)ic~--

*second range. These pic-isecand laser suls%.s have extremely- hi,ýh electric field

streiugtbs. This -'pens the possib'iEty of otzer~-ing vacious kinds of nonlinear optical
phen-.-m i L mate~rials. Thus, the ultra-short pr.Alse laser mnay be put to a variety off

uses m the .: xplo ration -3f fund--ment_! p~hysical phenomcna in -materials.

Under an AFCRI. Contract, -. 1. Newstein. N. Solimene and S. Barone are ilevelon-.

ing a theory of mode locked laser operation (described elsewhere in this report) which

can boe applied to nonlinea r phenomrena. One of our objec-tives is to ne riorm expe riments

* to which the theory would ap?Iy. In pa rticular, a pi.nt goal is to shed light on what

* limits the sh'-'ness and coherence of the oulses.

In vie'.ý. , the above considerations, it is n-lanned -o build? :-:iexiole anoaratus

for generating and studyir :h efiieýts r4f utzra -short p~ulses. This er'uirnment -ts now

being designed and parts are being obtained.

This project, a- w~ell as others at the Graduate Center, has heneiited in_ n the

transfer of laser reZ -arch e~ir;-nznent f rvm Control Data CL rr--)ration to the Institute.

So far, the value of this equipment i-s ap~roximateiy _4250, ,00. The --e z-ansfe rs we re

expedited by tine cognizant agenciesý (-ARPA, AFOSF{, R-XLW-, A-FAVIS ONR, zFCRL)

who favored continuation at the institute of the laser research Drogrz~r which had been

terininated at the Control Data Corp. (formeriv TRG Inc. ). This, in turn, was possible

because the integrity of the rormer TRG laser research group has been main-tained at

P13, with p-Arti;d support by the Joint Services cc~rn-act and by the NSF SC-ier~ce Devel-

opmnert Program.

Among the items t~ransferred from Control Data were an estimated S50, 000 wcorth

of ruby rods. The pulse generatoz is being designed to utilize these rubies. Since
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most picosecond pulses have been generazed in glass in the past. new knowledge will be

added to the state of the art. In o~der to use the rubies and to investigate various

cavity con-figu rations. the high power laser is being assembled from components &-stner

*han by purchase of a complete nianufactur,,d svetem.

r One feature of the cavity design is the use of a ring laser confi!!uration together

with mode selection. This will test the possibility that the spatial coherence of tle

output pulses can be improved without loss of energy if the radiation is in ~he form. of

traveling waves. rather than standine vwavei. Standing wave patterns with modes tend

to enccurage multimode operation. A side benefi would be the improvement in the

spatial Ic,:herence of ordinary 0 -swritched pulses, as well as of pli:Gs econd pulses.

Simultaneous with the design and corstruction of the high pnw.er laser system.
a suitable laboratory facility is being fitted out. Construction of the laboratory, includ-

ing installation of adequate electrical nower, a wvater suppiv for co-oling the laser _rod

* and the pumping flash lamps, is presently nearing con-peii'n.. The work area devoted

to the high-power solid-state laser investigations is centered about a 4' x 16' cast-iron

surface plate weiyghing 17, 000 lbs. . which was obtained from~ the Naval Depot in Mechanics-
burý;, Pennsylvani:a. This ur.st, which provides a massive and stable work surface,
has been installed on a base so designed that it may be floated off the floor by means

of inflated airplane tire innertuabes. It is thus decoupled from floor-borne vibrations.

and so will also be .iseful in laser stabilitv studies. Additional equipment is in the process

of either design or purchase.
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STUDY OF ULTRA-SHORT PULSE LASER SYSTEMS

S. R. Barone. S. Chi, M. C. Newstein, N. ,olimene

By exploiting certain non-linear interactions within the laser oscillator, optical

pulses of duration as short as 10- seconds have been produced . The development

of such short pulses requires the excitation of many longitudinal modes encompassing

the frequency range corresponding to the inverse of the time duration. Many previous

analytic studies have started with a modal expansion of the field and then a determination

of conditions under which the expansion coefficients corresponded to the short-pulse or

"mode-locked" situation2 " Be cause of the large number of modes involved in the

interesting situations of very short pulses, limited information can be obtained from

this approach. Serious calculational difficulties are also associated with the essential

non-linearity of the dynamical equations. Some useful information has been obtained by

numerical methods 0 ' a These suffer from the usual limitations that one does not get

general expressions, but rather each set of parameters requires another numerical

evalua-ion. In addition to this, one ofter. cannot tell whether the finite numerical pro-

cedure has converged to the true soiution. Both of these difficulties are particularly

exaggeratcd for the rystems under consideration.

We -a-e been investigating these phenomena using an analytic approach which

avoids the modal expansion. The pertinent resonator characteristics are accounted for

by a temporal periodicity requirement on the field. We have ignored transverse spatial

effects. The resonance condition is used to eliminate the field from the dynamical equa-

tions for the material-field systems. The resulting non-linear equations have been in-

vestigated for various confieurations of active medium and saturable absorber.

Certain interesting limiting cases have been solved exactly. One such case is a

one-way circulating cavity filled with active medium not subjected to pumping excitation

(T,==). Here one obtains periodic circulating pulses, related to the non-periodic pulses
8

discussed in connection with "self-induced" transparency . The physical situation which

is being modeled is quite different from that ordinarily occurring in pulse-forming lasers.

However, one does see how it is possible to find circulating solutions which can match

the cavity period even though the controllable material parameters are prescribed.

In more realistic situations, even though the non-linear equations have not been

solved, it has proved possible to obtain many qualitative features of behavior. In par-

ticular, it has been determined that some apparently stable pulsing solutions 6 obtained

after a limited number of numerical iterations, art really unstable and would eventually

settle down to constant, non-pulsing solutions. Interest still attaches to these transient

pulsing solutions, since small modifications of the physical system could keep them

from decaying. Their study has been facilitated by the use of transformations which
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convert the form of the differential equations to those which describe easy-to-visualize

mechanical ;ystems (particle in potential well with friction).

We have ex-tended the approach to include the effect of saturable absorbers in the

cavity. Qualitative arguments ca.n be given to show that this increases the likelihood of

excitation of ultra-short pulses. Some quantitative insight has come from the modal

expansion type of argiment. We are presently investigating these phenomena from the

point of view previously described.

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories
t Office of Aerospace Research
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BASIC STUDIES IN OPTICAL PARAMETRIC OSCILLATIONS

E. S. Cassedy and S.T. Peng

A general formulation of the scattering of light by a parametricafly-modulated
1,2

slab and numerical calculations relating thereto have been reported previously

It was shown that the problem could be treated in z compact manner which includes

the effects of all frequencies of the small-signal model and includes all significant

coupling of normal (Floquet) modes at the boundaries. Calculations following from

this theory include the effects of discontinuities in refractive index which are not

present in other theories. In addition, a novel "surface wa-e" effect has been predicted
o 2from this theory to exist under certain specified conditions.
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3
The boundary effects discussed previously all relate to st;..ble ititerpctions. In

the present rLport, by contrast, we wish to discuss potentially-unstable interactions

in a parametrically-modulated slab. The use of the Brillouin diagram for the predic-

tion of such interactions is treated in an accompanying study. The geonsetry of this

slab and its excitation are sho•-n in Fig. 1.

S/ ////////7

P 
R

Fig. 1 Scattering of a Monochromatic Wave
by a Parametric Slab

The case of potentialy-unstable interpction3 has-been found to be particularly

interesting since it may result in optical parametric oscillation in bounded regions

such as resonators.

In order to achieve the co-flow, potentially--unstable interaction so that the signal

wave may be amplified, we assume a medium with the following basic dispersion 3

'_•)=• 1+-• ,

1+'j -)

where , p, and q are constants and w is the signal frequency. The dispersion

curves for such a medium were computed and plotted in Fig. 2 on the Brillouin diagram.

For a monochromatic plane wave incident, the scattered field was also computed and the

transmitted power plotted in Fig. 3. From this curve we observe the exponentially

growing gain of the signal wave versus slab thickness.

Since the signal wave can gain energy from the pump wave, and if we can confine

the signal wave to stay in the parametric slab, the sianal %vive will start to build up

continuously with time and, thus, parametric oscillation can follow. To confine the

signal wave in the- parametric slab, we may introduce larger discontinuities at the

interface boundaries, For example, we may increase the discontinuities by increasing

the dielectric constant of the slab. The scattered field for varioius va•ies cf dielctric

constant was calculated and the transmitted power (at w0 the input signal frequency) vs.

consant as clculted01
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Fig. 3 Transmitted Power vs. Slab Thickness

(P0T = Power transmitted at incident frequency)

the slab thickness d is plotted in Fig. 4, for three cases. From these curves, wVe

observe that the peak gain of the transmitted -,.ave (at frequency w ) increases with
0

increasing dielectric constant or, equivalently, wvith increasing discontinuities at thle

interface boundaries. If the discontinuities increase indefinitely, the gain will increase

indefinitely, indicating oscillation. That is, in the extreme case of infinite gain we -n~ay

obtain the scattered field in the absence of incident field and this is what is known as

oscillation.

There is good evidence that the resonances indicated here m-ay be related analvt-

Fically to the timne-growing solutions in the case of absolute instabilities 3 'riiis ques -

tion will bc pursued, since it seems to lead to a rigorous treatment of oscillations in

bounded parametr-ic miedia,. from which important aspects suchi as oscillator thresholds

and frequency-pulling effects may bc approached with rigor.
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Fig. 4 Transmitted Power vs. Slab Thickness
(expanded scale)
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A GRAPHICAL METHOD OF PREDICTING THE BANDWIDTH OF OPTICAL PARA-
METRIC AMPLIFICATION

E. S. Cassedy and M. Piltch

The Floquet approach to the analysis of traveling-wave parametric processes

has been developed at this Institute 1 ' 2 ' 3 . In this aFproach, a slab of dielectric with

time-space (w p, P ) periodically-modulated permittivity may be represented by a

simple transmission line model. The line incorporates the time-space periodicitv

(due to the pump wave) by means of a shunt capacitance witha prescribed time-space

variation. Wave propagation on this structure is described by the telegrapher's equa-

tion with time-space periodic coefficients. The transmission line is assumed thereby

to behave linearly to small signals propagating in the presence of the pump.

It has been shown that Floquet's theorem is applicable for generating solutions
I

to this equation for any set of parameters except those defining the "sonic" region

If we know the basic circuit parameters (related to the basic material parameters)

and the pump modulation parameters, we can obtain (eigenvalue) dispersion relations

w( a) or a( w). Here, w and 7, are the temporal and spatial frequencies of the Floquet

inodes(infinite in number) which are the allowed waves in the modulated medium. If

we plot the dispersion relations of these Floquet modes on a Brillouin diigram, each

mode has its own dispersion curve. The intersection of any two of these curves repre-
1

sents a region in w- -;, space where the parametric coupling of modes can occur . If

either Lj or 1i is complex, the interaction can be of an active nature with the signal waves
1,2, 3

continuously extracting energy from the pump wave

The Brillouin diagram for the medium has a cell (or zone) structure determined
1

by the pump wave parameters . That is, the diagram is periodic in w and 13 . This
p P

is the graphical representation of the Floquet solutions and is the basis for the graphical

construction prescribed in what follows.

The graphical construction will be employed here to display the bandwidth of thc
3

parametric amplification (leading to oscillation) achieved cxperimentally in single -

c rVvstalilhcv uniax ial lithium niobate. Tll hasic dispe rsion relation is plotted ii Fig. 1
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from experimental refractive index data for the signal waves which propagate in the

lithium niobate as ordinary rays. The idler mode of the medium is then exhibited by
1 3the zone displacement of the diagram with the pump parameters W0 and 31' corre-

p
spondingtoa pump wavelength of 5300 Angstroms. The pump wave propagates as an

extraordinary ray and thus travels faster than the signal in lithium niobate (a negative uni-

axial crystal). The idler mode, howuver,has an ordinary ray dispersion curve and is

plotted accordingly with the appropriate slope. Wherever there is an intersection of

the two dispersion curves representing the two modes, there will be parametric

coupling 1. The interesting region of the diagraim in this case shows in interaction
4

identified is that utilize(" in the paranietric oscillator reported by Giordmaine .TLe

signal (w, P3) and idler (w-wp), P-p ) modes have dispersion curves which are approxi-

mately tangent over a wide range of wavelengths symmetric about the "degenerate

point" X .s = 2 \ at 1.06 miLrons wavelength. This condition on the diagramsignal pump 13

indicates a "coflow" interaction 13 since both the signal and first time-space harmon-

ics are forward waves.

The probable interaction region is read from the diagram in Fig. 1 to extend114 -1 104 -i
from w : 10 x 10 sec to 26 x 10 sec , corresponding to wavelengths of \ 1. 88 ý.i

to \ = .7Z4 P , respectively. This prediction is in close agreement with the experi-
4

mental results of Giordmaine , who observed parametric oscillation in the wavelength

region .73 to 1. 93 microns. A quantitative determination of the bandwidth of the inter-

action can be made from the approximate quadratic dispersion relation 6 for any

specified modulation index. The bandwidth will turn out in all cases to be wider than

the range of exact tangency, making the graphical estimate shown quite reasonable.

This graphical method for predicting parametric interactions has also been used

for uL!ier optical interactions and was found to be in close agreement with experiment.

Stimulated Brillouin scattering has been identified in this manner, including a novel
6

form reported by 11su and Kavage . A comprehensive report showing the wide applic-

ability of the method will be completed soon.
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QUENCHING AND SATURATION MECHANISMS IN ARGON ION LASERS

E. Sklirnick and H. Schachter

Sin( : the discovery of ion lasers, as high power (1-10 watts' visible (blue, green,

Sclow, red), ligh,h sources, the question of their excitation mechanisms has been a

subject of much controversy.

The question of the quenching and saturation mechanisms, especially has been

one which has received much attention. It has been suggested by numerous authors

that radiation trapping (re-absorption of photons) in the lower laser level transition is

responsible for quenching and also responsible for the observance of " ring modes"

which occur concurrently.

It has been determined that radiation trapping cannot quench the laser and that

a better model to explain the experimental results is one which suggests A II ion de-

pletion by further ionization to A III and A IV ions. After an application of the theory

of radiation trapping in a Doppler broadened argon discharge, it was calculated that

quenching should oLcur below the known threshold current of argon lasers (10 A/cm 2),

thereby refuting the trapping theory of quenching. The ion depletion model v. found

to yield more reasonable quenching currents of about 100 amp!/ C.

Further work is being done to explain anct predict the " rine niode ," by analyzing

the possible modes in a resonator containing, in active medium v.ith a spati;lly perturhbod

gain profilc. Also an analysis of why radiation trapping does not appear is being und-, r-

taken.

Joint Services Technical ,\dvisory Committee H. S hachter
AF 49(638)-1402

EXACT QUANTIZATION CONDITIONS

C. Rosenzweig and .1. I, Krivgcr

It has been known for many years that in thc spci ,1 :1 cls of the, on- dimeh-,asional

harnmonic oscillator the standard WK B qua ntization c,,uditi,,n iw'vu rise to the texact

is
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values for the energy. Proofs of varying degrees of rigor have been advanced which

demonstrate the exactness of the quantization c.ndition. One method simply compares

the WKB result to the eigenvaluei obtained from an exact solution of the Schrodinger

equation. Although this constitutes a completely rigorous demonstration it is obviously

- ~not useful in determining the correctness of the qiuantization rule in precisely those

case* where it is of the most interest, i. e., when the Schrodinger equation cannot be

solved in closed form, nor does it offer any deep insight into the WKB method.

A second method proceeds by showing that all additional higher-order correction

terms to the WKB integral vanish for a given potential. These proofs, however, are

not entirely rigorous since they fail to take cognizance of the fact that these correction

terms are only asymptotically valid, as fr-e0. Thus, when we prove that all higher-

order terms are zero, we can orlty state that the correction to our quantization condition

is asymptotically L.,1.'o. It is still possible to hare correction terms of order e'Ia

which are nonzero but which have an asymptotic seri.s representation consisting en-

tirely of zeros, i. e., if we add to the harmoiiic oscillator potential a term i-hich is

small and negative in a regioL cutside the classical turning points and zero elsewhere,

then all the higher-order 2-orrection terms will be zero because they only involve the

behavior of the potential between th'- turning points. However, if we calculate the ex-

pectation value of the Hamiltonian using the unperturbed ground state wave function we

find immediately that the perturbed -rcund state energy must be lower than the unper-

turbed ground state by terms of O(e a

Furthermore, there are known cases for which the WKB integral does not give

rise to the eN.-"ct eigenvalues, but a modified WKB integral does. In these 'ases it is

not even clear what "correction" terrn4 we must show are actually zero. Thas a dif-

ferent approach is necessary if we are to prove the exactness tif the WKB or modified

WKB quantizations,

Recently Froman and Froman2 have devised a new method to handle this problem.

They have developed an encompassing, rigorous approach to the entire theory of the

WKB approximation. Part of their work deals with the WKI qutantiz"tion condition and

by use of their formalism they are able to prove rigorously the exatct nature of the

quantization condition for the special case of the one-dimensional harmonic oscillator.

They also show that for radial problems, the modified quantization rule including the

Langer correction is exact for both the three-cimensionsl isotropic harmoniv oscillator

and the coulomb potential.

Until several yers alo these three cases were the only known example, tif poten-
3tials for which simple exact quantization rule', existed. Ralley then discovered several

other potentials which give rise to exact quantiaatiun conditi~ns by use of either the

nI ____nu___unnmnn___n__n__un
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WKB or modified WKB quantization condition. However, he could give no justification

as to why these results should hold, other than that they provided the same results as

obtained by an exact analytical solution of the Schrodinger equation.

We have been able to show that all of Bailey's quantization rules can be obtained

by applying the formalism of Froman and Froman to the potentials under consideration.

We thus avoid the direct recourse of comparing our results to the results of solving

Schrodingerls equation in order to verify the exactness of the conditions.

Furthermore, we have been able to prove that if

SX~r be"°r

V j(r) X -er + " 0 <r <o
(1-e-,r) (-I-c )e 2

then there exists an exact quantization rule. When this quantization rule was integrated

and the resulting eigenvalues obtained they were indeed the same as those previously

found by a complete solution of the Schrodinger equation.

Of even greater interest is the possibility of proving exact quantization conditions

even in the case where no analytic solution has yet been obtained, Using the method of

Froman and Froman we have been able to prove that the eigenvalues of

V(x) = Ae2ax + Be-2ax - 00 <x <Co (I)

are the solutions of the unmodified WKB quantization condition, 1. e,

x2 
(x 11

where xI and x 2 are the zeros (classical turning points) of E - V(x).

There are no known analytic solutions of the Schrodinger erqiation fol eithe: the
energy eigenvalues or the eigenfunctions for the case of the potential given by Eq. (1).

Nor can Eq. (2) be integrated in terms of elementary ,unctiuns.

In order to provide an independent check on the validity of this last quantization

condition a numerical integration was performed of the quantization integril. The prob-ha
lem was made dimensionless by chocsing ha I. The special case A = B was chosen

and the energy value which satisfied th, quantlzation equation for tho. ground state (n = 0)

was found to be 2. 12 to I significant figuren. vhis value was checked by numerically

integrating the Schrodinignr equation and was found to be correct.

Thus a new, and potentially very powerful. technique has been developecd for ob-

taining the energy eigenvalues even for t tose case s in which no analytic solutions are

available.
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4
The details of the derivations indicated above have recently been Mublished.
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RELATION OF PHASE SHIFTS FROM BORN APPROXIMATlUN TO FOURIER TRANS-

FORM OF POTENTIAL

J. B. Krieger and R. Dublin

The Born approximation plays an important role in the quantum theory of scat-

tering since it provides a simple way of approximately calculating the scattering ampli-

tude directly from the potential instead of requiring the intermediate, and usually nu-

merical, step of calculating the phase shifts. The main difficulty concerning the use of

the Born approxirmation in any scattering problem is the determination of its range of
2

validity. Thus there are the well known conditions that if either

IV(r) 1<< /P r

or

where V(r) is the potential at the point r and v is the v-.locity of the incoming particle,

then the first Born approximation (F. B. A. ) is valid. The calculation (if the second and

higher Born approximations gives a systematic, although often involved, means of in-

proving the approximation while at the same time studying its rate of (onvergence.

A second means of determining the validity of the F. B. A. And of Improving its

ac-urcy. is through .ii investigation of the Born approximation to the. phase shifts,

which is the subject ot this note.

It is well knownI that

2A f(k r) V (r) r dr()

ht
where 6 is the F. B.A, for the Ith phase shift for a particle of mos is and wuve num -

betr k scattering from a spherically symmetric potential V(r) and r is a spherical ResseL
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function of order P. A necessary condition for the validity of the F. B. A. is that 3

SB <<l

for all 1. A knowledge of the 61 B is of practical interest since it has been found in

some cases that stpbstitution of the approximate phase shifts into the exact expression

for the scattering amplitude results in an improvement on the F. B. A. amplitude when

the 6  vi,' not all small compa-ed to one. 4 Furthcrmnore, even if the phase shifts for

the low I states are not correctly given by the F. B.A., they are useful in constructing

the correct scattering amplitude5 ' 6 i. e.,

f(O) 2•-LY (2f + 1) (e2'6- 1) P (cos0)

I \n (2i6
=2- o (2, + 1) (e -1) P• (cos0)

2ik 1(2.9 + 1) 2iM1 BPI (cos 0)÷2-k 1=1- +I13

where we have used 61 91 B < for I -n. Then using

fB1(9)= 2ik - (21 + 1) 2 i IBPI (Cos )

we have

-- 1 o (2 f + Me2i6_ I- 2iB6  + fBe0)"

Thus we can calculate f with high accuracy knowing only fB? 6 and 6 f B for only those

R for v.hich the F. B.A. is not valid. The knowledge of the 6tB is also useful for deter-

mining whether a given potential satisfiee the Friedel sum yule for scattering in

solids having free carriers capable of screening out the potential 4t large distances.

Finally, we note that it is often the case that we know the Fourier transform of

the potential, but are •ot able to analytically perform the inversion ta obtain V(r), as
9

in the cabe oa dielectric screening in solids, so that it is useful to derive an eqiuation

that relates 6tB directly to the Fourier transform of V(r) to replace Eq. (I). We have

derived such a r:-lationship and find that A( n van be simply written in terms of integrals

in K space over domain 0 K < 2k of the Foutwier transform of the potential multiplied

by simple polyt.omials in K of highest degree 2t. As an application, we disass the

validity of the Dorn approximation for the field of a dielectrically s reened ionized im-

purity in a solid.

National Science Foundation
GUl- I•7 .1. 1. Krieger
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MODELS OF LIGHT BEAMS AND PHOTON STATISTICS

P. Bertrand, A. Kestenbaum, E. Mishkin, K. Moy, D. Stoler

Our previous discussionI of anticorrelation effects in stationary fields have been

carried out by considering a photon counting experiment and its photon counting distri-

bution. However, since the factorial moments are directly related to the correlation

functions by the integral
2

((m - n!) = f . fG( n n(x' .... X'n, ."" )x

it may be shown that the observation of a correlation or an anticorrelation effect will

depend on the sign of the expression: G (')(xIx 2 ,x 2 X1 ) - G(1) (xl, X)1 0, which is a

measure of the non.iandom tendency of the photons to be received by the detector.

Expressions for the correlation functions can then be found for a given field, since
G(n)

G (x .. x n,0 Xn...x1 X Tr (p E'(Xl... F'(xn)F IX n ... ' (xl)

If we expand the electric field operator F (r,t) in terms of plane wave mode functions,

E 0"1W 'kt

k

we get for single mode fields,

GM (zt 1 , Et) t A tr (p a ta)

G() (L t. rt t, _ tZL) t Az tr (p Atataal

________________
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where A l w u (r) u(r) is a constant independent of space and time.

Thus the second order correlation function is independent of the time delay

T t 2 - ti, 'and therefore will be constant.

We consider now some euamples:

a. Laser Field: The density operator p is described by the diagonal represen-

tation P(a) = (' -( y) so that

G( Z) (x x2, xx 1 ) -- {G( 1)(x ,x1 )}2

b. Chaotic Field: We have P(a) 7 -<n e , where<n> is the average

number of photons, and

G( 2 )(x 1X2 , x2 x1 ) = 2 {G( 1)(X,XI012

c. Field with N photons: With:

p(a) N 12
(ZN)' 2w I e , } W(lai)

we find

{%G ( I)(x ,X 0 1)}2 ,

G (x x2 ,x 2 x1 ) N

d. Laser with noise: The superposiion of a laser field with a chaotic field

give rise to a field described by

P (a ) _ _ - e < n >

w <n-

and

GM (X X#.xI) A(<n ' + -y-

G(2)

where L, is a Laguerre polyr,)nmial.

These results Are compared in Frg. I.

We are thent thait, A1tholgh G ~ (x X4. )x I is citnat.ant, its v;du, gives %is information

on tho nature of the field.

Fo'r fields much that- G i ex fx1 .X I w .will observea .or-

relation effect in a counting experiment.
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.z~. CHAOTIC FIELD
F - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- LASER WITH NOISE

__ _------_ __ __ _ LASER

I-I,~NN-STATE FIELD

0 DELAY 0t2:: 1)

Figure 1

Where: G~ 2) (x2.1 z2 ,x~ {G~1 (x I X1 ) 2 we will observe an anticorrelation

effect.

Office of Naval Research
N00014-67-A-0438-OOO1 P. Bertrand and E. Mjshkit.
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TIME DEPENDENT PHASE-SPACE DISTRIBUTIONS OF THF STIMULATFI) RAMAN
* EFFECT

P. Bertrand, A. Hussein. A. Kestenbaum. F. Mishkin, K. Moy. 1). Rcosenbaurn,

D. A full stetlstical description of the three coupled fields systemn is provided by

the time dependent density operator pit), the characteristic function .X(', r~ .t)

which uniquely specifies pit). or some other species of the. phasr sa ;v unabgrsl

related to pit) such as for example the weighting function Moc. o. 'N. t) and Wigner

* function W(a. 3., V. 0). 1- W consider for this purpose the- set of unitary 3-mtadr

displacement operators'

t
D. -0 exgoat . Ajt NOt h. c. 1; D (6.~,40ý D--, 0

and the set of their Hermitian Fourier transforms
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T(a,,-) f 6 dd 1 d';d2 4 D(i, , t. ) ex p(rn1 J4- + - c. c.);

The displacement operators D and Hermitian operators T from orthogonal sets
Tr {D(a, , y) Dt(o(3t,,¥Yt)) =2(/]-3 2 t ziy -2 ');

Tr (T(a.,-3, y) T(a",.1 ,y')} = ir 3 62 (a' -(a) 6 (,Y- $3') - Y'); (3)

Tr {T(?, 4, 9) Dt (,fa'3 y)} = V exp(a'* * + + c. C.). (4)

Both of these sets are complete and Fourier integral expansions of arbitrary operators

F can be found in terms of either operators D(a,0, y) or T(a',, y)

F = -3 J-d 2q d2 , d zD (t1,,) D(?I, 4,,); (5)

The.'e inverse Fourier transforms

Tr (F Dt(,,) r r ,)

(6)Tr {F T (7,, 9)}7 N'r (•,).

are obtained by multiplying both sides of Eq. (5) by Dt(n.,, 4) -nd T(YI, 4, 4), respec-

tively, and taking subsequently their tracos while considering the orthogonality con-

ditions, Eqs. (1).

The Fourier transforms Eqs. (2) are particular inteiral expansions Eq. (5) of

the operators T and D, see Fq. (4).
The characteristic function X(a,.3, y,t) and Whe Wigner function W(oityti are

expected values, at time t, of the unitary operator D(a.i1, -y) and the Hermitian operator

T(, jY, 4), respectively.I<D(n43y)'- Tr (p(t)D(tr,i3y)) -X(a,•y,t); X(O.0,O) W(OO.O)" 1.

<T(a.A. y) Tr (P(t) T(r, 3,y)) r W(a,0, N.t0; (M)

The Wigner function W is the Foxirier trsnsform of the characleriatic function

X for the operator T is the Foirier transform of D
,'n ;. 4. -t.c) C rIe! t, "jW(t(.ijlYv t) I .R d vd d0 .C

Fuiuations M h,-,t.• the sAme forni as Eq*. 0b). thcir inverre transfurms Erq. (M)

are the exlpansivns of the drnskty matrix p(t) In ttrms ti the uper.-,tor" D and T

PMt) f ! d1, d44, dtg• (,I.rC. ~t) D t•q, , 4

p(t) d "*1 d 'ý d t WSX C) TM.i,(i.
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Irositims (7) spec ifies the character istic function 0•(, 1,V, t) and the Wigner

fwwfion W(q.• ¥,t) In the Schroedinger picture. Written in the Heisenberg repre-
soettsioni which is often more suited for our computations, they head

W(*.#3,yt) Tr(p T(a.,03, t))

MDA.•, t) -exp {aaf(t) + Oht (t) + lyct(t) C.. )(0)

The two representations coincide at time, t a 0.

In the computations we often make use of the normally and antinormilly ordered

forms of the displacement operator D

DN(,, y) ex,*wat+ 1V+ yct) exp(-o a - b - c)

~exp (I da + 101 + Dvi (11)

DA(.,.) exp(-o a - yb - yc) exp(oat+ 1bt+ Vct)

exp l(-II l - l ylz- D(I 3,Y).

Their expected values define the normally and antinormally urderý,-i characterist.c

functions, respectively.
<D (*.,%.,t),- 'rrfp(t) DN(C.•.•)) zexpid(l j+ to,'!Y . j~V0'')

<DA(a,J%.yt) > Tr(p(t) DAO.,y)) = exp 1(-Ial• -• l - t Y I

The density matrix p( t ) of many inportant fields has . -ell )whaved dizgonal

representation in form of a statietical mixture of projectisr. operators along the

co'herent states

p(t) •d•- d•ild P(&@..•4,.t) !*8 .y. <y ,ll)

Another phase space distribution ii, the positive t•.ftiite inatrix t lrmnent

Ra,.t3,yt) a Tr (P(t) Io*3,j -- <y . *1 (141

tsing now the first of Eqc. (9) and Fqs. f; 2) it 4s ea-'tly shown that the- P 4nr. ft frnt-

tiens ore FVurier transforms of the normaoly ar-d •ntlnormallv ordered 0mracteris~ic

This deflition of R-f'.ntltion differs from the urc, Ig|ivn by A. t. r;jaubor ti the tx-ol

rnotial factor *Xp (loti I+141 -y, ). see RI. 3, Gl(*, br, Phy,. Rov., Jj• ( •?'

( 1961) F-cl. 6-11; it eads to a simple sequenc >f VFo•rier transforms 4tf the chnrtvr-

SistiC fnctions l nn .A ,I.t o Fq. q (F ano I's).* I
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functions XN and XA, respectively.

MCI, 0, -Y, 0)•w- f d in dZ dZ X (r' . • t) exp(ail + + c€ . c.)IN

(15s)

R(aril yt) Ir "6 f d"?) d•' d26 XA(N, 4, 9.,t) exp(on 4- t* + 4* -. c.

The P represer.tation 4 1 2-18 to particularly autted for the compuiation of expected
values of normally order4, 3perators leading to classical-like integrals. la,Xy,t) is

not a probability distributior., it may attain negative values over certain regions el the
•,•and V planes. When the fief:Is are coherent. P{*,$, y) is a product of 6-functions.

For other nonclassical fields it may be more singular and outside the class of tempcred

distributions.

The Wignc r function W(a,3, y), a species of a quantum mechanical phase space

distribution. existp for all states of the field as a well behaved function. Jt is also a

quasiprobability distribution and is not necessarily positive over the whole &,$, y planes.

The exponential factor in XA(a.$y. t) , exp (-jaiI - !01 - I2)lXN(11 ,YY0t)
insures the existence of the positive definite distribution R(a, L, 7, t), see Eqs. (15).

We turn now to the central problem in the statistical analysis of the three mode

system, the specification of the density matrix pit),when the initial statistics or p(O) are

known. The Fourier integral expansions (4. 9) of p(t) and the following interrelations of

the various phase space distributions permit a variety of approaches. In all of these

use is to be made of the solutions of the equations of motion which specify the mode

operators in terms of tneir initial values. Insertion of the explicit solutions of a(t),

b(t). c(t) and of their adjoints in the Heisenberg form Fq. ilO) of X(*,i•, y,t) and

W(..•ý y. z), using a proper transformation of their coefficients.

0o' •o' o" 0 t "' 3 t0 Vt (16)

atb 0V yt are functions of ao a ¥o and time t. leads. a3 shown below, to identical

iunctional values of X and W throughout the time tv-lutein ef the system.

x 0o.. 4. te 0 V • * %'); W(* 1 . 0, tt t- w(0. Y 0o ) &( 0) (1?)

When the parý!rneters• if the X and W distributions follow claisical equations of

motion analngous tui those of the mode parame*ters ali), h(t), c(t),

3 Mft) 1;0 
t>
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where M(t) is the matrix solution of the equations of motion. The unitary operators D

and the Hermitian operators T vre invariant under the transformations Fq. (16)

D(&t, te Yt' t) D(oo, g'o Yoe 0):

T(cvtt oto Yto t)- T(ao •of 00 o e 0)

The detailed proof is given in Appendix A of Ref. 19. In view of the Heis,'nberg form

Eqs. (10) of the characteristic and Wigner functions, this proves the above asserted

invaeiance Eq. (17) of their functional forms and values.

The exponential exp(- I&,I' "4- 1 4-12 + I N I ) is shown in Appendix A of Ref. 19

Eq. (A. 71, to be constant when the paramett rs a, fi, y evolve in time in accordance

with Eqs. (18). It follows hence, considering the definitions of the normally and anti-

normally ordered operators DN and DA, that the products

exp(; I at 12) D N (at, ott, Yto t) = exp; 1 ao] D N (aro, ]0, Yo) (20)

A A

also retain their functional forms and values when the mode operators follow their

equations of motions and the coefficients a, 0. Y evolve in time along analogous trajec-

tories.

The normally and artinormally ordered characteristic functions VN' .X ar i

their Fourier transforms P(a, 0, Y, t), R(a, ]3 , y, t) do not follow the invariance rules

of the X and W functions, since the operators DN# DA are not constant under the trans-

formations Eq. (4.Q) of Ref. 19 and (18), however the equalities

exp(T" IatiZ).N (at. t, yt t t) = exp(+T I 2 )XN(ao 09o' 0,0 0) (1)

A A

are valid under the same transfor'mations.

Cffice of Naval Research
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MINIMUM UNCERTAINTY STATES

P. Bertrand, A. Hussein, A. Kestenbaum, F. Mishkin, K, Moy, D. Posenhaum,
D. Stoler

The coherent Glauber statesl ja, o; cquanctim are known to he toinimum uncer-

tainty states for which the Hlermitian (,hiervables q, S sati~sfy the re lation

&q Ap - )

The inverse of this statem'nt is not necessarily true. The nonstatit.,nary la -% states,
and the stationary Fock statrs In-. form twu distinct bases uf the llilbvrt space spanned

by the vector states of the s-,ngle mode field, the first being continuous, nonorthogonal

*Ma
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and uvercomplete and the second discrete, orthogonal and complete. The physical im-

'portance of these characteristic states of the photon annihilation operator A and 1lamil-

tonlan H ?w (a a + ) is well known and there arises the question of existence of

other complete sets of vectors spanning the same Hilbert space unobtained

from the a' > and In> sets by any physically trivial unitary transformation. The

characteristic states IN > of the non-Hermitian operator

a+ a; -l< < 1;

y is a continuous complex variable, satisfy the condition (Eq. 1) with 3

(• ) I - ( p2 • 1+--q 2 = h +-'C -; M )2 = fl" I + (4)

The characteristic states Iy > can be obtained from the ground state Jy 0 >

0 > . which coincides with the vacuum state 10 > for E = 0, following the operation

1-y > = D ()10 - (5)
Y

of the unitary displacement operator

D(ý) = D -'(-t) = exp I t V' t ; (t D (6)

These operators form an Abelian group but for a phase factor

D(ý) D(I)Qb : D(; -1 • exi, " " i :C LIN (7)

;\2'I - C /
The unitary operators 0(4,) dispiace the y operators in the following manner

A ASD(ý) N, D' (4,) y+ t

D(4,)y D y({, +t

Considering the normaily ordered expansion of the D(;) operator, the minimurn

uncertainty state IN has tl.e serle.; expansions

- i n (,

-I...A . ni0 n!(l-r.

where the characteristic -.tates
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At

In> AV n 0> (10)

of the Hermitian operator 'Y

AtA 2n
Y Y Y (I11r)i

^ I n > 2 )n % In- 1 n" in•>, c- 4 - )(n+ 1) In 4 Y

form a complete orthornormal set<nln1 > Y ;
ly 'nn'

Z In> < nll
n=0 'Y Y

The minimum uncertainty states -y > form an overcomplete family of states

2 fIy><YI d Y 1 (13)
IT(1E

This allows a representation of arbitrary field vectors If and operators A in terms

of the I y> states.

If T 1 j~v'<ylf d V

(14)

A .' - A(yl-y) <-y'"d 2yld Y2 ; A(yI,-y) " IAIy2

TT (1-c

representations which ,lre invariant under the transformations

<y f 'N.-<y, •' I f-.+ g(,,),,p L- LL .
2( 1 - C )) ( 5)

, ,))- R' I 0y j 2) ý Ri,, 1. y 2) (, 1) ex• i

g(y), h(y. y ) are arbitrary functions of • and y

To be useftul, th, reprsntation of state vet •tivt ind uperr;ttora nitist bh Utlkwiqt .e

therefore to insuire niquneWsse \ ill hco5osE the. weiglht t'unctitn. <y f- and V 1 fA y

to be entire functions of j and

< N. A ,t J -- A(NI NZ) (1(
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Existence of the P-representation. The characteristic function X(i) is defined

by the average

X(h) = e - via> = Tr {p e ha 1

!I so that for the rainimum uncertainty states we have

X(E) = e 2 - ( C- e

The Wigner function is then defined as the Fourier transform of the characteristic

function W(o)

W () f exp(ja - * a , d* 2

and the P-representation for the density operator p

if it exists, is given by the Fourier transform of

X N (i) ý e •n

However since X N (1) is not a square integrable function the Fourier transfurin is not

defined in the usual sense and I(a) it a very singular function which belongs to the

space of tempered distributions.

Office of Naval Research
N00014-67-A-0438-000I P. P. Bertrand and F. A. Mishkin
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DIAGONAL COHERENT REPRESENTA ri,)\

P. Re'ttrand, A. Kestenbaum, E. Mimhkin, K. M-y, D. St-lor

We consider a single mnodt" electromagn,.ti. field intt.racting with tV t.y

level pumping molecules. The disennal representation of the density taprator in t,.rm-

of the coherent states provides a convenient quantum ,t.u-chanicval dt.., rijtion ,nalgmis
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in torm to the classical one for the purpose of computing the statistical properties of

the light beams. The total Hamiltonian reads

If +H V =A w (ata +71 ' f (K c at+ Kc-T I-'f+Ha+oV ,, •"c n• ,, nK Kca
T a 0 .) n:l I n n n n-I

where Hf represents the free electromagnetic energy, 1a thie energy of the atomic

system and V an interaction term with the non- resonant terms omitted. The density

operator for the entire system in the interaction picture follows the differential equation

i hatP rV(t), P] (1)

where

(Hf + Halt - (Hf + ifalt
V (t) --eV c (2)

To obtain a solution of the differential equation, we assume that there are initially more

atoms in the ground state than in the excited state. The atomic system acts then as a
1

damping mechanism.

An integration of Eq. (1) leads t power series expansion of p in terms of V(t).

Differentiating it and taking the trace with respect to the atomic system onder the

assumption th.t V(t) contains only non-diagonal elements in a representation in which

p (0) is diagor-1 leads to

aif t
t -- f Tr [V(t), V(t'), 0It')]it' (3)

(n)- b

The approxin.ation

P (tt 0 f (t) x "(0) ÷ An (t) (4)

holds true when the atomic system is lrgvt and interaction with th. field does not

"appreciably alter its derisity operator. When the two syste'ms are etaklv coupled Ao

is much smaller than the first te rm and tan be ignored. V., niak , the additional as.

sumnption that the effects of interacttion arvt di-tqi, ated away very fast. This is e seen-

tially a Markoffian a.ssuni'ption whihh pernits to rv,'iace. [ f(t') in 11w. inte gal by its

preqent value 0f(t). Unde, r thet, v Asunmiptitinq wv obt;ain

t

f Tru[V(t), VW ) pv(t)% (0) -,,(t)xP (0) V(t') it'~~ UT •
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and hence,

89 1K1 2 tataP ltlN + aat f (t)N+- 2atpf(t)aN4 - 2apf (t)a;tt j
+ :f (t)ataN_ + pf (t)aat N+) (6)

N+ and N are the initial number of atoms in the excited and ground states respectively.

Assuming t. diagonal P representation

pf (t) = fP(Q, t) I a >< aId 2 -- rp (a,t) ,d 1 (7)

Substituting this expressior into Eq. (6) and integrating by parts e, aJs to the differential

equation for P(a ,t)

r• ii i* aP 2+ 2•p
IIKI '< S(o)> + + + 2 P(a)+ 2N+ a 2 F,at L njt~ ~

where

< S(0) > a N 4. - N < 0 (8)

This equation can be solved by means -)f the Green's function which corresponds to a

solution for an initial coherent representation for the field. Wv obtain the result

i<S(0)>I (n + n )IKz j<kS(0)>It 2GIxy~t) = N .. . ______
P P(X, YN. n) n =0n n

t x ny x +f nyn ' n

- (If (X)Hnl (y) n (x')ln (y')
e: n nn nSx y x y

where H is the Hermite polynomial of order nn xxThe solution fur an arbitrary initial diag-inal representation (f the field can be

written in Li form

P(n,t) 2'0 1

()ffit %- f Na.val Ri s'a rt h
N 000 14- t7-A-04. 38- OrI A. Ki. I enhaum .nd F. Stishkin

H VF F'H F: ;.(: E;S

I. R. K. :.anini.s and F. Allmwk. "Ilynamital I'hcory tl Nu Irh.,r Induttimin, llhv..
Rev.. Vol. 89. pp. 7.18-731)

2. %1. Lax. ".uantuot l4laxoItiim, "ir Si ;pv of I.altice Absorptioin and Ihi'lasti. N.tetrmmnI Scattering !inr.- .1. Phys. Chenr. tjlii. Vol. Zq, pp. 487.- c01 ( I )U4)

3. A. Ke.tm.nhaumn and F:. A. Mishkin. "Di.aonAl Cjhrrrent Repr,.-i-ti..tdn,' 11%01. Am,
Pl-v,. . April. I0614.
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COHERENCE IN INTERNALLY PHASE-MODULATE 1) LASFRS

P. Bertrand, A. Hussein, A. Kestenbaurn, E. Mishkin, K. Moy, D. Rosenbaum,
D. Stoler

Internal modulation in lasers may be accomplished by a variation of z parameter

affecting either the loss in the cavity or the phase of the oscillating field. Since an

investigation of the coherent properties of a field requires its quantization, we limit

ourselves to the second method, thereby avoiding the complexities of a quantum mechan-

ical treatment of losses.

Phase modulation may be accomplished by the insertion of a crystal responding

to the linear electro-optic effect into the cavity, and the application of an electric

field across it thereby achieving variations in the dielectric constant of the medium.

Coupling between various modes is obtained when the modulation is harmonically vari ad

at a frequency precisely or nearly equal to a multiple of the intermode spacing C/2L.

Assuming variations in the dielectric constant in the form

S= EO +E E (r) cos (wt + r) (1)

and treating the atomic medium classically and linearly, we may wrive the Hamiltonian

of our system as

-• + (t) ))a ( Iak~t) ak~t)
H(t) = AWt (a• (t)a• (t) + ).6-h Cos (Wat + ,• ka+, (t) - a, t)( t

where it was further assumed that the single pass gain was exactly equal to the single
+

pass loss for each mode. In Eq. (2) a (t) and ak(t) are the creation and annihilation

operators for the F'th and k'th mode respectively, and obey the equal time commutation

rule

[a, (t), a + (t) - (€ 3)

and Kfk is the coupling constant between the two modes given by

f k 0 g-). EkLr dr (4)

where E r (r) and Ek (r) are the spatial eig,,nfunctin.• used in the expansion of the

S electric field, and where the integration extends over the volune of the modulator.

For risnnant ktdul un,k <' < < WIt and the Ileisenberg equation

of motion may be expressed as

dt - ý..•a -) i A ( 0a (t)( (+ )dt - n 1'nal) ' ilt I~ ~ •n- I
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where it is assumed that K is constant over the range of frequencies of interest.

If the light beam traverses the modulator m times while in the cavity, the

field as represented by the various operators is given by

in(•,+ } -) Lt

aa(t) = a+n (0) Jn(2Krm) e e (6)
n

where an(0) is the value of the operators in the Schroedinger representation,whr I,+n(0,sL t

n (x) are the n' order Bessel functions of the first kind, and r is the time spenL

by the beam inside the modulator in a single pass through it.

The result of Eq. (6) may b- employed to examine the effects of the modulation

process on the coherent properties of the field. This is most readily accomplished by

means of the diagonal or P-representation. If we focus our attention on the single

mode representation of the central mode (usually the mode closest to the center of the

atomic line), we obtain for the case of initially coherent modes the expression

Sp(01, t) = 6z (P -l W t) (7)

where

-io) t in(. + Z
S(t) e' (2Km)T e (8)

n n

where a is the degree of coherent excitation of the n'th mode. A reprcsentation such
n

as that of Eq. (7) implies the preservation of the coherent chara(ter of the excitation

in the mode and suggests that the modulation process transfers ,nergy between the

coupled modes in a coherent (definite phase) fashion. If initially 'he central 111odc is in

an In' state, and all other modes in their vacuum states, the P-rrepresentation for the

central mode is given by

P=x, w,t) = L I - j (2 K(1)(--- (6) 6 (z)) (9)

where Ln is the n'th order Laguerre polynomial. This expression is of limitect u~t

especially when the initial number of photonfs in the mtode is larve. In ca:s.-s he•,.re

P- representation is highly singulair, it is , onvenient to use two other jp ,-,.iia - t v
4

distributions in c'mputini statistical avera tei tb, the fe'ld. t.'or the preseint caiiv we

obtain

. .(:( )n • ' ( ( .'K' . .. 1 (1))( (. ('Kri) tiIt

{* Q
Um n 1l m)
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and . )K<l1p(t)I-. (-I1) "" ZT n-)L JZ~m (II"
1 ) n (2J (?K2m) - I

where W(c, t) is the Wigner function and "a Io(t)0a .- is the diagonal matrix element

of the density nperator in the coherent states I a.. In contrast to the highly singular

P(z, w, t), W(a, t) and <a Ip(t)JIa are both square int, grables, and the latter is

additionally a positive definite f inction.

Description of the total field requires a multimode representation, which for

initially coherent modes has the form

N I
P({P.}, t)= 0 l P. (P ,t) (!1)j=

where

P. (Pit)= 68'( -a. (t)) (13)

With

i(n - j)(; _,=.)

a.(t) M C, . (2KTm) e e - (14)J • n n-j J
n

which indicates a lack of correlation between the modes coupled by the modulator.

For a non-resonant modulation w - ' 1 -" ' - Aw where .1 w is obvioiusly the

deviation from the interniode. spacing, the HeIcisenberg equation (if motion has the

solution

in 0O(t) Li( t

n (0) Jn (m1T) e ( (I)

where ni is once more the number of passes the light beaim makes through the modula-

tor and

4K min---
T(r) - " (Ih)

and

witi r berng the time necessary for a sinnglen trnit through the iot)ai.atint r ry stml.

=A ,tlution of th," form of Fq. (I•;) is identit -%I in st ruc turr t( that ,If V1. (h1)

that the rnodulIation wtild onck, norte t rang~fe r crif-rgy coht. Fs'flt fr.'t, )n, ou1 ds to

another.
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For initially coherent mode, the multimode field may once more be represented

i by a P-representation of the !orm

N

P({A,M t) X 11 6 (.-. (t0) (1 8)
j 2

where

';.(t)- T an Jn-roT(T)) e i(n-J) O(T) e'i (19)

3 ,j~n n-3n

We may deduce the form of the field corresponding to a single FM oscillation from this

last expression. If the central mode is made to become the carrier of the FM oscilla-

tion, all an z 0 except a0 of the central mode, so that

•(t) = 0LJ (roT(T)) e - ii 0(,r )e

so that the positive frequency part of the total e!ect:ic field in the cavity has Bessel

function amplitucies for its average value.

Office of Naval Research
N 00014-67-A-0438-0001 A. Kestenbaum and E. Miahkin
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OPTICAL MODES IN INIfOMOGENEOUS AND MOVING MEDIA

C. H. Chi and H. Schachter

Optical cavity mode, in hihomogeneous moving media are being satiadied. The

Green's function in such a medium is des4'ribhd by Marwrli's equations:

vxT,, j,15+7

T , (r) ' (r) IT •_) xK E
re, 1t • (_aa ) + it'_(r x I
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where

a r-Oair)O

0 0f

a (r), E(f). r(r) are functions of space coordinates, speed and refractive indeN, of th!e
medium.

In terms of vector and scalar potentials the Maxwell's equai %:'s become
Vx (•l %[- I- (SI X~l- 1 (-W•,,•I - JTz (-, WAX- x, -x - T2 XV0

W'' CX it x - " a- j- V-0

where 0l = 11- -I

For tle case where the velocity of the mediam is constant and the medium is homogen-

eous, one can obtain a closed form solution for all possible orientations of the electric
dipole by letting

O 0 + jwi ea + a A= 0ax

where

7 = x 0 T - + Y - y + z T r

Na T= e C

The r(sults show that the optical cavity power loss and field distribution is the 3
same as that of a homogeneous stationary me.dium but the freqveney of the resonant

modes are Phifted from that of the stationarv mediunb h rltos

(m U
Iv

m; moving medi•m

.: stationary modiunA

v: sp-ed of medium

ct speed of light in 'Acuum

n: refractiv -%r lex t.( the t.oedium

For the case vhere the velocity is .nn~iant .-nd inhnm or, h.rity is eluadratic in ts1o

A
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direction, two-dimeitsional solutions are being sought. Tb,h. Groen's function due to a

transverse dipole source in buch an inhomogeneous moving medium shows that Ahen the

E-M wave and the medium are traelling in the same direction the effect of inhomoge-

neity (such as focusing) is reduced, and when the medium and the E-M wave travel in

opposite directions the effect of inhomog,,nrit' is increased. Additional studies involve

calculations of power loss, frequency shift and field distributions in optical caviti,,s.

Joint Services Technical Advisory Committee
AF 49(638)-1402 C.11. Chi

1H. Schachter

TUNABLE FILTERS FOR THE VISIBLE AND INFRARED SPECTRAL REGIONS

R. J. Kapash and L. Bergstein

Theoretical and experimental investigations have been carried out on the two-

cavity frustrated total reflection filter (FTR filter) to determine its applicability as

a tunable band pass filter for the visible and infrared spectral regions. The physical

configuration of the filter is shown in Figs. I and 2. N,,+ shown is the piezoeie( t ric

transducer which is used to vary the degree of coupling of the t-wo resonant layers.

Fig. I Phvswal Orkic.tation ot the Prismns ,ted (G,,-tim-

nI zk 2 10 02 n)
(AIR)

Fig. 2 Schern..tic of the Fivc Layrs of tht V ' uhlt F-rustr;t,-d
Total Reflection Filter Showing ;a i F Wave Incident m; 64,.
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'The basis of thp technique for tuning the pass band of the FTR filter is the well..

known effect that occurs when two identical resonant systems are coupled together.

The coupling removes the degeneracy; the rcsonancetb of thc coupled system split

and move further apart with increasing coupling.

The filter is oriented in such a position that the incident light strikes the first

low refractive index layer at an -angle greater than the critical angle for total reflec-

tion, Since the first layer is of finite thickness, some of the incident energy can

tunnel through j?)t() the second layer. The same pliznomenon occurs in the third and

fifth layers; the energy being resonant in the second and fou . , !ayers is coupled by

the evanescent f'ield in 'he third or middle layt r.

If we make the simplifying assumptions about the indices o',* refraction

no = n I and n 112 P 0i

the transmission coefficient of the filter in the case of an incident transverse electric

wave arriving at angle 9 0, becomes

T 2 (2)
I +(cos za sn Vcs E+cs ihE

n22

00

nZ

n 2

c= r 2nd~!t-5- / (3d)

The wavelength for unity tran~smission is giv.en implicitly at; function of the bpar, tion

d by' tar.h , cop 7. tanth y (4)

lIn F'ig. 3 se~how, the variation oif the eat.' er \%ve -lergth and the variation of

thw Q of the filter for in ity I rant-nsis sion to it fuinct ion of t he ri' lttive se pacrat ion d /d

for various values of di /d The resonant frequtency efiach of the iincouple-d filters
1 21

is taken to be \/Z.

I[h% a SBUITnptionu about the refractive itid ices, \1hile g reatly svimplifying the, equations.
do) not -tite r t hie vtoserit-! prope'rties oif th t- (titer. 1 he re'sulV of '1ii rIiff rcrnt nd ice s
tif riefraction is an ove rall redatct ion inl the t rans in iss ion by a on stant fract or. *h
c hoicte of a TNM wave *.Aou Id have' roitited in a diffe rent n .fd W. hoot t he ci sezstia I prop.
e rtivot of the filter wmi: d lit 0th satnv.
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The useful region of the characterstics is for practical reasons from d/d 2 =0.5
to d/d 2 = 1. 0. For a filter with d2 = 1S00 X (X 0/Z Vf 6000 X) it is not possible to sep-

arate the two surfaces by less than 750 1. Beyond d/d 2 - 1. 0 the change ii, the res-

onant frequency for a given change in spacing is too small to be useful.

We show in Fig. 4 !rimental results for a filter designed for \,/Z = 6300 A

The high refractive index .,,re of silicon mnonoxide (612 = 1. 11 ) and the hljw

refractive index layers were of magnesium fluoride (n! = 1. 3). The prisms were

made of SF-18 glass (n = 1. 7).

The results have shown that the technique discussed for tuning the pass band of

the F2R filter is indeed sound. There are a number of problems in designing the fil-

ter for the visible spectrum. The most obvious is the need for the surfaces of the

filter to be flat to a fiftieth of a wavelength or better for separations of the order of

several hundred angstroms to be meaningful. Also, when dealing with such small

separations, it is necessary to compensate very carefully for thermal expansion.

These problems do not exist when the filter is designed to operate in the infrared

spectral regions above 5 microns, and the filter seems ideally suited to act as a tunable

band pass filter in this region

Joint Services Technical Advisory Committee
AF 49(638)-1402 R.J. Kapash

L. Bergstvin

OPTICAL MEASUREMENT OF GAS FLOW PROFILES BY PERTURBATION OF A

RING LASER

W.K. Kahn and P. Fenster

In 1851. Fizeau reported fringe shift measurements indicating that the velocity of

light in a moving medium differed from that in the same medium at rest. In 1964

Macek 2 and his co-workers succeeded in utilizing this effect in the measurement of

the velocity of gas, liquid and sclid media with a ring laser. The present work repre-

sents an experimental and theoretical assessment of the capabilities of the ring laser

for measuring gas flow profiles. Measurements are reported for a range of Reynolds

numbers including both laminar and turbulent flows and for a variety of tube diam,.ters,

Special emphasis Is on the conditions preceding the establishminent of the equilibrium

flow profiles in round tubes.

For a moving medium of length b and velocity VO, is in Fig. I, for the two

counter-clrculating waves the frequency difference is

ZbV 2
.~y2 1 - /n)
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ACTIVE MED!UM

1/4

b-. MOVIN SOLID OR

CONTAINER FILLED

WITH MOVING LIQUIDOR GA3.

Fig. 1 Schematic of Ring Laser Gas Flow Measurement Apparatus

where n is the refractive index of the medium, \ is the free space wavelength of the

light and c is the velocity of light in vacuum.

The order of magnitude of this effect is strongly dependent on n . The results

can be separated into two ranges: n -l and n >> > For n near unity

f f,- 4bVo(nr-l)/X I

Gases, which generally meet this requirement, have the additional property that

(n-i) is proportional to , the mass density. Thus f is a measure of the mass flow

of gas. For air at standard conditions: 3

(n-1) -V 2. 9 x l0 "4

and for the one meter (: 1/4) square ring (with moving gas also of length one meter)
I

i .f . 460 IlN per meter/seco.ad

for \ = 6328 A . For liquids, the effect would be two or three orders of magnitude

g re ate r.

If the velocity of the gait v.a'ries over thc cross section of thr tube , tOwn by

changing the c ro. s-sectional ptoditiun of an axial 1aiter beam kn aver.ige profile can

he constructed irom the variation of frequency with position of the be(-tvi. If the flow

velocity profile vairies with axial position in the tube, then in order to ubtam an actual

velocity profile at a particular croisi.sectional pln.e, the measured *ver. lge ntsq t

flow profile must be analyzed considering this variation.

The resuilts of some of the flow experinrents4' 5 are given graphically in Figs. Z-4.
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Fig. 4 Normalized Average Velocity for Turbulent Flow

The average velocity of gas flow in the axial direction has been found experimentally

for several radii. This has been done for both horizontal and vertical tube cross

sections through the axis of the tube. The figures themselves give the average values

of gas flow (normalized to the average gas flow over the cross section of the tube)

plotted as a function of normalized radial position. The theoretical curves based on

measured flow and tube length for each case are also given, as are cu:'vcs with the
same shape renormalized to a value of average velocity which yields the best fit to the

experimental data. In the case of the vertical profiles these renormalized curves,
designed to best fit the horizontal data (and in theory the same as the vertical profile),

are given with che experimental results. In each case, data from either side of the
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center line is indicated by different aymbols. In the horizontal cases, the experimental

points marked with a filled circle represent points on the outside portion of the tube

referring to the center of the TWLO; the empty circles represent inside points. For

vertical profiles, filled circles represent the upper portion; empty ones, the lower.

Joint Services Techniral Advisory Committee
AF 49(638)-1402 W.K. Kahn

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NsGC(T)- 71
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF WEAK PLASMA TURBULENCE USING A HOLLOW
CATHODE DISCHARGE

K. Cburg

A real plasma is rarely 'quiescent' and possesses many forms of random noise

and partially coherent oscillations. These fluctuations of piasma are intimately re-

lated to the instabilities and the transport processes of the plasma. If we describe the

plasma fluctuation by a spectral function : , t), of the fluctuating physical quantity,

the 'weak plasma turbulence' is characterized by sharply peaked spectral lines. In the

weak turbulence regime the growth rates of the unstable waves are much smaller than

the characteristic frequencies, and the interactions between separate wave packets are

weak. In a steady state plasma, one observes the quasi-steady state equilibrium spectra

of plasma fluctuation.

Previously we observed the density and potential fluctuations of hl.ghly ionized
I

Argon plasma produced by a hollow cathode discharge . We have further examined the

experimental data.

The hollow cathode discharge could be operated either in a quiescent state or in

\weakly turbu.Lent states. By varying plasma parameters slight y, it was possible to

rn ak e transitions from one state to the other. Single electrostatic probes were used

primarily to detect the flu tuations, and the signalb were proeascd throagh an elec-

tronic correlator and a spectrum analyzer.

The data showed two distinctive weak turbulence lineve. Following the current pre-

vailing theory, which predicts initially excited urstable waves by the linear instability

theory and explains the aaturation spectra by quasi-linear or non-linear effects, the

two distinctive modes found in the hollow cathode diacharge were identified with (I) an

electrostatic ion cyclotron wave and (Z) a drift wave instability.

Identification of theve modes was accomplished by checking the frequency depend.

ence on plasma parameters, the amplitude distributions acrose the plasma colunva, the

propaigation directions and damping effects. The electrostatic ior. cyclotron nsti;.bllity

I.
i is in electrostatic mode which propagates at an angle to the confiningl magnetic field.

i ~-137-
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Its characteristic frequency is approximately 1. Z times that of the ion cyclotron fre-

quuncy and carries strong harmonics. The free energy responsible for this mode is
associated with the axially-streaming high-energy electrons from the cathode. This

particular mode can be stabilized by increasing ion temperature through ion cyclotron

damping. This mode was found to be very effective ir enhancing the plasma loss across

the magnetic field. The drift wave observed in atn-ther 'weakly turbulent state was a

pure m = I mode propagating along the electron drift direction. This observation is

believed to be the first one using a hollow cathode discharge plasma. The dominating

term in the growth rate is due to the collisional effect. It is found that the ratio of the

electron temperature gradient to the density gradiert, dt n T e/d•nn e, is critical in

the marginal stability condition. if the ratio is bigger than unity, this mode becomes

unstable. The detailed experimental data and discussion on the observation of these

unstable modes are given in Ref. Z.

Although the weak turbulence lines were observed, their definitive roles in the

plasma transport processes were not yet quantitatively established. Realizing that

recent theoretical and experimental efforts are focused on finding the controlling phys-

ical mechanisms in plasna particle' transport processes. we decided to further this

study by obtaining more experimental data to define the role of plasma weak turbulence

in the plasma loss mechanism. We designed a new hollow cathode discharge system and

constructed the device. Figure 1 describes this new hollow c.-,thode discharge system

at Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn. It is composed cf (I) a high vacuum system using

three NRC VHS 6 diffusion pumps and a Kinney mechanical pump, (Z) a strong magnet

system of 15 PEM 10" air core magnets and 300KW regulated power supplies and (3)

sectionized 6 iv. I. D. 6 ft. long discharge chamber. The expected plasma parameters

are:

plasmza density (n Z n) -1013/cceoperating neutral pressure - "0"4 Torr

electron temperature -- 10 e. V.

ion temperature 7I e. V.

plasma radius oZ cm

Debye length -10"4 cm

Thc initial e.x periment,0 study on this Jov-ce is (i esta'llihing 'quimcscent, and 'we.iklv

turbulent' modes or operation ,nd (Z) rneasuriin tVie cirect p.article loza ratrs across- thr
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magnetic field and comparing this with the indirect particle loss rate obtained from the

cross correlations between density and potential fluctuations.
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STEADY STATE RF DISCHARGE THROUGH EFFICIENT ELECTRON CYCLOTRON
RESONANCE

K. Chitng and E. J. Malloy

When a high frequency electromagnetic field is imposed on a magnetoplasma,

there is an appreciable energy transfer from the field to the plasma through the elec-

trons. The field causes an ordered oscillatory motion of randomly moving thermal

electrons, which in turn lose or randomize the energy associated with the orderly

motion through collisions. This transfer of the field energy into the plasma becomes

very effective if the applied frequency is equal to the electron cyclotron frequency.

The average energy transfer per unit volume can be written approximately as

7 2 2 2 E,
--- -- + A'

2 I2 '2!

he r,' , ,, ,' and I are r,.spectively the pl:.n..ma frequency, the electron collisionp c

frequency, the electron cyclotron it -quer' y and the applied freque.ncy. The above

expression is derived from the simplified La ngevin equation and Maxwell's e, quations

neglecting the ion motion :tnd asstuming only in azimuthal electric fit ld. At the cyt i-

tron resonance, the ,unergy transfer is roughly 10) timtes mMo., 'ffici'ont than the non-

r,.son,,nt transfer if the collision !requen•. v is one-hundredth the applird fr,.quency.

Thus, it is ,ttractiv' to product a colliiion-rar, ,- l,'ctrodeI',c pla.1mt by the l'l,•ttron

cyclotron re.sonant,, mnechanu.rm. In i)rincinl", highly ionized pl.asnlal ,,tan be obt.iinrd

Su i nj ,,vailabvh vonve ntiontl rt sourc.,-.
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Figure 1 is the schematic diagram of the electron cyclotron plasma device which

is in operation. A magnetron which can deliver power up to 200 W is used as the rf

source. A Helmholtz pair of water-cooled magnet coils provide the axial magnetic
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SPACER

TYPE N CONNECTOR

C4"O-RING SEAL

1 SLOTS

~SCHEMATIC SIDE VIEW
. CROSS SECTIONAL VIEW

Fig. l(b) RF Coupler Used for the Electron Cyclotron Plasma Device

field tip to 1 2k Gauss. The applied frequency is set at 2. 8 GHz and the rf power is

applied to the plasma through a slotted cylindrical coupler This coupler is more

efficient and convenient than either open-ended waveguides or cavities, which can be

used to produce plasma. The advantage of this coupler is thait rf energy can be trans-

ferred into the plasma effectively over a broad band'of the applied frequency. The

perturbation caused by the plasma on the matching condition is not important for this

coupler. The total input power is the sum of (1) radiative loss from the coupler, (2)

dissipative loss into the structure, (3) direct transfer into the plasma and (4) genera-

tion of plasma waves. The relative portion of energy loss through each mechanism

changes as the operating condition is changed. In Fig. 2 the plasma density measured

by a double probe is plotted against the average magnetic field over the coupler. The

secondary peak of the density at a lower field is caused by the non-uniformity of the*1
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Fig. 2 Plasma Density on the Axis as the 'Magnetic Field Varied

iragnetic field over the coupler. The probe was located on the-axis and 5 inches off

the coupler.

Plasma produced in the coupler region diffuses and is pushed out into the 'exter-

nal' region. The acceleration of the plasma from the coupler is due to the constancy

of the magnetic moment and the axial gradient of the magnetic field. The external

plasma is thus formed along the confining magnetic field lines'. Typically, the exter-
9 11 -3

nal plasma has an electron density of 10 - 10 cm and a temperature of 5-20 eV,

depending on the applied power levwl and the neutral pressure. Almost any gas can be

used and air, argon, helium, nitrogen and hydrogen have been tested. In genernl, at

a fixed power level the density increased while the electron temperature decre.15ed as

the neutral pressure was increased. However, in the practical. operating ranges, the

collision frequencies are smaller than the electron cyclotron frequencies and the mean

free paths are bigger than the characteristic length of the device. Because of these

, properties, the plasma produced by this device is a close realization of the collision-

S less plasma. Another important characteristic of the plasma is that the noise, level
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can be suppressed very low. This is a very desirable property for the performance

of experiments in we,,.k plasma turbul.'.,jce and diffusion studies.

At present, we are looking for unstable modes which can be generated by this

coupling structure. We have observed a couple of very interesting phenomena: (1)

formation of plasma striations along the magnetic field and (2) electrostatic oscillation

at the ion cyclotron frequency anc its coupling with a low frecaency mode. Plasma

striations were observed in the Barium plasma clouds at high altitudes recently and

drew considerabile interest because of the possible role of these striations in plasma

transport processes. In laboratory plasmas, some filamentary structures were

reported only in current carrying plasmas and explained by the possible non-uniform
2

electrode mechanism . Our observation of plasma striations is done in a currentless

(thus electrodeless) steady-state plasma. In Fig. 3 we show the picture of plasma

Fig. 3 Plasma Striations Observed in the Electron Cyclotron Plasma

(Neutral Pressure - 2 x 10"4 torr; Input Power = 10 Watts)

striations in the electron cyclotron plasma. The number of striations is not equal to

the number of slots in the coupling structure and, in fact, can be varied by changing

only the external magnetic field at a fixed neutral pressure and rf power level. Since

the change of the external magnetic field causes a change in the power transfer of the

rf energy into the plasma, the change of plasma striations may be due to the genera-

tion of different modes in the plasma. This point will be cleared as more data become

available. One of the unstable modes detected by floating Langmuir prebes corresponds

to electrostatic oscillations near the ion cyclotron frequency and its harmonics. The

power spectra shown in Fig. 4 are the" ion cyclotron oscillations observed in argon

plasma. The successive i,' •.w the devrlopment of the unstable mode an the rf
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Fig. 4 Oscillations at Ion Cyclotron Frequency in Argon Plasma

power level is increased. The broadening of the spectral line can be explained by the

mode-mode coupling between the ion cyclotron oscillation and another low frequency

mode which, in this case, may be the ion acoustic mode. As the power level is

increased the low frequency mode gets unstable, and the coupling broadens the ion

cyclotron oscillation.
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PLASMA SHIELDING AND STABILITY

E. Levi and H. W. Friedman

I Instabilities in the plasma sheaths seriously impair the pei formance of gaseous

plasma instruments and devices, such as 1Latognmtir probes, fluorescent lamps, lasers,

and magnetoplasma dynamic power converters. Langmuir probes are currently being

used as a diagnostic tool in fluid dynamic studies. A recent investigation at PIB has

examined the basis for this technique, and has shown that the conditions under which

such measurements have been obtained may, however, lead to instabilities in the probe

performance that invalidate the experimental results. The effect of magnetic fields as

well as the effect of emission of particles from electrodes has also been investigated.

It was found that a stable sheath can form only in front of the cathode or insulated walls,

and for small values of the magnetic field component parallel to the wall surface. Emis-

sion of particles by the wall has, in general, a destabilizing effect.

The space-charge-sheath which shrouds a plaema confined by material walls plays

a role in plasma physics 4imilar to that of a boundary layer in fluid dynamics; the sta-

bility of the sheath determines the character of the diffusion and wave propagation proc-

esses deep inside the body of the plasma1. Yet, in the many studies of the sheath very

little attention has been paid to the problem of stability. The well-known Bohm criterion

for stability2 applies only to the special case in which no electric current flows through

the plasma. Moreover, in his derivation Bohm did not really prove stability, but merely

established the conditions under which a plasma can shield itself from an electric field

by forming a space charge sheath. Since in the sheath the densities of the electrons and•

ions are not equal, there occurs a relative streaming of the ions past the electrons, even

in the case when the fluxes of the two species to the confining walls are equal and the
3plasrna carries no electric current. Such a situation is known to be potentially unstable

especially when the drift velocities are high, and the Bohm criterion requires the ions to

be supersonic.

A connection between shielding and the microstability of a collisionless plasma was

ni.tde bv Engeln1.tnn1i. Engelmrtin. however, did not address himself to the problem of

the sheath, and his criterion requires knowledge of the distribution functions which are

not t irectlv obser\ Able. We therefore examined the behavior of the plasma using both

the Vlaoov eqaationt 1nd Aln equivalentt mtacroact.-pic rtepresentation This procedure

provides a prescription for handlin g the ii ngtil a ,itics uccurring at the s,)und of speed7,8

.01d xheds light oil tk ir phyissical sI wiiii ' ct', [ ,e lnat n's Wi tab ilit' c rtite, rion cran then

1w rccast in ternip of tna, roncopic ublmerva•bk a fornm which can he d tplt.aed - raphically

.nd t readil ,p iied to phýy.ic tl qitu.-ttionp.

[i n oat practical situatiu:9- the nie.- free-path exk-c td thit thickness of -.he sheath.

spt that tht shVe th t.In c , ntinhide red .is t.ol 15 ioniIc"5Pt. -'\u'tl thu i b th" plaasm:n structcure
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as a whole may be collision dominated. Under these circumstances it is possible to

apply the macroscopic criterion to examine the space charge sheath and derive neces-

sary and sufficient conditions for shielding and stability. Since the derivation of the

stability criterion does not pose any restriction with regard to particle fluxes and elec-

tric currtnts, current-carrying plasmas are within the scop ; of the irnvcstigiition.

It is found that

1. In the particular case of zero current, Bohm's condition ensures stability as w,!ll as

shielding, so that Bohm's stability criterion iE not orly recovered but also rigor-

ously proved,

2. In the case of arb-itrary current, the necessary and sufficient coaditions for shielding

derived by us are consistent witl| measurements obtained b; n-,ans of Langrnuir
Q

probes and their re,=ent irterpreta'iou'. In particular, the kTnec in the ctirreit-\u.t-

age charact:ristic n-ar electron saturation is predictc d ard can be e.vahuAted q,:anti-

tatively. Also the dependence of ion saturittion current on the electron, rather than

ion, temperature is confirmed.

3. A one-to-one correspondence between shielding, i. e., the formation of a space charge

sheath, and stability of the plasma exists over the range of impressed voltages for

which both electron and ion currents can flow.

4. When either the ion or the electron currents are driven far into saturation and one

of the species is repelled, the plasma may be shielded but unstable. Careful experi-

ments conducted by Belensov et al. 10 indeed confirm that when the current is driven

into saturation, a shielded plasma exhibits an instability. This is associated with

oscillations of the plasma-sheath interface.

These recent findings of ours justify the acceptance of Bohm's stability criterion

in the case of zero current and prove that the dynamics of the sheath govern the rate of

collection of charged particles by conducting walls biased with respect to the plasma

potential. The results obtained, on the one hand, confirm that Langmuir probes provide

a reliable diagnostic tool when used within the original scope of application, namely, in

steady state situations and when the current dragon does not reach saturation. On the

other hatrd, these results warn against indiscriminate usage of Langmuir probes in new

applications such as the study of turbulent fluctuations 1 ionized wakes 1 2 ' 1 3 and 1ýyper-
sonic flow fields14. In fact, when the probe is driven into saturation to detect turiulent

fluctations, the obscrvel fluctuations may wcll originate in the probe itself. Some doubts

are also caat or, the current interpretation of data taktn under trinsient conditions in

hypersonic flows and on the use of flush probes in the study of boundary layers iAnd
sheaths. The possib-lity of inducing inst.,bility should also discourage the proposed 0(-C

biasing of radio frequency probes

Disclosure of these results is particularly timely since many of the projected
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on-board measurements will be made with the help of such probes. In addition, similar

diagnostic techniques might be applied to the study of ionospheric exospheric and nuclear

environments.

The macroscopic stability criterion is not restricted in its scope to perfectly-

absorbing, nonemitting walls, as in the case with Langmuir probes. The stability of

the sheaths which form near the surface of positively and nagatively biased emitting

electrodes has also been investigated1 7 and it was found that emission of particles has,

in general, a destabilizing effect. In particular the anode sheath is always unstable.

Finally, the effect of magnetic fields restraining the motion of particles has been
17

considered . Depending on the intensity of the magnetic field component parallel to

the wall one can distinguish 3 cases: (1) weak field, where the Larmor radii of both the

electrons and ions are much larger than the thickness of the sheath assumed to be in the

or0er of the Debye length, (2) moderate field, where the sheath thickness is smaller than

the ion Larmor radius, but larger than the electron Larmor radius, (3) strong field,

where the sheath thickness is the dominant length.

In the first regime, the magnetic field has no effect on the sheath and the attracted

species must be supersonic in order to satisfy the stability criterion, However, when the

magnetic field intensity exceeds a certain critical value, the compatibility condition

which allows transonic transition cannot be iulfiiled1 8 . There exists, indeed, abundant

experimental evidence19 that, vnder such circumstances, the rate of particle transport

is anomalously high.

In the second regime, the problem ceases to be one-dimensional since the electrons

are prevented from reaching the wall by crossing the collisionless sheath. They can

only escape along the magnetic lines of forces giving rise to what has become known as

Simon diffusion20.

A fully developed turbulent reizime can be expected when, with an even higher mag-

netic field component parallel tc the wall, the ion Larmor radius becomes smaller than

the Debye length and b)ot electrons and ions are prevented from crossing a collisionless

sheath.

Matters are further complicated when sustenance of i ie electric current hinges on

the release of particles fro-n the electrodes. In ti'is case, in addition to the question

of st.tbility of the space charge sheath, there arises the problem that the magnetic field

n'iay prevcnt the electrons from acquiring sfficient energy to produce ionl'iitg collision$.

In this case, a one-dimensional space-ch-irge - sheath cannot perfcrm its dutble function

of shieldinc the plasma anm -f providing the energy required to r, :,, , j, •,pnIv

particles.

In conclusion, a stable space-charge-sheath stems to represent more the excep.

________________________________________________________________________
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tion than the rule, since it can form only at the cathode or on insulated walls, and for

relatively small values of magnetic field component parallel to the wall surface.

Advanced Research Projects Agency
Nonr 839(38) E. Levi
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"TRANSIENT EXCITATION OF SPACE WAVES AND SURFACE WAVES IN A BOUNDED,

COLD MAGNETO PLASMA.

L. B. Fel'en and G. M. Whitman

1. Introduction

Studies of wave propagation in dispersive plasma media performed in the litera-

ture have dealt with plane wave or source-excited fields in unbounded homogeneous

regions,or with plane wave propagation and reflection from plane boundaries. The

present study has been undertaken to explore wave phenomena attributable to the simul-

taneous presence of boundaries and of a localized source, with special emphasis on the

excitation and behavior of surface waves. It was also desired that thk- mediu-i exhibit

both the cutoff and resonance phenomena characteristic of a general dispe.sivc envi-

ronment. A simple structure incorporating the necessary features involves a magnetic

line current located above a perfectly conducting plane, the entire configuration being

embedded in a homogeneous, cold, lossless magnetoplasma with gyrotropic axis par-

allel to the source direction. In the time-harmonic steady state, this arrangement can

support a unidirectional surface wave.

Since the time-harmonic solution for this confi'guration and its far zone asymp-

totic approximation are available in the technical literature the major task in pro-
viding the transient solution in integral form involves the analytic continuation of the

time-harmonic result from positive real to complex frequencies. This is straight-

forward for the incident and reflected wave constituents but not quite so for the uni-

directional surface wave with its restricted spatial and frequency domains of existence.

These and other function-theoretic aspects of the problem have been considered in

detail and involve use of uniform asymptotic representations in the time-harmonic solu-

tion. After the result is put into the desired form, the theory formulated in a related
2

study becomes applicable and has been used to derive the transient fields for impul-

sive excitation, as contributed by the incident and reflected (space wave) and the sur-

face wave constituents. Numerical calculations for typical parameter ranges exhibit

the field variation in regular and in transition regions. Salient features of these fields

I.
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reveal a strong depend.,nce on the observation angle for the reflected constituent, as

well as peculiarities associated with the surface wave. Owing to 1he unidirectional

character of the latter in the tine-harmonir- regime, waves in certain frequency inter-

vals are propagated only to one side or the other of the source region. A comparison

1 has also been made between the solutions for lin~e source and plane wave excitation in

an unbounded medium in order to assess differences in the transi,'nt behavior.

Since the preceding discussion is based on asymptotic approximations of the fr,,-

quency integrals and thereby on the existence of a large parameter (proportional to the

observation distance) in the integrand, -'t is of interest t.) know how large the para-

meter must be in order to furaish an acceptable result. This type of issessment has

been carried out by comparing various asymptotic approximations with the exact value

of a c•ertain special integral. It is found that even moderately large p,trameter ra.>ges

are ;accommodated by the asymptotic formulas, thereby making these approximations

useful over a broad range of physical variablos.

2. Asymptotic Evaluation of the Transient Response

The calculations described in the Introduction have been performed for impulsive

excitation in Ref. 3. For the incident and reflected waves, the relevant dispersion

curve is shown in Fig. I of Ref. 2 and admits, for sufficiently long observation times,

OtAH0.4
0 21

625 .6 28 2 30 31 3.2 33 34

K.>I /0 1
-0 2-

Vit. 1 Pt ha~ior at 1,onrrne 0hI r,vr..I¶ wit il, t . 2
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(b) Initial Behavior, T . - 1
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Fig. 1 Transient Behavior of Incident Magnetic Field for R 0.5.

=3 x 106 cps, - pl/c = 30

three wave constituents which propagate at the same group velocity but are character-

ized by different frequencies 'r . The latter aspect introduces beat phenomena into the
p

composite transient response, shown for the incident magnetic field in Fig. l(a)

(R ='[1 It , where i cyclotron frequency, -1 = plasma frequency; ol -= distancec p c p1

from source to observation point). For very short observation times, only a single

wave propagates, and Fig. 1(a) shows the discrepancy between the correct initial

behavior (curve 1) for - 1. 03 and the simple saddle point approximation noted in

Ref. 2 (curve 2); ic 1.01, curve 2 is appropriate. Evidently,for the choser. set of

parameters, the simple saddle point formula predicts the response correctly fur almost

all a.rrival times (no field is present for 1). Other transition phenomna discussed

in Ref. 2 have also been analyzed.

When the source and observation pointS are both located on the boundary, (and are

separated by a distanLte y), the surface wave is excited with maximum impliturh,. Under

those tircumstances, the, relevant plot of .p'(1) - (d/d,) .() 0 wher, () is the
P

propag)ation coLnst,i nt for the stirface-,. , is, sho',,.n in Fig. 2. S.addhl points maiv be
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Fig. 2 Typical Plot of.•p vs. for Surface Wave

found from Fig. 2 by drawing the horizontal line y' (ct/y) and recordling, the inter-
p

sections with the y vs. w curve. F,,r y > 0, i. e. , on one side of the source, one

may show that real saddle points in the frequency integral occur only (in the branch

iW I > W in Fig. 2. Asymptotic evaluation of the integral for large y then yields

via the simple saddle point formula for excitation by a temporal impulse:

H (r.t) - A ( ,c s) Cos [q ( s) - 4 s " 'I' y 0 , (l)

where q(") (y/c) ,p - '1TJ, r ct/y, ' is th-, solution of q'( s), 0 and A (v,) is
p S S 5S

Xp (a)[- "r =-C' /YI y]

6

5- 5 R: 3.0
4-

2- 2Z .0:3R3.

It-
0 [ , I I I I I I I I I I I i L I I _ _ I I , L - L I _ . _ _ L

1.011 12 14 16 1.8 20 2.2 2.4 2.6 28 30 32 34 S-

p p p
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Fig. 3 Plots of Relevant Quantities for the Surface Wave when y > 0

an amplitude depending on y" and on the plasma parameters. Typical plots of A(:)
p

and y'(ul ) vs. W are shown in Fig. 3 (Q --u/JJj).
P p

3
For y < 0 (P - TI/2), one may show that surface wave contributions to the com-

plex frequency integral arise only from the range [tv I <u) (i.e., saddle points are
C

determined from the low frequency branch of the curve in Fig. 2) and that Eq. (1)

remains valid for the asymptotic approximation of the transient field providing y is

replaced by lyl everywhere except in the expression for q(xi ),and the saddle points

are confined to the interval jw o I 1<,c.

A striking feature of the transient response is the occurrence of wave packets

with frequencies in the range Iw I >'I only for positive y while those with frequencies

11< ij are found only for negative y. This contrasts the direct and reflected field
,s 

C

behavior where a given pass band frequency response may be detected in both directions.

These anomalous characteristics of the surface wave are the transient counterpart of its

unidirectional feature in the time-harmonic regime; in the latter, propagation for

'2 occurs only along the (+ y) but not along the (- y) direction, whereas the converse

is true for W <,jj , with no propagation at all occurring in the stop band 2'I .- ' 1; 2

Since the delta function source excites all frequencies, the unidirectional nature of tho

surface wave at any given frequency serves to direct appropriate frequencies either to

one side or the other of the source region.
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Study of the curves in Fig. 3 reveals other interesting features. For

y > 0, the amplitude A (w -4 0 as s'- w. While the saddle point result Eq. (1) does not
ss

appy n tisraneit ca eshown nevertheless that A (w~) tends to zero at high fre-

quencies (corresponding to t = y/c), in contrast to the direct and reflected field ampli-

tudes which tend to infinity (for impulse excitation). This behavior is ascribed to the

fact that the existence of the surface wave on a perfect conductor is contingent on the

presence of the plasma medium; a perfect conductor in vacuum does not support a

surface wave. For fu - , the plasma refractive index approaches that of vacuum so

that the surface wave is not excited in this range. The surface wave amplitude builds

up only for those later observation times corresponding to :,' low enough to sense the
S

plasma.

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories
Office of Aerospace Research
F 19628-68-C-0072 G. M. Whitman and L. B. Fels en
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DEVELOPMENT OF A BEAM PLASMA DEVICE

R.G.E. Hutter, H. Farber, R. Pepper, R. Eichler

It is the objective of this project to investigatc the feasibility of low noise ampli-

fication of microwave signals as well as the feasibility of high microwave noise gener-

ation and/or amplification in beam-plasma configurations.

Initially, the studies are devoted to basic investigations of the noise properties

of the plasma medium and the resulting effects in various beam-plasma interaction

configu rations.

The theoretical approach is patterned after the analogous noise theory for tratvel-

ing wave tubes; the significant differrence is due to the "noisiness" of the "w~ivecgtidte"

represented here by the plasma. I he plasma medium surrounding the dlect.'oi, beani

acts as .1 distrib.tted noise source, which impresses noise signa is onto the electron

beam. The noise properties of the plasmni are described by the fluct'I ttiuil dissipItion

theorem, a generalization of Nyquist's theorem. A gene ralization of the expressions
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-for the "noise figure" for the case of distributed noise sources has been obtained.

An experimental device has been designed to determine the noise level on an

electron beam before it enters the plasma interaction region and after it leaves, there-

by making it possible to determine the influence of the noisy plasma medium. The

experimental results will be used to check the theoretical investigations that are cur-

rently being carried on. Currently the device is being assembled, and the final check-

ing of the design parameters will be carried out shortly.

A modular approach has been used in the design of the beam plasma device. The

device consists of four basic structures. These are: (a) an electron gun, (b) a hot-

cathode mercury discharge, (c) a pair of tunable, moveable, microwave cavities, and

\MAGNETIC COILS ELECTRONBEAM =

LIQUID LIQUID
N2  N2I)(CRYOPANEL CRYOPANEL

MERCURYELECTRON GUN
VACUUM I MERCUR VACUUM 2000VmREGION DISCHARGE REGION

REGION j ~~REGIONI 3 RGO
- - - -- TOVAC-ION

! P~l'2TOPUMP

P I T O R R r O '6.TO R R .11 P : ,1 0 6-T O R 
4  P : IO 6- T O R R

TO OIL F7 TO MERCURY F
,\\ DIFFUSION DIFFUSION

LE PUMP PUMP
COLLECTOR MICROWAVE MICROWAVE

CAVITY CAVITY
4"MOTION

TUNEABLE
2-4 GHz

Fig. 1 Schematic of Beam Plasma Device

(d) a set of magnet coils. The device is shown schematically in Fig. 1. In addition to

the basic structures mentioned above, there are three functional units for maintaining

a high vacuum in the system.

The device may be divided into the following sub-assemblies: a) the electron

gun; b) the plasma, c) the microwave coupling circuits, d) the vacuum chambers and

pumping systems, and e) the inagnet sNystem.

a) rhe electron gun is designed to produce a one ma beam at 2, 000 volts with a

beam diameter of 0. 10 inches. 'I he cathode is a tungsten impregnated type since it

,nay receive more ion bomba rdment than in the usual high vacuum tube.

b) Several different types of discharges were studied for the production of a

plasma. A hot cathode mercury discharge was chosen since electron densities of the

i,

L _
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order of 10" per c. c. could be attained with low fields. These in turn would not disturb

the beam.

The cathode is a one inch diameter tungsten impregnated element. The cathode

to anode spacing is four inches. The overall dimensions of the discharge chamber are

two inches in diameter by five inches long. These dimensions may be changed by the

use of suitable spacers.

The mercury vapor may be readily replaced by other gases, such as argon or

xenon. Additional reasons for choosing mercury as our initial gas are discussed in

the paragraph on the vacuum system.

c) The signal on the electron beam is sampled by two reentrant type (klystron)

cavities which are mounted on a universal carriage. Problems of precise movement

in a vacuum system have been solved by using recently developed filled polyimide bear-

ings. Each of these cavities may be tuned from 2 to 4 GHz and can move four inches

along the beam. These cavities may be replaced by similar cavities to cover other

frequency bands; and broadband probes may be used in conjunction with the cavity, or

by themselves.

The unloaded Q of these cavities ranges from 200 to 400 depernding on the resonant

frequency. The coupling gap of these cavities is . 020" long with a diameter of 0. 125

inch.

d) The vacuum pumping system has three separate functional groups. The elec-

tron gun region and the main vacuum chamber are joined by the small hole in the anode;

this permits the two chambers to be differentially pumped. In addition, this region

can be closed by a butterfly valve and removed as a unit from the major vacuum chamber.

The discharge chamber has only two small openings into the main chamber which should

permit a very large pressure differential between the two chambers.

The major pumping system, during normal operating conditions, will be using

a mercury diffusion pump, and two liquid-nitrogen-cooled cryopanels. The combination

of the cryopanels and a liquid nitrogen trap may result in pressures below 10-6 torr

even with relatively high mercury vapor prcssures in the discharge chamber. Measure-

ments on a mock-up version of this portion of the tube have demonstrated its fe~tsibility.

It is hoped that, by th, differential pumping of the gun region, pressures in that region

will be in the 10" torr range.

During standby periods, a fast oil diffusion pti:"''• will be uied instead of the
-7

mercury pump to maintain the system at 10 torr. Each pump may be isol.tted froin

the system by separate butterfly values.

The mercury vapor pressure in the discha rge will 1,n (-nt rolled ?y cont rolling the

temperature of it mercury liquid reservoir which is behind the disch.,rge .%node. If we
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use another gas such as argon or xenon which does not solidify at liquid nitrogen

temperatures, both pumps will have to be used to obtain good vacuum conditions since

the cryopanels will be Ineffective.

e) An axial magnetic field will be produced by a set of six coils with i.d of

eight inches and an o. d. of 15". Fields in excess of 1200 gauss can readily be attained.

The major components and concepts in the design of the device have already
been checked out. The evaluation of how well these components work as a unit will be

carried out shortly.

The complete assembly (without magnets), the microwave cavity carriage

Fig. Z Complete Assembly

t
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v

Fig. 3 Microwave Cage

Fig~. 4 Assemblhy with Magne~t Systvil
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and the assembly with the magnets are shown in Figs. 2, 3 and 4, respectively.

In summary, an electron-beam-plasma device is being assembled to study th'

coupling of plasma noise energy to an electron beam. The device uses a modular

design to permit carrying out a wide variety of experiments; e.g., in addition to the

experiments that have been implied, two sections of the unit may be coupled '-,ige' er

to Etudy the noise characteristics of electron guns. Further, the modular design

permits major changes in any one section without a major change in tile overall devic?.

Advanced Research Projects Agency
Nonr 839(38) 11. Farber

INTERNAL DEFLECTION STRUCTURES OF CATHODE-RAY TrUBES

R. G.E. Hutter

The purpose of the investigation was to carry out research and development

leading to the design of practical electron guns for cathode-ray tubes that will pcetrmit

wide-angle electrostdtic deflection of the electron beam with a minimum of deflection-

distortion and defocusing, and which yield electron spots that are as small as possible.

Work on this project began on July 1, 1966 and terminated on June 30, 1968. The

experimental part of the program was carried out at the General Telephone and Elec-

tronics Research Laboratories, N. Y., under subcontract to the Polytechnic Institute of

Brooklyn.

Summary of Accomplishments of the Program:

At the outset of the program it was known that the incorporation of the so-called

"two-dimensional" lens element into the conventional electron gun of a cathode-ray

tube could solve the problem of reduction of deflection defocusing.

It was not known that correction up to 250 half-angle deflection could be obtained.

During the course of the work we have shown that electron guns incorporating

two-dimensional lens elements can correct defocusing effects up to at least 25 degrees.

lhrc-e versions were tried:

1. Guns, making use of elliptical apertures. The electron lenses in these guns

consist of Einzel-lenses forrned by ape rtured discs; the apc rtures are elliptical atid

thc niijr axis of the ellipse of the center electrode is rotated ninety degrees with

respect to the clliptical apertures of tile two outer ele! rod.'s. Such guns produce

round and elliiptic-il electron spotj and he nect ire s nit,,bit' for pred.jitturtitig the electron

tbea hctfore it -nters the (w'flhction system "ie" Ref. I: R1 port No. 1, p. 4, Filt.

'eiport Nto. 2, p. 3, Fig. 1I,

. Gunnn, m-tking uSe of slit elect rode lewses. tihe electron letn•v, in theole guns

con i~t of .'intel-lense s fornmed bi discs with 4lit .;perturet tile -lit of the t-c-nter

el, ttrode io oriented ninety (degruc-a with rtespect to the ' itn the oiter c-lect•)h-iv..
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The performance iu similar to that of gunm described above (see Ref. 1: Report No. 2,

p. 1, Fig. 9).

3. Guns, making use of a single sl.t electrode. These guns are shown in Figs. I

and Z,, (See Ref.1: Report No. 6, pp. 3 and 7, Figs.1 and 5, respectively).
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The final gun design made use of the third of these versions. This choice was

determined by expediency considerations. A gun of the type of the second version is

judged to be better. Unfortunately, a fair amount of effort was devoted to a study of

the cylinder-electrud.ies (Report 2 1, p. 15 ff., Fig. 14) which did not prove to be very

useful and were finally discarded. Shortage of time did not permit us to return to a study

of version 2 above.

One other factor contributed to the discontinuation of the effort on gun version

two. Experimentation with such guns seems to indicate that the voltage range of slit

electrode lenses (as well as elliptical lenses) was not sufficient to correct for defocus-

ing effects. It was at that time not appreciated how strong the defocusing effects of

electrostatic deflection fields really are. Hence the voltage range of a slit-Einzel-lens

is normally not sufficient to predistort the electron baam. The dynamic beam pre-

distortion schemes, mentioned above, can only correct up, to defection angles at which

a completely unfocused beam becomes line-focused at the screen. (If, however, an

intermediate beam focus is introduced the above statement need not be true. This

method has not received sufficient attention during the program.) The use of the pre-

distortion schemes requires first the determination of the distance between deflection
system and screen such that at 25 degrees an unfocused beam is just focused into a line

by deflection defocusing.

Taking all these factors into account it is possible to correct for deflection de-

focusing effects up to angles of ý3 degrees, however, only at the expense of reduction

of deflectioa sensitivity (see Report 51, p. 3, Sec. IV). In ord,!r to n aintain d fl cti:i. sen-

sitivity, post acceleration must be used. This is relatively simple for one-gun tubes;

it is difficult for multi-gun tubes. Multi-gun, inline tubes most likely wotld require

a cylindrical post acceleration field. No effort was made to design such a field.

Final Design:

The electron guns, shown schematically in Figs. 1 and 2, were designed for

the purpose of demonstrating undistorted deflection at a half-angle of 25 degrees.

Sealed-off tuLes incorporating these electron guns were turned over ,to the U.S. Army

Electronics Laboratories. The two-gun structures, FT-i and FT-2, de'monstrate the

application of the predistortion system used with differing gun geometries.

In this design the last round aperture of a conventional gun is followed by a slit-

electrode, slit no. I (slit no. 2 is a deflection shield to reduce fringing-field spot deg-
radation), which precedes the crossed-deflection electrodes. These deflection plates

are designer to permit 25° half-angle deflection and the dista:tce from these electrodes

to the v.7reen is determined so that an unfocused spot becomes line-focused at the screen

at 250, or greater deflection anglc. No attention has been given to optimizing deflection
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sensitivity in these designs.

If the predistortion slit is parallel to the vertical-deflection electrodes, and hence

at right angles to the horizontal-deflection electrodes, spot correction for vertical

deflection is achieved by lowering the potential of the last round aperture electrode.
Spot correction for horizontal deflection is achieved oy raising this potential. In each

situation the focusing potential of the center electrode of the Ei~izel lens must also be

revised. The correction voltages required as a function of the deflection voltage (or
angle) have, of course, been determined.

The principle of operation of this design has been known for some time and is

fully desc.ribed in Ref. 2 of Report No. 1.

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the results, in terms of spot growth, obtained with

each structure at wide angle deflection along the major deflection axis. Although the
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can be designed to correct for defocusing effect of an electrostatic deflection system up

to half-angle of deflection of 25 degrees. Post acceleration should be studied further

to improve deflection sensitivity.

U. S. Arnqy Electronics Command
DA 28-043-AMC-02449E R.G.E. Hutter
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STUDY OF THE RADIO-FREQUENCY MASS SPECTROMETER

N. C. Peterson and P. A. Spoerri

A radio-frequency mass spectrometer achieves mass discrimination by means of

a radio-frequency voltage applied to a series of grids through which an ion is acL:eler-

ated or decelerated depending on the relationship between its m/e value and the phase

and frequency of the rf signal. The ions of a resonant mass which have been acceler-

ated are then able to overcome a retarding potential at the end of the sorting structure

and are collected. The resolving power of this type of spectrometer has been found to

depend on the spacing and number of successive grids, or stages in the sorting struc-

ture, and on the relative amplitudes of the applied rf and retarding potentials.

A( The theoretical basis for the operation of the analyzing structure is being inves-
t~gated using a one dimensional model. The equations of motion of an ion in the rf field

are solved numerically using a digital computer. Figure 1 is a graph of energy vs.

initial phase near resonance under "small signal" conditions, when the rf amplitude is

smt.!l (1 volt peak) relative to the initial ion energy (150 v). Under these conditions the

position of the energy maximum depends only on the m/e value and the initial energy,

but the resolut.on is very pcor, reaching a maximum of about 25 after 10 stages. As

the rf amplitude is increased, the frequency of the energy maximum shifts and the curves

become more asymmetric as shown in Fig. 2. A typical mass peak is shown in Fig. 3.

It is apparent that ions of resonant mass arv accelerated and thus arrive at successive

stages out of phase with the rf signal. Cne possible solution to this problem would be

to include a retarding stage after each two or three stages to return the ions to their

initial energy. Another possibility which wolild not inmolvw anv chanizes in the analyzing

structure would be to frequently modulate the rf signal to cornwnsat,, for the increasing

velocity and shorter transit time between successive grids of the resonant ions.

'xperiments are in progress to test the results of the theorrtical calculations;

particularly as regards the ion collection efficirncy and re solution.

National Science Foundation
Gt-1557 N. C. P'eterson and P'. A. Spoerri
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1-H AND H2 IN STRONG ELECTRIC FIELDS

A. Sistino and H-1. J. Juretschke

We have studied simple variational models of the ground state wave functions of

H and H2 in uniform electric fields, for use in the study of the behavior of molecules
2

* in the strong fields of the field t.mission and field ionization microscope. The wave

functions have been constructed in terms of a small set of parameters chosen by phys-

ical arguments to reproduce properly the polarization distortion expected in the elc-

tric field, and also to lead to limitirg forms at the highest fields which can be identified

as field-ionized states.

Figure 1 presents the model for the hydrogen ,.tom. The electric field gives rise

to the potential V, and we assume a wave function consisting of a spherically symmetric

exponential plus an angle-dependent term in the exponent, to describe the polarization

distortion. This is a simple generalization of the textbook wavefunction employed for

variation calculations at low fields, where only the first term of the expansion of the 6

exponential is retained. If 51 approaches 6f in magnitude, 4, will not decay with increas-

ing r, along 0 = T, and in that sense this limit corresponds to ionization. Considering

* both 60 and 6 1 as variational parameters, the ground state energy E and the electric

* field can be conveniently related by the common 6o, which has the range between 8/9 and

unity. At the same time 61 goes from 1/3 6 to zero. At 6 - 8/9 the electric field0o 0

reaches a maximum value and the energy a minimum value. For higher electric fields

the problem has no stationary solution, and thus this model gives a maximum field be-

fore absolute field ionization, of about 0. 1 a, u. The life time of the localized states in

very high field has not yet been computed, but inspection of the potential in relation to

the energy suggests that above 0. 06 a. u. field ionization becomes very likely. This

Sagrees well with data from the field ion microscope. Between zero and maximum field

the polarization energy varies as shown by the solid curve. For comparison, the cross-

es show the result of second order perturbation theory, probably good at all fields in

this range, and the best WKB result of Rice and Good. The reasonable overall be-

havior of this model suggests that it ought to be useful in computing other eflects in-

volving H-atoms in strong electrc fields.

Figure 2 shows the I-larniltonian and the trial wave function for H4. The field is

along the axis AB. The wave function can be constructed systematically following the

arguments used in the case of the H-atom to describe polarization distortion. It con-

sists of products of exponentials, one each centered on a proton, and another express-

ing the distortion due to both the other charges and the applied field, in some average

fashion.

If C 0, symmetry demands that the 6' are equal in pairs, and this case has
s
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actually been worked out a number of times in the references shown. As expected, the

best wave function describes electrons localized on each proton, but attracted towards

the center of the molecule. The energy of the field-free case is -4.06 0ev , only a little

bit better than that obtained by Rosen (using a wave function in which essentially the
polarization exponential was replaced by the first term in the expansion), but probably

the best two parameter value.

If the electric field is not zero, all four 6's are different, to reflect the bias of

the applied electric field. Figure 3 shows the ground state energy as a function of inter-

nuclear spacing at various field strengths. As expected, the energy decreases with field,

and generally shows a minimum at some finite R. For sufficiently high field, no stabli.

solutions exist at large R, and the dashed line indicates the transition boundary for

the existence region. At c 0. 14 a.u. the minimum has been replaced by a point of in-

flection, indicating that while a state exists, it has a lifetime of only one molecular vi-

bration period, with the nuclei moving apart and then being separately ionized. At

r =0. 12 a.u. only the vibrational ground state can barely exist, at r = 0. 10 a.u. both the

lowest and the first vibrational states can be accommodated in the energy nminimnum.

The lifetime of these states against various ionization processes has not yet been

computed, but it is estimated that at c =0 0.0 a. u. electron tunneling becomes likely.

A striking feature of these curves is that the equilibrium spacing increases with

field, and that the energy minimum becomes shallower. Both effects indicate that even

though electron transfer charges one nucleus negative, the two ends of the dipole are

successively more attracted by the external electric field than by the field of each other.

2
Figure 4 shows the polarization energy, at equilibrium, as a function of ( . The

low-field slope gives a polarizability of 5. 52 a. u. , lower than the exact value of 6. 38 of

Kolos and Wolniewicz (using many parameters) but considerably better than obtained by

other simple wave functions. At high fields a contribution proportional to ( '4 beconmes

noticeable.

Firure 5 shows in detail the field dependence of the internuclear spacing R, and of

the vibrational force constant k. inc changes are pronounced onlI in very high field

(.05 a. u.-2. 5 volt/X), but should be detectable in precision experiments at lower

fields. As the field increases, k actually goes to zero, and although in the range of

fields where k becomes very small the isolated molecule is not sufficiently stable for

long time observations, the lower energies of vibrational states may become noticable

in steady-state, field emission experiment:.

Finally, Fig. 6 shows the one-electron factors ,, and e, making up the molecular

wavcfunction, both in the absence of c , and at high r . The wave function aniplituldie is

plotted along the internuclear axis. As already mentioned, the zero-field symnmetric
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curves show the accumulation of charge near the molecular center. The high field wave
functions shift the electrons predominantly to nucleus A, and this charge is, in fact,
polarized to the right, away from the molecule. The second localized contribution,
while still peaked at B, is so polarized in the same direction that it is spread out nearly
uniformly throughout the interior of the molecule. Such a distorted wave function must
be used to discuss field ionization, and it is clear that life times, electron energy dis-
tributions, and angular distributions of field emission will depend sensitively on this
distortion. As an example, the simultaneous emission of two electrons can be expected

• o~ u .W K B
F

O* U K x Pert.

.005

V i8r cos 8
i-'.010- -go r - Sir cos 8

E8.1)= 80 (382 -4)

.015
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Fig. 1 Variational wave function for IH in an 'lectric field c-. Formulasgive the results for the energy E and r as a function of the para-
nmeter 60. Graph shows E vs r0 0o
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to contain two energy peaks of unequal intensity, based on the asymmetry of (a and Tb"

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NsG-589 H. J. Juretschke
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RESONANCE OSCILLATIONS OF INHOMOGENEOUS PLASMA SLABS

G. Dorman

I. Introduction

The collective oscillations of low-temperature, highly inhomogeneous laboratory

plasma columns (Tonks-Dattner resonances) have recently come under intensive the-

oretical and experimental investigation. 1-7 These resonance properties of plasmas

have important applications (diagnostic tools, amplification 4evices, radiation and

scattering from satellite and meteor trails) as well as being a precise quantitative

check between plasma theory and experiment.

Previous theoretical investigations have either been based on a fluid model or on

severely truncated versions of the Vlasov equation. Though agreement between theory

and experiment have been good in most instances, the unjustified nature of these models

places gre;it uncertainty on their range of applicability. The research reported here

r-pplies the full linearized Vlasov equation to the investigation of the properties of in-

homogeneous plasmas.

II. Eigenvalue and Boundary Value Problems

The basic equations are the linearized Vlasov equation

8ff ,
+vf - e-E = 0 (1)at ax m o av m O

and Poisson's equation

Tx 4 ire f f dv (2)

These equations can be combined self-consistently. Assuming e dependence for all

perturbed quantities,

dE 41 Tre2oo t -iW (t' -t) Of OW,"V')dx dv' f dt'E(x') e (3)

The integrals are to be evaluated along the equilibrium orbits of the particle. If the
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equilibrium electron distribution function is Maxwellian,
2

fo=x, v)anolx e ZKT (4)

slich that

KT no'(x)
E e no(x)

then an expansion in powers of the temperature gives, -n a straightforward way, the

low-temperature expansion (LTE) differential equatiou:

E~u) +~(u) E(u) +~ [1(u) + AB(A e- l]E(u) ~A 2 B (6

where

2
2' B' u=LX

0 o

and

(u) I

and E is an externally incident electric field (and p is the maximum value of the
2 KToplasma frequency, kD 0= MW 2 and L is the iwidth of the plasma slab).

In a master's thesis by R. Guidone9 results using Eq. (6) for eigenvalue and

boundary-value problems have been compared with results obtained using the analogous
5

(Modifications of these equations having some theoretical or approximative interest

have also been considered in Guidone's thesis.)

The eigenvalue problems (i. e., E 0 and E(o) = 0 = E(1)) investigated were the

cases of constant de ity and of small variation from constant density:

no(u) =no[l-ou2] (8)

whnre J•ak< I. The eigenvalues obtained from Eqs. (6) and (7) agree to first order in

Saad l/B:
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=1+3w 2 U-1)2 n 2 (9)An ~4B + ()

where n = 1, 2, 3, ....

The boundary-value problem investigated consisted of an externally incident wave,

EI e- itt, incident at u = -1 on a plasma of density

n cos (a!u) ,-lu<O0 =

n 0 <u <c0

where 0 < e < 1. The calculations were done numerically for various values of A and

B. The primary results of this investigation can be summarized as showing that Eqs.

(6) and (7) give qualitatively similar results but quantitatively differ cornsiderably. For

W > Wp , the calculated fields differ considerably both in the sheath and in the constant

density region. For w < wp , the fields in the constant density region were almost

identical even though the fiedds in the sheath were markedly different. 10

IM; Landau Damping

The broadening of the resonance peaks due to dissipative effects in the plasma
11I 12

has also been precisely measured. Raether and Jackson have reported calculations

based upon a severely modified version version of the Vlasov equation, (i. e., the im-

portant E° .L term has been neglected) and only applicable for a very specific density

Sno(u ) = n 0 1 + v cos(2rru)], O < 1 i < I. W e have ret.ined the full effect

of the plasma inhomogeneity by combining the low-temperature expansion result with a

further perturbative expansion of the full Vlasov equation in powers of -n /Wn, where yn

is the collisionless (Landau) damping rate and wn is the frequency of the n resonance

peak. The result is

V- (n)., (n)'r (n)
L _k n kk' k' k'Yn k, k' at 1 

( 0-- - (10)W OD
n

E E(n) E(n)
k, k'= k

where

Aka)=( 2k B + Dk) exp z real

0 zk imaginary
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and % -(AnB + Ck)/(vrk• + Dk)½. Here Ek(") is the k'h 7ourier coefficient of the

k(norrmalised, dimensionless) electric field for the n resonance peak and, defining

,o(u) a %(0) exp( I(u)], then
1

"_k' u f du sin (,ku) •e(u) sin (irk'u)
0
1

Ck -f du sin (iku) (" + 6( 4) ) sin (wrku)Ck f 0

and
1

Dk= -zf du sin (irku) (o )2 sin (vrku)
0

Setting 4j(u) u 0 in Eq. (10) reproduces the familiar constant density result. The quan-

tities, Ck and Dk. represent the displacement, due to the plasma inhomogeneity, of the

poles in the plasma dispersion function.

Equation (10) is completely applicable for any density and to obtain numerical

results only requires the solution of the eigenvalue problei.i of Eq. (6) in order to obtain

An and E 1(n). Calcu Iations have been carried out for a density profile given by

e t'= cos2 [q(u-4)j, where the plasma is confined between u = 0 and u = + 1, and a is the

inhomogeneity parameter, varying between zero and 1. The eigenvalues and eigenfields
13

are calculated using a variitional principle due to Barston. Results have been ob-

tained for 50 < B < 50, 000. The most interesting results can be summarized as follows:

1. for low enough temperatures (B > 10 ) the damping rate increases greatly with

increasing inhomogeneity (for example, for B = 5000, the damping rate of the lowest

mode increases from hIO"10 for a = 0 to 0. 38 for a = 0. 951 For higher temperatures

the rate of increase is much smaller and for B 050 the damping decreases with increas-

inga;

2. for large enough a and high enough temperature the damping is zero because

zk is imaginary. The cutoff temperature (i. e., the lowest temperature for which the

damping is zero) depends critically on a. Thus n = 0 for a = 0. 9 and B V05, for a = 0. 95

and B<200, and for a = 0.99 and B<1000.

Further calculations are under way using different density profiles.

Joint Services Technical Advisory Committee
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MICROWAVE INSTABILITIES IN SEMICONDUCTOR PLASMAS

J. P. Parekh

A study of instabilities (convective or absolute) in semiconductor structures (in-

finite and bounded) involving drifted carriers and subjected to a magnetostatic field is

being continued. The emphasis is being changed from ferromagnetic semiconductors

to nonmagnetic semiconductors. Ferromagnetic semiconductors are interesting be-

cause of the fact that, unlike the nonmagnetic qemiconductors, only a one-carrier

plasma is necessary for making an instability possible. However, the currently avail-

able materials have been theoretically found to be unamenable to practical observation

of useful growth rates because of the magnetic losses which are involved.

A topic , nich is being currently studied is a growing quasi-static surface-wave

propagating parallel to the interface between and electron-hole plasma half-space and

a dielectric half-space. The jemiconductor is subjected to a magnetostatic field which

lies in the plane of the interface and is aligned normal to the common direction of prapa-

tion and drift. A simplified investigation on this subject has been reported by Kino1

which ignores the important effects of surface recombination and diffusion. A detailed

study involving these effects is being made and it is anticipated that a new low-frequency

mode of instability exists besides the one found by Kino.

Joint Services Technical Advisory Committee
AF 49(638)-1402 J.P. Parekh
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ftW DINS"ABILITIES DUE TO ANISOTROPY IN THE TRANSVERSE PLANE Ok' VELO-

CITY SPACE

r.T. Stone

A S'neral multistream approach for analyzing infinite beam-magnetoplasma eye-
Items was outlined in the last report . In that report, the special case of waves propa-

gating along an applied D. C. magnetic field was discussed. It was found that the Fourier

Transform of the Electric Field, E , had to satisfy:

k22

where n a qB 0 //m is the cyclotron frequency of the species of charged particles consid-

ered. Note that 11 carries the sigA of charge. For more than one species we must let
4. . go over into § Is. E + .. , etc. The elements of the various tensors are

functions of w and k as well as the plasma parameters.

Equation (I) implies that an Electric Field at wo produces currents at wo t r/and

Wo + 20 which in turn act as sources for B and E. If azimuthal symmetry in velocity

space is present, i.e., if the system is composed of mstreams with V • W VTm

cos (a t - +m) - iy VTm sin (a2t - +m) + ia Vinand beams with all 40 between 0 and 2w

are present with equal strength for each VT, these currents sum to zero and 4 1 through
14 are sero tensors. Actually, complete symmetry is a more restrictive condfion

than is necessary. • and §3 become zero tensors if there is 1800 rotational symmetry

in the transverse plane of velocity space, i. e. , if for each beam with a certain VT and

there exists an equal strength beam w itL VT and * + w, while a and become

zero terms if there is 900 rotational symmetry in the transverse plane, i. e., for each

beam with VT and o there exists equal strength beams with VT and 6o+ W2. 'b + w,

and 0 + 3w/Z. The resulting dispersion equation for 4 1 through 44 zero .:an be fac-

tored into the forms

"K KR) I 1" (2)

where KL and KR are the usual dielectric tenso. diagonal terms in rotating coordinates.

If arbitrary anisotropy in the transverse plane of velocity space Is allowed, the

solution to Eq. (1) Ist
£fs•t+ (I.,4,1 .j %.t t,,,3

- a 1I+(t ,Ay) EL+( ' . PlJ * liz

"that 1*. M solution to a covplId set of fields consisting of a longithdinal wavr at a bato

frequency , a right circaularly polaulaed *•wa at Wo-n ,And a left circularly wavv at
451 The dispersion equation for thl system ithe relation betw.een and It) is obtained

0 0lmmlImmmema m i u e I l I mnmI
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by placing the Fourier Transform of Eq. (3) into Eq. (1). It is

K, I(Wo) [o• -KL(°+) o-.- K R (w~o -•]=a (Wo k) (4 1

0 0 w

An unstable solution to this equation due to the anisotropy (i. e., complex w for real k)

has been found for a simple corfiguration of two beams with the same VT, but with Initial

angles 180 degrees out of phase.

For the case of parallel propa:yation the complete solution involved only the base

frequency and the sum and difference of the base and cyclotron frequencies. In ti. gen-

eral case of propagation skew to the applied magnetic field the complete solution re-

quires an infinite number of sum and difference frequencies, implying the spread of en-

ergy over a wide band of frequencies.

We wish to study this general case more thoroughly, at least for the Electrostatic

modes, and derive the relationship between the propagation constant and base frequency

for a truncated band of sum and difference frequencies. We also wish to examine Eq. (4)

for more complicated configurations. Since even the simple cases lead to formidable

formulas, approximate rmethods such as coupling of modes will be used.
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AN INVESTIGATION OF VLF HISS EMISSION

S. H. Gross and N. LaRocca

Hiss is observed on the ground. in rockets and satellites. More than one band *

noise is obaerved and some are stiLl completely unexplained. The so-called LHR noise

band appears to be related to the ions at the observing altitude, but it is far from clear

as to its generation and how it reaches mid-latitudes. In very many cases at mid-lati-

tudes it ts observed in aspociation with s)ort-hop v histlerrt, and the connection between

these whistlers t u. the &.HR noise band, it any, is not undersood. Hiss has also been

observed et low altitudes near the geomagnetic equator. Whether such noise is due to an

equmtorial instability, or propagated from higher latitudes, or whether It is the result

of non-ducto whistlers are questions of importance. Hiss has also been detected in the

LF and MV bands, and the upper cul-off and connections between aL these bands (VLT,

LF and MF) are questions of interest. There is some basis for relating the occureNIce

of hiss to auropal events Ud mgnetoapheic phenomera. and it may be that clarifcatdo•

and explanation of hiss will provide some useful ins iaat with regard to the problems of
the mqni qshre.,
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The intint of the study is to provide explanations of observed hiss phenomena in

" terms of its generation and prwsagafton. The study has been in process for less than a

year. The task has been divided into three interrelated areas of research consisting of

a phenomenological study,an instability or source study and a propagation study.

Most of the records of observations available to us have been from Alouette I

satellite data as received at Ottawa, Canada graciously provided by Dr. R. Barrington

of the Canadian Defense Research Telecommunications Establishment (DRTE). Partic-

ular emphasis to date has been on the LHR noise band.

Several characteristics of this noise band have been found in the 35 mm film pro-

vided by DRTE (October-December, 1964). In all observed cases none appeared clearly

stimulated by whistlers, and the occurrences fall into two categories with respect to
0maguetic latitude and times. It was found that all events occurring below roughly 60 N

geomagnetic latitude fell around 0800 LMT and those above 60°N latitude at about 2000

LMT. Although the number of cases hardly present a good statistical sample, it repre-

sents some significance in view of the two periods of peak precipitation, the morning

peak for the hard precipitation (> 40 key) and the evening peak for soft particle precip-
1 0itation (1-10 kev) as described by Hartz and Brice . The roughly 60 latitude separation

may also be of some significance in view of the study of McEwen and Barrington' on his-a

occurrence. In their stuc-y they do not clearly distinguish latitudes, lumping occurrences
over the range 5•)o--,0 , with regard to da- or night peaking of occurrences. It is un-

,:ertain whether the nighttime peak was due to data for a'a of this range or for the higher

latitudes in this range. This point may be of significance because of the possible effects

of changes in the ion distribution between day and night at mid-latitudes on propagation

paths from the auroral region. Though the nature of the ionosphere around 600 latitude

may be expected to change diurnally due to the auroral oval and geomagnetic activity,

the hard particle precipitation that peaks in the morning is apparently not much affected

by time of day or magnetic activity.

Statistical collection of data for the same time period also included the lower cut-

off frequency and its variation over a noise span, the upper cutoff frequency when it wvas

below the maximum of the spectrum analyzer (_9 kc) and quasi-periodic frequency vari-

ation data when apparent. The latter variations were noted principally at the higher

latitude positions of the satellite passes. It was also noted in a number of cases that the

upper cutoff frequency varied in phase with the lower cutoff frequency, a variation not

previously noted by experimenters. At this point such variations are judged somewhat

subjectively, and it is planned to spectrum analyze the lower and upper envelopes of such

noise samples. It is also not known whether such variations are physically significant

or characteristic of the AGC system of the Alouette VLF receiver. Data for other time

periods will also be examined.

[ , t
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The noise source portion of the study has been concerned with instabilities result-

ing from electron precipitation. It is known that kilovolt electrons precipitate in the

auroral region, and this much energy appears to be necessary to generate VLF waves

at large wave normal angles, as is necessary to explain LHR emission. Photoelectrons

are also known to be present throughout the sunlit ionosphe:e and possibly in urlit regions

because of diffusion along field lines from sunlit conjugate points. Such electrons have

energies in the range of electron volts to 10's of electron volts and could possibly be the

source of emission with wave normal angles closer to the magnetic field lines. The

analysis of this problem to dalt. has consisted of a model in which monoenerget .c elec-

trons are assumed to penetrate a cool plasma. The initial efforts have been for the elec-
tron beam along the magnetic field. Beams with components transverse to the magnetic

field and with a distribution of energies will a-so be considered.

A beam in a cool plasma produces both the well-known two-stream and cyclotron

instabilities. Consideration was given to the two-stream instability which generates a

wide spectrum of frequencies r for a wide range of wave number vectors k. For a beam

of monoenergetic elec'rci '. with velocity V along the field lines, assumed to be along thez

z-axis, the dispersioi, equati( n is

2, k4 c4 c,•s 2e k c 2  2-D)• T +ecos 0)+S -D2.
(,-k Vz)

z kp• O-- cos2_9 _ -- S(1l+ co82e + -D +

lines, c =speed of light in a vacuum, 0. is the ratic of the beam electron density nS to
2

the backbround plasma electron density ne, T• is the electron plasma frequency, S, D

e

and P are given by the following expressions for a single ion plasma:

22 22

1 - e

1e

-72 22

0 e eD=l " " -- 2-

2 2w a'

k-
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Here plasma frequency, and and are, respectively, the electron and

ion cyclotron frequencies.

Instabilities arise in the linear analysis when the right hand side of the equation is

negative. The significance of the instability at a given frequency .; for a given k vectur

must be further examined by quasi-linear techniques.

The simpler cases for e = 00, 900 are readily illustrated. For 6 = 00 (k along the

field lines)

a TT2

(x-k V )2 e
z - kz

The condition for instability is P < 0. Taking -, = ,r + i •. with x. << r one finds thatr 1 1 "r'

r: =k z V Z'

1 e z

-1

Thus, linear theory predicts instabilities for all frequences below the plasma frequeney

for 3= 0 °, with the greo-test growth :ate :aea: the pltsma frequency. TX'.o waves generated

are plasma waves for this case.

For a S 90°

_a1 T TT

- -- kc P C +

or~ ~ ~ 1u kzVz _C ~
e

22 ~22

Instabilities arise when k2+ T e2 > ,11 for which, when ý,.i < <a = k V ande 1 r r= z z

i= 1 X [2 O(cTT 2 k os -8)2 + V 2
e. e

kince T W k (c -V rust V) c o 7 -7n Z' -

Since a %Zz 9Q0 corn e is small and V must be ce'rrespondingly greater :,ian for ez
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for the same iir and k. Thus, electrons with energies in the ev range is sufficient for

k along the field lines, whereas key energy is needed for k nearly transverse to the field.

The range of frequencies varies with the magnitude of k, and the growth rate is greatest

for large values of k. The waves generated are not necessarily plasma waves since the

E vector may have perpendicular components.

Propagation into the medium depends on the dispersion relation for the surrounding

medium. Only those combinations of x, k which are in the pass bands will be seen. It is

also possible that plasma waves may be coupled to electromagnetic waves, and that

such coupling may be important. Such would appear to be the case if detection were re-

mote from the source for a spinning sa,.allite. Furthermore, Gurnett 3 has detected LHR

type of noise with loop antennas on the Injun 3 satellite.

Other waves are also generated when the temperature of the plasma is taken into

account, but the conditions for strong genera.ion of these waves are unlikely.

The analysis of the generation of waves as a result o. particle beamns must be ex-

tended to include the cyclotron instabilities, non-monoenergetic beam aspects, transverse

beam velocities and quasi-linear growth rate considerations. Propagation out of the

region of generation must also be included.

The lower hybrid resonance is an ion-electron effect in the plasma. The particu-

lar frequency can be defined for a multi-constituent ion plasma in terms of the electron

plasma and cyclotron frequency and the ion masses as follows:

S S

L. e e O'
ULHR"

e e k=l

where s is the number of types of ions, ak= , nk= number density of ions of type k of
mk e

mass mk, k --= and mn and ne are the mass and number density of electrons. This
e

reiationship is usually put in the form

e e('"i~efieff

T'LHR e +' e' 4 i e where (2X) is the ion cyclotron frequency for an effective

e e

mass given by I =- = Emeff k=l mk

It has been known that VLF waves at frequencies near or around the lower hybrid

resonance can be ducted perpendicular to the magnetic field under proper conditions 4 .

More than one ion is necessary for such propagation. In effect, the wave moves up and

I
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down along the field line in the iuct, reflecting at lower and upper layers in the lonoe-

sphere. Such a possibility arises when a lighter ion is p.edominant in the upper region

and a heavier ion is predominant in the lower region of the ionosphere. A distribution

of this sort is always present in the medium, though the condition for ducting may not
be present. For ducting it is necessary to fulfill another requirement in terms of the

distribution of t1e ions and the electrons. In its simplest form this condition is that the

lower hybrid resonance be a proper multivalued function of altitude. We have found that

the condition can be stated more precisely in terms of the index of refraction for e = 90°

without specific reference to the lower hybrid resonance.

One can show that ducting is possible over a range of frequencies and that the size

of the duct, as determined by the altitude range between reflecting layers, varies with
frequency. It can also be shown that the lowest frequency at which ducting will occur

for a particular satellite altitude is within the vicinity of the local lower hybrid reso.

nance. Thus, the explanation of the so-called LHR noiseband in terms of the LHP. fre-

quency has been accepted on the basis of the effective mass of the ionosphere at the

satellite altitude which has usually turned out tu be reasonable. That sensible masses

are found is not surprising if this duct is indeed the mechanism by which the waves

propagate from their source to the satellite.

It is well known now that the distribution of ions varies with latitude, such that

hydrogen ions predominate at aoout 1000 km altitude at lower latitudes. Apparently the
+ +changeover from 0 to H occrsr at higher and higher altitudes as latitude increases.

It occurred to us that such a la~itudinal distribation would create a euct at a given fre-

quency that decreases in altitude over the appropriate latitude range. Furthermore,

the significant changes that occur diarnally in the ionosphere would bear on this aspect,
0and the rapid increases in electron density at about 60 geo-nagnetic ±atitude that appear

as a regular feature of the quiet nighttime ionosphere at 1000 km (see Refs. 5 and 6), as

well as the equatorial anomaly at lower altitudes,might be significant in breaking up this

duct. The patchy duct, varying in altitude, would guide energy generated in the duct or

propagated into the duct from elsewhere. A satellite, roughly at a fixed altitude, such

as Alouette I, would then pick up the noise band over a limited range, the time when it

passes through the duct, if noise is in the duct. Furthermore, it would be more prob-

able for noise to be seen at medium latitudes in a satellite such as Alouette I, rather

than at low latitudes for two reasons: (1) The height of the duct would be low near the

geomagnetic equator and (2) the probability of a breakup in the duct, if the noise source

stemmed from precipitation at higher latitudes. Such indeed seems to be the case with

Alouette I. Furthermore, the 600 ledge and higher latitude ionospheric trough seen at

night would be expected to prevent ducting to lower latitudes. The nighttime occurrence

of LHR noise above bO geomagnetic latitude might indeed result from these barriers.
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The sun-lit morning ionosphere with the harder electron precipitation or drizzle might

then be understood in terms of occurrence below 60L geomagnetic latitude. It is also

interesting to note that Gurnett7 found VLF hiss in the appropriate frequency range in

the data from Injun 3 while the satellite was at very low latitudes at altitudes below

350 km. Furthermore, Barrington8 found intense LHR noise in a simultaneous mid-

night rocket flight from Wallops Is., Va. and an Alouette II overpass. The intensity of

the noise appeared similar to noise intensities observed in auroral regions,yet tl.e only

significant activiiy observed at the time was an unusually high foE value for a nighttime

mid-latitude ionosphere. In this latter case particle precipitation must have occurred

at lower latitudes than normal, but not necessarily as low as 500 geomagnetic latitude.

Confirmation of activity in terms of the K index has not yet been made.
p

The usual argument made against the duct theory is that frequencies are observed

that would be well above the upper cut.1 off of the duct. Laaspere et al. have observed as

high as 16 k Hz and Shawhan and Gurnett10 as high as 30 kHz. However, such frequen-

cies are not necessarily the result of very remote higher energy precipitation and could

arise from whistler triggered noise or even .-jtoelectrons.

For the purposes of investigating the significance of the duct theory, its proga-

gation propertier are being investigated to establish relationships for (I) determining

when one or mor'e ducts may exist, (2) the height of the duct as a function of frequency,

(3) the ban dwidth of the duct as a function of altitude, and (4) the general nature of the

latitudinal characteristics of the duct based on known diurnal and latitudinal variations

of ion and electron density distributions.

National Science Foundation
GU-1557 S. Gross
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DIFFRACTION BY PLANETARY IONOSPHERES

S. H. Gross and 3. Pirraglia

The radio occultation experiments performed by Mariners IV and V have pro-

vided valuable information concerning the ?tmospheres and ionospheres of Mars and

Venus. Constraints on spacecraft weight and power as well as the past success of these

experiments insure the continued utilization of the occultation technique by future planet-

ary missions.

In the experiment, a signal is transmitted to the spacecraft which in turn re-

transmits the signal back to earth during the time the spacecraft is close to occulta-

tion in its orbit. More than one frequency may be utilized. The radio waves pass

through the planet's atmosphere and/or ionosphere and the increment in the phase path,

as deduced from the doppler, is analyzed to determine the distribution of neutrals in

the lower atmosphere and electrons in the ionosphere above. The method of analysis

assumes a radial distribution and utilizes ray theory to convert the received data into

profiles.

It is well known that such a distribution is unrealistic, both neutrals and ionized

particles being distributed in a more complex arrangement that depends on all three

coordinates of a spherical system. The neglect of such variations may lead to signifi-

cant errors, particularly with regard to scale height interpretations, the details about

a peak density in the ionosphere, and inferences concerning the distribution about the

entire planet and diurnal variations.

The gen- ..A problem of diffraction of a radio source by a planetary atmosphere or

ionosphere is the subject of study of this investigation. The intent is to attack the prob-

lem utUising both full wave and ray theoretical methods with models of Increacing com-

plexity approaching realistic distributions. Previously, little work has been accom-

plished for models with more than one degree of freedom. One of the purposes is to

determine the errors resulting from the simpler radial model assumption. It is also

of interest to estaiblish the degree of definition attainable by multi-frequency measure-

ments and to provide sufficient data that might lead to suggestions for improved experl-

ments. The results of the analysis may also permit a more systematic basis for com-

parison of ionospheric measurement techniques for use on future planetary missions.
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Work on this problem has been proceeding ;ince about April 1968. The effort has

been funded by a NASA grant. To date the studies have emphasized ray theoretical

aspects, full wave analysis being postponed to the future.

The first model and the appropriate ray equations were chosen so as to have some

physical meaning. An exponential model was chosen with density falling off with altitude

and with factors introducing angular variations to present latitudinal and 1,ngitudinal

changes. More complex models incorporating peak densities and stronger lateral

gradients will be introduced at a later date to be more representative of an ionosphere.

The exponential model, however, is sufficient for the time being to represent a slowly

varying lower atmosphere and the distribution of ionization above a peak density. Isot-

ropy is also assumed.

With regard to angular variation, it is sufficient to take the functional dependence

with respect to the sun with symmetry assumed about the direction of the sun. The

complications of phase lags in the dependence on zenith angle and non-s~ymmetry can be

introduced at a later date, if necessary. Thus, the model initially chosen va."ies with

both altitude and zenith angles, though further complications can be intrudaced if needed..

Further simplification is incorporated by taking the temperature and density variation

with zenith angle to be the same, though extension to include different dependence is

easily accomplished. To a certain extent these simplifications were made to facilitate

the interpretation of results, particularly for use in comparisons with purely radial

models. For the purposes of the earlier phases of this study, it is sufficient to make

the angular variation as simple as possible, and therefore, a cosinusoidal dependence

is assumed.

The index of refraction, ý1, of the initial model is described by the following equa-

cion.

I + x(l +pcoel)e

where R = altitude normalized t) a fixed, arbitrary scale height;
= zenith angle of the s 'n;

p = parameter normalizing the cyclic variation of temperature and density with

zenith angle to the steady component of these quantities;

x a small normalized parameter determining the extent of the refractivity of

the medium at some reference level. x is taken positive for neutral atmos.

pheres and negative for isotropic ionospneres.

A spherical coordinate geometry (r. I '1 is utilized for the ray equations with the

origin at the planet's center and the polar axis in the sun's direction. Since the sun isI
I
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at a great distance the zenith angle at any point in the atmosphere or ionosphere is, for

all intents and purposes, the coordinate 0 at the point. In the general case 4=4(r, 6,cý)

for r> rp, the radius of the planet. The ray at some point (r, e, cp) has directions speci-

fled by two angles #, t, where * is the angle between the ray direction along the ray and

the radius vector at the point,and I is the angle between the planes formed by the radius

vector and the polar axis and the radius vector and the ray. If a vector .U is defined with

direction along the ray and magnitude iA(.r, F), then the three spherical components of

this ray are pp=.icos , pe= sin * cosot pcp=4 sin* sin t .

The ray equations can be st-ted in terms of r, e, cp, p ' P, P,, in Hamiltonian form.

Since initial consideration is for a model with cP symmetry ( . = 4 (r, 0)), and the model

is defined in terms of altitude, it is convenient to restate the equations in terms of the

altitude variable R and the zenith angle (or polar angle) 6. For cr symmetry it is found
that a quantity • = r sin 0 Pis a constant of the ray path, since =1 6- = 0. As a result,

the c0 derivative can be stated in terms of this quantity and r and 0: so
r P sin~e S

that the ray is completely specified once the dependence r = r(G) and r are known. The

constant -n can be related to the impact parameter of the ray and the ray direction at a

far off point, so that il is a constant determined by initial ray launching conditions. The

ray equations then reduce to four equations that must be solved to find the ray path. In

normalized altitude coordinates these are

t R +R

dR = 'R R = I+ R+Ra

S=, =p , T T

PR d~ *R cot8

S(R p+ RIP (R. +R)ZiO

rpr rp; ct r-r

H is a normalization scale height of the model, t and c may be taken to be time and the

velocity of light In a vacuum. these equations may be further simplified since R >>R

under usual circumstances.

Unlike the radial model, the ray differential equations cannot be solved analytically

for any general function 0 & L(R, ). Only in very special, but entirely unrealistic, cases

is the solution trocta~ble. It is necessary to approach the problem either by computation

or by avproe : 1hniques. The rays are in general non-planar, whereas a radial
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model always produces rays lying in a plane.

A program was written for computation to find the ray trajectories and to study

their characteristics for various values of the parameters x, p and combinations of values

of the ray initial conditions. It is assumed that the ray is launched well outside the

medium (R large). The phase path length is also computed, cince this quantity is meas-

ured by the occultation experiment. Many rays were computed with this program for

different conditions.

It is presently intended to compute the phase paths in a simulation of a spacecraft

orbiting the planet and receiving radiation from the earth. These phase paths will then

be used in a computer program which will invert the problem, assuming a radial model.

The results for that model will then be compared with the actual model to determine

errors for each set of assumed parameters. Of principal importance for exponential

models is the comparison of scale heights for the radial model vs. actual scale heights.

In carrying out these computations, one problem is to find the specific rays *.at

are bent in the direction of the earth. So far, it appears necessary to find these rays

by a hunt and trial system. Present efforts involve attempts to find a reasonably effi-

cient method. The determination of caustic surfaces also appears to be analytically in-

tractable and computations are believed necessary. Ray plots will aid in indicating such

surfaces.

The analysis utilizing approximation techniques has not been completed as yet. One

ar-"oach is to find the ray path as a perturbation about the ray paths for a radial model.

In this approach, it appears desirable to restate the equations in terms of a parameter

with a rate of change proportlonal to 1. Such a parameter is the quantity 0 defined by

Q x " r inO and. JO f- li cac~e16 S

When this quantity is used ttrgether with the coordinates r. , only three equations are

neded to deft-. tiý% ray. In addition to the equation for 6. the two equations

-, -- '--- * - -r- --- are necessary.

The approximation procedure wculd then be based on the assumed smallness of . so
that Q is nearly constant along the ray. Some of the problems that have to be treated a e

the digree of smallness of the partial deriveive and the fact that the ray paths for a

radial model and (r, e) model are different, though the initiating ray be tha same. A

bivariate perturbation is involved.

Nationa Aeronautics and Spece Administration
NgR 33-006-047 S. Gross
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CONDUCTIVITY OF SUPERCONDUCTING TIN FILMS AT 20 GHz

R. V. D'Aiello and S. J. Freedman

We have made a careful study of the linear conductivity of thin (-150 - 400 A)

superconducting tin films using 20 GHz microwaves in transmission-type experiments.

Several studies of the linear microwave properties of superconducting thin films have

been published. I,2 While the first of these studies indicate that the temperature de-

pendence of the microwave conc-uctlivity of thin tin films may be described by the Mattis

and Bardeen (MB) conductivity functions 3 , the recent paper by Soderman and Rose 2

shows significant devistion from the MB theory. Our experiments, which were under-

taken to examine in detail the rnicrowave conductivity of pure tin films, show excellent

agreement with the MB theory.

The films were fabricated by evaporating spectroscopically pure tin (99. 999%

purity) from t&ntalum boats onto substrates held at 80 0 K. The pressure during evap-

cration was generally 6-8 x 10 Torr; thc rate of evaporation was about 25 A/sec. 4
The thickness of the films wap -neasured interferometrically by the Tolanlsiy technique.

To avoid agglomeration during the anneal to room temperature, the annealing technique

described by CaswellS was used. Flectron micrographs were taken of each film. Cnly

films which showed microscopic continulty and no pin holes were used in the nticrowave

experiments.

The dc resistance of the films was measured at room temperatur., and at tem-

peratures from 4. 40 K through the transition temperature (Tc which ranged from 1. 0I0

to 4. 10K for these films. The dc transitions were sharp, having a transition width of

about 10 m°K. The ratio of resistance at room tempee'atur, to that at 4. 2K wa•

typically 4-S. and the resistance values as-ertd quitr well with the Futcho'& the-ory ,,i

conduction in thin films. The room temperature resistance ranged from O i!/ sýv f;-

the thinnest films to about 10 U/ sq. for the thicker ones.

The quantities measured In the microwave experiments are IT T nI and (0s -An),

the sm.4itt4e and phase of the transmission through tCa film in the supevrondtcting

state (s) rel&tive to that in the normal state jn) at 4. LOK. The quantitits are dircctiv

-1%-
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related to the real (T /T ) and imaginary (a. /(n parts of the normai'zi d film con-
ductivity. 1

After the films were removed from the vacuum system, they were placed directly

across a section of K-band waveguide in a special flange-holder. The flange and holder

incorporated an rf choke and indium seals in order to minimize the leakage of micro-

wave energy around the film. (In our early experiments, where the films were simply

placed between the waveguide flanges, the transmission at the lower temperatures was

higher than the theory predicted, and in some cases nonreproducible bumps in the

transmission were seen.)

The amplitude and phase of the transmitted signal relative to the incident signal

as a function of temperature were measured using a conventional microwave bridge

circuit. In the power range used (< 100p watts), the transnission ratio was indepen-

dent of power level. The "U" shaped section of waveguide which is immersed in the

dewar is enclosed in stainless steel tubing and a brass can as shown in the insert of

Fig. 1, and is impervious to liquid helium. A small amount ci helium transfer gas

is used to provide the thermal coupling to the bath. The exclusion of the liquid helium

from the waveguide is important in obtaining reproducible data. We have found in pre-

vious experiments that when heliunm was allowed to enter the guide, erratic data v'ere

obtained.

Figur,, I is typical of the transmission data obtained for a variety of tin films.

The data are seen to be in excellent agreement with the transmission calculated using

the Mattis an(' Bardeen conductivity functions (with c /WTc = 3. 52) and the measured
0'

de resistance of the film. No adjustable parameters were used in plotting the theoret-

ical curves. A number of other tin films were measured and displayed similar excel-

lent agreement with the theory.

This work was performed at the RCA Laboratories, Princeton, New Jersey by

R. V. D'Aiello as part of a doctoral thesis under the direction of Prof. S. J. Freedman.

It was supported in part by the Dept. of the Navy, Office of Naval Research under

Contract No. 0014-66-60311 with RCA Laboratories.

This work has been accepted for publication as d Note in the JAP.

Joint Services Technical Advisory Committee
AF 49(638)-1402 R. V. D'Aiello
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FLUJCTUATION EFFECTS IN THE MICROWAVE CONDUCTIVITY OF GRANULAR

SU. TFRCCNDUCTING AL.UMINUM FILMS

R. V. D'Aiello and S. J. Freedman

Schmidt1 has shown that fluctuations of the Ginzburg-Landau parameter for te'm-

peratures above Tc, the superconducting transition temperature -1ve rise to singu-

larities in the electrical conductivity, indicating the onset of local iuperconductivity.
0

This behavior manifests itself in an excess conductivity, ,r I1i near Tc over the nor-

mal state value. For sufficiently thin films r°0 can be writtfn as:11 can w

0 e 2 r 
in 1 41-

where the symbols have the following meanings: e - the electronic charge; 11 - Planck's

constant; d - film thickness, e - reduced temperature (-- T-Tc)

'11a• ) , k is Boltzmann's constant.(=16 k~c

For small frequencies the expression (1) becomes:

o e 2
1l 16hdc )

In is important to note that the excess conductivity is maximum in D. C. measurements,

decreasing thereafter with frequency.

In the course of measurements on the microwave conductivity of granular At

films, we have obtained data on the details of the onset of superconductivity for both

D.C. and 20 GHz excitation. The films are made by vacuum evaporation of pure At

in the presence of a controlled 0. pressure, typically 10 Torr. We have shown 'Ise-
2

where , that such films are describable quite closely as BCS suprconductorn, their
microwave impedance below Tc following the Mattis-Bardeen theory within experimental

h
error in spite of the fact that they consist largely of small (-40A ) grains separatud by

a thin insulating oxide layer.

Here we vish to present a preliminary coinparison of our data with Schmidt's

theory. Typical dtata obtained for the films are shown in 'ig. 1. The region of interest

for the discussion is that above Tc so only nearby points are plotted. The circles rep-

resent experimental points taken with I). C. excitation; the triangles those with 20 Gliz

excitation. The sojid line is a plot of Fq. 4 for • 0. It is in)portant to nott' that in

drawing this theoretical curve we have fitted the data at thte point indicated by the large
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circle. This is somewhat arbitrary, but it can be seen that fitting at any point slightly

above Tc will yield essentially the same result. We remark here that the agreement

with the D. C. data seems satisfactory. The same is not true, however, with the

20 GHz data. If one calculates, for the point indicated by thc arrow, the ratio of

(20GHz) to a - (D. C.) onc obtains -0. 7. This means that a departure from the•111

normal state resistivity (which is very nearly constant for a few degrees above Tc)

of 0. 7 of that obtained ir, the D. C. measurements should appear in the microwave

data. Although some rounding close to Tc is apparent, quantitatively nothing like the

predicted conductivity is obtained. The situation gets worse farther above Tc. A

decrease with frequency is obtained.

In obtaining Fqs. (1) and (2), Schmidt used the time dependent Ginzhz.rg-Landau

(GL) equation of Abrahams and Tsuneto 4, which was also derived later by Caroli and

Maki 5. The data presented here are in some sense a test of this equation. Cur pre-

liminary conclusion, therefore, is that this equation does not adequately describe

relaxation phenomena in a typical BCS s-uperconductor. It should be remarked that

other workers have derived time dependent GL equations6 differing in some detail

from that used by Schmidt. We are planning to attempt extensions of Schmidt's theory

using other forms for the equations.

The authors are indebted to Dr. R. Cohen for bringing Schmidt's theory to their

attention and to Dr. H. Schmidt for making a preprint available to us. This work was

supported in part by the RCA Laboratories.
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THIN FILM DIODES

M.A. Eschwei and J. 1lara

In order to study tunneling mechanisms which have so many important applica-

tions today, we have been attempting to mnakc a thin filmn vacuum diode. Such a diode,

if it could be made, would have important advantages for basic study over those ising
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LEAKAGE

I TUNNELING

V

Fig. I Current-Voltage 'Pelationships

dielectric or oxide barrier layers. The oxide or dielectric layers introduce variables

and unknown quantities such as exact thickness and composition, whereas the vacuum

gap can be easily varied and determined.

Two approaches to the vacuum gap diode have been tried. One makes use of a

film sandwich of gold, silver and gold. Gold is used as the electrodes because good

crystal structure can be obtained and it can withstand etching solutions. The silver

film is etched out leaving a space which is accurately determined by measuring the

thickness of the silver film by multiple beam interferometry. The diode is tested under

vacuum so that the gap is free of absorbed gases.

The other approach consists of two optical flats on which electrodes and chromium

spacer films are evaporated. The flats are then clampt, together with the variable

thickness chromium spacer films providing the vacuum gap separation betwen the elec-

trode films. In both cases the measured current-voltage relationship should indicate

either tunneling or leakage (Fig. 1).

Further work on the gold-silver-gold sandwich diode was done in an attempt to

prevent collapse of the top gold film when the separating silver film is etched out, and

also to make sure the resulting gap is free of etching and washing residue. The diol3e

consisted of crossed gold films separated by a silver film which was etched out later.

Masking during evaporation of te films was such that spots of bottom gold and silver

were evaporated under the top gold and contact films so that they would be the same

height as the top gold of the cross junction. The mica substrates were fastened to glass

hacking plates with Rigidax Type WI Green Wax to prevent flexing, and narrow top glass

strips were fastened over the end contacts and across the junction to prevent collapse of

the top gold film (Fig. Z). Some film sandwiches were also made on glass substrates.

but the gold lifted off the glass during the acid etch. An lindercoat of silicon monoxide
0

improved adhesion. Thick silver films of 1100-1300 A ware used to separate the gold

films. Etching (0 V HN,' 3 as previously reported) again seemed to be complete and the

junctions looked good, but testing still indicated a short between the films. The salts or
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Fig. 2 Cross Fil.n Diode with Backing Glass

possibly acid or water left after washing and drying may well be the cause of the short.

Complete cleansing and drying of this very small gap is very difficult. The temperature

cannot be raised above 60 0 C during bake-out to drive out moisture without softening the

wax and causing film shift and rupture.

In order to eliminate the wax support system and thus allow a higher bake-out

temperature, a different top film support was tried. A narrow piece of glass with a

strip of gold film evaporated on it was clamped directly over the top gold film. It was

hoped that thermocompression bonding would hold the gold films together and thus pre-

vent collapse of the top gold film after the removal of the silver. The clamping was

done before etching and maintained during washing, drying and testing. This method has

not been successful so far. Films have been left in . 5S IiNO 3 acid solution up to five

weeks and the visible silver has not been completely removed. Stronger acid solutions

and an addition of a wetting agent are now being tried.

Several film configurations were tried for the optical flat type film diode. Single

junction pairs of silver films (Fig. 3) were made and tested, first with silver as a spacer

film, then chromium (chromium is harder and less subject to compression or scratching

during clamping). Since this method requires no etching of the sandwich, any metal may

be used for the electrodes. Silver was chosen because it forms a crystalltne film rather
o0i! easily. The spacer films were 3600 A for the silver and 3 100 A and 2230 A for the
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Fig. 3 Single Junction Optical Flat Diode

chromium. Etching off the silver posts on Plate A results in another spacing to be

tested. the thickness of the chromium film minus that of the silver film. In this way
0 0

tests were made of spacings of approximately 3600 A down to 380 A. There were no shorts

at these spacings but also no tunneling.

Next a series of film arrays with five j.nctions (Fig. 4) was made. These plates

have several advantages. The aligning holes allow the plates to be assembled on a jig so

that the films cannot be moved against each other and thus scratch the filmvs. An obvious

advantage is the fact that there are five film junctions to check on each substrate pair.

Random waviness or deviations from optical flatness across the substrates may make it

inpossible to obtain correct spacing for tunneling at the junction, while it may be just

LIGNING PIN HOLES

• • • 0 0 /

SILVER FILMS EVAPORATED
! AT SAME TIME

CHROMIUM SPACERS EVAPORATED

OVER SILVER FILM

Fil. 4 Five Juncti.n Optilal Flat Miodes
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right at another. We have been using surplus reflector plate glass for these substrates

and have continued with silver films and chromium spacer-posts.

The five junction sandwiches were first tested for shorts and open conditions. It

was found upon releasing or tightening the two screws holding the two plates together that

one could vary the resistance of the appropriate junc'.ion from a few ohms to more than

100MC1. Since this test was made at around 20 volts a closer look at the V-I character-

istics was imperative.

A series of tests were -nade applying first ac voltages of about Ikc and a few hundred

millivolts. This resulted in nonlinear characteristics resembling those of tunneling. The

low anci high ranges of voltages and currents were limited in the ac test, and therefore

data was taken with an X-Y Recorder with a range of a few microamps to about 20 milli-

amps. The voltage applied across the junction was a variable dc voltage from a battery

supply and the current was measured through a set of 1,recision resistors.

The analysis of these curves tends to indicate very strongly that the observed

results are very akin to tunneling. Some numerical calculations allowed us to obtain a

few absolute parameters. One of the problems with this configuration was its mechan-

ical instability which rendered duplication of data very difficult. A few questions remain

uninswered such as current drift and a sudden shorting or opening of the junctions as

voltages are being applied.

The next step will involve improvement in the mechanical clamping to obtain a

more stable junc¶ion. Control of the environmental conditions will be made through a

set of experiments under vacuum. Measurements on first and second derivatives of the

current vs. voltages will give us enough information about the potential barrier and its

parameters. Further refinements should include the use of very good optical flats and

accurate control of the spacing, possibly via the use of piezoelectric devices.

It should be possible to obtain tunneling in this way when the proper spacing is

maintained. The major difficulty will probably be the exact measurement of the space

between the silver electrodes, since perfect optical flats would be necessary to assume

that it is the thickness of the chromium or cha'omium minus silver film. Capacitance

measu'ements might be a further check. With this design it might also be possible to

determine spacing mechanically by incorporating piezoelectric devices for accurately

controlled movement of the optical flats. The major advantage of the optical flat diode

Wi that the films are clean, with no acid or salt residue.

Some work has also been started on the more conventional tunnel diode film con-
0figuration using a barrier film of anodized tantalum. Tantalum films from Z00-450 A

thick were evaporated by use of an electron beam gun on both 7059 glass and mica sub-

strutes and also on films of silver and silver-gold. Good quality resistance monitored
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films were obtained by placing a tantalum shield over the elctron gun source. By cut.

ting down electron or Ionized gas bombardment of the test strip with this shieid it be-

came possible to read resistance accurately during evaporation. Non-uniformity and

cracking of the films which occurred during earlier runs were also eliminated. The

shield kept the radiant heat from the source to a minimum so that the substrate temper-

ature could be controlled more easily during evaporation.

The tantalum was anodized in an oxalic acid, ethylene glycol, water solution at

room temperature using a simple dc circuit with a 300v power supply controlled by a

10000 potentiometer connected in parallel. The voltage was gradually increased keep-

ing the current below Zma per square inch until increased voltage resulted in no current

flow. A band of stop-off lacquer painted across the film prevented the more rapid anodi-

zation cf the film which occurs at the surface of the electrolyte and which causes a

circuit break preventing complete anodization of the film in the electrolyte. Some

films were completely immersed and held by specially made tantalum clips. Every-

thing in the circuit in the bath must anodize or the film will be by-passed.

The tantalum films on glaiss and mica anodized completely leaving an almost

colorless, adherent film which was non-conducting. The tantalum films evaporated

across the silver and gold films presented a problem. The tantalum film evidently
0

did not form_ a continuous film at the base metal step (films were 1200-1400 A) and a

breakdown occurred along these film edges with the current going to the base film al-

most immediately and not anodizing the tantalum, Any base film electrode will have to

be as thin as possible to -inimize the thick step, or it should be under all the tantalum

* film in the bath thus eliminating the step completely. Possible leakage through the edges

of the film can be prevented by application of stop-off lacquer. Work will be continued

along these lines.

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NsG 589 M. A.Eschwei

ELECTRON SHIELDING IN HEAVILY DOPED SEMICONDUCTORS

*• 1. B. Krieger

In the usual calculation of the energy levels of an electron bound to a donor Atom

in a doped semiconductor, the binding energy relative to the conduction band mininia

is obtained for a single impurity atom in the crystal. Howvver it is well known, ex-

perimentally. that the binding energy of the electron decreases as the nurnher ot donors

increases until at some criticai impurity concentration there is no observed Activatiorn

energy.

A possible explcnation of this phenomena arises from the interaction between elec-

trons bound on different impurity centers. As the average distanse between donors
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is decreased due to increasing impurity concentration, the wave functions of electrons

on different donors will significantly overlap. For small overlap, the impurity levels

will be broadened, but for strong overlap this electron-electron repulsion can destroy
4

the bound state. However, it has been observed by Li et al. that this effect cannot

explain the fact that the electron binding energy vanishes for impurity concentrations

as low as 10 1 4 /cm 3 for InSb. In order to account for this, these workers calculated,

considering only S wave scattering, the Hartree self-consistent field that an electron
experiences due to the singly ionized impurity atom and the screening from conduction

band electrons. They calculate the ionization energy over a wide range of conduction

band electron concentrations and for several different temperatures. Most significantly,
they find that for nU6 x 1013 /cm3 donors, the binding energy b-ecomes zero.

In this note we wish to point out that the latter result is a special case of a more

general statement given by Mott developed in the course of his investigations on the

insulator metal transition. We have generalized Mott's calculation to obtain the ion-

ization energy as a function of N, the concentration of conduction band electrons and the

temperature and find a different T dependence from that given by Li et al. besides find-

ing a smoother N dependence near the critical concentration. Finally, we show that it

is possible to induce a Mott transition by applying stress to a degenerately doped ,nany-

valley semiconductor with a resultant transition from the metal phase to the insulating

phase.

National Science Foundation
GU-3557 J. B. Krieger
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FLFCTRCC1IFMICAI. BF1IAVI-R OF OXTI)F FIL.MS CN SFMT1CCNPI!CTORS AND
M FT A L-

F. C. Collins. C. ChitAng, M. Schrazger and I.. Chen

Introduction:

The studies vf the kinetics of the rnul growth of uxide (ilmn; on semiconductors

and metals and the properties of these films discussed in earlier reports have be-en

continued. During the current pwriod. these have involved studti.s (if the thermal growth

of oxide film. on silieon and chromitum single crystals and studies oi ionic mlilcration

in titanium dioxidh filims.
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Kinetics of the Thermal Growth of Oxide Films on Single Crystalline Chromium:

An intensive study of the kinetics and mechanisms of the thermal oxidation of

chromium has been commenced.

The chromic oxide crystal has a hexagonal crystal structure. Sailors, Liedl,

and Grace found that the oxide film thermally gr' wn on chromium is highly oriented

which might lead one to predict differing growth rattes on different crystal faces of the

metal crystal. Gwathmey. Leidheiser, and Smith2 however reported that the oxidation

rate was the same on all crystal planes.

High purity polycrystalline wafers of 3/4" diameter and 1/16" thickness were

polished to mirror smoothness as observed under a microscope of 50 x magnification

and was subsequently cleaned and rinsed in several solvents. The wafers were oxidized

at 600 0 C in 24 torr of water vapor with added argon to bring the total pressure to I atm.

The oxidizing ambient was maintained at a flow rate of 5 cm. per minute. A sharply
varicolored chromic oxide film was observed after several hours, the interference

colors indicating large differences i!n the growth rates of the oxide on the surfaces of

the various oriented crystal grains i.n the sample.

All subsequent work is being carried out on a single crystal specimen. The ori-

entation of the crystal was determined and the crystal cut and polished t o expose the

(100) Flane.

The oxide film thickness is being determined by a combination of an optical in-

* terferometric method and infrared absorption by reflectance measurements. The

measurements indicate a single absorption peak centered at 13. 7p. This contrasts

with the absorption spectrum for solid chromic oxide dispersed in a I Br wafer which

yields absorption peaks at 15. 5p and 17. 5p. The thickness of the films we have studied

are all less than Ip so that the interference effects here should be negligible.

The infrared optical density requires calibration against the oxide films thickness

as determined by an absolute method. The Tolan-Ay interference method is being used

for this ptirpose. however. it cannot he applied in the uaual manner al, it is impossible

to provide the necessary utep boundary of the film by etching As the oxide is extrenr.'!y

inert chemically. Instead, a method has been devised which involves masking pArt of

the oxide with an evaporated silver film. The thickness of the oxide plis the silver

film is then determined by interference between the light transmitted through the oxiiv

anc reflected by the chromium and the light reilected hy the oilver str(Ace. The thick.

"ness of the silver film Is later determined by the c'onventional Tolansky tochnique.

Monochromatic light of S5•0p is used which corresponds to a minimum in absorption of

the optical %bsorption spectrum.
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Effect of an Applied Electric Field on the Thermal Growth of Silicon Dioxide Films : I

Previous reports have described the objectives and preliminary results obtained

in this study.

The system now being investigated co- sists of a single crystalli-,e slab with op-

posite faces mechanically polished. One side is thermally oxidized to an initial thick-

ness of 600A. An evaporated platinum electrode provides an ohmic contact to the un-

oxidized side and a second platinum electrode is evaporated on top of the oxide.

A steady current of the order of IpA is passed through the oxide film in the direc-

tion corresponding to the anodic oxidation process. The constant electric field thus

generated in the film is of the order of 5 x 105 volts/cm. The oxide film growth process

is carried out at 580°C in a dry oxygen ambient.

The linear relation between the applied potential and the time which was previous-

ly reported has been reconfirmed. As expected, the oxide film growth rat, depends

upon the thickness of the platinum electrode. Experiments at constant applied potential

are in progress. Here we expect to find a parabolic growth rate law.

Ionic Migration in Titanium Dioxide Films

One of the major probler3a of metal-oxide-semiconductor (MCS) devices has been

their lack of long term electrical stability. In the case of silicon-silicon dioxide-metal

devices, it has been found that the major cause of this insJtability is ionic migration in

the oxide layer.

Trhe capacitance of the MOS device is voltage dependent because of the carrier

density dependence in the surface layer of the oxide upon the applied potential. Large

lateral shifts in the C-V curves are produced by a pretreatnment which involves biasing

the device at elevated temperature anu then quenching to room temperature under bias.

The shift in the potential at which the characteristic dip in the capacitance occurs (flat

hand potential) is explained by a drift of cations through the oxide films to the semicon-

ductor surfac,,.

We have extended this technique to study ionic migration in dielectric films other

than semiconductor oxide.%. #% study is being made of the M(CS system Si-Sit2 - Ti0 -

Au. Both a Si - SO02 - Au (MOS) device and the MOOS device are constritcted on the

sa ie wafer. The elevated tem:perature hias experiment Is performed on both devices.

The magnitude of t',w ionic drf(t is found by %tihtracting the flat h,,ntd potontial for the

MCS device from that of the MCCS device.

The results indicate th.t the drift in the 110 layer is also cationic and is of the

s.%me order of magnitude as that usually found in the SiO, layer. However, the tonj-

perature at which major ionic migration occurs in T;.0 is of the order of 80QUC rather

I

i w • • mi
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than 150 0 C required for the migration in SiO2 . The thermal activation energy for ionic

migration in TiC2 is 50 kcal/mole.

The C-V shifts observed after biasing the Ti02 layer at 90°C for the variable time

t can be expressed as

VFB (900 C) = V (900 C)1 - et/'I - 6.0

where V is the observed flat band potential after biasing for the time t, VFB is the
FE F

extrapolated flat band potential for infinite time, and T is a relaxation time which was

found to be 13. 7 min. The minimum flat band potential which was observed under any

conditions was - 6. 0 volts.

Joint Services Technical Advisory Committee
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MICROWAVE CONDUCTIVITY OF POLAR SEMICONDUCTORS IN THE PRESEINCE OF

HIGH ELECTRIC FIELD

P. Das and R.H. Rifkin

"lie frequency-dependent small-signal conductivity of polar semiconductors in

the prdsence of high steady electric field is calculated theoretically taking into con-

sideration both the momentum and energy relaxation times. The results obtained are

compared with experiments carried out on InSb.

The microwave conductivity of semiconductors in the presence of high steady

electric field has been studied experimentally in germanium by Gibson et al. I and

Gunn2 and in InSb by Koechner. - It is found that the small-signal microwave conducti-

vity "s dependent on (a) the orientation of the applied signal with respect to the steady

field 4 and (b) the frequency of the applied signal. Theoretically, considering the effects

of field-dependent energy and momentum relaxation time, one can calculate the different

microwave conductivities. For germanium, the theoretical calculation agrees with ex-

perimental results. 1 4 5 For In3b, the anisotropy of the microwave conductivity for

perpendicular and parallel orientation was explained by the 2-stream instability theory. 3

Recently, Potzl and Richter6 havo done further experiments at different frequencies

and suggested that hot-electron theories alone can explain the whole phenomenon. In

this letter, the results of the theoretical calculation of hot-electron microwave con-

diictivity for polar semiconductors a re reported which question Potzl and Richter' s

suggestion.
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The semiconductor is assumed to have a single valley with isotropic effective

rmass. The carrier concentration is considered to be greater than the critical value,
so that the displaced Maxwellian distribution function with effective hot-electron tern-

7perature is valid; so the distribution function of the carriers can be written as

f 1701 n~mT exp 7K - 7d**~~
where n is the carrier concentration, in is the effective mass, T is the effective tem-
perature, d is the displacement in the wave-vector (K) space of the carriers, y = O/T,

where 0 is the characteristic polar optical-phonon temperature of the material, k and

h are Boltzmann' s and Planck' s constants, respectively, and4i = h/ 2T.

In the presence of an applied electric field F given by

F = F + XF e w

where X << t, one can assume a small perturbation of the following quantities:

d d + Ad ej"t

Y Y 0 + Xy0 ej"t

The subscript '0 ' refers to the d.c. or unperturbed values and ' i' refers to the dif-
"ference between the perturbed and the d. c. values. Thus there are four unknown
quantities, and these are obtained by the energy-and momentum-balance equations which
are calculated from the time-dependent Boltzmann transport equation including the
effects of energy and momentum relaxation times. The field-dependent d. c. and micro-

wave conductivities can be calculated from the foil, wing expressionsi

e d0
r neA 0d

T() = m F 0

neh dIT (-Y)
m m F 0

Considering polar optical-phonon scattering only, one obtains

- n

ME' - EM- - n 1 M
(T (CT n

Sm 0 ME' + EM' + a l + jw (bE1 M)
in n

A,:
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1/2 YLY0_ Y12 O
where E ay (o 1i)e Ko 0 (- .

1/2 It L _YO ~'Y/ 2
M Py0  .Yo (e - t)e Ko.,

+ 0 _ 2/ 2'

2 K 1 ( Y)X(e + t)

Zk,;O
(e F(ýNO)

2/2, t F1 3" 2'-f ) (O e

rF m ekO (E - t l C1)

E and c are the high-frequency and static relative permittivities, respectively;r ar

YL = O/TL, where TL is the lattice temperature, No ; (exp YL " 1) , e is the elec-

tronic charge and K0 and K1 are modified Bessel functions of zero and first order,

respectively.

3 ke
a -2 2

Y 0

b = m/e 2

a and b are related with energy and momentum relaxation times rE and T by the

following relations:

= b/Mm

½E = any 0 ( - y0 )(E (V0)

The above d.c. and microwave conductivities are functions of Y0 , which is related to

the electric field by the relation

F 0 = (E XM)

It is to ba noted that aIm is a complex quantity and actually can be written as

Co" = a(r w) + Jw 'c•

where e(w ) represents the change in relative permnittivity. From the expression for

a" m it is easily noted that

-im 0ME' -MiE dJ

Sm 0 ME' + MIE - slope d F F0

t4
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where a- slope is the slope conductivity at the bias point F0 . For negligible effect of

inomentum relaxation times one can easily show that o-m approaches a-0 as o tends to

infinity.

Numerical calculations have been done using a computer and are shown in Figs.

Ia and b. The following conclusions can be drawn from the numerical resultst
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Fig. I (a)
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Fig. I Re lam(w)l against F 0 for n-type InSb. (z) "I'L= - 00"l< ") L -7 E.
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(a) At 300 0 K, Lo is always larger than As a function of frequency,
slope dc. t

the real part of a is equal to op at low frequencies (w Y i 0 rad/ s), and as
m slope
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frequency increases it approaches r •dc (w rad/s). For further increases in fre-

quency it becomes much less than a-dc

(b) At 77K, ale is always smaller than o-dc except for fields near the di-(b t77K slope acII

electric-breakdown value. For frequen-ies ai ouud 1 0 rad/s, the real part of a- m is

slightly greater than a- slope' but it is still much less than a-dc" For larger frequencies

(W - 0t12 rad/s) it becomes much less than aslope These results show that Kochner' s

experimental results cannot be expla'ned b r considering high-frequency relaxation

effects as suggested by Pot:l and Richter.

(c) The imaginary part of a varies significantly with the applied field and with! ni

frequency. Thus measurements of the change in relative permittivity may add to the
knowledge of microwave hot-electron conduction in polar semiconductors.

(d) It is to be emphasized that the theory presented is only valid for semicon-

ductors with high carrier concentration. Also the acoustic-phonon scattering has not

been taken into account, which may have significant contributions at 77 K. It is to be

noted that electric field F0 is dependent upon F b which strongly depends upon the para-

meters used for InSb. Because of this fact, the graphs presented do not agree quanti-

tatively with the experimental results; however, the frequency dependence exhibited

is nearly independent of F

Further calculations will include ionized-impurity scattering. It is expected that

a better agreement with experiment will result.

Joint Services Technical Advisory Committee P. Das and R. H. Rifkin
AF 49(638)-1402
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TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF COM&POUND SEMICONDUCTORS AT HIGH ELECTRIC

FIELDS

R. Bharat and P. Das

In several of the p-type Ill-V compound semiconductors, the dependence of the I
energy E of holes on wave-vector k is expected to contai. a linear term in addition to

the usual parabolic term . As a result, in the vicinity of the energy maximum

(which is displaced from k a 0), the effective mass of holes depends on their energy.

Further, as the valence-band constant-energy surfaces are warped, the effective mass

20
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1,is also direction-dependentl' . The effect of these considerations on the conductivity

of p-type InSb has been computed though it has not been possible to compare these re-

sults with experiments . In the present study, the effect of a high electric field on the

transport properties of a p-type semiconductor with the valence-band structure indi-

cated above will be considered at different temperatures.

Hall effect and rragnetoresistance measurements were made on p-type GaSb of

0. 1 ohm-cm at 300°K and 77°K, up to electric fields of 750 volt/cm and magnetic

fields of 15 kilogauss. As the resistivity of the available GaSb is quite low, the sample

(4 mm x 0. 7 mm x 0. 8 mm active region) draws fairly large current at the high elec-

tric fields used. In order to reduce dissipation, the electric field was obtained by

applying short voltage pulses of about 1 Rsec duration at a repetition rate of about 10

pulses/sec. This pulse width was found to be large enough to allow steady-state read-

ings. The maximum average power dissipation was about 100 rnW.

Figure I shows the variation in the resistance of the sample with electric and
2magnetic fields. The magnetoresistance coefficient & p/;)o B computed from this data

is seen to be about I. 2%/Weber2 at 300 K and 9. 5%/Weber 2 at 77 0 K, in reasonable

agreement with the low-field data reported in the literature5 . This coefficient is rela-

"tively insensitive to the electric field. At 77°K the resistance is seen to fall rapidly

at fields above 200 volts/cm. The Hall coefficient RH shown in Fig. 2 also falls in

this range at 77 0 K, and the dependence of RH on the magnetic field is also greater than

at room temperature. At 300 0 K the Hall coefficient is independent of the applied elec-

tric field. There seems to be a small but definite dependence on the magnetic field,

indicating a reduction of about 1 0% in the hole mobility between 2 and 1 5 kilogauss.

The experimental results are qualitatively consistent with the behavior to be ex-

pected from an E-k dependence having a linear term. At low temperatures, few car-

riers are present so that the effect of the linear term can be expected to be prominent.

The increase in energy due to a high electric field will change the effective mass of the

hole significantly, which will contribute to a change in conductivity. At higher temp-

eratures, more carriers are present and have a wider range of energy, and as the

band away from the maximum tends to be parabolic, negligible changes can be exlaected

in conductivity with applied electric fields. In order to verify whether quantative

agreement is obtained, theoretical computations have to be carried out in detail,

using the appropriate band parameters for p-type GaSb. Future work will be on

these theoretical aspects and also on measurements over a wider temperature

range.

Joint Services Technical Advisory Committee
AF 49(638)-1402 R. Bharat
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SPACE CHARGE LIMITED CURRENTS

S. Kaplan and H. Schachter

Under investigation in this report is a study of the diffusive and drift components
of Space-Charge Limited Currents (SCLC). It is widely accepted that for most cases

the diffusion current is negligible. This has been shown to be true for the boundary

condition of zero cathode field for all time. The purpose of this work is to bear out
these results from a more exact solution of the differential equations governing

charge and current flow, with more physically reasonable boundary conditions.

The three problems under consideration are:

1. Steady-state SCLC in an insulator

2. Transient SCLC in an insulator

3. 2 .ansient SCLC in a depleted -.-type MOS structure.

For the steady state case we find that in a small region near the cathode (point of
carrier injection) the current is largely diffusive while in the remainder of the sample
the drift process dominates. The distance, beyond which v.e may neglect diffusion,

is given by:

(ICritical (L 3 )[ (VVY 0 I M)

where

X .IT DEu is the point at which the, potential in a
minimum

Vn= V (XI)

1, sample 'ength
E10 cathode, field (tAkn to be small hut finite)

V( - applied voltame acrosm sample

J - current densitv
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The transient problem requires a solution to the nonlinear partial differential

equation

8E(x, t) aE N. t) aE (L. t)
+ pE(x,t) A =

Since no exact method exists for solving such equations the approach used here was to

assume a solution of the form

E (x,t) = f (x,t) + • (t)

where f(x, t) is the general solution of the homogeneous equation. The rationale be-

hind this approach is to have the solution satisfy the physicb ,f the problem and the

boundary and initial conditions imposed. If this can be- done then the solution so

obtained is taken to be the correct one.

For the case of an impulse of injected charge the results

x - X(t) m (E E)
x <xf(t) E(x,t) +f E(L. t) o+a

)p (t+m) t + u (x xlf
x > xf(t) E(x, b) E(LS t)

where

Sxf(t) location of the charge front

SE = E (o, o)

m L L2 /NVa Va = applied voltage

E a E (L, o)a

Note that for this case the charge front advances as an imptilst- bec-usu wv have ne-

glected the diffusion inechanism.

When a step of charge is applied %%e obtain:

,- xf(t)

M t +I'll
X X I (t) I F(x , t 0 F: ( L., t)

t'he transient pr lbteni in a depleted ,IC1S itur. s i 4i hsi,' Frd %:not. r tht. c,,ndi-

tion thti the ike, .'nduttor-oxide interfaith' is a pe.rfcct hlo~tkin% ;'ntatt, .,trliitting

n c tarri.-r,, ýnt, thr iv hde'.

For tihis cap,, thr otiki; ion neglec ted ctluattm fo tor the f.'i.id t

).. )+ EL JU Q W',1
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where a a Na

N a background acceptor concentration
a :

A solution to this equation will be attempted analogous to the preceding case.

National Science Foundation S. Kaplan
GU -1557

Joint Services Technical Advisory Committee
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HOT ELECTRON RELAXATION TIMES IN TWO-VALTEY SEMICONDUCTORS AND
THEIR EFFECT ON BULK-MICROWAVE OSCILLATORS

P. Das and R. Bharat

The small-signal microwave conductivity of semi-conductors in the presence of

a high electric field is dependent on the (1) energy and mon.cntum relaxation times of

the carriers at the effective temperature determined by the bias fieldI and (2) relative

orientation of the microwave and bias fields For iiegligible momentum relaxation

time and parallel orientation, the microwave conductivity at small freqizencies is given

by slope conductivity whereas, a- 'very high frequencies (w T"' 1, where w is the fre-

quency and rE is the energy relaxation time) it tends to the dc total conductivity. A
3 4necessary criterion in bulk ITI-V semiconductor materials (Gunn and LSA diodes) is

the requirement that the small-signal microwave conductivity exhibit a region of nega-

tive value. At high enough frequencies, this conductivity becom, s positive, thus re-
5stricting this type of devices to an upper frequency limit . Expression for this fre-

quency dependent small-signal microwave conductivity of two-valley semiconductors

biased at high electric fields has been derived theoretically. In this report. the energy

and mm'entum relaxation times for a two-valley semiconductor, n-type GaAs, have

been calculated numerically as a function of electron temperature from wvhich conclu-

sio•ns about frequency limitatior of these devices are drawn.

The time -dependent ,noomentum and energy balance equations for a semiconduc-

tr having two valleys with isotropic effective masses, mi (i , 2) and separated by

A,.V ,an be written as

Vt l a II•Ji ; (....AI

nlkA n,kO k~r:.
.1. - T7~~ +~' i (2),1I - II i ) 1

-rni- Pi) n 1 I) / "1 (n.) (3)
P is t I e c r I Jcf

whtr, it " is the, ,tpplied electric Ih ii d, ,I is the cur rent density ca rried by the. carrie, r.e
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in the ith valley, ni is the carrier concentration in the ith valley, 8 is the character-

itic polar optical phonon temperature, y, = l/Tiv Ti is the effective electron temper-

ature, k is the Boltzmann's constant Ti and rEj are the momentum and energy relaxz-

tion times which include both the effects of intravallev and intervalley scattering mech-

anisms, T and rij correspond to "ntravalley and intervalley energy relaxation times.ni

The relaxation times can be evaluatcd' as is noted. in terms of the para-

meters of the material under consideration - the characteristic intervalley phonon

temperature 0 V the static and high-frequency relative dielectric constants f 10 f

the lattice constant a, the density p and the deformation potential for internal scatter-
6

ing, Z . For the parameters of GaAs ,ni, TMi, 7Ei are plotted in Fig. I as f'unc-

tions of electron temperature.

I; The polar optical phonon scattering is considered to be the only intravalley pro-

cess and the carrier concentration is considered tc be greater than the critical value
so that the displaced Maxwellian distribution with effective hot electron tempera-
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ture is valid 6 . Also only the first term in the expansion of the distribution function is

considered.

In the presence of an applied electric field, F, given by

FF + XF e
0 0

where 'k 1, one can assum-- a small perturbation of the following quantities:

J i =Ji0 + Jil e jwt

1 10 Xi

n.=n +Xn Ci i0 il

The subscript "0" refers to the dc or unperturbed values and "1" to the difference be-

tween the perturbed and the dc values.

One can obtain

(Yi/Y0) miYi N. y.1 N.

1 + (i I )M! . .+ + _.N.
Ti mi niO 'jo n i0

3 i0 (0 + jWrmi)

1i lN -'E N.

._Ei 1 Y'iO T EiJi-i0(I .o j:.-Ei,) -()- T i0Vo -

"io ni Ei i0 Yj0 -ij

N 'Yi0 TEi N ij 0
+ - {(l + jwrEi) -- + - (I +-- + L

Yj0 ni 0  )0 rij niO nj0 7i

n0 iO Ti Ei X {I + nO y0 ,E,
nio YjO Tij n io ) 0O "ýij

where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to yi and

•"N-1 ~i1
n E N -n 2 2 ; rn = T

N. = (-I)n r' (n/{ jw,
1 io ni n ni n

It is clear from the above two expressions that frequency dependence occurs
through only the terms rn, IO W iand wrEi. Also the effect of jrmi is to reduce the

magnitude of the microwave current. From Fig. I it is found that for the negative

conductivity region of GaAs as calculated by Butcher and Fawcett (about 5000 - 1500 0 K)
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,- Tn, WTi, WrEi are of the order of I at 200 Gc/sec. So around 200 Gc/scc one should

consider the effects of relaxation times in all quantitative calculations. The frequency
limit of the devices using bulk negative conductivity of semiconductors also should be
of the same order of magnitude. But for actual quantitative determination one should

numerically calculate • il vs frequency.

Theoretical calculations of the effici-ncy, negative resistance and conditions for

stDace-charge control relevant to operation of LSA oscillator diode have been done by

Copland4 without considering the effects of relaxation times. His calculations yield

a maxii.,um theoretical low-frequency efficiency of 18%. If, however, the effects of

relaxation times are included, then at frequencies of the order of 200 GHz, the calcu..

lated efficiency is expected to be much lower.

Joint Services Technical Advisory Committee
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CHARGE-TRANSFER AND THFRMOLUMINESCFNCF IN CdF 2 : Fu 3

F. Banks, A. Halperin and R. W. Schwartz

Single crystals of CdF., doped with Fu 3 alone and with Eu +-Na4 and F,,14 -y3+

were grown in graphite crucibles by the Bridgman techniquc. Fluorescence spectra

were obtained at liquid '2 temperature. These were characteristic of Fu 3+, but the

resolut;on was inadequate for detailed analysis. The thermoluminescence spectrum,
0

after 2537 A irradiation, at liquid N 2 temperature was obtained by rapidly warming

the sample. This proved identical with the fluorescence spectrum (Eu 3 species).

0 0 o
A new broad-band absorption at about 3400 A was observed at 77 F after 2537 A

irradiation, (longer wavelength ultraviolet did not produce thermolunine scence). This
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band disappeared after infrared irradiation at 77 0 K or after the therrmoluminescent peak
2+

was passed during warming. The band was attributed to the formation of Eu on ir-

radiation.

A complex ESR spectrum was observed in the irradiated specimens. This was

also attributed to Eu 2 , as its behavior paralleled that of the ultraviolet absorption band

when the samples were irradiated with I. R. or warmed up.

The occurrence of bright thermoluminescence at low temperatures, and the effect

of infrared, appear to rule out a mechanism previously proposed, involving ý'xcitation
34 2t,

of an electron from an interstitial F , trapping at Eu (forming Eu ). Subsequently,

the phosphorescence or thermoluminescence was alleged t. occur by atomic diffusion
0 Z+

of the F 0 atoms to the Eu , where electron transfer takes place, followed by Eu3+

emission.

Cur proposed mechanism is similar, except that the electron trapped at Eu2+ is

excited to the conduction band, whence it returns to an interstitial F , forming an ex-

cited F (interstitial). We suggest that this excitation may he resonantly transferred

to a nearby Eu3+ whose emission is responsible for the observed phosphorescence and

the rmolumine s cence.

Army Research Office, Durham
DA-31-124-ARC (D)-71 E. Banks and R. W. Schwartz
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MAGNETIC ORDERING IN PEROVSKITES

F. Banks and N. Tashima

We are attempting to investigate the exchange interactions leading to magnetic

coupling in perovskites. Currently, we are focusing on interactions between d3 and d5

ions in the perovskite structure where there is some hope of obtaining atomic ordering.2+ 3-f 4-'
The system chosen is La x xFel3M 03, where M is Sr, Ba or Pb, Where M is

Ba, single phase perovskites were obtained up tu x = 0. 40. Above this value, a second

phase (BaMnO3 ) appears.

Where M is Pb, single phase materials are found up to x = 0. 70, with orthorhom-

bic structure up to 0. 30, and rhombohedral from 0. 30 to 0. 70. In the case of Sr, the

single phase region also extends to x = 0. 70.

Magnetization measurements between liquid nitrogen and room temperatures gave

very low values (-10 emu) are found over the entire range, suggesting weak ferromag-

netism due to canting of a basically antiferromagnetic structure. In the Sr series the

magnetization was about 3 emu, even at x = 0. 70.
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For Pb-containing compounds, the magnetization at x = 0. 50 was around 10 emu,

and at x = 0. 80 (not single phase) it was about 20 ernu. Since chemical analyses are not

yet available, no conclusions can yet be drawn, as the valence states are unknown.

Single crystal growth (from Bi 03 flux) was attempted for starting compositions

of x u 0. 25, 0. 50 and 0. 75 for the La-Sr and La-Pb series. Crystals of about I mm

dimensions were obtained. The magnetic data were rather different from those obtained

on powders.

For a Pb-containing crystal (x = 0. 75) a magnetization of 40 emu at liquid nitro-

j gen, falling off sharply was obtained. A Sr-cont4ining crystal of the same initial com-

position gave a value of 5 emu. Bismuth analysis is now being carried out, and liquid

helium data are not complete enough for interpretation.

In addition to complete chemical analysis and magnetic measurements, it will be

necessary to determine the extent of ordering of Fe 3 and Mn4. Mossbauer spectra

will also be obtained.

Joint Services Technical Advisory Committee
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DYNAMICAL ORIGIN OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL LOW ENERGY ELECTRON DIF-
FRACTION INTENSITIES

R. M. Stern, H. Taub and A. Gervais

Low energy electron diffraction has until recently been considered primarily as a

tool for the study of surfaces because of the assumed two dimensional character of the

diffracting region. Treated as such the observed dependence of diffracted intensities

with variation of the incident beam direction must be considered to be anomalous. If

treated as an infinite three dimensional problem, the appearance of forbidden fractional

order reflections at constant incident direction but varying electron wavelength is like-

wise anomalous. By introducing the theoretical approach usually applied to high energy

electron diffraction, together with the techniques of x-ray structure analysis, it is pos-

sible to identify the proper three dimensional nature of the diffracting lattice. In low

energy electron diffraction, very strong coupling may exist between diffracted beams.

Because the strength of the coupling is extremely sensitive to geometry, it is possible

that only one strong reflection is excited at a time. This fact will permit the identi-

fication of individual reflections in terms of a two beam model.

The diffraction of electrons from the surface of a periodic solid can be treated as

a boundary value problem where the incident wave is expanded at the surface in terms of

the appropriate solutions to the wave equation in both the vacuum (Bragg reflections) and

the solid (transmitted beam) l. Both the vacuum waves outside and the crystal waves in-

side the solid must satisfy the Schrodinger equation
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2M + v(r) LO) = E-r

In a perfect crystal the potential V(s) can be represented by a Fourier series

Zm Zn iH.r- _ (E-0 vIIe - -, H = ha 4 kb+ Ic
H

In the vacuum V@r) = 0. The incident beam sets up a scattered wave field which is a

superposition of reflected plane waves and evanescent waves in the vacuum. and a super-
2position of Bloch waves (both travelling and evanescent) within the solid . In a com-

pletely elastic theory as will be discussed here the usual conditions of continuity at the

crystal boundary apply. Tot.' energy and momentum parall, 1 to the crystal surface (to

within a reciprocal lattice vector) are conserved. The introduction of the crystalline

boundary will relax the periodic boundary conditions normal to the surface. 3,4 This

may result in the introduction of selection rules with respect to the allowed electron

t momenta normal to the crystal surface which are different than those associated with

that direction in an infinite crystal (i. e., permitting certain forbidden fractional order

reflections) but otherwise the problem can be treated as for the general three dimen-

sional case.

The details of the solutions for internal electrons (E < 0) in an infinite solid are

well known: this is just the calculated band structure for the solid being considered. 5 ' 6

The. diffraction problem concerns itself with the internal solutions for a given magnitude
and direction of the external electron wave vector K , which is determined by the energy

and direction of the incident, external electron beam. The relation between internal

momentum (k ) and K depends on the orientation of the crystal surface with respect to-- O

the reciprocal lattice because of the refraction due to the constant part of the crystal

potential. 7, 8, 9

The concept of the inner potential is introduced in the Betht approximation of the

dynamical theory of electron diffraction to explain the shift of appa, 1,nt Bragg maxima

to lower electron energies than those predicted kinematically. Because of the presence

of strong dynamical interactions, the shape and width of the Bragg reflections become

distorted from the kinematical predictions. Minima appear on a dynamically broadened

reflection which are due to the reduction of the reflection coefficient upon the excitation

of strong forward scattered (Laue) beams, giving rise to what can be mistaken for the

superposition of reflections of presumably different origin. This introduces difficulty

in both the indexing of the Bragg reflection and the determination of the diffraction con-

ditions for its excitation. The inner potential can be associated with the refraction cor-

rection providing an expression for the voltage at which a reflection should occur for ar-

i
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bitrary incident directions. This voltage shift as a function of angle behaves as I/sin 0

leading to large corrections at glancing angles. By taking advantage of this magnification

of the inner potential careful measurements far from normal incidence for orientation
J

which do not excite strong multiple diffraction yield a constant value of the inner potential

of 20-+ 1 ev for tungsten (110).

In low energy electron diffraction the problem is complicated by the fact that only

the back reflected (Bragg) intensities can be directly observed. Thus the object of any

low energy electron diffraction theory is to predict the reflection coefficients in terms

of a crystalline wave field which cannot be directly measured. In high energy electron

or x-ray diffraction the wave field within the crystal can be deduced from the details of

the fine structure of the transmitted beam since the finite diffracting crystal has both

an entrance and an exit surface. 10, 11, 12

The understanding of the origin of the intensity variation with diffraction para-

meters in LEED measurements therefore requires the development of a three dimen-

sional diffraction theory. The Nearly Free Electron Approximation (NFEA) is an ap-

propriate model to use in demonstrating that the mathematics! formalism and the

underlying physics of the Band Structure approach and Dynamical Diffraction Theory

are identical. It can then be shown that the band diagram of band theory and the con-

stant energy dispersion surface of dynamical theory are in fact sections of the same

dispersion hypersurface in energy-complex K space. This dispersion hypersurface

defines the totality of allowed electronic states in the crystal. By introducing the crys-

tal surface, the boundary conditions which must be satisfied at the crystal-vacuum in-

terface are defined.

In a particular experiment, the constraints imposed on the magnitudes of the dif-

fraction parameters determine what part of the dispersion hypersurface is excited dur-

ing the experiment. It is usually possible to construct the dispersion hypersurface in

real space (energy, real K), and a convenient representation can be made in two dimen-

sions, for those experiments made at constant energy. If this is done, a semiquantita-

tive description of the wave field in the crystal can be made by calculating the position

on the dispersion surface where particular waves have extremum values of their am-

plitude. In particular it can be shown that it, the case where three strong beams are ex-

cited, there are certain directions along whica one of the plane waves in the crystal

is always zero: there are also certai.n conditions under which one of the crystal Bloch

waves can be shown to be identically zero. These effects can be readily obs,•rved in

the LEED intensities. In particular, LEED measurements made at constant energy

(rotation diagrams and rocking curves) contain much structure which can be explained

on this basis. 13, 14
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The use of low energy electron diffraction for the study of surfaces is therefore

subordinate to its use in the determination of the three dimensional band structure.

Only after the details of the crystal potential are understood can the effects of the sur-

face on the diffracted intensicies be investigated.

The authors wish to acknowledge the contributions of Prof. H. Wagenfeld, Mr. S.

Friedman, and Miss J. Perry to the work discussed above. This material will appear

in expanded form elsewhere 14 ' 15, 16I"
Air Force Office of Scientific Research
AFOSR 1263-67 R. M. Stern
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CALCULATION OF ACTIVATION ENERGIFS BY THE HALF INTFNSITY WIDTH 0F
GLOW CURVES

R. Chen

When the temperature of a suitably prepared phosphor, or any insulator having

deep traps for electrons, is raised, the change in occupancy of the traps manifests it-

self by the emission of light and of currents. The inverse problem is co)ncerned with

the determination of the properties of the traps, in particular their activation energy,

from the observed glow peaks.
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New methods for calculating the activation energy, F, of first and second order

glow peaks have been developed. These methods are based on measurement of two

values, the temperature at the maximum, Tm and the, peak width, w rdifference e-

tween the two temperatures T1 and T 2 in which the glow is half of the maximal intensity.

Some previous methods for calculating E by the use of the low temperature half -. idth,

r = Tn - T1 and the high temperature one, 8 = T2 - T has now been modified. The-

oretical considerations as well as numerical calculations show the occurrence of con-

sistent errors in these methods. A way to overcome most of these inaccuracies is

*, given.

1 2Many thermolumine-cence (TL)1, thermally stimulated current (TSC) and ther-
3mally stimulated electron emission (TSF) peaks were found to obey the first order

kinetics law:

dn -FfkTSI= -d-Z=S e n (1)
I dtSn

Where I is the emitted light intensity in TL, the conductivity in TSC, or the number of

emitted electrons in TSE, n is the concentration of trapped electrons, t = time, T = the

absolute temperature, .; - the frequency factor (the pre-exponentia] factor) having di-

mensions of sec 1 and k = the Boltzmann constant. Some other peaks showed a second
4

order behavior obeying the differential equation

dn -F/kT 2: . .. S1 e n (2)
dt

S3 -1
where S' is a constant with dimensions of cm sec . If temperature increases linear-
ly, namely, T = T + (3 t, where ( is the heating rate, the solution of (1) is

T

I = S n e- -EkT exp e"FIk T(3)

T o

from which, by differentiation, the condition for the maximum is found to be

-F/kT
Se m (I)

kT
I-n

The solution of Eq. (Z) for the linear heating rate is:

TI '-F/kT 4I J I ITI]f

and the maximum condition for this case is:
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T I Fk 2kT 2St -. /kT

S'-F/k T IT 4 1 m rt.- T -n "- ýE (6

T

fly ass:uming that the area of the glow from the maxiunum towards higher temp"ratures

equals the area of a triangle having the same height and half width, namely, 6 Im ::jn,

(where In is the intensity and n the concentration of trapped carriers at the glow

maximum), Lushchik5 found the following equation for finding the activation energy for

first order peaks:

kT
2

F m (7)

whereas for second order kinetics his equation is:

2kT
r: m (8)

By taking a similar assumption about the first half of the peak, the following equations
6

for the activation energies can be found

2
kT

F = 1.72 .m(I (1-1.58 6), (9)T

for first order peaks, and -

kT
2

MF 2 (l-2Z) (10)
! 2RT

2kT m
for second order ones, where L is a correction factor, LA E usually having

values around 0. 1.
61

The assumption of Lushchik n -- = I can be regarded as two separate assump-

61 m
tions: one is -- C6V where C is a constant and the other is C6 1. For given

Pn 6S~m

values of F and S for first order or F, S', and n for second ordter, the values of 6, 1

and n m can be found in a way to be described here in brief, and thus C6 can be found.

By changing the parameters in wide ranges covering the values found in various ex-

periments, the two assumptions about C 6 can be checked.

For numerical calculations, the value of the integral is approximated by7:

T J
C- E/kT' d, TkT }n-1

T n=I
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Equations (4) and (6) are solved numerically by the Newton-Raphson method to give. the

value of T , and the equations for finding the half intensity temperatures are being

solved in a similar way. The calculations have been done using thz IBM 360 computer

for values of F ranging from 0. 1 to 2. 0 ev and values, of S from 105 to 1013 sec' and

S'n 0 (which, in a way, replaces S when the second order kinetics is investigated) be-

twecn 106 and 1015 sec '. The values found for C6 were 0. 976 to within + 0.4% for the

first order peaks and 0.853 within + 1.4% for the second order ones. This shows that

the assumption that C6 is a constant is quite a good one and that the assumption C, = I

is reasonable for first order peaks but rather erroneous for the second order ones. It

can be easily shown that the formulas for the activation energies (7) and (8) have to be

corrected by multiplicatiorn by the factor C which shows that the results found in this

way were quite good for first order kinetics and too big by about 15% for second order
TI

peaks. In a similar way, eqs. (9) and (10) should be multiplied by C (n° n)

where n is the initial concentration of electrons. For first order kientics tbh, valuos0

of C, centered around 0. 883 (+ 1. 4%) and for second order around r').t (- 1.0%),

showing that the results found by these formulas were usually too high by about 10%.

Equations (8) and (10) and some other ones of a similar nature (corresponding to

somewhat different physical conditions) have to be solved iteratively. Such an equation

can be written in a general form as:

kT
2

F =A rn(I b 61 (12)

where a stands for -r or in other cases for 6 or w, A and b are constants depending

on the order of the kinetics and on the exact nature of the equation. For first order

kinetics, for example A 1.72 C,,, (corrected Eq. (9)). The first approximation is

given by taking & = 0 and the following ones are found each by inserting the previously
approximatcd E value into -Em . It has been shown, however, in this work that

equally accurate values of E can be found by:

2
kT

F zA ZbkT (1 )a (V m

which can be solved noniteratively. By using an approximation similar to the triangle
wI

assumption, now for the whole peak, Cw it has been found that the activatic,n
w 3n0

energy for a first order peak can be written as:

kT
2

EeCw kT (14)
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and for the second order kinetics:

l kT
E = 4 C kTm - ZkT (5

W W nm

C was found to be 0. 920 (+ 0. 8%) for first order kinetics and 0. 878 (L. 0./4%) for second
w

order. These equations have also the general form of (13) with other parameters. By

the equations of the form given by (13) for first order kinetics, the value of S can be

found by using Eq. (4) thus:

a'S- A m 2 am 2b (16)
T _ . 21 exp

The values of St for second order kinetics are harder to find because of the appearance

of the integral in Eq. (6).

Fquations of simnilar form are found for cases in which the pre-exponential factors
8 aS or S' are dependent on temperature in a way given by Keating as S S" T where S"

is a constant for a certain peak and a is another constant, -2 _ a < 2. The value of "a"
9can be found by some other measurements and its value influences the calculated

values of A and b in the various cases. The three methods described here are expecteda'

to be accurate only for separate peaks having a definite-first or second order-kinetics.

In cases where a peak has some satellites or when the process has some intermediate

order kinetics, they are expected to give only some approximation to the real value of

E. The first half of the peak is found to be least dependent on the order of the process

and thus the values found by the T method are expected to be good even if the order is

not defined. The same is true for the case of additional peaks appearing close to the

main one. The low temperature peaks can be bleached thermally without affecting the

main peak, which is not possible for the high temperature ones. That is why the T

method is usually expected to be more reliable than the 6 one in this respect while the

w method gives intermediate accuracies. The advantage of the w method is that T

and T 2 are more precisely found than T since the derivative of I(T) at Tm is zero.

The experimental errors in w are therefore smaller than in T hnd 6 and moreover, the

relative error wis much smaller than and •-- as w is larger than T or 8. The
w T r6 h

only advantage of the 6 method is in first order cases where the peak is known to be
very pure. In this case the calculated variations in C6 are .ound to be very small so

that if the experimental inaccuracies are small, the values are f,•und more precisely

than in the other methods.

National Science Foundation
GI-1557 R. Chen
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ACOUSTOELECTRIC EFFECT IN BISMUTH

R. C. Augeri id S. J. Freedman

Further -neasurtments 1f the ultrasonic attenuation of lo.,gitudinal waves as a

function )f freqt ency (3(, :0, 70 90, 110 MH z) ana temperatur e ( ?"K to 3000 K.

were ,nade in a s'zgle crystal of Bi fdoped 10 pt. .. 'e) alonz, its trigonal axis. The

data clearly shows relaxation peaks in the attenuation in the t-mperarure range of
25 K to 40 K. That is, thr peak in the attenuation shifts to higher temperature- for the

higher frequencies. For foxtr succes.ive runs rdauation peaks wt re seen in the tern.-

pe-. ature :arge of 5 K to 6 K which we attribute to phonon assisted electron hole re-

combination; a mechanism recently proposed by Lopez and. KoeiAg ir his work on the

acousto-magnetic electric effect (AXIE) in pure Bismuth. Lopez found that the partic-

ular geometry of the Brillouin zone of Bi would allow a 43 K + - "K acoustcic phonon to

couple the elcctron and hiole bands tf ni. li-hs Lopez was able to locate for die first

time the band edges of Bi within the Brillouin zone. We concluded that if the "m3dified

Weinreich"2 relation given a-;

" (':JASME)

was corzect, then the peaks in the aitenuatior, bhtween 50. to 6 F c-uko be explained in

a similar fashion. In Eq. (1)aen' n., S. EANI.E P', H and e are i-ebpectivelv. y; elc-

tronic attenuatiGn in the absence of a waenetic field, carrier d-usity, acoustic in.en-ýity.

AME field, carrier mobility, the magnetic field and carrier charge . 'L-kOion (1) can

be related tc the sound aagular freqaency as the difference in d'-formation potential con-
) )

sb'ants of electrons and holes, (C C . thru the equation and rela:;ation time--n : R'

n e T _ _(0 n i) R

Thus if T R varies with te.i-erature one can observe peaks in th," attenuation :,t tempera-

tures for which w r = 1. Using Lopez's equation for recombination time N'e have been

able tu describe fairly accurately the location and heights of the peaks between 5' K and
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t, K. Recently Lopez working in the frequency range of 6 to 30 .MHz and in a magnetic

field of 5 to 15 kC has described observed attenuation peaks and their location in theC

same fashion for pure Bi. We believe that the doping of the hi witn 30 ppm has had an

effect similar tr) the magnetic field used in Lopez's experiment. Namely. it makes

f . 1\ the region for which Eq (21) is valid, where f is the mean free path. Further

"heoretical considerations on this matter are current'y in progress.

In a previous report we mentioned pealks that were observed around 10°K. Sub-

sequent measurements, while not conclusive, have failed to repeat this data. If these

Deaks exist t-ev wovId be also attributable to recombination by a 960K acoustic phonon

(also allowed in the Brillouin zone and in agreement with neutron data of Yarnell) and

would indicate 3 other electron ellipsoids within the Bri~louin zone or another hole

cllipsoid or both. We are currently increasinw the accuracy of our me,.:sure-ments v.)

deterrnine the above.

The peaks in the 25°K to 40 K rantce may in part be dislocat-on peaks. To check

this the crystal will be irradiated to pin the dislocations and the measurements retaken.
-For the present, however, it appears that the height, shape, and location of these peaks
can be accounted for ir we assume the validity of Eq. (2) and tihat the recombination

mechanism is due to optical phonons around 1200K. However since Lopez2 saw the AME
effect diminish as the temperature increased, it would mean that this source of elec-

tron-hole recombination could not contribute to the AME effect and would indicate a re-

_licz for which the modified Weinreich relation is violated. It is known that such a viola-

tio:i could occur if there were a stronm collision drag effect. This is in n:ereement with

th-e conclusions of Lopez concernin, discrenancies in the magnitudes of and 7 for
""e .

T .- 0 5K.

Joint Services Technical Advisory Committee
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MAGNETOELAST IC PARAMETRIC INTERAC- IONS

E.S. Cassey'y and C. R. Evans

A inagnetoelastic medium is know.-r, to exhibit a great variety of parametric inter-

actions due to the magnetostrictive coupling which cha racterizes it. For the case of aStransverse electromagnetic pump, parametric interactions have been catalogued and

Ii
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several of them investigated using a coupled mode approach. - Graphical descriptions
of the interactions were given. Z

The Flt,.uet-rnode formulation of traveling-wave parametric phenomena developed

at this Institute leads to a much more satisfactory graphical representation of these

parametric interactions. The basic theory states that if a medium supports waves

0 - e eeand if a pump oi frequenc' ; and wave numbero p

0 p is applied to the medium, the wave -like excitations o- :he pumped medium w-ill be

of the Floquet form:

SV(z. t) = V e p

L n o

Further, in the limit of vanishingly-s-mall pump amplitude, the dispersion diagram

will be that of the unpumped medium vith superinmposed dispersion curves with origins

at (n j3p, n w ), where n takes on all integer values. In the presence of the pump,
p p

the dispersion diagram will be modified only in the vicinity of intersections corres-
4-6

ponding to diffe rent values of n.

Znd BRANCH

EXTRAORDINARY
ELECTROMAGNETIC
WAVES

W LONGITUDINAL

ELASTIC
WAVE

ORDINARY TRANSVERSE
y1Ho+44r M) ELECTRO- ELASTIC WAVES

WVMAGNETIC /

SPIN
--WAV E

y(Ho+ (is' BRANCH

4rMsin) EXTRAORDINARY
ELECTROMAG-
NETIC WAVE)

k

Fig. 1 Dispersion Diagram for Basic Modes of a Magnetoelastic Medium
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For the magnetoel;stic medium, the basic dispersiozi diagrzm is shown in Fig. 1.

The waves have been identified by their character in a magnetic but non-magneto-

strictive medium. Propagation at some an2le (= • 00) to the dc magnetic field is

considered. The longitudinal (compressive) elastic wave and the transverse (shear)

elastic waves all couple to the spin wave. Electromagnetic propagation effects have

been included and both branches of the extraordinary electromagnttic wave are shown.

Of course one branch becomes the spin wave at (H + 4- M S sin .

Figure 2 is derived following the translation operation specified above for the

case of a pump wave which is on the second branch of the electromagnet-c wave dis-

rsion curve. This pump is an allowable mode of the infinite magnetoelastic medium

and corresponds to the uniform precessional modes which are assumed for the pump

I LONGITUDINAL MAR
W)TRANSVERSE MAR

0)"I) REACTION

I2X• INDIRECT COUPLING

@ SPIN ELECTRO--
Re wal MAGNETIC •k in=O

k
DETAIL OF A

GP TYPICAL INTERSECTION

P\

-- n=O loci

-- n=-I loci

\ Re k

Fig. 2 Dispersion Diagram for Magnetoelastic Medium with an Electromagnetic
Pump. Each intersection corresponds to a parametric interaction.
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in finite bodies where the finite propagation effects are ignored. The intersections

of the curves of the Ist quadrant of the untranslated (n=O) diagram with those of the 4th

quadrant of the translated diag-ram (n = -1) are shown. Each iitersection corrcsponds

to a parametric interaction. ln-ersections of an acoustic wave branch with a spin wave

branch correspond to the parametric process called magneto-acoustic resonance

(MAR; Points 1, 2, 3 in Fig. 2). Intersections of an acoustic branch with the other

acoustic branch of the same type corresponds to the processes called reaction (Points 4

4, 5, 6 in Fig. Z). Intersections 2f acoustic branches with acoustic branches of differ-r ont type correspond to indirect coupling (Points 7,8,9 in Fig. 2). The process corres-

ponding to the intersections of the first branch of the extraordin'.ry electromagnetic

wave with the similar translated branch (Point 10 in Fig. 2) might be called spin-ielectromagnetic resonance; clearly for w p > 2 "Y (Ho0 + 4 -• M S sinZ this becomnes

the Suhl or spin-spin process. Since the pump is "Supersonic" (i. e., faster than the

acoustic or spin waves), the theory of weakly -dispersive (ideally non-dispersive) media

predicts that interactions of the absolute instability type will occur. This result may

or may not be applicable to such highly-dispersive media.

Certain interactions occurring in the case of longitudinal elastic pumping are also
7 8

of interest 8. Figure 3 shows an intersection involving the spin wave and transverse

WP

Cp ///

-n=0 loci
-- n=-I loc,

r,8p k

Fig. 3 Portion of Dispersion Diagram for Magnetoelastic Medium
with Longitucdinal Acoustic Pump. Electromagnetic -shear
wave interactions are shown.
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4elastic waves. The modulation is of the type referred to as intersoinic4" thus the linear

dispersion theory would predict traveling wave amplification for this type of interaction.

Extension of the method to other pumping conditions may be made in a similar

manner. The value of this method is especially evident ii- Fig. 2 where all of the co-

linear small signal instabilities occurring under the given pump conditions are identified

on a single Brillouin diagram.

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories
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THE FOCUSING EFFECT INDUCED BY A D-C DRIVEN CdS PLATE

W. C. Wang and P. Das

A strong lens effect has been observed when a sufficient d-c voltage is applied to
Ia CdS plate. Experimental findings and possible contributing sources will be reported

and discussed.

Figure I is the experim,!ntal configuration. In many instances 5 msec pulses

are used in p]ace of the c1-c battery and a photodiode detector in place of the screen.

Transparent electrodes were put on both the major faces of the CdS pl;ite. They were

made by diffusing indium on the surfaces at 500 C for an hour in a closed tube of pre!1-

sure 10 6mam mercury. The CdS crystal is semi-insulating in the dark and highly

photoconductive. The only conductive portion of the crystal is, therefore, where the
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Fig. 1 Experimental Schematic R and Rd represent the beam radius
without and with d-c voltage ap•1ied respectively.

beam passes through. When the d-c voltage is applied, focusing effect results. A list

of observations on the effect followst -

I. Beam radius vs. applied voltage: Fig. Z is a plot of beam radius on the

screen versus applied voltage. The sample is of dimensions 0. 3 (thickness) x 0. 2

x 0. 2 (cm) 3 with its thickness along the C-axis. Curves I and II are measured under

pulse condition at two different crystal resistances, 15lW and 40kt2, respectively. The

pulses are of A 5 msec long and 15 msec period. Curve III is measured under d-c

condition at resistance 40k12.

2. V-I Characteristics: All the six samples exhibit time-dependent hyster,!sis

in their V-I characteristics. Figure 3a is the d.c. voltage across the CdS plate vs.

the current passing through it, ICdS * Figure 3b is the same d. c. voltage vs. the

current detected by a photo-diode at the screen, Idiode' The upper portion of the curve,

designated by I, is taken as the voltage increases at a rate of s 30 volts per sec..

U, is the portion where voltage is set approximately constant for I minute. Anrl III,

the lower portion of the curve 4s taken as the voltage decreases at a rate of k30 volts

per sec. It is noted that a smaller hysteresis is present at Fig. 2b. Four factors are

believed to be responsible for the observed V-I characteristics; the acoustoelectric2
current associated with the sound generation, 2the decrease in mobility due to thermal

heating, the poor ohmis contact, and charge recombination on the plate surfaces.

Figure 3c, which is derived from Figs. 3a and 3b, is the plot of power (VIcds) against

Idiode'

3. Response time: A silicor "Thotodiode of wafer size less than I mm2 and fre-

quency response up to 2 G Hz was used in place of the screen and the d-c pulses were
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Fig. 2 R dc as a function of voltage: Curves I and II are measured under pulse
R0

condition at crystal resistances 15kW2 and 40k1 respectively. Curve III is

measured under d-c condition at 40k,2. The bearoi diameter at crystal
position is f 0. 1 nmt,

used. it is found that the typical rise-time detected by the photodiode is z 0.2 rnsec

and the decay-time isMl. 5 msec. In many instances, the response time is also found

to be voltage dependent.

4. d-c polarity: No change is observed as the polarity of the applied d-c voltage

is reversed.
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Fig. 3 (a) Current passing through the crystal, I CdS as a function of d. c.
voltage.

volts
I: Voltage increases at a rate of 30 sec

II: Voltage is kept approximately constant for 1 minute.

IIl: Voltage decreases at a rate of 30 volts
sec

(b) Photodiode current, Idiode as a function of the d. c. voltage.

(c) Idiode as a function of the d. c. power applied to the crystal.
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5. Light polarization: No change is observed as the polarization direction of the

laser beam is changed.

6. Crystal orientation: The focusing effect seems to be independent oi the cry-

stal orientation.

7. Light transmission: The total light transmitted through the CdS plate has

been measured before and after the d-c voltage is applied, the changc in light trans-

mission is less than 2 percent.

8. Sample thickness, light intensity and field intensity: The effect becomes more

pronounced when the sample thickness, the light intensity or the d-c field intensity is

increased.

9. Threshold: The threshold field of the focusing effect is found to be quite in-

consistent among the samples. Some appear to have a definite threshold, others do not.

In general, the threshold appears to be less than the threshold field for sound genera-

tion and decreases as the light intensity increases.

10. Ultrasound: As mentioned earlier, in many samples the focusing effect

starts before the sound wave is generated in the crystal. However, once a strong ultra-

sound is generated, its presence is often demonstrated by the unstableness of the focused

beam. The unstableness may result from the mode shifting of the ultrasonic wave.

11. Thickness tapered: When the thickness of the CdS plate is ta.pered to an

angle of Z 30 degrees, the focusing effect is still observed. However, a much longer

response time in the photodiode current is also observed. In the case of tapered thick-

ness the center of the laser beam is shifted as the d-c voltage is applied.

12. Pin hole radius: If the lens of Fig. 1 is replaced by a pin hole, it is found

that when the applied d-c power is kept constant the focusing effect becomes stronger

as the radius of the pin-hole decreases.

The following three sources are thought to be responsible for the observed effect.

i) Ultrasonic generation: The intensity of the laser beam is nonuniform, being

greatest along the beam center which will in turn give rise to a similar nonuniform dis-

tribution in the free electron density. When the d-c voltage is increased so that the

electron drift velocity exceeds the sound velocity, the transverse thermal phonons are

amplified through piezoelectric coupling. Since the two major surfaces of the CdS

plate are sound reflectors, strong ultrasonic waves are generated inside the crystal,

The distribution of the intensity of the ultrasonic wave is expected to be similar to that

of the free electron density, i, e., highest along the beam center. Due to the presence

of ultrasonic waves, the index of refraction n of the saiiph c is uo lunger uniform; the

region of highest periodic variation of n in time and space coresponds to the region of
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highest sonic density. Tien, Golden, and Whinnery have theoretically described the
3focusing effect on a light beam propagating in periodic media. They showed that the

whole system of periodic strains can act as a lens with the region of highest sonic

d&nsity appearing to have an effective refractive index neff greater than the surroundings.

In our case, the increase nff should be proportional to the squares of the variations

of n and would be a maximum at the beam center. Therefore, the beam bends toward

the beam center and the focusing effect results.

Attempts have been made to determine if the proposed model would produce the

order of magnitude change in the refractive index experimen*ally observed. However,

the results are inconclusive since: (1) no information on the photoelastic constant for

the shear waves in CdS can be found in the literature. (2) The strain magnitude (S)

of the shear qvwave can only be estimated. According to Isignro, et al., it is in the orderS10-5.
of 6x 10

ii) Thermal heating: Since the phAtoconductivity of the UdS plate is controlled by

the laser intensity, the crystal conductivity will be highest along the beam center.

When the d -c ptwer is applied, heat generated inside the crystal will also be expected

to have a radial distribution as that of the conductivity, i. e., more heat generated at

the beam center. Since the cross-section of the CdS plate is very much larger than

the beam radius, we have a very good heat sink. Accuzding to the temperature depend-

ent measurement of the refractive index on CdS 3 , dn/dT is 5 x 10-. To p-oduce a
-4 1

change of 10 in the refractive index, from the beam center to the beam edge, it

requires a change in temperature of 0. 2 . In view of having an efficient heat sink and

a large amount of d-c power dissipated it appears possible that such a temperature

difference is generated between the beam center and beam edge.

iii) Impurity absorption: The voltage-dependent of response time seems to sug-

gest that a change in the inpurity absorption oi the laser light may be caused by the

application of a (1-c field, however, its contribution should be fairly small due to the

fact that the total light transmission loes not change by more than _ percent.

National Scienice Foundat.on W.C. Wang and P. Das
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A METHOD FOR MEASURING THE TRANSDUCER FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF AN
ULTRASONIC AMPLIFIER
R. Mauro

A technique for the measurement of the transducer frequency response in an

ultrasonic amplifier, using the acoustoelectric effect, is ioresented. The validity of

this method is experimentally verified by using the measured transducer characteristics

to predict the amplifier transmission and comparing this result with the actual trans-

m nission data.

In most experiments with cadmium sulphide ultrasonic amplifiers: it is important

to determine the frequency response of the irput and output transducers. This report

demonstrates that such information may be readily obtained from acoustoelectric

measurements on the amplifier.

W. C. Wang has previously shown that a simple linear relationship exists in piezo-

electric semiconductors between the input acoustic intensity and the detect((' acousto-
1

electric voltage. Equation (2) of his paper may be simplified by noting that if the

crystal is sufficiently long, then by properly adjusting the illumination, complete at-

tenuation of the acoustic signal within the CdS may be assumed (a L >> 1). For this
e

case, the detected acoustoelectric voltage is independent of frequency, and is given by

V R ) 1 Xkc )S(2
ae R+R 0 qfl0)o o

where \ is a numerical constant, R the external load resistance, R the bulk resistance
0

of the cadmium sulphide, c the elastic constant, n the density of conduction electrons,

and S the input strain to the material. If the amplitude of the applied pulsed RF vol-

tage is held constant, at a particular frequency the amplitude of S will he directly

proportional to the transducer response at that frequency. Thus, if all ot1her qlu3ntities

in (1) are held constant, at any frequency the steady-state transducer response is pro-

portional to the so':-tre root of the detected acoustoelhtrijt voltage. By utilizin,. the(se

voltagli measurements the transducer frequency response can there for, be readily

computed.

To valldate tihis niethod, the characteristics of t he input a nd ,opktt tIransducers

of a I -cmn-long CdS amplifier w ,_ re nivasured using the acouste l'ht t rtic I,'chnique

"This result is sihown in Fig. I. The product 1l theise, char icte ristic s •,s th,,n used

to ctstiniatt thie over.all trahsmission of thet anmplifier in the insul~ttin, oat,,. I'i cure 4

compared the experinienta:lly measured transinisss•n charactcristit for t h. .t re-

m,_,nt!ne'! case with that prcdikltcd fron', thv , .t,',t.el t trct• to 'tll rnct' bhe-

tw en the two curves indicates that ý omplote .,tt i' tation of thw o•i'stit Nii.nt1l dlid not

o"'cur, and for this case the clrterted acoustoehlctnic \itatt.' i , idtrnit on iitn

i
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Fig. 1 Input and Output Transducer Response Measured by Aciustoelectric
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attenuation coefficient a e In spite of this, however, the reasonable agreement of the

two transmission curves demonstrates that acoustoclectric voltage measurements

provide a satisfactory estimate of the frequency response of the amplifier transducers.

If greater accuracy is required, Wang' s complete expression !or the acoustoelectric

voltage should be used.

National Science Foundation R. Mauro
GK- IZ57
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FIXED BASE ALIGNMENT OF A GIMBALLESS GYROLESS INERTIAL NAVIGATOR

V. Krishnan and K. Grobert

Advances in technology of inertial components with the consequent improvement

in high speed digital computers have made a totally strap-down navigation system

without gyroscopes feasible. 1 The feasibility of such a scheme has been investigated

in Ref. 2. In this report a scheme for initiallyaligning the system is investigated.

In conventional gyrostabilized platforms, gyroscopes and accelerometers sense the

earth, s rotation and the gravitational field and corresponding torquing signals are

applied to the gimbal drive mechanism until the platform is aligned to the initial con-
ditions at the starting point. Such a scheme is clearly rot possible with the propcosed

gimballess gyroless navigation system. Even though auxiliary equipment can be used

to align such a system, this report presents a scheme whereby iuitialization is ac-

complished in the space vehicle without the use of auxiliary equipment. Such ar ini-

tialization is attempted for the vehicle standing stiP. Further reports will cover in-

flight initialization schemes. The mechanization of navigation equations are ac-

complished in the local-level coordinate system. The cooriinate axes are defined in

Fig. 1. V,

Fig. 1 Coordinate Axes

The accelerometers are aligned along V l V2 V3 . The computer updates t)-

direction cosine matrix and converts the measured acceleration along the [ V ] axes te

acceleration along the local leval axes[ LI. If the computer is not initially set to the

correct conditions the computed axes[ Lc ] will be in error compared to the true axes

[L]. This error, obviously will be small and hence small angle approximations can

be applied.

L-248-
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If oil 02 and 03 are the I:ulerian argles to obtain the coordinate axes [L ] from

[L, then the following equation holds

[L cl o 1 0 o -[lv0 0 1 0[ 0 1 0 
13)

where D is the directior cosine matrix

[d 1 1  d2 1  dl31

d1 2  d 2. d32]
d13 d23 d33J

Lu

If the computer is properly aligned an6 assuming the vehicle is stationary, the

outputs of the computer representing the accleration along the local level axes will

be

A 0

AL2 c z

AL g
L3c J

Also, if the rotation of the earth is ,. then the output of the perfectly aligned com-

puter will be

Llc e sX

S= o (3)
L2c

W L 3c _- sink
L3ce

where X is the latitude.

Expanding Eq. (1) the computed accelerations are

AL 13 - 223 02 d3 3  A 1 IIc -V213Id2

AL2c 03 1d13 03 d2 3  e3 d3 3  Av2 (4)

AL 3 c d13 d2 3  d3 3 J Av 3

The earth' a angular velocity expressed as projectixnns along the computed local level

system is
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dw 0 a d d d d W
L 11 2 1 3  " 32 33

S2c L1 +03d13 3d21 + 3d23 1 d 3133d33 v2 (5)

L 3ca d 12 + 0"3d 12 d 23 + 03 d22 d 33 +- 0;3d 32 W

SThe error signals required to-correct the direz.'.,n cosines are derived from

A Ll, AL in Eq. (4) and w L in Eq. (5)i AL represents the misalignment about

the L 2 axis, AL2r represents the misalignment about the Ll-axis and W is used toL 2 c

correct the azimuth and contains misalignments about the L2 and L., axis. The error

signals derived are given by

v21100 10 0 A v W Vl

[D] 0' 1 0 0 1 0 -= 1 0 A[] vl +["IW, 2 (6)

0-03 1 0 : 0 1 02 0 1 AvjSv3 3A23 3j

where,

e3 13 03 d2 3  3d33

dto] 0od 1 3  02 d23 02 d3 3

0 0 0

and

3 6313 + ldl 3 0323 1 Ol21 3 t333 -I l31

If Eq. (6) is substituted into the differential equations connecting the direction cosines,

and neglecting second order terms in 01 02 and 0 3

dlic 2d13g 1 12wlL 1  32c 0 3d 33 g + ()1 31 1

2c 02 d2 3 g - O1d22L 1 1l3c 3 (d 3 1 2  2 2dld)g

0 - d -ed W Cd 0(
31c - 2 33g 1 32 • 23c (C 3 d 2 ? "0 2 d2 1)g

dlc = 3d +Odll.Ll 33c 332 2 3 1 )g (7)
12c 3 13g ld1r d113

d + 0d 2 ~

-2 3 2g 2
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AvA At
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II

Fig. Z Fixed-Base Alignment

If Eqs. (7) are integrated, the initial errors will ultimately converge to zero.

A block diagram of such a mechanization is given above.

National Science Foundation V. Krishnan
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CANONICAL OBSERVERS IN LINEAR CONTROL SYSTEMS

M. Siswosudarmo, P. Dorato

The nonaccessible state variables of a linear, time invariant, completely observa-Ible plant can be approximately reconstructed by %,uilding a compatible obse.rver. A

possible design of a compatible observer is based on the canonical form of the plant
and the observer. The first step in the dlevelopment of canonical forms is the selec-

tion of n linearly independent column vectors from the np column vectors of the ob-

servability matrix. Four canonical transformations are studied in detail. The first

and the second canonical systems can be divided into single output canonical sub-

systems, and the subsystems are coupled to each other through their outputs. If the

S. .. .. . . .. • . . .. •-.. . .. .. . . . . . .. . . - . . .• . . .. . .. . . . . d . . . . . .k - . . . .• ••
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orders of the subsystems are almost equal, the third and the fourth canonical trans-

formations can be obtained by interchanging the column vectors of the first and the

second canonickt. transformations.

The canonical observer is constructed by selecting the observer matrices to satisfy
the observer condition and the compatibility condition. The plant and the observer are

assumed to be in the second or fourth canonical form. The eigenvalues of the observer

matrix A are selected arbitrarily, as long as they have no nonnegative real parts and

they are not equal to the eigenvalues of the plant matrix F. By selecting a special

form of the observer transformation matrix T, the observer matrix B can be formu-

lated as product and addition of the partitions of A and F. It is shown that the canoni-

cal observer is compatible.

In the special case of the reconstruction of a single linear functional of the plant

state rariables, it is shown that a reduction of the order of the observer is possible.

The observer and the plant are assumed to be in the second canonical form. The

canonical A is block diagonal, the eigenvalues of e- zh block is a subset of the eigen-

values of the first (largest) block, and the eigenvalues of the first block are distinct.

The diagonal blocks are transformed to diagonal matrices. By collecting the state

variables corresponding to the same eigenvalues, an observer of the order n - 1

00

is obtained, n 0 is the observability index of the plant. n 0- 1 < n - p. The methodI
can be extended to the design of an observer for multi linear functional of the state

variables of the plant, in some cases the design provides a minimum number of

integrators.

The use of a compatible observer in feedback control system is investigated. It

is shown that the closed loop eigenvalues are the eigenvaiues of the observer and the

eigenvalues of the closed loop system with an error free compatible observer. When

a compatible observer is used in a regulator control system which for error free

observer is optimal with respect to a quadratic cost index, for a finite time interval,

an increase of cost index is expected. It is shown that for a subclass of initial states,

the increase of cost becomes larger when the real parts of the eigenvalues of A "ecome

more negative. The eigenvalues of A can be selected so as to i;t*,s,,'.iii an upper bound

of the increase o! cost for all adnissible initial states. It is also established that

there exists no feedback law better than the optimal regulator, which gives a miniuolni

cost index for all initial states when the overall system is required to be stable.

National Science Foundation M. Siswosudarmco
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OPTIMAL BANG-BANG CONTROL OF STOCHASTIC SYSTEMS WITH A SMALL
NOISE PARAMETER

P. Dorato, C. Hsieh, and P. N. Robinson

The basic problem considered in this study is that of determining a feedback con-

trol law which minimizes a performance index of the form

S = Ef L(x) dt jx(o) (l)

0 o

given a plant with dynamics

d x f(x,u) dt + (x) dg (2)

with a control-input constraint, lu(t) < 1; where El I denoted the expectation operator,

x an n-dimensional state vector, u(t) a scalar control input, g(t) a scalar Wiener pro-

cess with variance parameter a-, i.e. E (•(t + At) - •(t) )2 = 2 At, TR the time

required for x(t) to first reach a given terminal region R, and L(x) a positive scalar

function of the vector x. The control input u is assumed to appear linearly in f(x u),

i.e. f(x,u) = h()+ qu.

For a given feedback law the plant dynamics (Eq. (2)) generate a vector Markov

process in the state x(t). It can be shown that a formal application of dynamic pro-

gramming concepts yields the following optimization equation

[( as' 1 2 8 0' S

whr rain u 8 (--x g(x) g,(x)-W S) + L(x) (3)

where a/ ax denotes the gradient operator (row vector), g' the transpose of g, So the

mini, um value of S, and

ax A g gS(x) g(x) a -S

A I ) U

The boundary conditions for Eq. (3) are:

. S0 x) 0, for xfaR, where &R denotes the boundary of R.

2. For large Ilx 1, where I !SI I denotes the norm of x, the solution S°(x)

approach the deterministic solution; i. e. the solution corresponding to w r 0.

It should be noted from Eq. (3), the control -input constraints, and tho, fact that

u is linear in f(x, u), that the optinal control input is given by

o 8u -- , n( _t q.) .

i. e. the control input is of the bangl-hang type..

The following solution is proposed for the c-se •hu-rv , iq 'miall. Assume, that

S (x) may be expAnded in a power series in e. 1. 0.
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Sso(v)u S0 (a) + 2 Sl(XI + f 4 szlz) (4)

then Eq. (3) becomes

( )•1•+ q) g - ( S s-

foris 1,2,...
and

0)L+ q) (6)

where+ 0 .
q-z ÷+q, for ( q) < 0

a 0

q1- -q. for (-V-q) > 0

NMte that the terms Si, i > 1, represent perturbations on the deterministic ,olution

So. With the above assumption, the nonlinear secnnd order optimization Eq. (3) is

reduced to a system of piece-wise linear first order equations. This type of perturba-

tion solution, because it does reduce the order of the equations in question, is re-

ferred to as a singular perturbation and in general the simple seriev solution (Eq. (4))

is not uniformally convergent for all A. However one can attempt to obtain at least

approximate solutions from Eq. (4). In particular the approximation for S° (2) is

generated for all x. at least for all t where So(x exists, as follows:

A P .sume q+- = - q. Solve the system of first order Eqs. (5) and (6) using the

method of characteristics, with the boundary conditions

s(x) a 0, x8 cR, v 0, 1,2 (7)

Denot. the set of points where characteristic curves extend and satisfy the boundary

conditions (7) by T'.
0

2. With the solution in step one compute a switching selgment F from

0

0 0

where S° is approximated by a finite number of terms in the expansion JLq. (4)). Now

let R denote the set of points bounded by rF and fYo . This rvpreserts tho set of
0 0 0

points where the sign of 8S°/ fxt is consistent with u a -1. In a similar way onr

canComutea psitve within sem-ýt r
0

3. A rcos a switching curve S (W) n,,tst be continuous. so that ono can not specify

the values -f S°(x0 on Fr+. Now repeast step one with a nhew terminal region made up of
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the union of R and r +to obtain the next switching segment r -
0 1

4. Repeat the above steps untii a complete curve is generated, as ,he union of

individual switching segments.

In the following example the above method yields an exact result.

Examgle:

For the linear system

"0 0 x•

with an integral quadratic performance index

S= EIf x I olx dt Ix(o)

and the " strip" terminal region R (-0 2 < x, 0. 2, x2 = 0), the method of charac-

eristics applied to Eq. (5) and (6) yields the exact solution S° = S 0 + 2 S +...W 8 S4

where

2 5 23 2So '- x + . X x2 l+ x X

0 IT Z 3 2x+x 1S 7 x4 + 2
I -i..x 2  1 a

3 3S2 = - x +x x2 2 2 1 2
S3 = +-x•2

F 9S•, - T ';!

The %witching segment r is determined from
0

Tho region T .-i ils caso is bounded kNy the, sitchiov eurvei sbvo, the region R,

and the..harait',rittic x o0.Z.

Jmint Uervi4ýo Techhical Atvi~ory Committ•e P. Doram,, C. Hsieh and P. N. Robinson
At 49•(6 3,%}-1402•
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MINIMAUM SENSITIVITY DESIGN OF ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEMS VIA LVPUNOV

P. Dorato

In this study Lyapunov funmctions are used to design feedback Control laws which

- I guarantee asymptotic stability for specified plant-paean-eter variations. Satellite

attitude control dynarics in the nonlinear acquisition phase, when direction cosines

arc used to specify attitude, are of the general form

X_ = x' A._x+u. N. N

where x is i. n dimensional state vector with components xi, A. are n x n matrices,
11

a. are scalar gain factors for the input torques Ni. and x' denotes the transpose of x.

Plant parameter variations include -ariations in A. and u.. The basic design approach
is then to determine feedback control laws.

N. = a )

such that V(x) i s negative for all anticipated variations in plant parameters. Here

V(x) is a positive definite I Ly.punov' function. If the design flexibility -n the choice

of N. is parametized by a constant vector k and the total parameter vector is denoted
1

by a, then the design objective may be characterized by the following problem, Ce-

termine k such that for all admissible a.V(1) is negative.

National Aeronautics and Space Administration P. Dorato
NgR 33-006-042

MODELING AND CONTROL OF A CHEMICAL PROCESS
L. Shaw and A. Kantrowitz

This report is concerned with the development of a feedforward-feedback control

system for a distillation column. The process being considered is a mult -inpuL, multi-

output nonlinear system. The problem being considered can be broken into four main

parts which are: (I) development of an accurate digital sim-lation based on the phys-

ical concepts involved, (2) determination of the most efficient identification technique

for the determir.ation of the parameters of the simplified model for use in association

with the feedforward controller, (3) development of the feedforward controller, and (4)

development of a feedback control scheme which will reduce any errors made by the

feedforward controller.

The digital simulation has already been completed. A set of first order nonlinear

differential equations was obtained by combining the partial and total mass balance equa-

tions taken about each plate, the reboiler, and the condenEer. An auxiliary set of equa-

tions was also obtained by assuming that the liquid overflow from a tray ,Nas iinfarly re-
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lated to the holdup on the tray and the vapor flow rate from the previous tray. These

equations were solved with the aid of an IBM subroutine. The simu!ation allows for Livre

inputs and two outputs. The inputs are the liquid and vapor feed flow rates, the feed

concentration, the vapor rate from the reboiler, and the reflux ratio. The outputs are

the concentrations at the top and bottoan of the column

The identification problem is now under consideration. Pseudo-random test sig-

nals and step input signals are being investigated as possible input test signals. At this

time no decision has been made as to which technique is best suited for this system.

As soon as a satisfactory lower order mod--I of the distillation column is deter-

mined, it will be used in association with a feedforward controller. The final step in

the project will be to add a feedback loop. The purpose of the feedback loop will be to

reduce any deviations in the output concentrations which occur because of the use of the

lower order model in the feedforward controller.

U. S. Army Research Office
DA 31-124-ARO(D)-3i6 A. Kantrowitz

VAR!ABLE-LENGTH DIý',INGUISHING SEQUEiTCES AND THEIR APPLICATION TO
THE DESIGN OF FAULT DETECTION EXPERIMENTS

I. Kohavi

A variable-length distinguishing sequence (VLDS) is a preset distinguishing

s,•quence X0 such that, if the machine is started in an unknown state, the output re-

sponse, oZ the machine to some prefix of X0 will identify the initial state. The length

of the required prefix is a function of the initial state. The properties of such se-

quences are investigated and a method, which employs a modified version of the di-

agnosing tree, is developed for generating and displaying all such sequences. The

fixed-length distinguishing sequence (FLDS) is shown to be a special case of the more

general VLDS. The VLDS is next applied in the design of simple and efficient preset

fault detection experiments for sequential machines.

The Distinguishing Tree,

Machine M is described by means of its state table (Table I). The response of M

to the sequences 010 and 10 are summarized in Table II.

It is evizlent that the two input sequences 10 and 010 are -tistingiishing sequccs,

"Since the DS 10 is the shortest for machine M, the experinienter might bIe tempted to

use it for the determination of the initial state and in the design of fault detection ex-

periments. However, a closer inspection of the responses of Table II leads to th,-

following observations: (1) Starting from the initial uncertainty (A13CDE), the response
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Table I Table-.1

Machine M Responses of M to input sequences

PS NS, Z Initial Response to
x=0 x=1 state 10 010

A B, 0 B, I A 11 013

B C, 1 D, I B 13 110

C A,2 A,I C 10 211

D E, 3 A, 2 D 20 321

E D, 3 B, 2 E 21 320

to an input I leads to the uncertainty vector (BDA) (AB) which implies that the initial

state was either (APO) or (DE), depending on whether the response was 1 or 2. No

conclusion can be made about the exact initial state unless a second input is applied.

(2) starting with the same initial uicertainty, the response to a 0 input leads to the

uncertainty vector (B) (C) (A) (ED). Consequently, by observing the response of M

to this single input we may conclude that the initial state was A, B or C depending on 2

whether the output was 0, 1 or 2, respectively. If the response to the 0 input was 3,

no conclusions can be reached regarding the initial state except for the observation

that it was aither D or E. Hence, if the experimenter u-ved the first DS which is a

FLDS, he is guaranteed to determine the initial state b> the application of two input

symbols only. However, if he chooses to start with an input of 0 he can determine

the initial state by applying a single input symbol or he may have to apply three

symbols, depending on the initial state. Consequently the sequence 010 is a VLDS.

The length of a VLDS X i. defined as the average length of the shortest dis-

tinguishing prefixes (•DP's) (.f X
U

Our first task is to -nod-fy the trec proccdure so that the various DS' s, fixed as

well as variable -lcngtl, wil! be gencrated and 6isplayed. The tree for machine M is

given in Fig. 1.

Starting with Lhf initial uncertainty (ABCDE), the application of a 0 input yields

the 0-successor uncertainty (B) (C) (A) (ED) which may also be written in a compact

from (ED), since the components containing sinrie states only may be omitted. Under

* the vector (B) (C) (A) (ED) we have written the vector ® © (DE), where the

circled states denote those states which have been identified uniquely by the applica-

tion of the first input, while the component (DE) denotes those states which have not

yet been distinguished. Similarly wie applialioi of a ' input leads to the I-successor

(BDA) (AB) which distinguishes thet initial states 'ABC) from (DE). Fro-i the complete

tree it is evident that machine M has numerous distinguishing sequences, of which the

m m m
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0 (ABCDE)

0 I

(B)(C)(A) (ED) (ODA) (AB)

@) G)V (DE) (ABC) (DE)

0o °

2 (DE) (BA) (C)(E)(B)(B) (C) (DB) (BD) (A)

(DE) (DE) (A) 0 Q a (AC) (DE) (Q

0~ 0!SI I I
3 ( 0 (DB) Q @©@®

(DE)
0

4 0 G CI- i
4 ©© •

Fig. 1 A Distinguishing Tree for Machine M

sequences 10 and 010 are the shoitest fixed and variable length sequences,respectively.

(Note that the length of the VLDS 010 is 9/5, while that of 110 or III is 14/5).

There are two major differences between the method outlined above for the con-

struction of the distinguishing tree and the method described in Gill . Since Gill is
only concerned with FLDS's he terminates the whole tree in the k-th level, if there

exist one or more trivial uncertainties associated with that level. Using that method,

the tree of Fig. 1 would have been terminated in the second level and the VLD's 010

would not have been revealed. The second difference is that the tree of Fig. I dis-

plays the status of the initial uncertainty, i. e., the initial states which have been

identified at any point in the experiment, as well as the x. - successor uncertainties,

while the tree suggested by Gill displays only the latter.

It must be emphasized that an experiment based upon a VLDS is preset and not

adaptive rince It is predesigned independently of the output. The experiment may,

I
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however, be terminated before its completion if the response is sufficient to uniquely

identify the initial state, independently of the remainder of the. sequence. It is evident

that while not every FLDS may be used as VLDS, every VLDS may be used as FLDS,

e.g., the sequence 10 cannot be used as VLDS on M, while the entire seq," nce 01U

can be used as FLDS. In most cases, however, the distinguishing sequences can be

used as VLDS's and the above outlined procedure will help to ditect such possibilities

and evaluate their properties. The applications and advantages of the VLDS will be-

come mnre evident in the design of fault detection experiments.

Desi2n of Fault Detection Experiments with VLDS' s.

The design of fault detection experiments has been studied by various authors 2 ' 3
J'he basic tool for these designs has been the FLDS. The length of the fault detection

experiment is generally a function of the number of states and the length of the DS.The significance of the length of the DS is further increased by the fact that the DS

must be applied repeatedly in order to identify each state and to verify the accuracy

of each transition. In a fault detection experiment for a machine having n states and

m inputs, the DS must be applied at least nm times and consequently its length is a

major factor in the determination of the length of the experiment. As an example we

shall design a fault detection experiment for machine M, using the VLDS 010. The

response of M, as well as the final states, are summarized in Table InI.

Table III

Response of M to the SDP of the VLDS 010

Initial Response to Final

state SDP of 010 state

A 0 B

B 1 C

C 2 A

D 321 C

E 320 B

The sequence 10 is known to be a HS of M, hence its application to the machine

together with the appropriate transfer sequence will put M in state A, ready to accept

the preset part of the experiment. (A transfer sequence T(si, s.) is defined as the

shortest input sequence which tahes M from state S into state S..) If a fault occurredJ
and M did not reset to A. the following experiment, which assumes initial state A,

will reveal the existence of such a fault.

The fault detection experiment starts with a 0 input (since 0 is the SI)P for A) to

check the initial state. If the machine operates correctly it will respond with a 0 out-
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put and go to state B. The application of three additional 0 inputs pass the machine

through states C and A i.: state B. At this point another 0 input will not result in

any new transition Lnd hence, an input I followed by the appropriate SDP is applied.

This part of the experiment is as follows:

Input: 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

State: A BCABD B C

Output: 0 1 2 0 1 3 2 1

If the machine has not produced the above specified output up to this point, we may

conclude that it does not operate correctly. If however, the above specified output has

been produced, no definite conclusion can be drawn as to whether the machine has

operated correctly and is indeed in state C, or whether a fault exists and the actual

final state is different from C. We shall therefore assume that the machine is in

state C and design the next part of the experiment under this assumption. If the as-

sumption is wrong, it will be revealed by the next parts of the experiment. From the

above input-output sequences it is evident thzt the machine being tested has at least

four distinct states since it responded tu an input 0 with four different outputs.

Furthermore, provided we demonstrate next the existence of a distinct fifth state,

this experiment ascertains the transitions, under an input 0 from A to B, B to C and

C to A, and under an input 1 from B to D. The only yet unverified transition, in

this spction of the experiment, is from D under a 0 input.

Starting from state C, we apply an input 1 followed by the SDP 0 in order to

check the transition from C to A. This leaves the machine in state B. Since both

transitions from this state have already been checked, a transfer sequence T(B, D) = I

is applied followed by 00i0 to cause and check the transition from D to E. At this

point all five states of M have been uniquely identified. Also the verification of the

transition from D to E under a 0 input, togetber with the information available from

the preceding section of the experiment, is sufficient to ascertain the transition from

E to B unde.r an input 1. This section of the experiment is as follows:

Input: 1 0 1 0 0 1 0

State: C A B D E A B

Output: 1 0 1 3 3 2 0

At this point a transfer sequence T(B, F) = 10 is needed followed by a 0010 to

check the transition from F into 1). This (herk together with previous information ;r

also sufficient for the verification of the transition from 1) to A. In a similar manner

the experiment is completed as shown below:

Input: 000010101010010100010010

Out.jut: 0 Q120 11l01 132013 321211
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This experiment requires 24 input symbols versus 34 symbols which would have been

required for r.n experiment using the FLDS 10. Thus, although the chosen VLDS 010

contained thrue /tvbols, versus two symbols requird'i for the FLDS 10, the resulLI.g

fault detection experiment is substantially simpler.

A fault detection experiment, constructed in the preceding manner, generally con-

sists of three overlapping parts: a set of transfer sequences; input symbols to cause

the desired transitions; nm applications of the DS. The use of a VLDS affs,:ts mainly

the latter part of the experiment, which is generally the longest one. The length of

this part can be computed as follows.

Let Q be the state to which the machine goes from S. when input I. is applied,
i.e., S XI.--Q. Let L(Q..) be the SDP of state Q.., then the total length of the DS's

in the fault detection experiment is giveil by

nm
f L(Q..)

i,j= 1 3

Clearly, if L(Q..) is a constant (=L0 ), then I L0 mn. Thus, the usefulness of the
VLDS is increased whenever its average length is shorter than that of the FLDS and,

in addition, a larger number of the next-state entries Qij possess the shorter prefixes

of X. Very often it occurs that the maximal length of a VLDS is also the shortest

FLDS, in such cases the preceding procedure yields shorter and more efficient ex-

periments.

This work was carried out in collaboration with Z. Kohavi, Department of

Eiectrical Engineer-ing and Project MAC, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Cambridge, Mass.

National Science Foundation
GU-- 7 I. Kohavi
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DESIGN OF CHECKING EXPERIMENTS FOR SEQUENTIAL MACII:NES

1). Farmer ant E.J. Smith

The problem of designing a checking cxperiment for - sequential machine h.a
b 1been studied by F.C. Hennie! and C. R. Kime'. The prohlc'ni a, tort'•u;ted•t: by, the•.t'
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consists of finding an input sequence and its assoc.ated output ,4equence which uniquely

characterizes the machine being checked. Actually the characterization is unique only

if some additional assumptions are made, the most important being that. the number of

states of the machine has not increased due to the presence of a fault.

The solutions given by Hennie and Kime make use of special input iequences which

identify initial states of the machine. 7he simplest case is the identification of a state

by the response of the machine to a single input sequence. The input sequence is called

a distinguishing sequence. In order for an n-state machine to possess a distinguishing

sequence, the machine must have n distinct responses to some input sequence, each

response characterizing the initial state of the machine. Not all machine. possess this

property.

For machines which do not possess distinguishing sequences it is possible to de.-

sign checking experiments based upon a set of characterizing sequences. A set- of

characterizing sequences is a set of input sequences for which the zt cf responses

uniquely identifies the initial state. The principal difficulty in the design of enperiments

using characterizing sequences is that it is necessary to ascertain that the machine is

in the same state at several points in the experiment. This type of experiment is usually

very lengthy. Table I gives an example of a machine which does not possess a dis-

tinguishing sequence. Table 2 shows the response of the machine to the set of char-

acterizing sequences 0 and 10. A checking experiment for this machine designed sys-

tematically by Hennie' s method requires 134 input symbols.

Next State, Output
Present State input = 0 input = I

A B, 0 C, 0

B B, 0 A, 0

C C0 1 A, 0

Table I - Machine which does not possess a
distinguishing sequence

Nott-i The above machine does not possess a distinguishing sequence for
the reason that any sequence beginning with a 0 fails to distinguish
between states A and B while any sequence beginning with a I fails
to distinguish between B and C.

Output Sequence

-Initial State input = 0 input a 10

A 001

B 0 00

C 1 00

Table 2 - ResFonse of the mnachine of Table I to the set of char.tcterizing
sequence4 to, 101
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Work is proceeding on alternate approaches to the design of checking experiments.

At the moment effort is being concentrated on a more general approach which does not

rely on distinguishing or characterizing sequences. Preliminary indications are that

lengths of experiments for machines which do not possess distinguishing sequences

may be favorable with respect to the existing methods of design.

One approach being investigated is the use of multiple experiments instead of a

single long experiment. This is an especially useful technique when the machine can

be reset to a reference state whenever desired. Most practical machines fulfill this

requirements.

The technique for designing multiple checking experiments is only beginning to

take shape and could conceiyably move in several directions. Two tools which appear

useful are the regular expression formulation of the state diagram and a new state
reduction technique due to J. Kella 3 .

Consider the state diagram for the machine of Table I as given in Fig. 1. It can

easily be shown that the regular expression accepted by this machine for initial state A

is the following,

R = (00*1 + 10*1)* 10 0

(For details of deriving the regular expression from the state diagram the reader is

referred to Ref. 4).

R represents an infinite set of sequences. If all of these sequences were

applied to the machine and an output I observed at the end of every sequence, this

would constitute a checking experiment for the machine. The machine would have

to be reset to state A before the application of each sequence. This experiment, how-

ever, would not be of practical use since it would be of infinite length. One might,

however, extract some of these sequences from R and use these in the design of an

experiment. Some finite subset of R will be sufficient to uniquely characterize the

machine subject to the upper bound on number of states, but as yet no guidelines have

been found for selecting the subset.

To illustrate what may be done suppose that the following subset of R is selected:

Note that 10*0 is included in I0 110. The sets chosen are still infinite sets but it is

now possible to show that a machine under test accepts them by conducting a finite

number of experiments if an upper bound for the number of states is assumed. For

this machine the upper bound is assumed to be three states. It is apparent that an n-

state machine which responds identically to 0, 1, 2... n repetitions of a sequence will

not respond differently for n + 1 or higher repetitions of this sequence. For the 3-state
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0/0

0/0

Fig. 1 State Diagram for Machine of Table I

machine it is sufficient to establish the response to 0, 1, 2, and 3 repetitions of a pat-

tern. It is therefore possible to establish the acceptance of R' by observing the input-

output sequences of Table 3.

Input Sequence Output Sequence

0110 0001

00110 00001

000110 000001

(This establishes 00* 110)

1110 0001

10110 01001

100110 011001

1000113 0111001

(This establishes 10* 110 and 10 0)

Table 3 - Input-output sequences for establishing the acceptance of R'

An experiment may be designed to establish the ac.:eptance of R' . but this ,e not

sufficient to show that the machine under te.t actually is the machine of Table 1. This

is due to the fact that R' is only a representative subset of R which was selectei arbi-

trarily. It is possible to astgment this subset with other sequences and to establish that

the machine under test is in fact the! machine of Tzble 1. In this stage of the experi-

ment design the principal tool is the state reduction technique. Figure 2 represents

the state diagram for the most general machine which accepts R'.

The following q9aestions must be answer,,d:

1) Is a simple self-loop on state U etablithed by the proposed experiment? The

acceptance of 00* 110 establishes that the, machine either has a %self-loop on state 2 or

.. cycles between states. This latter condition Aill be referred to as A loop system.

If the machine does cycle between state 2 and , -ne tther state then the other state

mhust appear somewhere on the diagram if cne niýhin. is a reduced machine. It is
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(INITIAL STATE)

LS (LOOP SYSTEM)

6 2!0/01I
(LOOP SYSTEM) 0/0

10 1/0? 3

8 4

Fig. 2 State Diagram to be Established

Note: The dashed lines represent self-loops to be coniirmed ant! necessary
additions to be established.

therefore necessary to esablish that state 2 is incompatible with all other st--tes on the

diapram. Without the addition of state 10 states 2 and I are compatible since the

machine when started in either of them could conceivably respond to tihe, input sequence

110 with output mequenct: 001. It is necessary to atighnen' the proposed experiment to

include the sequence I110 so that it can be established that the ainchtn sta rteti in states

I and 2 responds differently to input 110. this results in the -Addition o. st.t&o 10 to the

diagram. Now hi is known that states I and 2 -Are distin•ct .ithoua:h each has . 0/0

transition out of it. There is also a state (4tate 6) which has t 0/I traaosition Oat t4 it.

therefore there is no possible other state for the loop system on state 2. A sinir%,

eltf-loop has been estahltmhed.

2) Is a simple self-loop on stAte 6 estabhsh-,d by the proposed| vxprrknwnt?

[Iere the answer is clearly yes since thcre can be on!y one state which ha% a 01 1 transt.-

tion out of it if there are two states which hav 0/ 0 tr4nsitiuns out 4 thho,.

3) Is the 10 statem-iaLhne uniquely rordu, able to ine 1.slatc mochsn, ftl.,t t hl,- I)
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The state reduction method of Kella gives only one three state machi.,e for this diag-am.

Therefore the sequences of Table 3 plus the input sequence 210 (response to which is

000) constitute a checking experiment for the machine of Table 1.

The final experiment consists of a total of 40 symbols and 8 resets. This com-

pares with 134 symbols and one initial setting by Hennic' s technique.

There are several areas open for investigatiun. One area ig the establishing of

criteria to determine a sufficient subset of the regular expression set accepted by the

machine. Another area is the formalization and hopefully improvement of the means

of determining by state compatibility arguments that the machine is uniquely identified.

Results so far have indicated that further study should proceed,

Joint Services Technical Advisory Committee D. Farmer
AF 49(638)-1402
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SEQUENTLAL MACHUNE IDENTIFICATION

J. Kella

This research ig cirected towards the solution ot the problem of sequential

machine identification. Giv.on an input signal sequence to an unknown machine and the

corresponding output sequence it is required to find the state table or any othar com-

plete description of the m,-chine. Genor.0l ly, the -olution is poss ble only if there is

a bound given for the number of states of the machine aind the given senuences describe

uniquely the given machine i.*., the input output sequencva are a checking experiment

of the given machine.

We started the above discussion %ith a sonvewhit different problem. Given on

input output sequence, find al! reduced machines which would ; this input owtput se-

quence. Stated this %-,y. the problem riut..e% tu a statc reduction problem. The input

output sequence definest n inicomripl.tely fpvciiied M'ealy sequentiqA machine, as de-

scribed in Fig. I. This rmachinc has n + I stAte•s, her, n is the length of the sequerce,

~ !
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/Z iK7 i /Z2 Ii/- in /in:

Fig. 1 Input Output Basic Machine

and every state (except sn+) has one and only one specified transition and output, the

transitions and outp'lts may be formulated byi

tsi+l i.-ii6 (ii, si)

Is.. i. ii

(i, si) -- i

where 6 and w are the next state and output mapping and (-) indicates a non-specified

mapping. Based on state reduction theory and on the special mapping of this type of

machine it is proved that the reduced machine should be a partition of the states of the

original incompletely specified machine. Due to the special characteristics of the

machiue it is possible to check and mark incompatible pairs of states by a single run

through the sequence from the end back to the beginning with no repetition required.

An algorithm which makes use of this property is given for the incompatible state

listing.

As every state in the basic machine has only one .3pecified transition, and that

transition is completely specified, input symbol, output symbol and next state, any two

different states specified under two different input symbols are compatible. According

to this rule the number of different partitions of all states of the basic machine, while

the partitioning js done according to compatibility, is very large. The machine reduc-

tion, though, requires preserved partitions, or closed coverr, of all states of the basic

machine. This requirement is not necessarily fulfilled by all possible partitions. The

method presented avoids all non-preserved partitions by generating first all different

partitions of the set of states specified under only one input symbol and which includes

state s1. Starting with any such partition and following the mapping rules leads to a

preserved partition of the whole machine.

A detailed practical algorithm was developed for a fast reduction of the original

machine into all possible reduced machines. We are now trying to program this

algorithm in the PDP-8 language and obtain a completely mechanized identification

device.
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The method seems to be quite valuable for generation of checking experiments

for sequential machines and for the general machine identification problem.

Joint Services Technical Advisory Committee J. Kella
AF 49(638)-1402

National Science Foundation
GU -1557

THE ASSOCIATED LEFT COMPLETE EVENT OF A REGULAR EXPRESSION

S. F. Gelenbe, F. J. Smith

For a problem related to the design of sequential machih's capable of testing a

given sequential machine1 it is necessary to obtain the set of all prefixes of each se-

quence in a given regular expression. This note describes an algorithm for this pur-

pose.

Definition 1. Let R C where Z,' is a finite alphabet. R is said to be left com-

plete if and only if xye R implies xe R.

Definition 2. Let RC : , C : as above. R is said to be right complete if ane only

if xyc R implies yc R.

Definition 3. The left comr.plete event associated with the event R is defined as

R -- {x Iyc R)

Definition 4. The right complete event associated with the event R is

R1 = {ylxyc R}.

Theorem 1. Given R regular, R' may be obtained from R by the following algo-

rithm.

Part (i). Cbtain thý! state table for the finite deterministic automaton (FDA), M(R),

from the regular expression R. (This can be conveniently done using derivatives ).

Part GO. Le, M(R) = {so, 1:, S, 6, F) where F CS is the set of final states, 6 is

the next state function, S is the set of states, :_ is the finite (input) alphabet and s 0 S

is the initial state.

Step1. Take F- (slsc S & H ac:- (s,a)FF}. This can be easily done by

identifying the entries in the present state column of the state table of M(R) for which

the next state entries include a state in F.

Compare F! and F. If F D F then H ý R' and R is a definite regular event.

Otherwise take AI F U F I and proceed to Step 2.

1
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Step(n+ I). Take F {s 16(sa)c F &aEcZ}. Compare A and F

(A = A n-IUFn). If An0 Fn+ VF then stop.

M(R')- {ao El, S, 60 F,}1!

where F1 = A . Proceed to part (iii).

Otherwise proceed to Step (n + 2).

Part (iti). R' is obtained from 14(R'). (The approach using the set of equations

as described in Ref. 2 may be used.

Proof: The algorithm given above consists of enlarging F to F' so as to include

all states se S' such that there exists some y• V- for which 6(s, y) c F.

F' = {s5 HyET* 3 6Vs,y)e F}.

This implies that xyE R if and only if xE R'. Hence R' is indeed the associated left

complete event of R.

Corollary 1. If R is regular, then so is R'.

Corollary 2. The F. D.A. M only accepts definite event if and only if

s84 F- F3 {qlgC S & 6(g,x) = s}

Theorem 2. If M(R) is strongly connected, then R' =

Procf: It is clear from Theorem I that R' = Z*, since if M(A) is strongly con-

nected then F' = S and M(R') accepts any :z c*.

Theorem I also indicates a simple algorithm to determine whether a given regular

expression R is left complete or not. For this purpose it suffices to apply step (1) of

part (ii) of the algorithm.

It it intuitively clear that there should exist some relationship between the number

of states of M(R) and the number o teps it will take for the algorithm in part (ii) of the

algorithm of Theorem 1 to converge.

Theorem 3. Let M(R) have t + 1 states so, Si ... , st. Then the algorithm of

part (ii) of Theorem I converges in at most t steps.

Proof_.f: If F is empty then FI will be empty and the algorithm will terminate in one

step since F . FI. If F has I Sj <t 4 1 members, then the slowest conversion process

will tal- place it at the ith step Ai has only one more member than A. i' Thi - process

will add onv more statt- to Ai at each step i so that it will converge in t-j' I steps. If

j * I we shall have the slowest convergence which will take A steps.
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Example: Let us use the algorithm of Theorem I for the regular expression

E = (I + 20*3)* over the alphabet E = {0, 1, 2, 31. The derivatives are obtained as follows:

(i) D0 E=-

D E E

D 2 E 0*3 E
D 3 E:4

DoE:-D2 E

D2 1E =

D2 2E=E

D2 3 E=E

So that the F. D.A. M(E) is given by

M(E): 0 1 2 3 z
1 2 1 3 2 1

2 2 2 2 2 0

3 3 2 2 1 0

(ii) Clearly F = 1.

We apply the algorithm of part (ii) of Theorem 1:

Step I. I F {1,31
A, = F U F1 = {1,31

FI F

Step 2. F- (1, 3
Ai = F 2

Hence stop.

M(E'), the F. D. A. obtained from E', the definite event associated with E is

M(E 9: 0 1 2 3 z

I 2 1 3 2 1
2 2 2 2 2 0

3 3 2 2 I I

and El nmay be obtained from M(EI) by standard methods':

El -(I + 20 3) ( 20 :

Joint Services Technical Advisory Cortu,tvct
AF 49(638)-1402 S. E. Gelenbe

I
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PLAGO/360 A LOAD-AND-GO STUDENT ORIENTED PL/I TRANSLATOR

H.W. Lawson, Jr. and S. Habib

During the spring and summer of 1968, Version I of the PLAGO/360 System was

produced. PLAGO/360 is a batch load and go interpretive translator and executor that

operates as a program under the Operating System/360 for any IBM System/360 Model

40 or above.

The immediate objectives of PLAGO are as follows:

1. Fast translation and execution for typical introductory student programs (15

to 50 statements).

2. Comprehensive diagnostic facilities to aid the learning student in debugging.

3. To include sufficient language facilities for an introductory programming course.

4. To be highly compatible with the full PL/I programming language so that stu-

dents may progress easily from the PLAGO subset to iull PL/I.

5. To provide facilities in PLAGO which are not necessarily compatible with PL/I,

but are of value and easily implemented within the framework of PLAGO.

This project was started to provide an alternative to utilizing the IBM supplied

version PL/I compiler which had an average job time of two and one-half minutes using

our IBM System/360 Model 50. The Version I of PLAGO reduces this average Job time

to approximately five seconds. This should result in substantial savings to the Institute.

The current version of PLA.GO/360 will accept standard key punch cards or Porta-A-

Punch"'. The use of the latter cards will c'nable our students to prepare their source

programs and data without the aggravation of waiting for availablh key punch machines.

The future objectives of PLAGO are as follows:

I. To extend the language facilities of PIAGO to provide more facilities for

PLAGO users.

2. To use PLAGO as the basis for future research and development in programfl-

ming languages and programming language translation techniques.

3. To m-)dify PJ.AGO to accept its input from remnote marked scnst, card rrado.r

stations so th,.. students may submit theiir Jobs %%ithout any , lh rital or ip), r-

ator into rvention. The conventiont usedI tor encoding marked s'ense. t arrl

will be the -:i''' is the, convent ions ior ['rt-A - Pur-h a

Port-A-Punch is a recist.ored iradtmt'ark .of the mm NI Corprati, ii
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4. To create a time sharing version of PLAGO which may be utilized in an inter-

active terminal environment.

5. To use the language and machine independent characteristics of the PLAGO

system to produce language translators and executors for other general pur-

pose and problem-oriented programming systems.

6. To take advantage of the interpretive nature of the PLAGO system by consider-

ing the implementation of a programming-language-oriented microprogrammed

computer. The language for the microprogrammed version will be based upon

PL/I, but will be more consistent, and include operating system commands

that will also be implemented through microprogr.:mming.

During the coming academic year w,. plan to formalize our design plans for the

marked sense card version and time sharing version of PLAGO. In addition, in this

academic year we plan to investigate the possible hardware configurations to be utilized

in performing our microprogramming research activities.

National Science Foundation
GU-1557 H.W. Lawson

RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENT OF DIGITAL SYSTEMS THROUGH THE USE OF
MAJORITY VOTERS

R. Bharat and B. H. Hertzendorf

The reliability improvement obtainable through use of redundancy and rmajority

voters is calculated for digital systems consisting of identical stages in tandem, when

the failure rate of an individual stage is low. In modern digital systems, the stages

are realized with integrated circuits (ICs) which have low failure rates, typically less
than 10.6 failures/hour 1 ' Z. If a system consists of n identical stages in tandem, each

with a failure rate of X per unit time, the probability that the system will fail in time t

is given by

n(e"Xt n-n Xtq =1 -(e) -- I-e

If nXt << I, q m n) t

As n increases, the reliability specification that the system unreliability be less than

some stated maximum value over a given life will be no longer met.

The use of an odd number of redundant channels with a majority voter deciding

among their outputs can improve the system reliability. The inset in Fig. I shows a

I x n system with 3-input voter, i. e.. a system with a 3-input voter at the end of 3

redundant channels, each with n stages. F 1 3 . the reliability improvement factor of

I. .. . . .•il i in m • m nm m .isI l m • I nsi
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6-N A
S

Kip I x n SYSTEM WITH 3-INPUT VOTER xt-l

It + k÷ft
F3 4

3

2

6

4

2-

2 3 4 6 810 2 3 4 6 8102 2 3 4 6 810W 2 3 4 6 810A
n -- 0

Fig. 1. Reliability Improvement Factor of a I x n System with a 3-Input Voter

I x n system with 3 -input voter, can be defined as

= probability of failure, using a single 2.hannelF 1 3  prohatility of failure, using a I x n, 3-input voter scheni

Then.

F 1 3 -- + (1
qv + (I - qv)(3q 2 - Zq 3 )

where qv is the unreliability of the voter. For channels and voters %%ith hw. failurt,

rates,
qj qv << 1.

Further, if we a,,une th.It

qv :k \t
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where k is a constant depending on the particular voter circuit used, we get

n
1 3  k + 3n 2 Xt

We note that when there are only a few stages, the improvement depends on the voter

reliability; but for large value of n, channel reliability is the dominant factor. F 1 3

reaches a maximum at

knl3opt = 3--t-

nF 3 opt. 0 288
F3max 2k (kxt) 1 /2

In Fig. 1., F1 3 is plotted against n with kt as a parameter and k = 4. This value

of k applies, for example, to a system consisting of NAND gates both in the channels

and the voter, as a 3-input voter can be realized by interconnecting 4 NAND gates,

which are in tandem from the point of view of reliability. With X = 10-6 failures/hour,

typical of present day ICs and an operating life of 1000 hours, we get %t - 10-. The

plot shows Xt values of 10-3 to 10"6 as reduction in failure rates can be anticipated

with improvements in the technology of integrated circuits.

A similar treatment for a I x n system with a 5-input voter (shown in the inset

in Fig. 2) leads to a reliability improvement factor

F1 5  n 3

k + IOn 3 (kt)2

ii q, qv << 1, and qv = k\t.

F 1 5 reaches a maximum at

n k 11/3
n15opt [ 20 (kt)J

h is opt 0 - Z4

15 max 1 Sk (k\t)Z/3

Figure 2 shows thi, reliability improvement fatotr F|i for a I x n, ';-input voter systmrn

plotted against n with \t as parameter and k %- 11. The k value, used Ls appropriate for

a system in which NAND gates make up all th- channels anti the ý-input voter (which

can be realized by using I11 uch gates).

Concidering tb:%t the ',-input voter sche,.ie u s-4 tw,, channl- more than the 3-

input voter schemet, .%nd ,night thus increase ct, t and rok-uirt 1.%ri-r power, the increases

in the reliability improv,ýrnvnt factor of 5-input voter scheme as compared to the 3-

input voter scheme is marginal, unless n is very lar ,.
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Fig. 2. Reliability Improvement Factor of a I x n System wit|. a 5-Input Voter

One method of not increasing the number of channels is to apply redundancy and
3-input majority-voter scheme around sections of the system at a time. Thc inset in
Fig. 3 shows a m x system with 3-input voters. Each of the threv channels is split
into m identical sections and at the end of each section containing n stages per chan-

m
nel, a 3-input voter is used. Thus one requires (m - 11 more voters ,is (umpa red to
a I x n system. For this syttem, the reliability imprcivenmnt facttor is givert by

F m n 3,

nik + 3 1- \t
m

it q, q V << 1, and q k\t.

F 3 reaches a mnaximum at

k

n ni(m3opt -n)

F 0$88
mr3 max (k \t)I
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INPUT UOUJTPUT
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10-
a
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1 2 3 456 810 2 3,4 6 S 2 3 4 6 8103 2 3 4 6 S104

n-

Fig. 3. Reliability Improvement Factor of a m x -- System .ith a 3-Input Voter

We note that Fm 3 max is independent of m though the value of n aL which the maximum

is reached increases with m. Fig. 3 shows Frm 3 plotted against n with k a 4 and with

m and Xt as parameters. it can be seen that section redundancy is superior to system

redundancy only for large values of n when the voter unreliability becomes negligible.

In large-scale integrated circuits, the successive stages can be expected to have

identical failure rates (as assumed in the analysis above) due to the nature of the tech-

nology involved in their fabrication. Thus the majority-voter schemes discussed above

can be used to improve the reliability of digital systems using large-scale integration.

National Science Foundation R. Sharat
GU -1557
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DOUBLE ERROR PROBABILITY IN DIFFERENTIAL I'SK

J. F. Oberst and D. L. Schilling

A solution for the probability of double errors in differentially coherent phase
I shift keyed (PSK) communication systems is presented which is simpler than previous

analyses and which focuses on the cause of double errors. Results of a digital com-

puter simulation are given which substantiate the theory.

The probability of two consecutive errors in a binary differentially coherent PSK

(D-PSK) commanication system has been determined by Salz and Saltzberg . The tech-

nique employed was to first derive the joint probability density function (pdf) of two

successive decision statistics, then integrate this expression over the quadrant cor-

responding to two errors, and finally manipulate the resulting four-fold integral into

the form (see Fig. 1).

DECISION . j+÷ j42 I

"BAUD __J+ j+2 j+3

a. ,E:F j DATA

RE" F 4 1 D)AI A j+I

RE:F .+ DATA i+.•

1 b. DATA REF

REF 1+1 DATA j41

I -H'

FP + F ) .-. " -rk (4•w Aos +%

R, r n 14 OCR' too I + or( (43x o, o)i) dt ( D

hich was t-valuated i'um -rivally (a : V/ N is the effrt tivr SNRI. A tii Ith -imnp!,,r "p-

proach to th3-s probhni ,.hich mn,%kea djret I Usc tif the m.-chaniim t auoinz deihIlr t rrnrx

is presented b,'k,1,..

Zi- ,.-
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Eacý decision in D-PSK is based on a phase comparison between adjacent baucs,

with the signal of the previuu. baud serving as the phase reference for the present

baud [Fig. I a).. The pdi of the phase error 6 of any baud due to additivc Gaussian
. 2

noise is

I -R. I VR-Rsin27
Z=7-e + e n 'b cos 0[1 + erf (-4 cot (b)1, 6E [-ir it . (2)

The probability of error for the jth decision conditioned on the phase error ir the Jth

baud is

P(Ej 10) 4erfc(4 J cos 6). (3)

Since the transmitted information is carried in the phase transitions between bards,

and the effective SNR is identical for all bauds, the labels "rei-rence batd" and "data

baud" may be interchanged for any decision. Relabeling as in Fig. 1(b), :t is seen that

two consecutive decisions can be considered to result from two independent data bauds

and one common reference baud. The double error probability conditioned on the phase

error of the reference baud is therefore

2P(Fjl Ej,) [ erf c(4W• cos 6)]. (4)

Averaging Eq. (4) over the pdf of Eq. (2) yields the following result for double errors:

P(E+I E)= fP(EjI Ej 6)f(6)d6

= 4elc(.fo•{+R+4e -R sinZ6

-iT

cos 6[l + erf (.-cos6)]} d6 (5)

This result is identical to that of Salz and Saltzberg, but it is obtained more simply,
and indicates clearly the cause of frequent double errors in D-PSK.

The same method may be applied to prove that nonadjacent decisions are mutually
ineedn.Cosdrteth thindependent. Consider the Jh and j + 2nd decisions of Fig. 1. The j decision is made

on the basis of the signals received in bauds j and j + 1; the j + 2nd (in signals received

in bauds i + 2 and i + 3. Since these pairs of bauds are disioint, the decisions based

(on them can have no mutual dependence. Then clearly

I -RP(÷I)F P(F) = zR. (6)

A digital ,omputer &itnulation of a )- PSI< ommunication systlror ,,as perform %d

to verify these results. The rrror counts resulting from 50, [000 trials are shown u%

Figs. 2 :.nd 3. In Fig. 2, the conditional l)robabiiity ,f, an adiacnt error
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.4
THEORETICAL P(E)

o SIMULATION P(E)

X SIMULATION PILj, 2 lEjl)
S-50,000 TRIALS x

P(Ej+IlEj) 0 00-2

.2
x

-THEORETICAL

o SIMULATION
A1 50,000 TRIALS

I I I i0- I I I 1
.5 .6 .8 2 3 4 5 0.5 0.7 I 2 3 4 5

R R

Fig. 2 P(Ej+, I(Ej) versus R Fig. 3 P(E) and P(Ej + 2 IE) versus R

P(E j I E .j)
P(E E ) = _(E ) (7)

is plotted versus R. Fig. 3 shows P(E) and P(E.+ 2 FI) versus R. Very close agree-

ment between theoretical and simulation results were obtained.

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NgR 33-006-020 T. F. Oberst and D. L. Schilling
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SINGLE CHANNEL PHASE-SHIFT KEYED COMMUNICATIONS

J. F. Oberst and D. L. Schilling

Practical binary phase-shift keyed (PSK) communication systems require a par-

tially coherent reference signal at the receiver. Two major classes of PSK systems

may be identified, according to the technique used to obtain the reference signal: trans-

mitted reference (TR) and single channel (SC). Although SC systems are potentially

superior, they are difficult to analyze and have an inherent mark-space ambiguity

problem.

Four differentially encoded SC PSK systems have been studied, including Decision

Feedback (DF), Squaring (SQ), and a variation of SQ called Absolute Value (AB). In

addition, a new Maximum Likelihood (ML) SC system, which is optimum under certain

restrictions, is derived and studied. Error counts are obtained for these PSK systems

using Monte Carlo simulation on an IBM 360/50 digital computer. Analytical bounds on

the average probability of error, P(E), are derived which indicate that these systems

all achieve comparable performance. This is in contrast with results which have been

published previously.

Partially Coherent PSK Systems

The degree of radio frequency (RF) coherence which can be established between

transmitter and receiver of a communication system greatly influences the perform-

ance attainable. Assuming that the signal amplitude and the baud timing, or bit sync,

are known at the receiver, we can write the RF signal received in the baud [0, T] as

v(t) = si (t, 0) + n(t), tE [0, T]

where the subscript i indicates that si(t, 0) is the signal corresponding to message mi,

i = 1,2. n(t) is white Gaussian noise with one-sided power spectral density No. 0 is

the RF phase, assumed to be constant over the baud, which may be known with various

degrees of accuracy depending on the particular communication system. The accuracy

with which the value of e is known at the receiver determines the degree of RF co-

herence and thereby the minimum average probability of error P(E) which can be

achieved.

Two important signal parameters are the energies of the two possible received

signals, E., and their mutual correlation coefficient, p:

T 2E i = s si (t, O.) dt

1 T'
p = (E 2 ) E 7 ( s 1 (t,9) s 2 (t,0) dt.

'0
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If the actual value of 8 is known accurately at the receiver, the system is termed co-

herent. It is known that the best signal set for such a system, in the sense of mini-

mum P(E), consists of a pair of equal energy anticorrelated (p -1) signals. Phase

shift keyed sinusoids, defined by

s 1 (t,0) = C cos (Wot + 0)

sa(t,O)= C cos(wet+@+-r)= -C cos (wot+ e),

form such a set. With the signal energy E received in each baud and the signal to-

noise ratio R defined as

C2T E

0

it can be shown that the minimum P(E) attainable is

P(E) = 1 erfc (1)

The receiver which attains this P(E) is the standard correlation detector.

In practical communication systems the received phase is not known with perfect

accuracy. Often, however, and estimate 0 of 0 is available, and systems using such

an estimate are called partially coherent. When the estimate is good, and the signals

are properly chosen, partially coherent systems may attain a P(E) close to the lower

bound Eq. (1). Unfortunately, the problem of overall system design, including signal speci-

fication and receiver design, is quite complex. The difficulty is that the phase esti-

mate is usually derived at the receiver by special processing of the signals received

over several bauds. Thus considerations of receiver complexity, signal structure,

and channel characteristics all interact. The procedure which has led to many useful

partially coherent systems is to postulate a "reasonablh" signal set on the basis of the

method to be used by the receiver to derive the phase estimate, and then to seek the

parameter values which yield the best operation. Since anticorrelated signals are

generally superior when a good phase estimate is available, the best choices are usu-

ally modifications of the simple coherent PSK system iiscussed above. These systems

usually fall into ono of two categories, transmitted reference and signal channel, al-

though combinations of the two are also possible.

Single Channel Systems

Transmitted reference (TR) systems transmit a reference signal to the rec,,iver

through a channel separate from the data channe-l. Thus the transmitted signal is a

combination of a normal I SK signal and a signal to be used only for RF phase syn-

chronization. The major disadvantage of TR systems is that th, available power at
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the transmitter m-ist be shared between these two signals. In single channel (SC) sys-

tems a normal, fully modulated PSK signal is transmitted. The phase estimation

portion of the receiver processes this PSK signal in some nonlinear manner in order

to remove the modulation. The various SC systems differ in the nature of this non-

linear processing. The great advantage of SC systems is that the entire transmitter

power is used for both data transmission and phasc synchronization. Thus SC systems

are po,"entially superior to TR systems.

It is appropriate at this point to introduce the mathematical model used in this

study of SC systema and to note the two assumptions involved. First, the carrier fre-

quency w is assumed to be known accurately at the receiver. Second, the quality of

the phase estimate obtainable in actual system is limited by the rate of change of re-

ceived phase, caused by channel variations, (,scillator phase jitter, etc. This limi-

tation is incorporated into a simple model by postulating a constant received phase,

but a limited allowable measurement time. This measurement time is taken as qT,

extending over q bauds of duration T. The waveform available at the receiver for the

decision on the data transmitted for tE [0, T] may therefore be represented as

v(t) = m(t) C cos (Lot + 9) + n(t),

tE [-qT, TI, (2)

where m(t) represents the modulation, and takes on the values + 1 in each baud inde-

pendently and with equal probability. Some receivers also store the last q decisions.

Although the model Eq. (2) is simple, two major difficulties are encountered in the

study of SC systems. The first involves the nonlinear processing of the signal pcr-

formed by the receiver in ordt:r to construct a partially coherent reference waveform.

Such processing makes it extremely difficult ,o obtain results analytically. For this

reason, Monte Carlo simulation on a digital computer is useful in studying system per-

formance. The second difficulty encountered in 1he SC systeris is the "mark-space

ambiguity" problem. In a simple SC system there is no way of determining the ab-

solute sense of the signal received in each baud. That is, even though in low noise

the" bauds during which a 1. was transmitted can be distinguished from those during

which a 0 was transmitted, it is impossible to determine whi•a o it , glu, .I

bauds actually corrosponds io the 1 signal. In most SC PSK receivers, this mark-

space ambiguity takes the form of Io fairly stable average phase values of the derived

reference, separated from each other by ir radians. Even if the correct reference

sense is established at the beginning of the transmission, noise may cause loss of

synchronism and cventual reference reversal during the transmission, inverting the

decoded message. Severa) techniques are available for dealing with this problem,

the simplest of which is differential data encoding. In this schem,( data of I is repre-
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sented by no phase change from the signal transmitted in the previous baud, and data

of 0 by a phase change of w radians. Since the presence or absence of a phase trans-

ition between bauds can be detected equally well using a reference with phase near 6

or 0 + ir, there can be no inversion of the data with this technique. However, in a

low error rate system where adjacent decisions are approximately independent, dif-

ferential encoding almost doubles P(E) over that given in Eq. (1).

Results for Various SC Systems

Since the SC systems studied are difficult to analyze exactly, and also because

they are basically discrete, Monte Carlo simulation on an IBM 360/50 digital computer

was found to be a useful tool. Differential data encoding was used in all of the simu-

lations. The systems studied include Differential (D) PSK, Decision Feedback (DF)

PSK, Squaring (SQ) PSK, and a variation of SQ-PSK called Absolute Value (AB) PSK.

In addition, a new Maximum Likelihood (ML) SC system, which is optimum in a re-

stricted sense, is derived and simulated. The results are summarized below; details

are contained in reference [1].

We first establish a performance bound for diffezentially e:Icoded SC PSK systems

as follows. A SC system is operating ideally when its derived rtference is noiseless.

Then the probability p of incorrectly identifying the sign of the signal received in each

baud is given by Eq. (1):

p1= - erfc 47R-.

Since the reference is perfect, successive decisions are independent, and since dif-

ferential encoding is used, an error occurs when a wrong detection is followed by a

correct detection or vice versa. Therefore, the minimum average errcrr probability
is given by

P(E) = p(l - p) + (1 - p)p = erfc -R (1- erfc R ).3)

We now consider Differential (D) PSK which is the simplest and in certain ways,

the basic SC PSK communication system. In D-PSK, the signal received during the

previous baud serves as tbe partially coherent reference for the present decision,

Analytical results are available2 for various error probabilities in D-PSK:

I -R
P(E) = 4Z e

P(E i/E ) = 7~- f2ef ~ (..R c s T
1f erfc) ( -R. cos P) d

PIj+I/l = r '0;co

+I J'RT cos r e R Cos 2" [lf+ erf(,Fcos P)]}I drp

I -RP(E j+2/E) = e (4)
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The D-PSK system was simulate-d on the digital computer, and the error counts

were compared to the analytical results abo,,e. The excellent agreement obtained in-

dicated the accuracy of the simulation technique. In addition, it was proven that all of

the other SC PSK systems studied reduce 1o D-PSK for the special case q = 1. Thus

Eq. (4) provides an upper bound on the P(E) of any of these systems for q _ 1. The

lower and upper bounds given by Eos. (3) and (4) differ by approximately I dB. in SNR,

so we expect all of the SC PSK systems to achieve comparable performance. The sim-

ulation results support this conclusion.

In Decision Feedback (DF) PSK, combination with the reference of the signal re-

ceived during the present baud is delayed until a decision about which signal was trans-

mitted is made. This decision is then used as if it were correct to modify the present

signal before it is combined with the reference. Since usually P(E) is small, the large

majority of received signals are combined in the correct way. The error counts from

the DF-PSK simulation are shown for three values of q in Fig. 1, along with the bounds

on P(E) derived above. It is clear that even for medium values of q the system is op-

erating close to its theoretical limit, Eq. (3).

Another major class oi SC PSK systems uses the Phase Doubling (PD) technique.

If pi is the phase error due to noise in the ith baud, the received phase is
4,i= 9+.i or 0+-Pi+T ,

depending on the modulation. In either case, the phase doubler output has angle

Z i = Z(9 + -r~i),

which is independent of the data. TY>-se angles from q bauds are combined to give the

phase

91 = 2(0 + ,),

where ,,' represents the total error due to noise. 0' is then halved to obtain the final
A

phase estimate 0:

A
O= 0+ '.

Two details of this technique demand further attention. First, the q angles 2,1,.1
can be combined in many ways. Two particular methods which %%ore studied are

"Weighting each angle as the square of the signal amplitude in the corresponding baud

(SQ-PSK), and weighting proportional to the magnitude, or absolute value, of the sig-

nal amplitude (AB-PSK).

The second and most important consideration is that the procedure of halving

the phase 0' is analogous to taking the square root of a comnplex number, and there-

fore, the final phase estimate 0 has two possible values separated by Tr radians. A
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rule must be established for choosing one of these tvwo values. A satisfactory rule is

to choose the value of 9 which is closest to the I derived for the previous decision.

This choice gives good results for all values of q, and can be shown to be optimum for

q a 1, since PD-PSK is equivalent to D-PSK under these conditions.

The PD-PSK systemb described above were simulated on a digital computer.

The error counts for SQ-PSK are shown in Fig. 2, and for AB-PSK in Fig. 3. Little

difference is discernible between these results and those for DF-PSK in Fig. 1. Pro-

skis et al. 3 on the other hand, have found on the basis of a similar digital computer

simulation that DF-PSK is consistently superior to SQ-PSK. Apparently, they simu-

lated a poor SQ system, since their experimental P(E) foe " = I is significantly higher

than the upper bound, Eq. (4), derived above.

The final system investigated is called Maximum Likelihood (ML) PSK. This

system vas derived in the following way. Assume that the differ, rtially encoded PSK

signal, Eq. (2), is available, but past decisions made by the receiver are not remem-

bered. ML-PSK is the receiver which attains the smallest possible P(E) for the de-

cision about the latest possible (at t = 0) phase transition. This is accomplished by

applying a maximum a posteriori decision rule to the received signal. The ML re-

ceiver is quite complicated, iti complexity growing -exponentially with q, but it can be

implemented. This complexity is reflected in the large amount of computer time used

in the simulation. For this reason only two values of q were used, and fewer trials

were made for this system than for the others. The error counts are shown in Fig. 4.

Even for the relatively small q = 5, the experimental P(E) is nearly equal to the

theoretical lower bound. Performance is consistently superior to the other SC systems

ccnsidered, but is not good enough to justify the receiver complexity.

In summary, the simulation results show that the popular SC PSK systems per-

form similarly. The theoretical lower bound in P(F1 for a differentially encoded SC

PSV. system is approached quite -losely for moderate values of q. Furthermore, allof

the syrten-. studied reduce to Differential PSK for the special case q = 1.

National Aeronautics aic. Space Administration
NgR 33-006-020 J. F. Oberst and D. L. Schilling
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ERROR CONTROL ON REAL CHANNELS

M. Muntner and J. K. Wolf

The promise of significant improvement associated with the use of error control

techniques on digital communications channels has been based upon the assumption

that errors occur independently. Real channels (e. g., telephone circuits, troposcatter

radio, etc. ), however, do not exhibit this property in that errors occur in bursts. In

this research the performance of some of the more complicated codirg techniques are

examined by using a model that is representative of a real channel.

This model describes the distribution of the errors in time. It relies upon the

concept of a renewal channel (i. e., a channel in which the occurrence of an error re-

moves all memory of previous errors). The error model consists of M renewal chan-

nels. At time to, one of the channels is chosen with probability X1 . This channel gen-

erates the error sequences up till time to+T-l. At time t 0 +T another choice of channels

is made and this channel is active for the next interval T. Furthermore, the channel

selection points are randomly distributed while being synchronous. That is, Prob(to=i)
I for i = 0, ... , T-1.

The properties of this model are such that if T is large but finite, the error sta-

tistics are the weighted average of the statistics of the individual renewal channels.
thFor example, if pi(m, n) ia the probability of m errors in n bits on the i renewal chan-

nel, the probability of m errors in n bits for the channel model is

M
P(m,n) = X.i Pi (mn)

i=l

The model has the following properties: stationarity, ergodicity; ability to match error

distributions recorded on different types of channelr; ease of selection of model para-

meters; and simplification of code evaluations.

Parameter selection and the matching 9f recordod statistics are somewhat tied

together. Consider the telephone error statistics recorded by Townsend and Watts.

If one plots P(m, n1 ). it is seen in Fig. I that the recorded data can be approximated by

the sum of exponentials (i. e. , straight lines on semilo& paper). Furthermore, as r is

varied, the recorded P(m, n2 ) can be approximated by a parallel set of lines. Renewal

channels with theme straight line Pi(n, n) can be found and the mcnie ied reaults are
n

shown in Fig. 2. The slope and separation between parallel lines uniquely determine

the parameters of the respective renewal channel.

k

-.
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Matching recorded data is not an end in itself and any model must be able to pre-
dict future experiments. Along this line, the results of Weldon's test of an interleaved

burst correction code are examined. In these tests, a code with the capability.of cor-

recting a burst of length three or less in a block of 15 bits is interleaved t times re-
sulting in a word 15t bits long. This code can correct all bursts of length 3t or less

and several other error patterns. Using the probability of a burst of length greater

than 3t as an upper bound to the probability of a coding failure in the word of lengtn 15t,

the following results are obtained:

t Weldon' s Data Upper Zuund

73 4. 8x0 - 5  6xlC- 5

200 8. 7xl0-5  2. lx10- 4

Having demonstrated the ability of the model to predict the performance of a tested

coding scheme, several techniques are examined using the model parameters (renewal

channels) representing the switched telephone network (i. e. , Townsend Watts data).

1. Interleaving

The blocked bits from the data source are rearranged (by some delay and storage

device) and put onto the line so that of two originally adjacent bits in a blrck, the second

is the tth bit transmitted following the first. The number t is called the interleaving

constant. When t = I there is no :-eal interleaving. By means of the model, it is shown

that as t in-reases, the probability of m errors in n interleaved bits approaches what

would have been obtained with a binary symmetric channel of the same average bit

error rate.

2. Detect and Delayed Retransmit Codes

When return paths are available for error control purposes, an error detection

and retransmission scheme can be used. Upon detection of an error in a block of n

bits, the same n bit block is retransmitted. However, if the retransmis,4ion were de-

layed (i. e., transmit nothing) then perhaps the burst of errors would terminate and

the retransmitted block would have a better chance of being error free. This technique

is examined on the basis of the probability of an undetected error and the throughput.

It is shown that as the delay is increased, up to 200 bits for a Bose-Chaudhuri (31, 21)
code, the probability of an undetected error decreased with little loss in throughput and

that lengthening the delay decreases the throughput with little improvement in the unde-

tected error rate.

3. Concatenated Codes

There has been considerable interest in concatenated codes. A concatenated

code is one in which the symbols in a Reed Solomon code of alphabet size q = 2 , are
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encoded into an (n, k) binary code. There are several options for the decoding of both

types of codes. The three types cunsidered are : 1) the binary crde detects errors

and the Reed Solomon code considers symbols with detectf:d error as erasures and fills

them in; 2) the binary code corrects errors and the Reed Solomon code corrects sym-

bol errors; and 3) the binary code corrects up to A errors and detects error patterns

at a distance greater than A from any code word and the Reed Solomon code fills in

erased symbols. Several binary c3des and Reed Solomon codes are considered with

the probability of a decoding failure (A the Reed Solomon code being used as a criterion.

One oi the results is that increasing redundancy in the Reed Solomon code beyond some

amount often yields no decrease in the probability of a decoding failure.

Air Force Office of Scientific Research
AF 49(638)-160G M. Muntner and J. K. Wolf

HIGH SPEED BINARY DATA TRANSMISSION OVER THE ADDITIVE, BAND-LIMITEEJ

GAUSSIAN CHANNEL

L. Schiff and J. K. Wolf

The transmission of the linear sum of m bi-phase modulated signals in a time

interval T was considered for an additive Gaussian wh'te noise channel of bandwidth W.

Previous analyses consider the case where m < n =- ZWT. In this study, the proba-

bility of error was derived for the case where m > n. This is a sLtuation which arises

when the channel bandwidth is insufficient to support the data rat(,.

Two distinct problems were considered. In the first, termed uncoded transmis-

so all m signals are independently bi-phase modulated. It was shown, for this case,

that if the channel signal-to-noise ratio increases linearly witb n, the error probability

can be made to go to zero approximately exponentially in n for any value of m/n.

In the second problem, termed coded transmission, only k < m of the signals are

independently modulated. (The remaining (m - k) signals carry redundant information).

Using a sub-optimum receiver, it was shown that for a fixed channel signal-to-noise

ratio the error probability goes to zero exponentially in n if k/n is less than some

number C * For high signal to noise ration, C is greater than 1, a situation which

could not occur if m < n.

Air Force Office of Scientific Research L. Schiff and J. K. Wolf
AF 49(638)-1600
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A FEEDBACK COMMUNICATION SCHEME BASED ON THE KIEFER-WOLFOWITZ
PROCEDURE

R. W. Muise, R. R. Boorstyn, and J. K. Wolf
1,2

A feedback communication scheme has been studied by Kailath and Schalkwijk

which is based on the Robbins-Monro stochastic approximation technique. They assumed

that the channel consisted of a noiseless feedback link and an additive white Gaussian

noise forward link. The analysis was treated in two parts, first with no bandwidth con-

straint on the signals and second with a finite bandwidth constraint on the signals. This

study considered a feedback commanication scheme subject to the same assumptions and

constraints but based on the Kiefer-Wolfowitz3 stochaý5tic approximation technique. It

was found that the performance achieved with this scheme is the same as that achieved

with the Schalkwijk-Kailath scheme for no bandwidth constraint. However, when a finite

bandwidth constraint is imposed on the signals, the Schalkwijk-Kailath scheme was found

to perform better, with the difference in performance becoming arbitrarily small as the

bandwidtn is allowed to increase without limit.

The two feedback schemes were then compared with the best known (simplex sig-

nals) one-way scheme and were found to have better performance than the one-way

scheme.

Joint Services Technical Advisory Committee
AF 49(638)-1402 R. R. Boorstyn and ,1. K. Wolf
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SOME RESULTS FOR ADDITIVE NOISE CHANNELS WITH NOISELESS INFORMATION
FEEDBACK

T. W. Eddy and J. K. Wolf

This study considered some new results for two distinct aspects of the additive

noise channel with noiseless information feedback. First, the performance capabilities

of channels with additive colo.ed noise in the forward channel were examined. Next, a

sequential coding scheme was proposed for the additive white noise channel and its per-

formance analyzed and compared to the performance of the Schalkwijk coding proce-

dures. The coding procedures analyzed in both cases employed the basic ideas of the

Schalkwijk1, 2 coding schemes.
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Investigation of the wideband channel with additive colored noise leads to an ex-

pression for the channel capacity. In particular, it was proved constructively that the

capacity is given by

P

fb -min SnW
n

where P is the average transmitted power and S (w is the spectral density of theavg n
additive noise in the forward channel. With this result it follows that the capacity of the

channel with noiseless feedback can, in some situations, be larger than the capacity of

the corresponding channel without feedback.

In the case of the bandlimited channel with additive colored noise it was shown that

error-free transmission is possible provided the rate R satisfies

P

R R< Z m 'rin S (w
n

and the signal-to-noise ratio is small. On the other hand, when the signal-to-noise ratio

is large, it was ;hown that error-free transmission is possible provides

R< WIn I(+ avg

where

2 ZirW S( Id= I f •

00 n

and W is the channel bandwidth in Hz, The capacity of the bandlimited channel with

noiseless feedback was found only in the limit as the signal-to-noise ratio goes to zero

in which case

Cfb ____IK w
Jira C f 1 0 < W < Z7rW.

Pavg--O avg n

From this result it follows that for small signal-to-noise ratios the capacity of the chan-

nel with noiseless feedback can, in some cases, be larger than the capacity of the cor-

responding channel without feedback.

These results extend the known results for additive white noise channels (for which

it is also known that the channel capacity is not increased by noiseless feedback) to chan-

nels with additive colored noise.

Finally, a sequential coding procedure using information feedback was proposed
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and analyzed. Performance curves for wideband and bandlimited channels were pre-

sented atid the asymptotic probability of error was determined. For the wideband chan-

nel

e +)2
(4- e7(C- -IF I+• Ze

where T is the average time per n,.ssage, T = In MIT, C is the channel capacity and

v 0. 57721 56649. .. is Euler's constant. SiilHarly, for the bandlimited channel

2

2e

P 

C

4 - T(- R -6 ee

Corresponding results for the Schaikwijk coding procedures are

1 2

2 e2

P 7 TT(C-R) - 7.

e +
4~ ~T(C-R)

While the error performance is improved by using sequential information feedback,

the sequantial results are valid only if an infinite buffer is used. The effect of a finite

buffer is also examined. It wvas shown (for a particular algorithm) that the finite buffer

introduces an additional probability of error which decreases as 1/JF~where B is the

maximum number of messages that can be stored in the buffer. This result illustrates
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the significant role played by the buffer in the sequential coding procedure.

Air Force Office of Scientific Research
AF 49(638)-1600 J. K. Wolf
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EXTENSIONS OF A RECURSIVE APPROACH TO SIGNAL DETECTION

R.R. Boorstyn and R. L. Pickholtz
I

In a recent paper Pickholtz and Boorstyr described a recursive approach to sig-

nal detection. The scheme was based on the following. The received signal was con-

verted into a vector Markov process which was then sampled. The recursive structure

of the digital processor followed readily. Of concern here are two aspects of this prob-

lem. First, in order to form a vector Markov process derivatives of the incoming

signal are usually required. Investigations have been conducted into replacing these

differentation operations with approximating digital operations, such as differences.

These studies, including simulation results, indicate that At is possible to replace de-

rivatives with differences without adversely affecting performance. Details will ap-

pear in the next report.

Secondly, the previous paper considered a special type of noise - that generated

by a linear differential equation driven by white noise. A more general noise descrip-

tion would include numerator dynamics. Work has been initiated extending the recur-

sive approach in this direction.

The essential part of the recursive receiver is to convert the incoming signal

plus noise [r(t) = s(t) + y(t)] into a vector Markcv process in such a manner that infor-

mation is not destroyed. If this is done by a linear processor, then the output of this

device is p (t) = a(t) + .(t) where the noise component il(t) is to be Markov. Further-

more we insist that r(t) be recoverable from p(t). Because of the linearity we need

only consider the noise term. In the original wvork T.(t) consisted of the derivatives of

y(t) as well as y(t) itself and satisfied both of the above requirements.

We now consider y(t) to be generated by the following differential equation

n- 1 dvk n-1 dw I

n+ Z k (t k dk(t)d t k--0 d~t 1 3
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where w(t) is white Gaussian noise. It is possible to find a state vector x(t) for this

system such that the first component xl(t) = y(t). This vector is the solution of

_ (t) = A(t) x_(t) + b(t) w (t)

T
y (t =c x(t)

where~ cf

Although x(t)is Markov it cannot be obtained from y(t) alone - either w(t) or x(to) is

needed in addition (neither are available). We consider next the best mean-square

estimate of x(t) given the input y(s), s < t. Thus

Ax(t) = Etx(t)Iy(s), s < t].

A ASince X1 (t) y(t), y(t) can be recovered from x(t) - it is reversible. Furthermore,
Abecause of the Gaussian assumption x(t) is obtained by a linear operation on y(t). Fi-

nally we shall show that x(t) is Markov and thus letting X(t) = x(t) satisfies our re-

quirements.

Prooft For some fixed T let z(t) = E [x(T)/y(s), s< t]. z(t) is a Martingale.

x(t) can be written in terms of the state transition matrix 4(t, u) as

T
x(T) =(T, t) x(t) + ( P(T, u) b(u) w(u) du.

"t

T

A T
Then z(t) =(T, t) x(t) + i ý(T, u) b(u) E [w(u) y(s), s< t] du.".t

But the last term is zero since w(t) is white and u > t. Thus z(t) ='T(T, t) 0(t) or

X(t) = I (T, t) z(t). To show Mai krvity, consider

E ( (r), r _- s' = E [ý(t)Iz(r), r < s]

= p-1 (T, t) E [.E(t) Jz(r), r <j s] =•- (T, t)z(s)

because z(t) is a Martingale.
Next E [-(t){(s)] = E t•(t)I'(s)] = -l (T.t) E Lz(t)lz(s)] = it-(T,t) z(s).

Thus, E [_(t)I5_(r), r _ s] = E [x(t)!x(s)], and x(t) since Gaussian is Markov.

The recursive receiver will now consist of a device that estimates x(t) given

y(t) (this will actually operate on r(t) to yield p(t)) - some form of a Kalman filter.

The remainder of the receiver will parallel the original work. This study is continuing.
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A second extension is to feedback communications. The proposed s heme is

shown in Fig. 1.

The received data is r(t) = a(t) si(t) + n(t). An estimate for the tran, mitted sig-

nal is

A A(t) s(t) + so(t)
S(t) AM +_1

where A(t) is the likelihood ratio. Letting g(t) = a(t) s(t) we have

e(t) =InA(t) 2 f L[g(u)] L[r(u) du + initial condition terms
0 n0(U)

The signap'.-to-noise ratio y(t) is similarly given by

'At) =f Lj } du + initial condition terms.

o 0

In terms of the latter, 8(t) is normal with mean 2y(t) and variance 4y(t). The

problem is to find g(t) to maximize -y(t) subJect to a constraint on the transmitted

energy

4 
t)

0 +] du.

A typical constraint might be t- - P, a constant. This work is continuing

and is in turn easily extendable.

National Aeronautics and F pace Administration
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SIGNAL-ZERO-CROSSINGS AS AN INFORMATION CARRIER

A. L. Fawe and R. R. Boorstyn

The purpose of this research was to investigate the representation of bandlimited

signals by means of a distribution of points along the time axis and the advantages which

arise from such a representation.

The research takes its root in a well-known phenomenon, namely clipped- speech

intelligibility. Hard limiting of speech retains only the zero-crossings as an informa-

tion carrier which shows that these are sufficient for a specific receiver: the ear, and

a specific type of signal: speech. An interesting observation is the increase of intel-

ligibility when speech is differentiated before clipping; it is easy to see that differentia-

,ion increases the zero-crossing density (the number of zero-crossings per second)

which tends to prove that the quantity of information is indeed related in some way to the

zero-crossing density. From the communication point of view the interest in a repre-

sentation of bandlimited signals by a zero-crossing distribution follows from the lower

signal-to-noise ratio required for a given intelligibility with clipped speech (when com-

pared to normal speech).

For the class of signals which have a bandlimited Fourier transform we find that

a subclass is completely defined by the zero-crossings. Moreover any signal in the

class can be mapped into a signal in the subclass. Finally the output signal-to-noise

ratio of a communication system which uses the subclass for transmission exhibits a

very interesting property.

A. Condition for a Bandlimited Signal to be Uniquely Defined by its Zero-Crossings

Theorem I. Let x(t) be a signal whose Fourier transform X(w) exists and vanishes

outside the interval (-S2, +S'2). If the real and imaginary parts ef N((u) are iniegrable func-

tions the number of zeros, n(T), of

xa (0) = ( 2 r) ) .f X(w) exp(jL.0) dw

(where 0 = t 4 jT) such that JOi. I T (0i the location of the i-th zero) tends to 4WT when

T tends to infinity, more precisely

Tim n(T)--

and

ac 0x (0): x(O) fl (1 - -.-
a i~l 1
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(x (8) will be called the signal associated with x(t))
From this theorem we draw the following Lonclusions:

i) as T--,-wo the number of zeros (complex and real) of the aseociated signal tends

to the same linit as the number of independent parameters required to describe the sig-

nal x(t) trutcated to the interval (-T, 4-T);

ii) a bandrimited signal is completely defined by its zero-crossings if all zeros

of the associated signal are real, Then

x(t) , x(O) n (1 -- )

Since our purpose is to use a computer to recover the signal from its zero-cro.ss-

ings we require two properties:
i) all zeros of x a(0) must be real (and therefore the zero-crossing density LW);

ii) they must be undformly distributed in the following sense: it is possible to find

a divisiol, of the time ,xis in interval 1 /2W wide such that there is one and only one zero-

crossing in each.

Since a computer can process a finite number of zero-crossings at the same time

we are lead to the recovery of the signal in an interval from the zeros which belong to

it (with a resulting error). Property (Hi) insures unifl.rm performance of the recovery

scheme in successive intervals. A iignal with properties (i) and (iH) will be called opti-

mumi.

The scheme for recovery of an optimum signal does not follow from the last equa-

tion by dropping tht, factors corresponding to the zero-crossings outside the interval of

interest. Actually such a scheme would lead to very poor results. Th, scheme we use

starts from a representation like a Fourier series:

n N
Ax(t) c exp(jnw t) 'tI T

n-N

where wo If we let Z . exp(jw t0 tht-n the ZNth-or,!er equatt,n

Z N

0 i0 Nci/cN) z 4N-1

givez the 2N zero.,crossings, and since we can al&s, write the second r'miber a.s
ZN

i1 (Z - z}) where zt ý expfj...at.,I and th is the location of the i-th -, rt, we derivr a set

of relations between the unknown c,, 1 and the known z Finally we require- that
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Athe signal x(t) and its approximation x(t) have the same energy in (-T, +T):

+.N + T

n c 1n2 (ZT)" 1 f x (t)dt
n- -N n-T

We have investigated several optimum signals with this technique; the results are given

by Figs. 1, 3 and 4. It can be seen that the recovered signal is a close approximation

of the original even for a rn-derate number of zero-crossings. Figure 2 shows that the

olpproximati(.n improves as the length of the interval coneidered increases which is con-

sistent with theorem 1 (but the t: ansmission delay increases accordingly). Insight into

the reasons for the success of the method can be gained by a comparison of the Fourier

coefficients for the expansion of sinl2t/t truncated and the coefficients calculated from

the zero-crossings (Table 1): for an interval 2T equal to 6 times the distance between

successive zeros the difference is at'most 10%. Therefore we are close to the truncated

Fourier series which is known as the optimum mean square fitting of a function in a

given interval.

0.6

SIN• /n

0.4

0.2

0

-0,2 I I I II 2 2wt3

1'ig. 1 Recovery of siii,•,1tt 4•; Tr T 1/2W (N 3)
signal; ... approximation.

Signal-to-nwa:n-squa rd-error ratio: 20. 4 dB.

&
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Fig. Z Recovery of sn&tA.tJv.
signal-to-mean- squared-error ratio vs the
nmnbcr of zeros in half the irterval (T).

10

01

-5

-I i I ! I

-o-4 -2 0 2 4 6
2WI

Fig. 3 Recovery of a general o7,tmum signal.
signal; ... approximation.

Signal-to-mean-squared-errcr ratio: ZZ dB.
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.. a

0

J_ V

-5-

-6 -4 -2 0 2 2W 4 6

Fig. 4 Recovery of an optimum pulse.
signal; .. - approximation.

Signal-to-mean- squ ared- error ratio: 7. 8 dB.

__ i Fourier Zero-crossings I Difference(%)

_ I__ ___c0  .09,96 .0966 1 -3.0

c ' 0S79 .0966 1 •9.9
c 1.038 .0966 -6.

c 3  .046S .0483 -3.2

Table 1. Coefficients of the series approximation
(N = 3) calculated by Lhe classical Fourier formula
and frori the zc ro-c rossings location.

B. Mapping cf a Bandlimited Signal on an Cptimum Signal

-Theorem 2. A function x(t) which has an absolute integrable Fourier transform

vanishing outside an interval (- 0, +Q) has one zero in each of the intervals

n(- I n or.- •a (n :. . -, -,0, 1, 2 ..

where

0 < a <(2w) 1

n 2

if and only if its values at 4- or alternate in Fxgn 2
2W

This '.neorem gives us a necessary ond sufficient condition for a bardlimited sig-

nal to be optimum and at the same time indicates the system wvhich does the mapping:

sample the signal, and reverse the sign of the sample when

L•
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x(jJZW) xI ((j-I)VZW) - 0

where xI(t) is the optimum signal associated with x(t). It is easily seen that the position

of the reversed samples is given by the location of the zero-corssings of a bandlimited

signal (with the same bandwidth W) obtained by sending a pulse at jIZW through an ider!

low-pass filter. Thus the reversible mapping requires an additional transmission band-

width equal to W.

C. Output Signal-to-Noise Ratio of a Communication System Based on These
Principles

We first consider the case of an optimum signal. We shall assume that the inter-

val is wide enough to neglect the error introduced by the recovery itself. Then

4'-N

x(t) = 540 c exp(jn° t)
n-= n

We shall also assume *hat the zero - crossings are merely transmitted by the clipped

version of x(t) and that the channel f oes not distort this wave.form (note however that in

order to compute a channel signal--to--noise ratio we use tnhe assumption that the rectang-

ular wave occupies a bandwidth equ.I to 5W which actually takes account of the most im-

pcrtant frequencies). The output signal-to-noise ratio can be written as
+T

fT x(t)2dt
(SNR) -T

oJ+ A~ A 2Sf _(X xt -• (t)) dt

-T

A
where X n(t) is the signal recovered from the zero-crossings displaced by the channel

noise. Assuming the received rectangular wave plus noise is :irst clipped (which elim-

inates a large amount of noise) the signal-to-noise ratio turns out to be

-2 -2
(SNR) =~ Tr (0 - p)

0

When the channel noise is stationary, zero-mean, Gaussiar, additive and independent

of the signal o is given by

p -I = f exp(- )du
Tr 0

where y is the channel signal-to-noise ratio. This result corresponds to curve 1 on
3

Fig. 5. Rice's result for FM (bandwidth equal to 5W) is given by curve 3.

In the general cese the output signal-to-noi.-e ratio can be found in a similar way.

The receiver samples the signal whose zero-crossings (in a noise-free situation) gives
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(SNR)1
dB

50"

30-

100 3 6 9 12 15 18

(SNR)i dB

Fig. 5 Signal to noise ratio at the receiver output
vs. sign-al-tu-noise ratio at the input.
1: zero-crossings technique, optimum signals.
2: zero-crossings technique, general bandlimited signals.
3: FM without modulation (channel bandwidth: 5W).
4: Theoretical limit (channel bandwidth: 5W).
In 1 and 2 the rectangular wave carrying the
zero-crossings is assumed undistorted by the
channel for the calculation of (SNR).

the location at which the sign of the samples of the recovered .ptimum signal must be

changed to get the original signal; because of the channel noise we are lead to a decision

problem. The output signal-to-noise ratio due to this type of noise fwrong sample sign

at the receiver output due to detection errors) is given by 4P , where P is the prob-

ability of error in the decision process. The total signal-to-noise ratio is given by

(SNR) =4P +e -P
0 e

since the two noise contributions are independent. This result corresponds to curve 2,

Fig. 5.

D. Conclusions

In the class of bandlimited signals a subclass exists with the remarkable property

that its members are completely defined by the zero-crossings. Among these signals

the so-called optimum are we1ll defined at each instant of time by the zero-crossings inI: the close neighborhood.

A general bandlinrited signal can be mapped in a 'imple way into an optimum sig-

nal.
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The transmission of a bandlimited signal by the zero-crossings of the associated

optimum signal leads to an output signal-to-noise ratio which increases sharply with the

carrier signal-to-noise ratio. The curve has an exponential character which is inter-

esting to compare with the theoretical result found by Goblick 4 on the highest signal-to-

noise ratio that a communication scheme can achieve (for a bandwidth equal to 5W this

result is given by curve 4, Fig. 5).

NATO Scientific Committee, Belgium, and
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NgR 33-006-040 A. L. Fawe and R. R. Boorstyn
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INVESTIGATION OF A CLASS CF NONLINEAR COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

A. L. Fawe a-d R. R. Boorstyn

We Iave started a study of communication systems in which ideal clipping plays

a centra) role. This research is motivated by the results described in our first report.

A convenient representation of the nonlinear part of the system is given by

y(t) +-- ej W X (t) d
I r j f O)

where x(t) and y(t) are the clipper input and output respectively. This follows easily

from the pair of Fourier transform

2
sgn(t) --- .

j(.

Some care is required in the use of this relationship because of the pole of the integrand

at the origin. But we are interested in ootput correlation and input-output crosscorrela-

tion on!,; we have shown the following relation

+ c0

{R (t-t 1D1(tlTr) = 00 • 0 dwz
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+ oo!•D (Ryy(tlg, t)} -- I W (2-ID f0(w0I'l~ 't)}dc, dwz

where n (wta Wo;tt to)eis the characteristic function of the input process and D is some

differential operator over the time variable t and t chosen in such a way that the poles
IIat w. =0 disappear. The appropriate operator is in general obvious; an integration over

time leads to the function itself. As an example one finds very easily with this techisque
the well-known arc-sine law for a clipper with a Gaussian stationary input.

A. Recovery of a Bandlimnited Signal Subject to Clipping

Before undertaking the investigation of any co'nmanication system of the kind de-

fined above it is important to show that after filtering of the clipper output we get a good
approximation of the signal itself and that by increasing by some nieans the zero-crossing
rate at the clipper input we are able to make the error as small as we wish. We choose
the mean-square-error to measure the discrepancy between the output of the f•lter and

the sicnal; this leads to the choice of a Wiener filter to follow the clipper. We assume
the -,ignal x(t) Gaussian; then among the possible ways to increase the zero-crossing

rate two are mathematically tractable because the Gaussian property is conserved:
a'daition of a narrow-band Gaussian process about the frequency W or multiple-differ-

entiation of the signal. We define the quantity a as

a- z

Ef((x-z) 2

where x(t) is the signal to be transmitted and z(t) is the output of the Wiener filter.

For the addition of a narrow-band Gaussian process, s(t), we found the following

result

f OD I- r sin (t) + X_ yt)cos (t)

a cos (ut) sin- t tt dt dua =12(l +y) 0 f0 l+ y

where

2

-Y _ __

x

and 2c.,° is the bandwidth of the narrow-band process. In this result x(t) and s(t) are

assumed to havp a flat power spectrum in thu region where it exists. The zero-cross-

ing rate associated with the combined input process is given by

Li
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The quantity n =\/2W, which is at most 1, will be called the normalized zero-cross-
Sing rate.

When the signal is differentiated n times before clipping the quantity a is given

by

=1 '+1)ff I n1 sin Zn 0-n

a- =1 0u" cos(ut) sin[I (n+1) j v cos(vt)dv dt du

and the normalized zero-croEsing rate at the clipper input is

n Zn+ 3

When in these two results we let y and n respectively go to zero we get the common re-

sult

a- =I Of Cos1(U) sin- s dt dua 2 fo f t

The value of 101og 1 0 (a) is 7.3 dB in this case. The following table of the zero-cross-

ing rates shows that even with a moderate number of differentiations or amount of nar-

row-band process power a small mean-squared-error will be achieved. We are now

investigating the behavior of the two previous integrals as a function of the parameters

and n.

*(dB) -00 0 3 6 9 12

.578 .817 .88Z .931 .963 .982
n

y(dB) -00 0 3 6

X .578 .885 .975 .994n

n 0 1 2 3 4 5

.578 .775 .845 .883 9q05 .)20
n

Table 1. Zero-crossing rate as a function of the ratio of the
signal power to narrow-band process power (first
line: addition of a Gaussian process; second line:
addition of a sine wave process), or of the number
of differentiations (third line).

The second line of the Talle I gives the zero-crossing rate when a sine wave

process A sin(21T Wt+0) (A co-ibtant and 0 random variable with uniform distribution

is (0, 2r )) is added to the rigr al
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\3= [O 2a e le

where I is the modified Bessel function of the first kind, N is the zero-crossing rate
0 0

of the Gaussian process x(t) alone

N -R-." (0)/ cu2

and

X

(k, x) f e I (ku) du

4a2 N2 472 N2
A2 (4W2. A2 4W2

---- 2l +-~--);[ -2 I-
4 ax No 4 u2 N

0 0

The calculation of a is more difficult in this case and we were unable to complete it

up to now. However the table shows that this technique increases very rapidly the

zero-crossing rate and seems to be the most powerful linear one.

In Ref. 2 we have shown that any bandlimited random process can be mapped on

a process with a zero-crossing rate equal to 2W (by a nonlinear transformation). This

+echnique. is difficult to handle mathematically, and to be reversible would require an

additional bandwidth equal to W.

A last result for this section is the value of a, for a signal x(t) with flat power

spectrum, when the filter after the clipper is an ideal lowpass filter:

a 7. 2 dB

Although the ideal filter is unrealizable like the Wiener filter (which leads to a = 7. 3 dB)

this result shows that some simple structure may be worth to be investigated.

B. Communication Systems with Clipping

We havc just undertaken this part of the work and therefore we cannot quote many

results.

We have shown that when a random rectangular wave taking symmetrical valules

with same probability (as above, such a wave is intended to carry zero-crossings re-

lated tc the signal to be sent) is contaminated by a zero-mean, additive Gaussian noise

independent of the signal, and then clipped the crosscorrelation between the random

square wave y(t) and the clipper output v(t) is

R. A(T) 2' I- , J exp(!I-) du
yy u 'T 0
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where y is the channel signal-to-noise ratio. This result, which we have already quoted

above, leads to

a- -4Q() l- Q(4]

which for high carrier-to-noise ratio becomes

a : exp( )

and for small carrier-to-noise ratio

a.._. + L-•
/-- +0 IT

When the signal y(t) results from a bandlimited Gaussian process applied to a

clipper, then contaminated by the same type of ,noise, and finally applied to a second

clipper we have found that the crosscorrelation function between the Gaussian process,

x(t), and A(t) is given by the same formula as R A except for a factor 4771.y yy
NATO Scientific Committee, Belgium, and
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NgR 33-006-040 A. L. Fawe and R. R. Boorstyn
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FM NOISE

D.T. Hess and D. Yavuz

Ihis report generalizes the work done by Rice in approximating the noise out-

put of an FM discriminator, (FMD).

Rice has shown that the output noise of a FMD may be approximated by the sum

of two uncorrelated noise componentst a parabolic spectrum gaussian noise term and

a Poisson shot noise term consisting of impulses of area 2 r . In this report the itoise

is considered as a sum of a gaussian term plus a shot noise term that are in general

correlated. The shot noise term becomes Poisson for large input carrier to noise

ratios (CNR).

It is assumed that the input to the FMD is an unmodulated carrier plus symmetri-

cal bandpass gaussian noise centered on the carrier. Thus the input may be represented

as
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A cos w t + n(t)
0

A cos w 0t + x(t) Cos W0ot - y(t) sin w 0t =-( + x)+ y2 Cos. [W ot + t¢(t)] )
(t)=anI V(t)

t tan A + x(t)

where A is the carrier amplitude, w the carrier frequency and x(t) and r(t) are the

low pass equivalents of the noise n(t). The output of the FMD is p(t),

ý{t) ta' dt(2)dt A + i(t)

This output is approximated by z(t),

4(t) t zt =(t g(t) + p(t = ( + p(t) (3)A

where g(t) = is the familiar output noise for large CNR and p(t) is the clickA
process. The two terms, p(t) and g(t), are iL: general correlated.

The click process is formed in the following manner; when x(t) is less than -A

and y(t) approaches zero with j'(t) negative (positive) p(t) will have a positive (negative)

impulse of area Z2r. The results may be easily extended to waveshapps other than im-

pulses. The click process may be expressed as,

p(t) -7w y(t) u [-A -x(t) ] 6 [y(t)] (4)

where u(x) is the anit step function and 6 (x) the unit impulse function.

The autocorrelation of the output noise is given by

Rzzi ,) = E IZ (t + T) Z (t) } --- Rir(T) + Rgp(•') + Rpg(•-) + Rpp(-r) t5)
zz A 2  g g p

The first term is the parabolic spectrum gaussian noise term, the second and

third terms are the cross-coreelation terms and the last term is the autocorrelation

of the spike process. The cross correlation term has the form

R (r) =E Ig (t + 0p (t)~ Rp ( E¶ =ý E-#2,T jrIu(-A - x1 )6(y 1 )d (6)

where the expectation is over t and the subscripts I and 2 refer to time instants t and

(t + -r). By evaluating the appropriate integrals R P(-r) is found to be,

R gp(T)r= -'- r'' erfc P (7)

where

" P I '() Px (-0 N

Fji2Ai N = R Xx(o)
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Fig. I Normalized Power Spectrum of the Click Process for a Gaussian
Shdped Filter
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From Eq.(7)is seen that the gaussian noise and the click noise decouple as a

complementary error function of P, the decoupling is strongly effected by the input

filter shape due to the term p" (-r) ; however, the two components are indeed uncorre-

lated for large CNR as is generally assumed.

The autocorrelation of the click process is given by,

Rp(.0) 47?Z Eir 1 
6 (yl) u (-xI -A) ir 6(y,) u (-x., A) (8)

The corresponding integris can be evaluated after rather lengthly manipulations and

the autocorrelation takes the form

R pp()r) Zn erfc 6(T() 2A (9)

- erfc2 P + pn + 3p'n=- n! (1 -p7) /

where
RMxx (o) radius of gyration of the band pass

S Rxx (a) filter in rps

2x U

P P X (T) v(0 )=N j 2 dUC (n) ) d n r)4- (K)
' -T- .- 0 dKn

For large CNR only the first term in Eq. (9) is significant, and it should be noted

that this is the flat spectrum Poisson shot noise term.

The po%,vr spectrum of the click process, S (w ), may be obtained by taking the
ppFourier transform of R pp(-r numerically. In Fig. I the normalized power spectrum

is given for a gaussian shaped filter. The correlation between the clicks produces a dip

in the power spectrum around the origin and hence the click power at the output is

reduced.

By conmparing S P(o) with the exact power spectrum of the noise output of the

FMD as given by RicePtwe see that for w = 0 they are identical for all CNR (note that

forw = 0 S zz(o) Spp(o) since Spg(O) = S g(0) = 0 ).

The analysis presented is an extension and elabcration of the FM noise problem

as studied by Riceo. The decomposition of the FM noise into two components provided

an understanding of the FM thres,-ld phenomenon. The analysis presented in this re-

port elaborates, extends and justifies the generally used method of FM noise decom-

position.

National Aeronautics and Spare Administ~ation 1). T. Hess
NgR33-006-020 D. Y' avuz
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AN OUTPUT SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO EQUATION FOR THE FIRST AND SECOND-

ORDER PHASE-LOCKED LOOF-

D. T. Hess and R. J. Schulman

In this report, an equation is derived which predicts the output signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR) with no modulation, for the first-order phase-locked loop (PLL), and
with a small modification it also holds for the second-order PLL, when the system IF

filter is rectangular and the output low-pass S14lter frequency characteristic is known.

This equation has been experimentally verified for a variety of different system con-

ditions.

Derivation

The initial approach to this problem is th2 same as that taken by M. Schwartz in his
derivation of a SNR equation for the discrimhinator. Since a no modulation analysis is

being performed, a fict'tious output SNR is defined as the ratio of mean-squared signal

out, with the noise set equal to zero, to the mean-squared noise with no signal present.

The argument is employed that the spectral density of the total noise at the PLL
output is the sum of the spectrum obtained in the high carrier-to-noise case (Gaussian

component) plus the spectrum due to noise clicks. Therefore, for a symmetric IF fil-

ter the output noise power spectrum of the PLL is given by

SGout(w) - G (W) + G2(W)()

where GI(w) is th., power spectrum of the Gaussian component, and

G?(w) is the power spectrum of the click component. When the input of the PLL

is given by

ein(t) = (A+x)cosa t - v sis.,t (2)

where x and y are independent Gaussian random variables, it has been shown that
22 -B.• qiGI N/ ). ZBN A" A (3)

whtre N is the input noise power, aind 211 is the IF filter bandwidth, and that

G2(6.) =at 8w N + (4)

II
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where N4 is the total expected number of positive clicks per second. (N+ N for an

unmodulated carrier.) Therefore

C out(W) mW 2 NI2BA2 + 81r2 N+ (S

If there is an ideal low-pass filter (LPF) following the PLL which cuts off at fm

the output noise power is given by

fm
NO z 2f Got(f) df (6)0 ou

However, the LPF of the typical demodulation system is not ideal. To get around this

situation, we define fimG and fms as equivalent bandwidths of ideal filters where

G = 2 F(f) 12 f 2 df (7)
f~~f df) d

o o

fmn

IF(o) 2 df fD IF'(f)12 di (8)

aud F(f) is the actual LPF transfer function. The noise power is therefore

IT2f i 2NO 2/3 -y + 16w N+ fm (9)

where y = A2 /2N is the carrier-to-noise ratio.

If the modulating signal is assumed to be of the form

•= Cos r (10)

and it is attenuated by the output LPF by Gf. the mean-squared output signal is given by

So = ZW (Of) Gf (1f)

An expression for N for the PLL has been derived by Hess2 for the first-order
PLL. His result for a rectangular IF filter is

N+ =(B/Ztf3)erfc f[l+ (i0 (62)

o, 2
where erfc Y a (214,) e " dx, and fL is the closed-loop bandwidth of the PLL.

B. Schwartz has ahown 3 that the use of an equivalent first-order PLL bandwidth fLeq

in Hess' equation, allows one to predict 1; for the second-order loop, where the Wo~p
filter for the second-order loop to showni in Fig. 1. The determinatioi, of f Leq is done
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RI

{R2 H (5~C4.

RC , +R2 )C RIC

Fig. 1 Loop Filter for Second-Order PLL

by means of a simple graphical construction using the second-order parameters. There-

fore, the output SNR for the first and second-order PLL with a rectangui.ar IF filter,

using the appropriate value of fL' is given by

3 (Af/fmG) y (B/fmoG) Gf3 • Gf (13) :

S/N° 1+ (24/.f3) (fn / fniG) (B/fn.G) yerfc4/y[I + f

s eL

where Af= signal deviation, y = input CNR, B = half the IF filter BW, fmG : equiva-

lent BW of output LPF for Gaussian noise, fm = equivalent BW of output LPF for

click noise, Gf = output LPF signal attenuation, and fL appropriate closed-loop BW

of PLL.

Experimental Results

As verification that the output SNR equation holds for the first-order PLL, curvesI were obtained experimentally and theoretically for various values of closed-loop BW

and output LPF bandwidth as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. It can be seen from these curves

that agreement between theory and Lxpe-imental results is good in all cases.

To test the equation tor the second-.',rder PLL, an equivalent closed-loop band-

width had to be determined tor each setting of f and for each loop tilter, using the
3 L

rules given by Schwartz . The theoretical and experimental data is shown in Figs. 4

and 5. Again, agreement is goad, which indicates the validity of the derived equation.

Conclusion

An equation that predict, the ou'pu; SNR tor the first and second-order PLL with-

out modulation, has been derived. Its validity has been examined tor various system

'onditions and it has been shown to hold for all cases tested.

National Aeronautics and Spice Administration
NsR 33-006,020 D. 1. fless htnl R.I. Sch ilmun

I
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Fig. 4 Output SNR vs Input CNR totr a Second-Order Phase- Lodcked Loop
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OPTIMIZING SECOND-ORDER PHASE-LuCKED LOOP (PLL) PERFORMANCE WITH
MODULATION

D. T. Hose and R. J. Schu.man

In this report, a purely experimental investigation into the behavior of the first

and second-order PLL with modulation is described: Curves of output signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR) vs. input carrie,-to-noise ratio (CNR) for the PLL and limiter-discrim-
inator were obtained by varying the numerous parameters of the system. This study
culminates in the determination of a "rule of thumb" for choosing an optimum loop filter

H(s) = 1 (s ) and hold-in range (the maximum static frtnuency deviation of the inpr
signal from the carrier frequency before the loop loses lock) for the second-order PLL
when the modulating signal fills the entire IF filter bandwidth of the system (full-devia-

tion signal).

General Study

UNNAF

Fig. 1 System For Taking SNR Measirements (with modulation)

To make the SNR measurements with modulation, the system of Fig. i was used.

The signal and noise were kept or• simultaneously, while measuring the output value of

either parameter. For the data takcen for this report, a full-deviatlon signal was used,

i. e., a sigfnal with deviation 43f given by Af , 3Bf(! + •i) where •R is the IF bandwidth
and •3 is the r.,•,dulativn index. Besides the many curves obtained for the P',.L, some

data were taken for the limiter-discrIminator to use for comparison. These data were

taken by replacing• t~.e I'LL by a 455k1la lirmiter and a OR discriminator (model I 14'•-A)

in the system of Filg, !.

Specl~fically the output SNR was measured, witth the Input CNR fixed at 6dB -•nd j

fixed at •, as the hold In range f t.' ,e pole of the 1oop fllter a, and the zero of the loop

fiUter if# •, wre independently varied. It 'la observed emnpiri ally that the output SNR

INCLI 
EEAO
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passed through a maximum as each of the parameters, fL a, and jA were varied. Con-

sequently by sequentially adjlsting the parameters the optimm.,! output SNR was obtained

for Z * 2. With the signal deviation Af - , k H z, with the modulat'ng signal frequency

fm I k H z, and with a rectangular IF filter with bandwidth 6 k 1 a the empirically

determined optimum values were found to be

a 1, .5kHz
fL 1 . 5kHz

LOOP FLTER $ +5,6X104

6(s+9.4x 105)

f* 125K(ft
30- OUTPU7 SNR a SIGNL AT FULL DEVIATION

NOISE AT GIVEN DEVIATION
28'-

26-

24-

122-

SBW of IF FILTER • sKz

16 - BW of UP• a IKHz
CARRIER AMPLA=O.5wms

14-

t0 DISCRIMINATOR A
W 2KHz

6

4 L2 * EXPERIMbENTAL POINTS

2

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 !4
y-INPUT CNR-ft

FTi. Z Output SNR vs. Input ONK for s Second-
Order Phas*..Lock*d Loop

4" t
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Figure 2 compares the optimum second order P LL with the optimum loop filter over the

discriminator. It should be noted that with full dcviatioL., lit'le improvement in thres-

hold is obtained with the PLL.

Using the above set of optimum parameters and the knowledge acquired from

taking data presented in this report, one may set fbrth a "rule of thumb" for choosing

an optimum hold-in ranue and second-order PLL lor a full-deviation signal. The "rule

of thumb" is as follows:

fL opt 91 2 x (IF rectangular filter basndwldth)

a' l.5Sxfopt V m
Z of 6

opt

71o test this rule, experimental data were taken for two other cases (8 = 5 and p 6).

The systems were set up using the above rule, and then, SNR's were measured for varia-

tions of the parameters, to show theo PLL was indeed optimally adjusted. In both cases

the rule proved to be correct.

Conclusion

A study has been made of the first and second-order PLL behavior, with inedula-
tion, as a function of various system parameters. A "rule of thumb" has been proposed

for choosing the hold-in range, pole position, and zero-to-pole ratio, which would result
in optimum performance of the second-order PLL when used with a full-deviation signal.

This rule has been tested and shown to give satisfactory results; however even with the

PLL optimized little SNR improvement over the discriminator was obtained.

National Aeronautice and Space Administration
NgR 33-006-020 D. T. Hess and R. J. Schulman

OUTPUT SIGNAL-TO-NOVSE RATIO Or AN FM DU5CRZMINATOR WITH NON-IDAL
LIMITING

D. L. Sthilling a R ' .1 t Deoi

Th# effhct of abrupt-liimting on the output of i frequency dittcriminator has boon

treated thoroughly by Middleton, This paper corsid rv the case of snth b•nipass

limitizni ••thi for the simple differentiator and for the balunced discriminator. The

error w•sct.on is used at 4 m,'dV1 for the smooth limiter. The tdt.Aness of the limiter
if related in the quantity 91A0 a the limiting bardress. The analysis reveals that (or
a balanced dýscrimitaaor. ýhe oatput; sii--al-toonoiso catio can be m,*de largely tmmkm

to chanle in 'Im&. Hc'wever, for tfe S antklanced dthrim.ntor, the sivnal.to-nolse is

not only &pptrecia~l)y "p depndent, bUt also . functior -:s carri"r fre*ency.

• r • • u m •a..............m...
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L The Unbalanced Discriminator

Noise Analysis:

V4  d V5  ENVELOPE 6 LPF YI d LIMIT0ER S

f! f
01IF

Fig. I The Unbalanced Limiter-Discriminator

I3 x 0 (ideol)

ILk-.-

V2

Sx v erf f_2_

Fig. 2 A Smooth Limiter

An unbalanced discriminator is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a limiter, differ-

entiator and envelop- detector. The smooth limiter is shown in Fig. 2.

The output signal-to-noise ratio of this device is

3(p 4 11 j (C/NO )

•; o l12f z(1) (. 1•44 0+ 3)
+ 0+ + .

• 1z'41 2 f 2(+lC/~l .41 z

11 (2 3 + 4 B -FfM2 3BIF 2f m + 2B IF31

( '',n)4I-2f 'IFrm m I (1)

4 f (("/N) 1  412

where i is the m,-ulation index. f the maxitnum mnodulation frequency, R!F 210 11
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fro (-); is the input SNR measurect at the IF, and i/A is the relative har'ness oi the 4

limiter (see Fig. 2).

II. Balanced Discriminator !i~

V 4 0 R

V eA-- Vb ::

Fig. 3 A Balanced Discriminator

A mocel tar the bal:.r'ced discriminator is shown in Fig. 3. The output SNR of

this device is

S'I 3(• + 1) p ' (C/N).

I. + fD+2B

S()4 m " BIF fm IF'B

1 + ~4fm BF (C/N). [,): - 4]

V Ie

Con 1usion:

Examination of Eqs. (3) and (2) reveals that the output signal-to-noise ratio is

freAuency dependent for the unbalanced discriminator and is frequency independent for

the balanced discriminator.

Equations (I) and (2) were .,valuated for some representative numbe'rs

= 953B ff +

IFm I m IF

4B 21KlBz (C/N)i= 20db

As dwent from 0 to 1. the SNR (or the unbalanced discriminaicr wai degraded

by 40db. However, the perfor. anc, of the, balanced discriminator was degraded by only

ldb.
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From this analysis, the simple differenttator is reen to be largely dependent on

the quality of the limiter, whereas the balanced discriminator sruppresses this effect.

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NgR 33-006-020 D. L. Schilling and J. Refi

QUANTIZED SECOND ORDER FREQUENCY LOCKED LOOP

D.T. Hess andK. K. Clarke

Several previous papers have presented the basic concepts of the threshold ex-

tending FM receiver known as the Frequency Locked Loop (FLL). In this section

several significant modifications to the basic FLL are reported. Specifically the modi-
ficaticns entail the optimization of the loop filter and the quantization of the amplitude

channel. The paper presents intuitive arguments explaining the improvements expected

with these tnodifications.

Finally, and most important, experimental data are presented. These data in-
dicate that even with full deviation sinusoidal modulation, the FLL extends the FM

noise threshold significantly over the discriminator. In addition, when used to demodu-

late binary signals transmitted by Frequency Shift F-ying the FLL yields an output

probability of error that is within 1. 4dB of that achieved *ith a matched filter having

the same input roise E]•ectral densitj. 'Yhe Lomparison with the matched filter was

made with modulation indices in the vicinity of 2 and for error rates between 10-5 and

10

I. Introduction

In a previous paper the F-equency Loclecd L0oop (FLL) FM DemodulatorI is intro-

duced and is shown to be capable of extending the FM noise threshold. This extension

is achieved by using the envelope information of the ii-coming noise corrupted FM car-

rier to directly control the loop gain and in turn the bandwidth of a feedback loop through

which the demodulated FM information is passed; tht-s it the envelope takes on a small

,alue (relative to its average va~ue' the information is passed through a very narrow

bandwidth and eff..ctively "held" . Since the FM noise threshold is characterized by

the occurrence of gross friquenc-" di sluirancis or 'IUcks 2 , and since, near threshold,
these clicks are almost always accompanied by low envelope levels3 on the incoming

noise corrupted FM signal, the holding property oi the FLL eliminates the majority of

the clicks from its output and thus extends the noise thresLAd.

The first order analog FI.I, pr,;viously described iias several shortcomings.

First, the Wholding" operation, which occurs far more frequently than the frequency

clicks nccur, introducer an additional output noise component plus a siý ..%I suppres-
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sion effect, both of which detract from the possible threshold improvement. Secondly,

envelope variations for input carrier to noise ratios above threshold cause the FLL to

have an above threshold output signal to noise ratio slightly lower than the discriminator.

In this paper intuitive arguments are presented to show that these shortcomings

may be partially overcome by quantizing the envelope information before applying it to

the feedback loop and by utilizing a properly designed second order filter within the

feedback loop. In addition, experimental data are presented which indicate that the

intuitive approach to optimization is indeed valid.

I)EVOULATOR QUANTIZER

INPUT DISCRIMNATO '

LOOP
A CU TPU I

FINA OUTUT ASEBAND EQUAL' 'NG

FILTER". FItTER ~
LOý PASS LOOP
FILTER~

Fig. I Block Diagram of the Baseband Frequency Locked Loop

IH. Envelope Quantization

The block diagram of the FLL with quantization is shown in Fig. 1. Here the

input signal is assumed to be in the completely general form of a carrier centered at

w modulated by an envelope a(t) and a phase 31(t). The envelope a(t) arises when the

FM carrier is corrupted by additive narrowband noise centered at W , whereas %V(t) con-

sists of the desire!d phase modulation plus perturbations from the narrowband noise.

The quantizer consists of a nonoitable multivibrator which reduces its output q(t) to

zero for a fixed duration t every time the envelope a(t) drops below the level CA, where

60)

o0( t A
.A4

0 A0

Fig. 2 Relationship Between the Input Amplitude, :a(t) and the Ouantizer
Output, q(t)

I
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A is the FM carrier amplitude. (With no noise present a(t) = A. ) Figure Z indicates

the relationship between the quartizer output q(t) and a(t).

If the output of the FLL is designated as @(t) and the impulse response of the loop

filter is given by h (t), then the defining equation for the loop takes the form
0

0(t) = q(t) 1i(t) - 0(t) ]* he(t) (1)

The advants'je of quantization in the FLL is now apparent. If the input carrier to noise

ratio is high, a(t) almost always remains above eA and q(t) = A (a constant). Thus

i(t) is just a filtered form of i(t). If in addition, an eqializing filter is incorporated

after the loop, as shown in Fig. 1, the filtering effect of the loop may be exactly com-

pensated, and thus the equalized loop output i (t) and the discriminator output P(t) are

identical (within a scale factor) above threshold. Below threshold a(t) does indeed drop

below cA during the occurrence of many clicks in 0(t), thereby opening the loop and corn-

pletely decoupling '1(t) from the output.

The quantizer depends strongly on two parameters, c (the quantization level) and

to (the holding time), for its correct operation. Both of these parameters have an

optimum value which yields the best threshold improvement. Intuitively we observe

that if E is very small, very few holds in the lbop occur and thus very few clicks are

removed at the loop output. On the other h;r.•, i_ E is large the number of holds be-

comes large which permits almost all of the clicks to be removed; however, since the

number of holds far exceeds the number of clicks (a(t) drops below EA many times

when a click does not occur) ',oise induced by holding 4(t) exceeds the RMS value of

the click noise removed. For some intermediate, value of F a sufficient namber of

clicks are removed while the noise due to holding still remains sufficiently small such

that an optimum is achieved. This optimum is found experimentally to correspond to

r MO. 2 and iR reasonably broad.

It is interesting to observe the structure of the output noise as i is increased

empirically from zero. Initially if operation of the FLL is below threshold, the output

contains the same impulsive click noise as the discriminator. As c is increased a

number of the clicks are removed ur greatly reduced in area without much additional

noise appearing. Finally, as c is increased still further, almost all of the clicks dis-

appear and the *Gaussian like" holding noise begins to greatly increase. II effect,

varying r provides a means of not only reducing the total RMS noise below threshold

but also converting a click noise into "Gaussian like" noise. This conv.'r&ion is highly

desirable when video or digital information is transmitted via FM. Figure 3 shows the

variation in the noise structure for several different values of r,

It ts also apparent that if the holding time t is too srrall, the holding is not ac-
.*

complished (or the entire duration of the click in '1(t) and only a small portion of the
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SNR
( in 1kHz band

0.0 24.5dB

0.1 28.0dB

0.2 31.0dB

0.3 31.8dB

0.4 30.5dB

Fig. 3 Variation of Noisc Structure with t and a Baseband ELL Input Carrier-
to-Noise 6dB. Peak-to-Peak "Square" IF Bandwidth 33kHz.
Af = 15. 5kHz, f = 1kHz t 25j psec, Modulation Notched Out
by More than 50r9b. Bascl•and Filter Widened to 3kHz- to Show
Individual clicks. IOOmV/ccm Vertical, 50ms/rcm Horizontal.

click area is removed from the FLL output. On the other hand, if t is too large, the

holding noise again begins to more uian compensate for the click noise removed. Ex-

perimentally it has been found that the optimum to is approximately 1/2 (BWRMS)

where BWRMS is the RMS noise bandwidth (in Hertz) of the input narrowband noise.

Again this optimum appears experimentally to be rather broad such that a very precise

setting of t is not required.0

If one observes the FLL output for a fixed value of F as t is increased from zero,o

one notices first that many of the output clicks become reduced in area as a portion of

the input click is removed. As to is increased further many of the input clicks disap-

pear completely, and finally as t is increased still further a large amount of " Gaussian

like" holding noihe appears in the output. Since in general t and to are correlated, their

optimum valueq mLst be obtained simultaneously. This is indeed how they were obtained

empirically.

WI. Loop Filter Optimization

The choice of an optimum loop filter is based upon three basic cons.iderations:

1) The filter must provide, .i .ood e stiImate ! f4 tht, signal c nipotient( of 'P(t) (or

(t) ) Cduring a hold, i. e. , when q(t) - 0.

2) The filter must produce v. li b,-,, v\..lt tr-" siont •l•,en q(t) r-titrns from 0

to A
0

3) The filter must providte an aibsolultt iv s{ Ih", hio d Iotp r,'jptn s,.

Clearly requirements ) and 2 instr, that thit, holuding ntli, v is', 11i•in lim ,,d %%hile require-

ment 3 is essential for any feedbat k svbteen.
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From requirement I it is apparent that the loop Ailter (whose impulse response

is given by h (t) ',;ld have as many poles at the origin as possible. This is the case

since each additional pole permits the filter output to estimate the desired output signal

with one more degree of precision when the input is reduced to zero by q(t) dropping to

zero. Specifically if q(t) drops to zero at t t, and ho(t) contains n poles at the origin,

for t < t < tI .+ to 0(t) is given by

0( t ) = t(tt•tl, t -t l ) 1 )

•: en(tl)(t - t )n-I

+''" + (n - <)! ; t <t 1 +to (2)

As n_-oco, 0(t) would be approximated exactly during a hold (equation 2 would become

the Taylor series for 0(t) and no holding noise would exist. Requirement 3, however,

limits the number of poles to 2, since 3 poles at the origin in a feedback loop would

produce at best conditional instability. With two poles at the origin for h (t), 0(t) is

approximated by its value and slope at t = t during a hold as shown in Fig. 4. Clearly

ft) 
] Ato

|1 II IiI I t t-.

I I ii II
II II F7I ii F

?' i~ i I I I

Ii

II

Fig. 4 Second Order Holding

a nmuch poorer approximation to 4 (t) during a hold would result if h It) contained ao

single pole at the origin; specifically 4(t) would remain constant during the hold there-

by increasing the holding noise.

Requirement 3 also specifies the xros of h0 (t). In order to keep the closed loop

poles from approaching too close to the imaginary axis, h0(t) must have a negative

real axis zero. Consequently. the pole zero pattern for h0 (t) must take a form similar

to that shown in Fig. S. The figure also indicates the loclis of the poles of the closed

loop FLL. with no holding, as the loop gain (or equivalently Ao) is increased. In ord.r
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//\

8 r-ZERO -- 2 POLES

"LOCUS OF CLOSED LOOP POLES

WITH INCREASING A.
Fig. 5 Pole-Zero Pattern for heft)

to meet requirement 2, a sufficiently large value of Ao must be chosen to keep the im-

aginary part of the closed loop poles above the passbarud of the final baseband filter.

At the end of each hold a transient results which has a strong frequency component at

a value equal to the distance of the poles from the real , xis. If this frequency com-

ponent is not passed by the baseband filter, the basic holding noise is due to the in-

exact estimate of &(t) during a hold.

On the other hand, A should not be chosen any larger than that value which just

keeps the irmaginary part of the closed loop poles above the baseband bandwidth. A

larger value of A would increase the closed loop bandwidth of the FLL and thereby

permit a larger noise component in i(t). Such an additional noise component is highly

undesirable since when a hold occurs, the additional noise plus the desired signal com-

ponent of i(t) is estimated, and the output noise is greatly enhanced. This is particu-

larly true of the high frequency noise, which when held generates low frequency noise

components which reach the output of the baseband filter. Consequently, the closed

loop poles should be placed just slightly above the passband at the baseband filter and

the equalization filter should be designed to exactly compensate for the closed loop

poles over the entire basehand.

In the FLL which has been constructed, the imaginary part of the closed loop

poles is 1. 55 klz, wherea,- the bast in'l filter has a -3dfB bandwidth of I kliz and falls

off at 24 dB per octave in the stop band. In addition, the zero of h (t) is at 6. 7 kllz.
0

The equalization filter has a pair of complex conjugate -eros which lie at the sare

position as the closed loop poles.

A subsequent section of this report presents a theort-tical derivation of SNR va.

CNR curves with i as a par;am~eter. Yet another s4 t tion presvnt. a com~parison of a

theoretically derived expre-ssion for probability of orror in diýitael 1'SK transiliuion

with measured results. At this point \ýv present a quick s'-•!v.irv" of experimental

data to provide a frametwork for these subsequent iections.
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ERROR COUNTER OUTPUT
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fro, I kHz

BASEBAND LOW PASS FILTER a I.OkHz (-3db) 24db/OCTAVE

THOLD" 1s5SEC. (,0.3, RF DELAYsIOISEC.

Fig. 6 Digital Errors in FSK for a Ditcriminor and a Frequency
Locked Loop
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Fig. 7 Probability of Error vs. Carrier to Noise Ratio

IV. ExperimentiA Results

Experimental results are shown for bcth the case of binary frequenty shift keying

(FSK) and for the case of sinusoidal analog modulation.
Figures 6 and 7 show comparative results for ,he d6tection of errors in a

noisy binary FSK signal detected boty by a discriminator and by a discriminator plUS

a base band frequency locked loop..

Figure 7 plots curves of probability of error vs. the ir.put carrier-to-noise ratio

(CNR) in dB. These curve.4 art, for a dibcriminator, for a FLL circuit and for the

theoretical matched filttr. ',7.T th-.oretical :urve for the discriminator was derived by

Schilling, etal. At a CNI6 of 30 the error raoe from the FLA, is dhown by a factor of

more than 100 from the discriminatur art.. From .ano'her viewpoint, if the error rate

is held constant at 1/105 biti then the input CNR rcquired by the FI., i.t 2. ZdI loss

than that required by the discrimiinator .nd only 1. 4dfl more than that required by the

matched filter.
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Fig. 8 Output SNR vs. Input CNR for 2nd Order FLL and for a Discriminator
with Mod'ilation

Figure 8 plots comparative curves of the ouptut signal-to-noise ratio '3NR) in dB

vs. the input CNR for the A 14 5 case. These curves are actual measuredI curves

with full sinusoidal deviationg that is, with a peak deviation of 14. 5 kHz in a square

IF of peak-to-peak bandwidth of 33 kHz. One should note that for an input CNR of 6dB

the FLL has an output SNR that is 7. dB above the discriminator. Since Fig. 3 it for

a CNR of 6dlt through the same 11F filter (Wf in Fig. 3 is 15. 5 kHa while Wt is 14. 'i kHz

in Fig. 8) one can see fror-. rig. 3 that not only is thQ noise 7. 3dB loss i'-t the FLL

output but the noise itructure is bcth somewhat dlf'erent and. through the control of

c is adjustable to beat suit a particu)4,r system.

V. ConSJ.sifl

The quantized, second order ftcouency locked loop has been shown to offor sub-

stantlal advantages over an ordinary discriminator both in the detection o! FSK and in

obtaining higher SNR' s in th. analog modulation case.

National Aeronautics and Space Administration D. T. Hess and K. K. Clarke
NgR 33-006-020
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FM THRESHOLD EXTENSION PERFORMANCE OF THE QUANTIZED FREQUENCY
LOCKED LOOP

N. Unkauf, K.lK. Clarke, an3~ D. T. Hess

1. Introduction

The noise and signal output of the FM discriminator in the, threshold region,
~i(t), may be represenxtee as

~(t) = e (t)4 n (t)+n (t) (1)

where em r(t) is the desired modulation signal; n (t) is the gaussian noise; arid nc (t) is
the noise created by clicks . The noise and signal outpu~t of the Qxtantized FrequencyI locked Loop (QFLL) in the th ýeshold region. 4) (t), is:

e m(t) r n (t) + n(t. c) + nt. t)(2

where e M(t) and n 9 (t) are the same as for the FM discriminator; n (t,() is the noise

due to clicks not recognized and suppressed by the QFLL; and oft.) is due to the
signal and Gaussian~ noisr distortion caused by holds (including thc " false" ho.lds in-
te-nded (or click suppression) . o the extent that ni(.)+n~,)(rteQL r

less than n (t) for the FM discriminator, an improvcssi~ont in output signal to noise ratio

ndToa ilusrat h speAq~igal~tn to noise Iiip ?14r1rove; ha& nbtjn, 1 (s %kith thr. utrcond

ore. basbad erio.)

(3)

+~j 4).
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Calculation of Signal to Noise Ratio

Consider an FMV system with rectangular IF filter of total bandwidth, B, such that
Aw Af

B = 2(p + 1)f , where" fm is the high-st modulating requency, P --3 = - is the
inm nmodulation inidex, and Af is thepeak frequency deviation of the FM carrier. rConsidler

also maximum d-viation, maximum frequency modulation of the form:

er(t) = A coo t (5)
m m

For the system parameters given and a rectangular output low-pass filter of cut-off

frequency frn, the QFLL output noise power has been calculated by Unkauf.

10
PARAMETERS:

9- p,5.0
Bto r I

8 SINE WAVE MODULATION
FULL DEVIATION

W

2W
W 6-

5-

•4- zd

,-

, - - Lud

2 -z d i

t~ Ad

0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0 5.0
WO
W•m

FiR, I Secrond Ordrir F'LL Disturbance En'rgv ,Vers.us "it, . ts

P a ra •te, r
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The power corresponding to n (t), Ngs is:
4r•2f2 6g

, "N =- -rn - 6r N n (6)

where p is the input carrier to noise ratio and 6 is the modulation induced, noise re-

duction fartor; 8 7 1 for the system considered and large A. The power corresponding

to nc (t, ), Nc, is:c c

N =8w f n (r,p) (7)Nc m c

where n (E, p) is the expected number of clicks per second .he FM discriminator out-
c

put which are not recognized by the QFLL as given in the Ay;:,endix. The noise power

corresponding to nh(t, c) Nho is.

N 8 r f [n (o°, p) - nc(E, P)] + 2 f (8)
MI c ' c' J D m

where (1 - p) is the average percentage of click area suppressed by a hold; D is the

mean-square disturbance created by the holding mechanism on the discriminator

gaussian noise and signal components; and nh (E, p) is the expected number of holding

events per sec, -id. These constants are given in the Appendix.

Nh is plotti in Fig. I -for small j 5, and Bt = I (where t is the lenjth nf

the holding interval). Nh displays a pronounced minimum in the region I. 5 < ( . <3
and hence specifies the second order QFLL loop filter design, Eqs. (3) and (4). rn

Since the other QFLL noise terms are independent of w o, the QF LL also displays a
maximum output signal to roise zatio in the region Tg • 2. The position of the loop

zero is not critical so long as it is sufficiently large.

The signal power at the QFLL output, S , is:

* 2 YW m
So=2 -- (9)

an]l the total QF LL output signal to noise ratio S SoNo, is:

(00O 0

N-• -- N + N +Nh (10)

This expression for output signal to noise ratio is plotted in Fig. 2 tot a modlulation

index of r with i (the c'lick dettctin parame.ter) as a param.tr. Note that the theoreti-

cal results are really only valid for p > 4 dB dtue to the negl.ct of discriminato.r signal

auppression and the initi, il conditions for validity of th, noisea model Similar ,:urvos

for modulation indiieb of 2 and Ir-. S art- contained in Reo. 3.

The operation of the second order QFLI. is clear from Vig. _. As , increases
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from zero, the average number of clicks suppressed by the QFLL rapidly increases

and the QFLL click noise decreases. Also, the number of holding events (attempted

click suppression events) increases rapidly with c and the noise due to holding in-

creases. Thus, the QFLL output signal to noise ratio first increases with click noise

reduction and later decreases again due to holding noise production as r is increased.

The optimum value of r for best overall signal to noise ratio improvement is approxi-

mately 0. 2 which is experimentally verifire. In a future paper, this trade-off in the

nature of the QFLL output noise will be shown to be of great value in the demodulation

of digital FM signals.

The overall threshold extension obtainable (for all modulating frequencies) with

the QFLL is on the order of 1. 5 dB as indicated by the results of Fig. 2. This result
4agrees well with the work of Malone who simulated the case of a linear interpolation

during a clock detection and erasure event on the digita. computer. It also agrees in

the limit with the work of Calandrino and Immovilli5 who considered ths open-loop

problem of detecting and processing the discriminator clicks to achieve threshold ex-

tension.

Unkauf showed that the threshold extension of the QFLL improves with increased

carrier frequency deviation and modulating frequency. Hence, the spectrum of the

modulation employed with the QFLL system may be heavily pre-emphasized to yield

still further signal to noise ratio improvement on final de-emphasis filtering of the

QFLL output.

As a further comparison of the second order QFLL, Fig, 3 compares this cir-

cuit with a second order Phase Locked Loop (PLL) that was optimized for the condition

of maximum system carrier frequency deviation. This comparison was made for the

= 5 case under identical experimental conditions.

The PLL curves are shown dotted. For the no modulation caste the PLL shows a max

imum improvement of 1. 5 dB at an input CNR of 7-8 dB. With the peak tllowable' sinewav,

deviation the PLL is not experimentally distinguishable from the ordinary discriminator.

From 2-7 dB input CNR the FI.L shows an improvement of 4 dB or nir, (oer the ordinary

discriminator. Similar results have been obtained for betas of 2 and Ili. 5.

3. Appendix

The following constants and functions have been computed by thnkatif for the con-

ditions indicated in this paper.

The expected number of clicks per .r-)nd at the QFI.L output. n , ), -4:

P) -+" !ý t- •, + +)
nc (,'p), . a -p(l+r)4  -a p (14,) [ail*) (

n +-
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where y is the radius of gi ration of the IF filter and

a 2

Y -

The expected number of holds per second, nh(t, p), is:

2

2 2 2n2h(c P f H(la P 2 (aM da (A-2)

2 2where p 2 (a2) is the probability density of a and
(L

H(aZ e p l.2)e-X Io(A) e-y Io(Y) + 2 ý vz Ix n(Y) e y
0 0 n= I 1 0 (x) n

+ n 2n(X) [In(Y) + n(y)] e'Y (A-3)
en=l1 0 n

where ()
2 e t) 2a = 2 and x Zp andy a .222

These results are plotted in Fig. 4 for the full deviation sine wave modulation assumed.

The expected value of ju is determined experimentally:

1A' c( 0.514[1+ le !2)I) (A-4)

And the mean-square holding disturbance, T , is approximated by:

t4 W4 A 4 t2 W4
4222 tt 2

2 W 0 2 o o4 4 2
"1- 7W -- )

1 14 4t2 02 (A-S
1+0 tt 2w2z L

~2 )
where 4( ai j

S TO- 4 (4e z IL2 6;2 4
00

National Aeronautics anti Space Administraition
NgR 33-006-020 SI. t'n~.iti. K. K. (TharhcO d.IO
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PROBABILITY OF ERROR ANALYSIS FOR THE FLL DIGITAL DEMODULATOR

M. Unkauf, K. K. Clarke, and D. T. Hess

Schilling and Hoffman1 showed that thu errors incurred in the discriminator de-

modulation of binary FM signals corrupted by noise could be treated as errors due to

clicks and errors due to Gaussian noise. Thus, the probability of error in demodu-

lation, Pe' is:

e eg ec (

where Peg is the probability of error due to the Gaussian noise and Pec is the proba-

bility of error due to :lick noise. Since the FLL suppresses clicks, it can reduce the

errors due to clicks. However, as seen in the previous section, the FLL introduces

an extra holding noise which may introduce errors. Thus the probability of error for

the FLL is

Se eg +ec P )Peh() (2)
whert. P (i) is the probaLil'ty of error caused by clicks which kere not recognized

cc
by the FLL and Peh (() is the vrobability of error caused by the holding noise due to

"false" holds.

Consider a binary F'M system ,,s Thown in the block diagram of Fig. i. The bi-

nary information is premocdulation tiltered su,'h that for ai maximum information rate.

1010 test requence, only the lrst harmonic )t th,. information is F%1 moddulatrd and

transmitted. The IF tilter is rectangular of total bandwidth 1 = 2(fo + I) f , where fni

w I/T and T is the period of a bit. [ ht, resultant modulation has the iormt

C.) * O t (3)C M M Cos ýint

*The ,,utputt lc,.-pas- filter :s approximately Gaussian .ith 3 dcl cut-off frequency fS~m
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Fig. 1 Digital FM System Block Diagram

For the above system parameters, Schilling and Hoffman showed that the proba-

bility of error due to Gaussian noise, Peg' is%

Pe a • rfc (4)

where

fo 0 ert (0. 937 jp+1)) - 0. 945 (0+1) e"0.7 (0+)0.

and

fo 1 for large 0.

Unkauf 2 showed that the probability of error due to FLL clicks. PeC (0. is:

•/,t~ ~Bi •"'l+/) sy•lZ, (Zvf)] 0.73•4 < .S{_ 4.24

P c(s) 2 ,1'z l < 0. 734 (5)

where

T)) a 0. 375S [In - 1111/ 2  < 4. 2/s1

0 p>4. 24 2/w
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(It should be noted that clicks can cause errors only in the region p <4. 24). Also,

the probability of error due to holds, P (.)' is:
eh

h(• 1Z) W 4 ,, din(• Y()I ÷+erfc() (6)

S where w 2 is given in the preceding article.Ih
fhe m•tched filter detector probability of error for the system described above

" and for the 1010 sequence is:

PeMF displays a pronounced minimum near p = 2 s,-. experimental results were obtained

for this condition.

For p 2, the total probability of error is shown in Fig. Z for the discriminator,

the FLL, and the matched filter. The FLL parameters are Bt° = 0. 6, -- = 1. 5, and

0. 3. It is evident that the FLL represents a 2. 2 dB improvement (a Recrease in

error probability by more than 100 for p = 9 dB) over the discriminator and comes to

within 1. 8 dB of the matched filter result. The experimental results for ( = 0. 3 agree

well with the theoretical results. It should be noted that a further improvement in sys-

tem performance can be gained by optimizing the low-pass filter bandwidth. This ad-

"justment results in a further 0. 4 dB improvement n the FLL performance.

Caution must be exercised when employing the above theoretical results for t

greater than 0. 3 due to the effect of interference between adjacent holds. The value

of t employed for the FLL in Fig. 2 was the experimentally determined optimum. The

errors due to clicks decrease with increasing t while those due to holds increase. When

the expected number of clicks and holding errors are equal, the overall error rate is

lowest and this occurs for t O' 0. 3 in the experimental system.

The FLI as indicated tn Fig. 2 would require 3. 3 dBl more signal to noise ratio

to perform as well as the matched filter for coherent PSK (assuming constant energy

per bit). By way of comparison, a differential detection scheme for binary FM using

a product demodulator wuns shown by Anderson. flenett, Davey, And Sald to requlirr

4. 8 dR more signal to noise ratio for this same performance. Thus, the F1.1. FM

demodulator should prove to be of significant advantage in the demodulation of digital

FM signals due to its excellent error rate characteristics and its tnheren! simplicity

of construction.
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THRESHOLD EXTENSION BY MEANS Ok SPIKE DETECTION AND CANCELLATION

D. L. Schilling and E. Hoffman

FM signals, when received in noisy media, are susceptible to a sudden deterior-

ation of receiver output SNR, compared to input CNR, called "threshold". The onset

of threshold was determined by Rice to be caused by clicks.

Extension of threshold may be accomplished by three distinct approaches and

combinations the reof:

11 RecLcption by means of devices which do not reproduce all input clicks at their

output (,", ii6,, -,-.1inary FMD). Examples of such devices are the PLL and

FMFB.

2) Reception by means of devices which suppress input clicks (such as the FLL).

3) Reception through any FM demodulator. and detection of the presence of a

spike followed by cancellation.

The present study concerns itself with:

1) £'he theoretical number of spikes which must be detected and cancelled as a

function of threshold ,.xt-.nsion.

2) The effect of imperfect cancellation (i.e. , the effect of producing doublets).

3) Experimesital results on the number of spikes which art, correctly detected

using various circuitry ,ch4,nmes.

4) The maitimlim threshold , .xtertion .cs predicted by information thenry, and

a c o:npl~tr r ,,s to tihe :ti•ider (if tsptkes detr ted.

5) Th, cause -And h4lation o' threshIfd %0her %pilv's are detected ani , ,rrected.

Results to Date:

This interim report covers parts (I) and (3) of hr hetudy. 'the FDXI[ as .ased as
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the basis of the analysis and experimental work.

Threshold of FMD Under Modulation:

The pribability of a positive spike is given by Rice:

Enegative spikes) I t t " rfE(-A (-6}-- erfcs4{I + [- )-• erfc
m

e (t) ()e

where

I Y=7 (2)
E(x E(y

and

positive sgikes negative s ikes e"Y
eE ( ) = - em R O - y- em(t) (3)

Assuming e(t) > > 1, Eq. (1) becomes

NA m E (negative spike) = E (negative sike m(t)(

+ em t) 0(4)

Under conditions of Gaussian modulation,

enn(t) = A'w sin* wmt(5

where A w has a Gaussian probability density distribution given by:

2(P(A W) = Z.e2- (6)

and where ( , the modulation freqiency, has a probability distribution frnction which

is flat from 0 to C.:

pl); - ,0 < <

- 0 elsewhere.

The- r nuivbe rf atkes / *vc,N ,is given by

sin-, tb•-.N anti irov-ssep are ind :endert.

'.dt
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N 7r= j 2 cr) ( )] (9)

Since em(t) > 0 when Aw > 0 and sin W t > 0

or Aw <0 and sinw•wt < 0

The output signal to noise ratio So/N° at the low pass filter is expressed in terms of

N t

So 332 y BIF/fc (10)

o 1 + 24 BIFY N +/fc

Choosing BIF = 3oy to contain 99.7% of the Gaussian modulation in the IF Bandwidth,

and nothing that

2cT

CA

Equation 10 becomes

S = 5. 60 3

o 1 + 58. 5/ 2ye-Y
m

Threshold in the FMD, therefore, occ,-rs (see Fig. 1) at

2 -" = 1.7 x 10-3 (13)•m

Click Elimination

Combining Eqs. (10) and (11), one obtains (see Fig. 2) an expression for N+ at

threshold
N +

.28.33 y 1 (14)

The result of Eq. (14) and the FMD spikes of Eq. (9) are plotted on Fig, 2.

One therefore obtains. combining Figs. I and 2, a result showing the percentage

of the clicks which must be detected as a function of threshold improvement if all de-

tected tlicks are cancelled perfectly. These results are plotted in Fig. 3.

Experimental Resuits

Experimental results .%r Ih,- spikes detected .%ere obtaine-d using the block dia-

grain of Fig, 4. A PI.1, having -. wide bandwidth such that its spike response approaches
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that of the FMD was used.

Channel A of the storage scope showed the time of occurrenc4,, of all spikes. lts

input was the PLL Output less the modulation, leaving the output noise only.

Channel B shov, the filtered output of the PLL. Based on the display of Chan.

niel B on the storage scope, a predicition was made "by eye" as to where and when a

spike occurred. A comparison with Channel A yielded the number of spikes caught

correctly, added extraneously, or missed. The % spikes detected vxperimentally

were determlned byt

detected pies cauiht - spikes added
Sd eescaught t a7pikes missed
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_ GATE

T H R E H O L DO N E H O T BIT C O R R E C T .
[COMPARATOR*2J H MULTI, NEGATIVE

Fig. 5 Elementary, 2-LeveI Spike Detector Circuit

Results are plotted on Fig. 4. The intersection with the curves showing the %o spikes

required to extend threshold yields the threshold extension obtainable by cancelling

FMD spikes.

A scheme by which the "Žye" detection technique is performed electronically

was built and is shown in Fig. 5. Results with the two level techniques show that only

half of the spikes detected by "eye" are detected automatically using this scheme.

With the addition of more levels, the "eye" detection percentage is approachable.

Conclusions

The extension of threshold by detection and cancellation of spikes may be ac-

complished to the cxtent shown in Fig. 3. The theoretical curves shown actually ap-

ply to any device whose output spike percentage is less than that of the FMD. The

technique of detection by "eye" yields a possible improvement of 6db at 0 = 5 and 9

dl at P = 2. 6, assuming that all detected spikes are cancelled per-fectly And ,hat

threshold occurrence is due to spikes only.

Further studies are presently being performed on automatic detection of spikes,

cancellation of spikes, the actual measurement of output SNR, the threshold limit due

to information theory and the cause of thresholds othe.r than spikes.

N:ational Aeronautics and Space Administration
N1 ,R-33-0O06-020 1). I,. Schilling and E. Hoffman
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EQUIVALENCE OF FM THRESHOLD EXTENSION RECEIVERS

D.T. Hess

I. Introduction

1,2, 3, 4It is well known that the FM noise threshold may be extended by employ-

ing a properly designed phase locked loop (PLL) or a frequency demodulator with feed-

back (FMFB) to demodulate the noise corrupted FM signal. It has recently been demon-

strated that the frequency locked loop5 (FLL) is also capable of threshold extension.

In this report it shall be demonstrated that the defining equations for the PLL and FLL

are limiting forms of the defining equations for the FMFBj hence rather than having

three distinct devices capable of threshold extension, we have only one basic device

(FMFB) from which the other two devices (PLL and FLL) are derivable. In particular

it is shown that as the bandwidth of the internal IF filter of the FMFB is reduced to

zero the FMFB and the PLL have the same defining equations. Conversely, as the

bandwidth is increased without bound the equations for the FMFB and FLL are identical.

An interesting aspect of this equivalence is that a better physical understanding of

the threshold extension mechanism of the FMFB may be obtained. Although some physi-

cal insight into the PLL. and FLL has been gained, very little exists for the FMFB.
6

In a previous paper it has demonstrated that the PLL improves the FM noise threshold
7

by not tracking (or " losing lock" during) many of the noise " clicks" that would nor-

mally appear at the output of the limiter-discriminator. In addition, it has been shown8

that the FLL improves the FM noise threshold by a " holding" mechanism that reduces

the strength of many of the noise " clicks". Consequently, since an FMFB lies come-

where between the FLL and the PLL if its internal IF filter bandwidth is neither zero

nor infinity the FMFB should achieve threshold extension by " losing lock" during some

noise w clicks" reducing the strength of others.

9This phenomenon was indeed observed by Cassara. He compared the outputs of

an FMFB and a limiter-discri-ninator which were excited by the saru. unmodulated

FM carrier plus narrow band noise (both centered about the same frequency U ) and
0

noted that some of the noise " clicks" existing at the output of the limiter-discrimin~ator

did not exist at all at the output of the FMFB, while other noise "clicks" were reduced

in strength or area. With an unmodulated carrier, no noise "click" appeared at the

utput of the FMFB which did not appear at the output of the limiter-discriminator.

Conseqrently demonstrating the equivalence of the defining equations of the three'

devices yields a starting point for th. understanding of the FMFB. *ro begin the an.alysis

the defining equations for the FLL and PLL are developed. The equation for the FMFB

is then developed as a function of its internal IF filter, whose bandwidth is first in-

creased without bound and then reduced to zero. Convergence of the FMFB equat on to
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Fig. I Block Diagram of Frequency Locked Loop

that of the FLL and PLL is thus demonstrated.

II. Frequency Locked Loop Equation

The block diagram of the baseband version of the FLL is shown in Fig. I. Here

the input is assumed to be in the completely general form of a carrier centered at

Smodulated by an amplitude a(t) and a phase TI,(t). The amplitude term a(t) arises

when the FM carrier is added to narrowband noise cantered about w , whereas *(t)

consists of the desired FM modulation plus perturbations from the narrowband noise.

Without loss of generality, the constants associated with the limiter-discriminator and

amplitude demodulator arc: taken as unity, and the entire loop constant B/ Za is asso-

ciated with the loop filter whose impulse response is h (t). The form of B/ Za for the

loop constant is chosen such that the equivalence between the FMFB and the FLL is

more evident.

If the output of the loop is defined as -0(t), then by proceeding around the loop

one quickly obtains the defining equation for the FLL to be

a,•t() B 1
~ a (t)t B tj *h (t) (1)

where denotes convolution.

The block diagram of Fig. I provides some insight into the threshold extending

mechanism of the FLL. Clearly if a(t) is small the closed loop bandwidth of the loop

decreases and the output •(t) is permitted small variations (especially if the low pass

loop filter has a pole close to the origin which it should have). lowever as is known,0

wh.n a noise " click" occurs in 1(t), which is a step of + 2y in T(t), a(t) has a high

probability of lying very 'lose to zero; thus 1"(t) is " held" during the occurrence of -I
" click" which results in the " click" being suppressed at the output.

11[1. t'htsc Locked 10oop Equation

Trhe block diag ram of the PI~ i. is shown in Fig. 2. here thc samne irnput signal is

as.sumed as for the FIL and the output signal is similarly defined as (t). In addition

'1*h 
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U lot d0*fti*-, HARMONIC
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PLOW ASS LOOP'

L vco~o UTPUT
VOLTAGE CONTROLLEO

OSCILLATOR

Fig. 2 Block Diagram of Phase Locked Loop

without loss of generality the constant of the voltage controlled oscillator VCO is taken

as unity and the entire loop constant B is associated with the output amplitude of the

VCO. Here again one proceeds around the loop, recognizes that the loop filter rejects

the second harm-onic terms (in the vicinity of 2. o) appearing at the multiplier output,

and writes the defining equation fot the loop in the form

= a(t) B sin [(*(t) -p(t)] *"ho(t) (2)

In this loop as in the FLL the closed loop bandwidth is controlled by a(t). Here however,

during a N click" in 1(t) and a step of + 2
i• in *(t), small values of a(t) prevent w (t)

or (p(t) from changing rapidly. Therefore as T(t) varies by L 2w sin[i(t) - (,(t)] passes

through an entire cycle and returns to its starting point, thei-by leaving the initial con-

ditions of the PLL unchanged from those immediately preceding tLe " click" . Thus

the loop "loses lock" for a cycle and no " click" appears at the output. Only those

steps in '(t) during which a(t) is reasonably large produce output " clicks" since the

PLL is then able to track the steps ir. T(t).

IV. Frequency Demodulator with Feedback Equation

The block diagram of the FMFB is shown in Fig. 3. Here again the input signal

is identical with the one applied to the FLL and PLL and the output signal is again de-

fined as ý(t). Again the constants of the VCO and the discriminator are chosen as unity.

14 U - - - _ 'r, I v0 ' ,
0 L - P - " t

Fig. Bhck )iLgram oS to hFeedbck
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The IF filter is assumed to be a single-pole filter (for stability) whose transfer function
is given by

Ss IF(s) 2 Zs 2 1.t[hIF(t) (3)

s + Zas +w 2

where w Z is the difference between the output frequency w , of the " free running" VCO

and the input frequency w °t a is the distance of the poles of H IF(s) from the imaginary

axis in the complex s plane, and Iis the Laplace Transform operator.

The discriminator in the loop has no limiter and has the property that if its input

SI(t) is given by

S1 (t) = 6(t) cos [w 2 t + X(t) ] (4)

its output S2 (t) is given by

S2 (t) = 6(t) X(t) (5)

A little thought readily shows that such a description is valid for any conventional dis-

criminator not preceded by a limiter for which w -" 6(t)/ 6(t). In general the

complete equation for •0(t) for the FMFB may be readily written down from the block

diagram of Fig. 3; however its form is so complex that little or nc insight can be

gained from it. Consequently in the following paragraphs only the two desired limiting

forms of the FMFB are considered. First the bandwidth of HIF(s) is permitted to be-

come large and then it is permitted to approach zero.

Lare Bandwidth for Loop IF Filter, FMFB Approaches FLL

As the bandwidth uf the loop IF filter becomes large compared with the band of

frequencies occupied by

2 cos [W t + T(t) -,(t) I

the filter output is an attenuated, but undistorted, version of its input which is given by

It) a(t) B cos [w2t + 4t) - ((t) 6)

where (I/o) is the transfer function of the IF filter in its pass-band. Consequently the

output of the discriminator is given by

S)(t) i TI (t) - (t) w (7)

from which the defining equation for the FMFIB is readily obtained in the form

EZ() hS20)10(t) = W h(t) (t)
Z
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Clearly Eqs. (1) and (8) are identicall hence the equivalence between the defining equa-

tions of the FMF3 and FLL in this case is demonstrated.

It should be noted that Eq. (8) is strictly valid only if the internal loop bandwidth

increases without bound. t In practice however, since the input sipnal to the FMFB has

already been band-limited by some external RF filter and since the multiplication of

the input signal by the VCO output increases this band of frequencies by at most a factor
of 2 or 3 in the vicinity of w 2' the bandwidth of the internal IF filter need be no more

than twice as large as the bandwidth of the external RF filter ,- have the FMFB and

the FLL perform in the same fashion.

Small Bandwidth for Loop IF Filter, FMFB Approaches PLL

As the bandwidth of the loop IF filter becomes small compared with the band of

frequencies occupied by

a2t)B cos [W2 t + #'(t) -('(t) ]

the filter output is a strongly distorted version of its input. Some idea of the nature of

this distortion is obtained by expanding the filter output in the form

SIM= at B [ ]cost1'1 (t) - (p(t) ] cos • 2 t - sin ['Q(t) - p(t)) sinw.]I *hw(t)

S(t) c [ ,t) - P'(t) h W) cos W t

a ( at) B sin ['Plt) - (-wt I *L(t) I sin w zt (9)

where h L(t) is the irpulse response of the ow-pass equivalent filter of the narrow-band

IF filter. In particular ii 11 F(S) = Zs/s2 + 2as +W2 then

4 (ls) h t) - (10)
S+7c

Equation (9) may be rearrarnged still further to yie-fh

SI(t) C + c(t) I cos W 2t - 11) + d(t) I sin ) ,t (I1)

whvre C and 1) atr, tht' Averaite or dc valutes of the resp..ctive -oefficients of the

coN t and sin,, t t-rrnis in Eq. (9), and c(t) an:t d(t) are the resp•.ctive v;,lites of thc

coefficients less thwii v'raga v.4itivs. Ut the R" filter prtcceriing the loop is lynm•: tric

about a.ind if W .t-), it is ijppj rent from s4viiii.-try cunsiderations that -,(t)-ti 0

,tn! iat) sin *(0 = 0i he n c e 2) - 0. On the ttr hnd, (C to clearly not equal
to zer-Ij consequently Eq. (11 Imay lie further re.-rr.ing.ed to yie'](t

t As the Ir b.and• wirth i4 inc-remar,, it is ansume • 1.1-t the %.:.t vif:' n,! s.gna1J At th,
multiplier output. centered at c. a + Are -still roj-cted.
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Sl(t) 4j[C + c(t)]+ + [d(t)]Z cos [w2 t + tan" C +c~t) ] (12)

from which follows

S2[t) _C + c(t) I 3(t) - d(t) c(t) (13)
t [C + ct) I + [d(t)

It is apparent at this point that as the bandwidth of the IF filter (2a) appro.ches

zero c(t) ind d(t) become vanishingly small compared with C (more and more of the ac

component is filtered while the dc component remains unchanged) and Eq. (13) reduces

to the limiting form

S2 (t) = (t) d a(t) B sin [V(t) - 0(t)]i*hL(t) W (14)

In addition, as a 0, HL(s) -- 1/s which is a pure integrator; hence convolution with

hL(t) in Eq. (14) corresponds to integration wnich cancels with the differentiation opera-

tion to yield

S2 (t) = a(t) B sin [T(t) - 0(t) ] (15)
2 2

and finally

Sp(t) 52 (t)*h (t) 2 B sin ["T(t) - 0o(t) ] W* h(t) (16)

Clearly Eqs. (16) and (2) are identical; hence the equivalence between the defining

equations of the FMFB and the PLL in this case is demonstrated.

Although thie loop IF bandwidth must theoretically reach zero to have the FMFB

function as a PLL, it has been found experimentally t9,at for IF bandwidths less than

1/10 of the external RF filter bandwidth the FMFB functions, with respect to a noise-

corrupted input carrier, in essentially the same fashion as the PLL.

Several interesting observations may be made at this point. First, the FMFB

may have an arbitratrily narrow loop IF filtt-r bandwidth an,' still successfully demodu-

late an input FM signal. This ir quite obvious since the PLL is capable of performing

such a demodulation. Previously it was believed by rmany writers 1 3 that the loop IF

filter must have a bandwidth at least equal to twi t, the freituen.ny rani,, oncupied by the

loodul a t ion info rmat ion.

Secondly. with a suffiiently narrow loop IF fiher handwidth the FMFB has all

of the " loss of lock" problemoi possessedI bv thr' PI.I.. (Cosequctntly. larg•e deviationx

of the input carrier in the presene ot noiset, are ý ap-•le ti throwing the, NF It " out

of lrntk" with the re qult of i large number of signal inlu,.-,i! " clit ks". On the other

hand. (( r wide l -p IF b-indw idths the .&'Mll ( an never nlo. h I hli 4g obviouls

sinme the i I.L (which the FMFB appioaches, cf. Fig. 1) has no V ,'C cn therefore no
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mechanism by which to lose lock. Peliaps some intermediate value of loop IF band-

width combines the best features of the PLL and FLL. This might be true since the

FMFB it more widely used commercially than the PLL.

V. Conclusion

In this report it has been demonstrated that the defining equations of the FMFB

degenerate into the equations for the YLL ard PLL 39 the loop IF filter bandwidth of

the FMF3 approaches iniinity or zero respectively. Consequently a possibility of

further physical understanding of tho FMFB may be obtained by approaching its opera-

tion from the limits of FLL operation on one end and PLL operation on the other. More

significant, however, is the realization that the three basic threshold extension re-

ceivers are equivalent with respect to their defining equations to the single device, the

FMFB.

National Aeronautics and Space Administration D. T. iAess
NgR 33-006-020

National Science Foundation
GK-527
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THE EFFECT OF A FIRST ORDER, OPEN LOOP HOLDING CIRCUIT UPON FM
"SPIK-,S" IN A VIDEO SIGNAL

X(. K. Clarke and F. R. Ergul

The P1B experimental TV system was used with a PIB FM system to study single

frame video transinission via a noisy FM channel operating at or below threshold. A

simple first order, open loop holding circuit was then added to the receiver ovtput in

an attempt to improve reception by suppressing some of the below threshold FM "spikes'.

The details of basic equipment set-up are reported in Ref. 1. A video signal was

used to modulate a wideband, essentially distortionless FM generator. This FM signal

at 4 MHz was added to wideband noise centered at 4 MHz and applied to a PIB FM re-

ceiver. The receiver selectivity was determined primarily by a single high Q adjust-

able bandwidth tuned circuit.

The receiver output was then filtered, amplified and reproduced upon a suitable

synchronized video receiver. Single frame operation was utilized to show distortion

per frame rather than distortion integrated over several frames as is normally ob-

served by the human eye. Figure 1 indicates the effects of below threshold FM trans-

mission upon video material.

Initial distortion is largely of a "spike" or "click" type leading to the character-

istic white spots in black material and black spots in white material. An approach to

the reduction of this distortion is indicated below. (In the sections of the report deal-

ing with +he Frequency Locked Loop, it is demonstrated that feedback loop operators

are always superior in theory to open loop operators for distortion reduction: of the

type studied here. This section illustrates what can be accomplished with open loop

systerns as well as indicatir.g some of the variables in such systems. )

Assume that the video signal is sampled regularly at times t, and represented by
the set (xi. If N past samples are available, then the next sample xi+1 can be predicted

using a suitable proc( dure. Then, using the amplitude data provided by an envelope

detector, one can perform a test and determine the probability of spike occurrence

during (i+l) the sampling interval. If the test reveals that a spike may have occured,

then ono uses the estimate xi+l instead of the next sample. The procedure has the

potentiality of eliminating most of the spikes. Not all spikes will be removed because

Of the finite uncertainty in spike detection. Actually there ;will be many "false alarms"

between t-.wo spike occlrrences and therefore atn additional distortion will be introduced.

ltowever, the video signal is highly korreiat.,d and the rnis error clue to the estimation

procedure ;,s •vell as due to replacing xi b)y x. may he reasonably .tnall.

A sijynle sub-optimnum system I'an b!- obtaine.d if the prefdict',;r is replaced by a

sample and hold circuit (actually it is ,a zerro-order predictor) and tlhe -pikt. detetor
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is replaced by an amplitude comparator that causes the video signal to be held at its

sampled value whenever the envelope of the RF signal drops below a certain percentage

EA of its "ncrmal" amplitude A. If timing is accurate enough, then spikes that occur

during a hold period will be largely eliminated from the video output. The upper bound

of the rms error for the described scheme can be expressed as:

2Crms = 2 Rx (0) [1 - R xx(a)/R x(0)) P{r< }

where n Rxx(-) is the autocorrelation function of video signal, a is a constant delay term

and P (r< ( } is the probability of the normalized envelope of carrier being less than

the normalized threshold level E.

To demonstrate the feasibility of such a system, an amplitude detector feeding an

amplitude comparator that fired a monostable multivibrator was added to a PIB FM re-

ceiver. The monostable multivibrator fired whenever the envelope of the noisy FM sig-

nal fell below (A where A was the normal carrier level. The output pulse of the mono-

stable circuit operated a sample and hold circuit to maintain the FM detector video out-

put at its initial value during the du:J•tion of the monostable pulse,

The variables of the system include the level setting c, the monostable pulse width,

tthe base band filtering in the amplitude and frequency demodulator channels and the dis -

tribution of this filtering, and any additional delays introduced between the two channe] -.

For optimum spike removal, the monostable pulse should be as wide as the major-

it; of the spike and centered upon it. Thus, the optimum pulse width is a function of

the IF bandwidth and of the modulation. Widening the pulse width beyond the minimum

required value will increase the signal detail supp-ession caused both during spike re-

moval and (lur,,.•g -1se hold cases.

For c = 0 no spike removal occurs, As ý increases then near threshold nearly

all spikes should be removed. Belov, threshold a higher percentage of the spikes are

accompanied by larger amnplitudes and c must I,, increased. Or the other hand, in-

creasing r leads to mnore false holds and to excessive signal suppression.

Figure Z indicates the effect ,of varying ( with t 60 usec and a pri,-sample and

hIhold iltetr consisting of t-wo poles each at 30 IIlz.

While ý )IT)" spike reductiol, is accciplished, the pictu re quality reduction is un-

atccclable.

F'ollowing the wark reported it, the sections (n the, Frequency l.ckeld l~oop it is

expocted' that siubstantial iinprovetent could he ,abtain,'d b•y a ,,millinatioll o)f :

(a) \\'hidning ,nd peakinL, the pre-holdinv filter to narrovm Ohl click %% idth witfl,,t

introduciing vxe•e •sive high froquency lnoise. (Stich nois, iaNv introduce ntew\
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CNR = 5db
IF Bandwidth: 70 kHz.
Deviation: 5 kHz/Volt.
Video: 3. 5 frame/Second.
No Spike Elimination.
t 0

CNR = 5db
IF Bandwidth: 70 kHz.
Deviation: 5 kHz/Volt.
Video: 3. 5 frame/second.
e=0. 2

CNR = 5 db
IF Bandwidth: 70 kHz.
Deviation: 5 kHz/Volt.
Hold time: 60 microsec.
(= 0.4

Fig. 2 Spike Flinmination As A Function of Quantization Level, c .
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"1"spikes" when "held".)

(, Narrowing the post holding filter and using it to equalize the overall trans-

mission during non-holding periods.

(c) Narrowing the monostable pulse width to correspond to (a).

(d) Introducing proper channel delays so that the pulse and the output spike occur

simultaneously.

It remains to be seen whether the post holding transient will allow adequate equal-

ization without excessive ringing. It also remains to be determined whether the results

of such a system are sufficiently good to argue for its use instead of a more complicated,
2

but allegedly superior system, such as a second order quantized frequency locked loop

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NgR 33-006-020 K. K. Clarke and F. R. Ergul
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SLOW-SCAN TV SYSTEM RESULTS

K. K. Clarke and F. R. Ergul

The video portion of the PIB experimental television system consists of a versi-

tile flying spot scanner and receiver. These units are coupled with other laboratory

designed RF transmitters and receivers to provide a wide range of video transmission

facilities.

The raster generator horizontal sweep operates at 110 times the frequency of the

vertical sweep. However, 10% of the time is consumed by retrace periods and hence,

the basic raster is 100 lines. The frame rate is easily adjustable from 0. 1 to 10 frames

per second, Output video bandwidths of approximately I kHz to 50 kllz result from these

frame rates.

The raster generator contains facilities for single frame or single line operation

(line on or line deleted). It also has the capabilities of producing a raster delayed or

advanced by any desired portion of a line. This caoability allows one to compensate

for channel delays of up to 10 milliseconds.

Figure 1 indicates the basic video spectrum produced by the blanking pulses alone

the addition of pi, lIre material broadens and blurs 0he h igih Frequency terms but

has little effect tipon the first sevw ral peaks in the horizontal trequenc, spectrum.

T'igtre 2 indicates the , hanges caused in the ;pectrum by the slide (it I, ig. -. Figure
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Slide

Video Spectrum

Minimum F-ame Rate, 3. 5
frame/ sec.

Marker.-: 25 kHz, 2.5Vp-p
Sinewave.
Horizcntal Sweep 5 sec/ cm.

Probability

density function

Vertical Scale: 0. 1 V/cm.
Markers: 15 and 25 Volts
Horizontal Sweep: 5 sec. /cm.

FiR. 3 Three Different Viewpoints of Vide Data
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Fig, 4 FM Spectrum from Picture of Slide Shown in Fig. 3. 3. 5 Frames/ sec.
Modulation Sensitivity. 30 kllz/,volt. 1 v pp vi,lco Signal. Linear
Vertical. 50 kflz/ cm Horizontal

3 also shows an overall video spectrum. as mrwasured with the probability density of

the video output as measured with ai PITI probability density analyzer. The relatively

flat probability density would be expected to lead to a relatively flat FM spectrum if

the video is used to frequency modulate an F-M generator with a beta of 5 or more.

Figure 4 indicates suchdn FMi spect rum using a 4 Mlz P111 FMI generator with more

than , MHz deviation and iodulation irequtncy , apabilities.

These results are typical of data ior a nutnber of different slides as reported in

Ref. 1. In all cases, ,i base band vido spectrutn and )robauiility density measurement

served to allo% a reasaonablh prvdic-tion %if F%1 spk- ptrutn nhap., and bandwidth.
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Other material reported in Ref. I and not reproduced here includes the effects of

high and low pass filtering upon picture detail.

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NgR 33-006-320 K. K. Clarke and F. R. Ergul
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COMPARATIVE TV TRANSMISSIONS- SECOND ORDER QUANTIZED FREQUENCY

LOCKED LOOP vs. LIMITER DISCRIMINATOR

D.T. Hess and K. K. Clarke

In or'er to investigate the effect of the "spike" reduction properties of the second
order quantized frequency locked loop (FLL) in video transmission a comparative test

was run with a modified version o-- the PIB TV system as the video source. For the

purposes of this test the normal slide input was replaced by a bar pattern synchronized
to the raster generator. The composite video output was used to frequency modulate

a FM generator. The raster generator was operated in a single frame manner at a

0. 2 frame/second rate. The modulating amplitude was adjusted so that the modulated
signal occupied I I kHz centered at 41;1 kHz. This FM signal was mixed with filtered

white noise and applied to the FM receiver under test. The IF noise filter was a

Q2 kHz pp bandwidth "square" filter [nine pole] centered at 455 kHz.

The FM receiver output was passed through a I kHz base band filter and presented

on a PIB video monitor.

Single frame outputs were reccrded on film. Figures 1 and 2 indicate comparative

results for the second order, quartized frequency.locked loop, and a we"I adjusteu

limiter discriminator combination.

The conditiot,s for the FLL we-re holdiný pulse width, t.= 7•usec and normalized

holding level, , 0.2 2. The fevbhick loop zero was at 6. 7 kilz while the cloqed loop

poles were at I. ;r kIl . (ias a -olnFarition, the opt omum conditions for minimizing

digital error rzteg in a 0=-2, 0 kilt IF[ system wre found in Rgf. 2 to be , = 0. 30 and

It = M0 Ltrc !Hence,. is e-xprted, the "optiniutm" polse widtr for spike "suppression"

in video is witcdr than it would br in the djijitatl error ca ,,. (For the preitent exatmple
7 Ounset a. 4i cop-irrt d to the extrapolated value of 40 u-'-c f.or the digital ca se.

One woulti 1,4pt-t-t t to he, la riter !tir a given i isince the amnount 4f .pikr red:uction

neceqsary to ,Ausi- thr- ipike to he u.notit -'d in J picture is lArger than thz- Amount of

reduction net -4Arv to oreve-.?"t ftr. orrr in the cligital -ittation. IX-r a civ-n fa

wider t givem o bs:tte'r ,ipike %upprer4%, tn ,•L•,;n a spikre , or O (.)f o0r!re the 1wider

pu["Ic ;kl•o givive. meorer ,4ignal % i p-prr. is n on fal Ie holds hi-nce the wide-" houlvd i.-
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a) Discriminator

b) Frequency Locked Loop

Fig. I Spike Noise in a Video Bar Pa.ittern Transmitted Via a Noisy FM Channel.

Comparison wf Frequency Locked Loop and Discriminator for 6 dB

Carrier to Noise Ratio. 12ktlz pp Square IF. IkHz Baseband Filter.

coupled with A small t. The con. .rs4,)n of larg, spike noise into small spike noise and

a gaussiin-lik- term as i is incre'.ist.d as illustrated in an accompanying article. With

digital transmission th- small spikes arc unlikely to cause errors, however in video

they t.;ay be visible. f I h- visibilitv of t spikc- is of coturse- a function of oscilloscope

intensity and of the garnma of the film.

Comparison of thr t-wo figures c'-..rlv indicates a Ogini••cant reduction in the

numbe-r ai,d intensity of -e" i:, the FI.,I. c.•is,. a ':hedir the 4 dB "VLL picture
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a) Discriininatur

b) Fý.eouency Locked Loop

Fig. 2 Spike Noise in a Video Car Pitterri Transmitted Via a Noisy FMN Channel.

Comnarieoti cf Frequency Locked Loop and Discriminato-r for 4 dF ýýarrier

to Noise Ratio. I2khz pp Square IF. 1kHz Baseband Filter.

would be acceptable in places where the 4 dB discriminator picture would not, is an,

a yet, unanswered question.

F'urtner studiLa- to be conducted in this areai include compar.,itive tra~ismissions

with phi.st' loc~rri loc~p and F'MFB deriodu1.arors a', well as the studý of pre -empha sized

signalk- upor tho' variou', circu'ts. Ih Ifte traiurt!' rvip4,rts t~a F*MFB c-ircuit'. cannot

handle preeinphasix-d rnlaterild properly. 1owi vcr", the. FLL operaltx ir a completely

satisfactory manner to re.latively higii deviation, and rel~tively hilgh vidulatin-1 fre-
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quency signals. Hence, further overall system gains may be achieved by utilizing

pre- and post-filtering circuits of this type.

National Aeronautics and Space Administrator
NgR 33-006-020 D.T. Hess

K.K. Clarke
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COMPARISON OF DATA COMPRESSION SCHEMES

R. Stroh and R. R. Boorstyn

It is quite apparent that if signals to be transmitted were stationary and perf-

ectly bandliraited, there would be no data compression problem. One would sample

at the Nyquist rate and transmit these saiaples, or coded versions of them. No fur-

ther data compression would be possible. Real signals do not behave this way, how-

ever. They are generally not bandlimited and their statistics are either not known or

varying in a non-stationary manner. How does one then perform data compression?

One good engineering technique is to first oversample to some extent and then use

various types of predictive techniques to reduce the redundancy. Such methods are
1

now well known and have been summarized in the literature .

But these various cut-and-try procedures offer no real insight into the problem

of data compression. In an attempt to analyze these various schemes and others that

may be developed we have chosen to pick some signal models that deviate from the

perfectly bandlimited one, providing some complexity of structure to make them mean-

ingful yet sufficiently simple to enable analysis to be carried out. The two simplest

midels reported or. here are a stationary Gaussian random process, and a discrete

Nth order Markov process. For both classes of models and attempt is made to relate

thu trean-squared reconstruction error to sampling interval ftr various compr-ssor

schemes.

(1) Gaussian process x(t). Here we assurne a power spectral density

2
1+2

and a.tocorrelation function

R I lt)
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Assume samples are taken uniformly every T sec. Several methods of reconstructing

the original signal have been compared. These include various sampling techniques

as well as predictive techniques.

(a) sin x/x reconstruction. Here the transmitted samples are passed through
a lowpass filter with bandwidth B = 1/ZT. It is then found that the mean-squared re-

construction error is given by

7= 2(1 - tane

1
(b) pre-filtering to B = Z prior to sampling, then the same reconstruction

method as above. The mean-squared error is then found to be one-half that above.

e (1 -- tan -), with pre filtering.

(c) An alternate reconstruction technique, due to Tufts , that minimizes e

where pre-filtering is not used. 1er this case

e = cothT - I

(d) A finite Karhunen-Loeve representation of the random process x(t). Here

the representation x(t) is given by

N
Ax(t)= Ea n Vn (t) 0_<t<

n=ln -

where a r - second piece of x(t) iE taken and the - (t)'s are fixed orthonorrnal functions.

The N discrete numbers a are the numbers to be transmitted and are random variables.
n

The orthogonal tunctions •n(t) are chosen to minimize the mean-squared error power

n

"-e P(t) x(t)] 00

The resultant ex.pression for e vS. T/N (tim, between samples for this technique) is

--btainediks the solution of transcendtental tquations, and is shown plr.ted in -ig. I f -r

T = 4 and 101 sec. Also plotted for oomparisfn are the results for the samplinm tech-

niques mentitoned aov.

Nott that for this par'iicttlar power %pJctruin !he pre-fitltt rrd, sin \; x reco.-

Otruction t,'chniqur in the hent ot Qtv tour shown. but is ,vr- c loelv t ol,. d byý Ou.

Karhihtlnen- Loeve technique.
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How lo these technique's compare with the ad hoc compressive schemes that are

used in practice? As noted earlier these are in general hard to analyze, but Ehrnian 3

has obtained the approximate th4ýoretical mean time between transmitted samples for
three common techniques -the floating aperture zero-order predictor, the zero-

sga.source as done here. His results, valid only for small sampling intervals on

teaverage, and adapted to the example taken here, are

e 0. 6 E(T) floating aperture predictor

e 0. 33 E(T), zero-order predictor,

e 0. 23 E(T), fan interpolator.

In all three cases, E(T) <<1, the half aperture widths A x are assumed small compared

to the standard deviation of the signal process (which is unity here), and the recon-

struction error ie a~ssumed uniformly distributed between + A X.

As a comparison with the sampling and Karhunen-Loe've techniques described

above, we may assume T and T/N <<I in the equations given earlier. It is then found

that

_7 2 si nx:e =- T = 0. 203 T, sampling with pre-filtering and -- reconstruction.

5 x

e =0. 405 T, sampling without pre-filtering and with -;ý reconstruction,

[e 0. 33 T, sampling without pre-filtering and using Tu,,ft's optimumr reconstruc-
tion.

. 2C z ~ 0. 203k Karhunen-ILo'eve expansion.

[ Note hat sampling ,%ith pre-filtering and the Karhunen- Loive expansion Rive al-
mros9t identical results. and that they are' better than tht predtictor -And inte rpolators.

It must also he pointed out that the latter techniques ren'iire the transmission tif tirning,

information, so that the arlvantizge of sampling is t n rvate-r than nd it ated above.

We do not mean to imply . howeve r, that the ape rture techniqiirs are interior' th. ro'

may be other signails ,~n %hich they performt~ better than. s~ampling. *rh adaptivitN- and

%eaiesiinpl ik-it)' )f the apertim re techn iq ues art f. acto rs in liheir favo'r.

(2) Disc ret,' state \larkov souirce. An N- state %Ia rlov chain hats lier)1 tsitinud,l[*and hot. !hr 7.ero-order )rrdictor and the- zrer-orde r interpolato)r have beenr co. m)ietrervd.

r ases hamve' lbinen ar;;mlyzordr first, ý.%ith the ape rt ore w id th les. Ž Ohan the spac ing hor.-
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tween adjacent source levels, so that there is no reconstruction errorl second, with

the aperture greater than the source level spacing, with J I level reconstruction error

allowed.

The compressibility of the source symbols, as measured by the entropy in bits/

source symbols, is then found for the zero-order predictor to be given by

1ix + HR

*zop = + E(n) bits/source

where

Hx is the information content of the transmitted gample values,

H1R is the information content of the run length betwveen transmitted samples,

and E(n) is the average run length.

Average run lengths for a zero-order predictor with no allowable error cperating

on a discrete state Markov source have previously been computed by Stanley and Liu.4

Using their results, and assuming as an example, a particular 15 state Markov chain

possesoing a uniform stationary disbribution, and characterized by it relatively large

probability of remaining in the same state or going to an adjacent state, the source en-

tropy is calculated to be 2. 73 bits/symbol.

For a zero-order predictor, with no reconstruction error, we also find

E(n) = 1. 05 symbols

I1 = log215 = 3.9 bits

H{R 2. 04 bits

IHI = 2. 91 bits/source symbol.zop

1ius, '., zero-order predictor used ith efficient coding can achieve a transmission

rate fairly ,lose to the entropy of this. particular source.

This mnethod has been ,xtended to the kase % here the ape rture is greater than

die source level spacing. for example, suppose + I level reconstruction error is al-

loxv, t-. TIie probability t,f a run (,f Ilength n with in the aptrturre about it lIev'el is easily

tallculatitd. Once tit, h.tin Ienztlh pr,,oabilities hlave been mund the ,'ntropy may be

c'on putd as aovtv. 1. has .l so bren e hown that fh,. run Ihnztli p)rotbabilitie.s for a

.,ero.orrl,or int,.rpolatir rna, be written in tc rifns (4 powers itf tih matrict, o)f the

\lartov I rans it i',2 mat rix. h. r ,li. ,-xit1lJ)it. ,t o siderred a•bove, the. expetr- d run

l,'ngths Itoi wing one ,%1 the "i,,(.rval' stat, of (it ir.ourtk ,,r t h,. d .evro-,rd, r predic-

tor and int,.rp)olator w !h i! lcvl ,-rr(,r .t,"
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E(n) = 2. 10 symbols,

E(n)zo = 2.62 symbols.

While the work described above has barely scratched the surface of the problem,

it at least provides a little insight into the performance of the simple data compres-

sion techniques.

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NgR 33-00( -040 R. R. Boorstyn and R. Stroh
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OPTIMAL ADAPTIVE CONTROL FOR DATA COMPRESSION SYSTEMS

P. Dosik and M. Schwartz

The object here is to determine an optimal controller to minimize the mean

squared error between discrete input data, xn, and reconstructed compressed dis-

crete output data, Yn" We plan to evaluate the optimum controller solution and mini-

mum normalized rms error for several data models and compressor algorithms. The

present plan is to use a uniformly distributed independent data model and the uniformly

distributed first order Marlorv data model. The compressor algorithms under consid-

eration are both the zero and first. order predictors and interpolators. Tables or
[ " curves will be obtained from computer runs and will list the compressor aperture, K,

vs. buffer fill or state, S, and the minimum normalized rms error for several values

V • of the following parameters: b, the number of input amplitude bits, L, the buffer

length, and C, the transmission ratio. With these data, the designer will be able to

select suitable parameters to satisfy his data compression and rms error requirements.

As a check on the optimal controller solution, the data models and data com-

pression system using the corresponding optimal controller solution will be simulated

on a computer to measure the actual normalized rms error. As a test of the sensi-

tivity of the optimal controller solution to the input data statistics, the first order Mar-

kov data will be fed into systems optimized for independent data, and independent data

will be fed into systems optimized for first order Markov data. Finally, real telem-

etry data will be obtained, if possible, and fed into these optimized systems to deter-

mine the practical use of the chosen data models.

I ______
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Progress thus far consists of the following: The controller-buffer system has
been modeled as a discrete Markov process and a method of solution adopted using an
iterative dynamic programming algorithm based on the work of Howard!. Once the

statistics of the input process x, n= 0, 1,... and the compressor algorithm have been
specified, an optimum controller can be determined using this technique.

For the case of uniformly distributed independent input data and the zero order
prediction compressor algorithm, the problem of determining the optimum controller
has been solved. The solution is in an iterative form and is best computed on a gen-
eral purpose digital computer for all possible values of interest of the various para-
meters noted above. The iterative solution has been programmed in FORTRAN on a
digital computer and is presently being debugged. The status of the programming is:
writing in FORTRAN completed; program cards punched, verified and listed; diag-
nostic errors are being eliminated from initial compilations. In order to check the
program results, one test case for the specific values of b = 1, L = 4, and C = 2
was computed by hand yielding a mean squared error, e = 1/26, and the following

controller rules:

S(Buffer State) K(Aperture)

0 0 b

1 0 L=4

2 0 C=2

3 1 e = 1/26

For the case of uniformly dist-,ibuted first order Markov input data and the zero

order prediction compression algorithm, the solution of the problem of determining
the optimum controller is presently being attempted. The complexity of the mathe-
matics in the Markov case is many times grcater than that of the independent case.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NgR 33-006-040 P. Dosik

M. Schwartz
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INFORMATION CONTENT OF TIME SERIES AND PICTURES

A. E. Laemrnel

In his original paper on communication theory , C. E. Shannon defined two
sequences of entropy functions, Fn and G n, and showed they approach a common limit H,
which can then be called the information per symbol of the time series. F was de-n
fined as the conditional entropy of an element given the previous n-_ elements, andj n was 'defined as the total entropy of a block of n successive elements, These en-
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tropies are related as follows:

Fn n Gn - (n-l) G (I)

G =± \ . (2)n n I -i Si n

H Lim F Lim Gn __ (3)

n- 0o n -0

Fn+1< Fn Gn+< Gn H<Fn (4)

In the diagrams above, the dots show the element being guessed and the shaded boxes

show the elements assumed known. This work is concerned with possible generaliza-

tions of conditional entropies such as .7 which correspond to various patterns ofn

known elements near the element beirtg guessed. It will be assumed that the reader

is acquainted with the basic ideas of comnmunication theory such as the equivalence of

the difficulty of guessing or predicting a message and the difficulty of transmitting

that message, and how the entropy function measures the corresponding "difficulty of

guessing, " "uncertainty, " or "informi tion content". Note that if the elements of the

time series are statistically independeat Fn = Fl, and therefore that F -Fn measures

the statistical dependence or correlatiin betweea elements. Certain generalizations

of the sequences F and G will be d, :cussed here in one and two dimensions (timen n

series and pictures).

A suitable generalization for Fn is the conditional cntropy of at, element •]

given (n-1) known elements E in a certain pattern near the element being guessed,

,And for Gn is the average entropy of 'he total block of n elements. It is assumed

that probabilities, and therefore the enttropies, tre invariant to translations. A gen-

eralization of the sequence of blocks of greater And greater length in ont dimension is

. stquence of nested blocks, each one includi,., the previous one. Such .t scquence is

shown in Fig. 1. For this ex-tmple, relations such as Fq. (1) and lKn. (2) :Are not true

because the element ýtddcd to the block is not the one being guessed. HIovver, it i,

obvioun t hat F is monotonic non-increasing bec.iuse v ach incre isc in n ;idd- .inuthrw r

known ele ment to th.,ose already known, If the nre-ed blocks tre chosien ,%s itn Vii. -'

the rel.ations Fq . (1) and iq. (2) will hold, hut it is no 'onge-r n-re ss rily trite tt,4, Vn
isq::•I't:i nu'ni-inc rt.is•.:g. Rý:t'tir ttng to lhe . cq,,cncc ,A•:•:t d pit i k;i N% ,hi

kilov %A eirn t lt-t.% are icdved, inany I if fe ent lin Iits .4 .re pos sibl I t e - "A% 11: r!'r-Intlirl•
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F, F F3 F FI2 34 5

G, 2G2  3G3  4G4  5G5

F3 •3G -2G 2  (but F =3G3 - 2G' where G':

Fig. 1 Known Elements Added

Fig. 2 Guessed Elements Added

L J H
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of the limit of the quantity Lin F can bc diagrammed directly as an clement
1n -00

with an infinite block of as shown in Fig. 3. The various values of F form a

partly ordered set, and this could be made into a lattice by adding unions and inter-

sections of known elements. The following questions arise in connection with these
generalized F and G sequences:

n n
(i) What are the necessary and sufficient conditions on a sequence of nested

blocks in order that F and G approach limits as n approaches infinity?
n n

(ii) If several limits are possible for the same time series or picture, which

one gives the information content and what is the significance of the others?

(iii) How should the block sequence be chosen to make F approach its limiting
n

value as rapidly as possible?

Complete answers to these questions are not available; however, some prelimizi-

ary results will be sketched here. The first of these results is that F00 (meaning the

limit of F as n -0o) will be cqual to 14 (true information content per element) if it
n

corresponds to a block derived from a regular scanning path. The latter will be de-

fined as follows: In one dimension number the elements from left to right ... -3, -2,

-1, 0, 1, 2, 3 *. A sequence of numbers can be thought of as the order in which the

various elements are transmitted. The above sequence unaltered is the ordinary

method of scanning. Another scan corresponds to the sequence ... 1 3 2 5 4 7 ....

the transmitter alternately jumping ahead and filling in. If any number in this sequence

is made to correspond to F , then all previous numbers correspond to since

they have already been transmitted and are known to the receiver. This results in two

patterns as shown in the second line of Fig. 4. The information content H is the aver-

age of the entropies J and K corresponding to these patterns. Still another scan in one

dimension corresponds to the sequence,.. -3, -1, 1, 3, 5 .. .-2, 0, 2, 4 ... dia-

grarnmed as the interlaced patterns on the third line in Fig. 4. Again H is the average

of I and 1 . The five entropies mentioned are ordered as follows:

L<K< H< J< I

These different entropies have been introduced both to improve practical estimates of

the information content and to study the efficiences of various finite compression codes

in reducing redundancy. In connection with the former, consider the word or letter

guessing game of Shannon , and note that since I < F 1 it follows that

If1< F + L

If it turns out that it is easy for a person to guess a word in a sample of text given all

previous words, the following word, the third following word . .. (pattern L of Fig. 41,
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H ORDINARY SCAN

MAMMA/J lo l lll I I Eum m M I I I 0 TT7
J JUMP AHEAD AND FILL IN SCAN K

NUm 0111 1iAl FTT O .N ,P1 TV4,

I INTERLACED SCAN L

2 2

INTERLACED SCAN

A SIMPLE "SPACE FILLING CURVE"
F 4 '.riou" Scanning P.ttti -. ..

Ar hund un thc i hrm-ition pe r wnrdof th.tt t';)c 4 tr•t would he obtains-d.

Iwo of thciw m~ut ) .tiouam ng p-tths i?1 tw(c- dimnsnion% a'rc sl~ houvt in Vig. 4.

.The v!!ie md F ignific i of t h rn ropir I r Ii p : ; t M of
a.re (a v wcn erable interel t. \Iri • c n innc-ilv 1w oamtroctcd fur which t

entropies itrv zero in onr And t%.o dimienisions, tlnfi the ,- tr , lirr.ete-* ihi. tlhe
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information content H. Models can also be constructed in which C or M measure stlit-

ably defined "style" or "dirt" inforrmation,' hile H measures the total information

(style or dirt Information plus "meaning" information). Consider the transmission by

facsimile of a typewritten page in which the resolution elements are bhAck. or white.

If the whole page is known exccpt for one resolution element it sems very likely that

the whole meaning can be cxar.tly guessed. Therefore, if the entropy M is not zero,

it mrust be a measure of the uncertainty that the omitted element is black because of

dirt or white because of a typewritten imperfection. Whether M has any such meaning

in practice needs to be investigated. Suppose now that iU words of a text are kaown

except one. Can the meaning of the text be seen even though there may be sorne uncer-

tainty as to whether, for example, BIG or LARGE was used by the author? (It is quite
possible the conteut .ould rule out other adjectives such as SMALL or RED). Models
are being sought to test these and other related concepts, and some experimentation

is going on to determine the numerical values of the entropies. In particular, D. Fessler

has determined some of the entropies of Fig. I for typewritten pages.

U.S. Army Research Office, Durham A. E. Laemmel
DA-31-124-ARO(D)-380

Joint Services Technical Advisory CommitLee
AF 49(638*j-1402
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EXTREMALSTATISTICS IN COMPtTTER SIMULATION OF DIGITAL COMMUNICATION
SYSTEMS

M. Schwartz and S. Richman

In a previous report the field of extremal statistics was summarized and its ex-

tensimn to the computer simulation of low error digital communication syrtems indicated.

Briefly, it may be shown that asymptotically many of the most common probability

distributions follow a simple exponential :aw when expanded about an arbitrary point on

rtheir tails . This exponential is a function of two parameters which depend on th,, un-

derlying statistical distributions. If one can determine these two parameters, ono is in

a position to measure relatively high error ratet, using Monte Carlo simulation, then

extrapolate to the desired low error rate region using the exponential approximation.

In tae previous report, details of the computer estimation of the two parameters. and

Monte Carlo simulation ,nf known probability density functions, were described and re-
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suits presented. It was indicated that the uise of extremal statistics resulted in a saving

of at least one order of magnitude in computation time.

The previously reported work has now been extended to the simulation of two spe-

cific digital feedback co7 c-*: i,:ation systems. In both cases low probabilities of error

were successfully estimateL, with the desired saving of at least a factor of 10 in the

processing.

One of the two systems simulated is a binary signalling system, the other an M.

ary PAM type system, with the information transmitted as one of M possible amplitude

levels. In both cases white gaussian noise is assumed added during forward transmis-

sion (this could be thermal noise introduced at the receiving antenna, front end receiver

noise, or a combination of the two in general). The feedback path is assumed error

free. Errors in signal detection due to the noise may occur and it is desired to esti-

mate the probability of error in both systems.

Both systems may have potential usefulness in space-ground communications. In

both cases the informaticn is to be transmitted from space to earth. The forward trans-

micsion path is thus limited in power. It is assumed a feedback path from ground to

vehicle with much larger power capability is available, so that the effects of noise may

be neglected over this path. (Further computer simulation is planned to investigate

the effect of noise on the feedback path, as well as other signal disturbances such as

fading, for example). Such feedback systems hold great interest in the statistical

comr.nunications field currently because of their expected high performance (low prob-

ability of error) in noise with a minimum of coding effort required.

The binary system investigated represents the application of sequential decision

theory of statistics3 to statistical communications. The operation at the receiver may

Y 
f2V)

-A -g 0 +. *A V
SIGNAL 2L I Rt0Io -?

Fig. I Received Signal Space, Binary Feedback

be visualized by referring to Fig. I. Here v represents a received sample of the

composite signal plus noise. As an exa.nple, if one binary signal has a received am-

plitude of +A volts, while the other is -A vnlts (this is the example of bipolar signal-

ing), the resultant probability density functions f 1 (v) and f 2 (v), respectively, appear in

Fig. 1.
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In normal binary signalling one would declare signal I received if the received

signal plus noise sample were to exceed 0, and signal 2 received if the received signal

plus n~ise fell below zero. For small signal-to-noise ratios (SNR), as normally en-

countered in deep space-ground communicationm, the resultant probability of error

would be intolerably high. To improve the performance, a null zone of width + a about

0 is set up. If the composite received signal falls in this region a decision is deferred

and the transmitter asked, via the feedback path, to repeat the signal. The first com-

posite signal sample is then stored and added to the second received sample after trans-

mitter repetition. The two combined received samples are then tested and a decision

made only if the sum exceeds +a or fails below -a. A third repeat is requested if the

sum again falls in the null zone.

This procedure is rep ',ted until the combined received samples fall outside the

null zone. (To prevent tl-& system from cycling indefinitely or for too long a time, the

number of tranamissiona may be truncaied afier a specified interval and a definite de-

cision made. ) Such a sequential procedure with a statistically variable number of

transmissions may be shown to asymptotically provide a 50% decrease in average

transmission time over an equivalent system without feedback with a fixed number of

repeats3 this for the same SNR and probability or error.

Although the scheme outlined is relatively simple to describe, the analysis ia

quite complex, since the received signals summed are those falling in the null zone

only.' The statistical behavior of the composite random variable representing the sum

of such received signals is difficult to determine and %he resultant probability of error

not easily found. In fact, asymptotic rtsults only for the probability of error are avail-

able; those for small SNR and a larbe average number of transmissions, or those for

high SNR and very small numbers of transmissions. The region in between can only

be estimated by extrapolation or by bounding techniques. Computer simulation of such

a system is, however, simple to perform. For small probabilities of error, however,

the computer time involved can become quite large so that extremal statistics is an ob.

vious answer.

The methods of extremal statistics were therefore used, in a comptiter simula-

tion of this system, to estimate the probability or error. 10, 01)O total repeat's were

used in each simulation. 20 for estimating the two constants for the actual determina-

tion of the probabilities. Results are shown in Fig. 2. Note that the experimental

(simulation) points follow quite closely an approximate performance line obtained by

extrapolating from Wald's asymptotic results, valid for large numrnerc ns tranamis-
4Isions and small probabilities or error4. lhe curves of Fig. 2 are for a SNR ofr7- A

reference curve, that showing the performance of a one-way system with no feedback

and a fixed number of repeats, is included. Note that the two curves differ approxi.

~s"i
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X0 APPROxIMATE
PIANALYSIS

SIMULATOON PONTS 0

( SNR - 1/2

10O* 2 3 4

AVERAE NUMKR OF TRAN5MISMONS

Fig. 2 Computer Simulation of Binary Seqviential Decision Feedback System

mately by a factor of twc in the transmission time, as would be expected from Wald;s

asymptotic results,

The second feedback communications system simulated, for which extremal sta-

tistics were used in estimating system performance wprobability of error), was one

first suggpsted and analyzed by J. P. Schalkwijk 5 ' 6. A simplified block diagram ap-

pears it Fig. 3. The information to be transmitted consists of one of M amplitudes,

e = j, 5 = 1, ... M (the amplitudes are normalized to a range of 0-I for convenience)

T secorns are available for transmission and it 0 ashumed that N signal transmissions,

each lasting T seconds, are made. (Note that this fixed transmission time scheme con-

trasts with the sequentlal binary scheme, requiring a variable transmission time. just

discussed.)

AWPTIK

FU.CE MAN M-- ob ckyse Re

Fig. 3 M-ary Information Ftedback System,. N Repeats
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On the kth transmissicon the signal transmitted is of the frm

ak s= gk( . 1) (1)

with S, a variable but known gain factor, and ik-l the receiver's maximum likelihood

estimate of 0, based on the first (k-1) transmissions. The receiver transmits Ik-I to

the transunitter via a noiseless feedback path. This system is of the information feed-

back type, s-Ince actual information as to the received signal plus noise is fed back to

the transmitter.

On each successive tranumission the receiver's estimn - of the correct signal,

0, improves, so that ;k &.pproaches 9 more closely. After N repeats the nearest 8 to

IN is chosen as the correct signal. It may then be shown 5 ' 6 that the probability of

error goes essentially as

exp -e e ZC-RT] (2)

fn: large T, and R<C. Here the gain gk of the kth transmission has been optimized to

provide minimum probability of error. The parameter R iL, the rate, in bits/second,

of signal transmission:

R 1=0o 2 MR = • bits/sec. (3)

and C is the so-called channel capacity in bits/sec. for this gaussian channel:
Pavl (4)

C log2 [1 + n---(

Here W v 4 is the channel bandwidth, Pav is the average power availab!e from the

transmitter, and n0 /Z is the white noise spectral density.

(Equation (4) is exactly the channel capacity of the gaussian channel first obtained,

using a random coding argument, by Claude Shannon. It represents the maximum rate

of transmission, in bits/sec., available for error-free transmission over such a chan.

nel. Schalkwijkl's scheme is the first specific signallin& scheme known to obey nhan-

non's previously ideal signalling law, and this accounts for the interest stirred up in it.)

A computer simulation oi this system was carried out. with the probability of er-

ror found using extremal statistics. Here. because of the relative complexity of the

system, only a limited amount of simulation could be carried out. Specifically, for

N a ZS repeated signal transmissions and R/C a 0. S, the probability of error was found

to be 0. 037. while for 50 signal transmissions, the probability of error was r-duced to

Z. 3X0"3 . Both of these numbers compare favorably with results of an exact analysis.

possible here. the complexity of the system notwW nding, because of the additive

i I
Ir
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white gaussian noise assumed and linear operations at both transmitter and receiver.

(Had the noise been non-white or nongaussian, or had some simple nonlinear operations

heen included, exact analysis would have been out of the quostion. Yet the simulation

complexity would not have been substantially different, pointing out the utility of simu-

lation here. ) For the estimation of the protabilities here, 20 extremal values were

again used to estimate the two parameters while 50 samples were used in the estimation

of probability. The total number of samples per simulation was thus 1, 000.

Details of this work were presented at the 1968 Spring Joint Computer Conference 7 .

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NgR 33-006-040 M. Schwartz

National Science Foundation S. Richman
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NONPARAMETRIC DETECTION USING EXTRFME-VALUE THI:CRY

L. B. Milstein. D. L. Schilling and J. K. Wolf

I. Introduction

In this research, we obtain a nonparametric detector which is based uipon Gumbel'3

extreme-value theory (VVT). Thii theory is use~i to estimate the "tails" of the noise

and siontlplus-noise probability density functions. These estimates are in turn %tsed

to estimate the optimum threshold and error probability of the system.

An example using an on-off signal embedded in unknown noise is prusented to dem-

onstrate che detector performancv. A fading signal is also consid, red. and it is shown

that the EVT detector is now adaptive. "The -*sults obtained are compared with those

obtained using a parametric detector, and, in the, chse of a constant signal. with a non-
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parametric detector designed using the rank test. The EVT detector is shown to cut'-
perform the rank detecter and approach the error rate in the parametric detector.

II. !4onparametric Detection Using EVT

1. Extreme-Value Theory. EVT concerns itself with the distribution of the maxi-
mum or minimum of P set of n independent samples. There are three different asymp-
totic forms for extreme valus, des'ending upon the probability density ftinctions of the

noise and signal-plus-noise, from w'-Jch the n samples were taken. The .qymptotic

form of most interest is called the "exponential" form, which is valid for any density
which goes to zero on either "tail" at least as fast as an exponential. Examples include
the normal density for both maximum and minimum values, and the Rayleigh and chi-

squared densities for maximum values.

The specific forms of th; asymptotes are as follows. Defining and density func-

tion as f(x) and the distribution function as r(x), we have:

lira F(x) = I - nI e ( r•)_Un

X-0-OO

a (x-u(

Lim F(x) e (

'where

F(u) a I • n f n(u) (3)

and

I or

F(U ) a ! f (1l (4)

These expressions are only accurate in so•me reasonab~ly restricte~d region about

either u n or u.

2, Using EVT for" Detection. The four parameters tvI, an, Ulf and un are esti-

mated from samples taken in an initial learning pe-riod (see Section It. 3). Assuming

that the estimates are available, they are Used as follows: Form the likel'hood ratin

exactly as if the actual densities were kldown. However, only use the resur in the
neiglhborhood of un and u1 . This yields

- t- ua)

fS4. N (X t} (x t "u

fore

(cr vqual aprlor; prothabdities t~f tranumlssion, xtis the thr.-sh,,d.

II
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Solving (5) for xt and then computing the false alarm and false dismissal errors,

we obtain

U I C1 + unn + In
un = +un in (6)

Xt n

P fa n.je _C1n xt-u n) (7)

and

I I e (t I lPfd % u (8)
fdn

3. Estimation of Parameters. Following Gumbel, the parameters &V, an uI and
un are estimated by obtaining the sample mean and sample standard deviation of N larg-

est (or smallest) values. Each extreme value is taken from n independent samples.

This results in the following equations, which can be solved for the four parameters:
x= U+ V 9

Xn Un C(9
n

u (10)Ia

ff I
var (X) (ii)n 21

ann

var (x1) -- -" (IA)

In (9) and (10). 'j is Euler's constant.

Confidence intervals have been obtained for the u's and os and also for the tsti-

mate of the probability of error.

I11. Example: Constant Signal Err,5edded in Unknown Noise

As a speci.c example. cor.sider the system shown in Fig. 1. A is a constant, 41

randum variable, and NO t white gaussian noise. The densities at the output will be

Rician when signal is present, and Rayleigh when signal is absent. The tails of interest.

are the tail of the Rayleigh at large x, And the tail of the Rlcian at small x. While it

might seem, at first, that the tail of the Rician at small x is not of the exponential char-

acteristic at high SNR.

"tsing values of A • 7. 15. 1 i. n 100. and N 20. the results shown in Table I

I l •i mm
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Acos(wt?.) + N(t) W

Fig. 1. System Block Ditgram

were obtuLined:

Table JL

Variable OQpimum and Zor Actual Value Experimental Result

un 3.04 3. 11

an 3.04 Z.84

u 1  
5.1 4.95

aZ .65 3.01

% 4.03 4.04

Pfd 0. 404 x 10.3 0.64 x 10.3

Pfa 0.33 x 10 3  0.71 r 10"3

It can be shown that the optimum value of ni 1/isIa P or maximum values and

lI/Pfd for minimum values. Thus n should approximately be 1000 rather than 100 to
optimize resur• a.

IV. Fading

The previous exaniple Is r,,iw extended to the case where the signal is slowly fading

The fade will be assumed to have a Rician amplitude distribution, and also be slow enough

to be considered constfin over approxim.ately Zn ilits.

The noise is still assumed to be stationary, and the density of signal-plus-noise

will be assumed to change only 6y a shift in its mean as the signal fades. This assump-

tion is only approximately correct, since, even for hig SNR, the variance of a Rician

density depen4s upon its DC component. The results will show that the assumption

made in not critical, but fm rely mathematically convenient.

The significant difference in this example and that of Section (111) can bo teen

from the learning pvriod. Whereas before, all nN samples were from the distribution.

now they are from N different distributions (in the learning period. it it only necessary

to assume the fade is constant over n bits, not -sn). Therefore, we cannot use (10i and

(Ii) to estimate u, and at as before. Note that we can still use (4) and (It) since thei
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noise does not fade.

It ran easily be shown that IY two densities are the same except for their mean
values, then the densities of the minima from n samples of each of them will also be the

same, except for a difference In their means (which is, equal to the diffe.3nce in means

of the initial variates). Therefore, we can use the minimum of the 1h set of n sarnples
as a reference value, add to the remaining N-I minima the difference in the mean of the
Nth set of samples and their omn means (which can be estimated by the sample mean of

each set of n bits), and compare values of u, and eI as if we had Nu. samples, all of

which car-e from the density corresponding to the Nth fading amplitude.

Having obtained initial values of u1 and alp we can estimate a thresholt. and begin

the detection process. After we make n "signal" decisions (which, for equal apriori

probabilities, will come after approximately Zn bits have been received), we now find

the new sample nmean. New values of uI and et and consequently a new threshold are
then determined. This procedure is then rtpeated, and the detector will be adaptive,

giving a new threshold for each new fade..

This system was simulated on a computer, and the results are s'.uwn Li Fig. (2).
It can be seen that the EVT detector threshold is similar to the thr.-shfId obtained with

the optimum detector, even for very deep fades, where Cumbel's theory is less aC¢-:rate,

Threshold Voltage

t - ESTIMATE OF THRESHOO

OPTIMUM THRESHOLO

3.5O
i !

4 S n I~n lB. 20" 24n 20' 32~h 36n 3It

F 4• C.(omparison Of Opti~rnun atd Estin.Lt'•.i Thresholds

2.5-
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and our assumption that the signal-plh's-nolse density doesn't undergo any distortion

becomes significantly violated. -In terms of actual errors made, both systems in Fig. (2)

made 180 errors in 3800 bits.

V. Comparison with Rank Test

The rank test is a nonparametric test which has been used quite often as the basis

for a nonparametric detector. The test consists of having a learning period during which

noise samples are taken. A set ot unknown samples is then taken and interordered with

the cuntrol samples according to size (the smallest is first and the largest is last). The

vazks (ordering positions) of the unknown set are then added together, and if the sum

exceeds a predetermined threshold, it is decided that signal is present.

The comparison was made between the Rank detector and the EVT detector by

assigning the same false alarm probabilities to each, and comparing the false dismissal

probabilities. Because the rank test uses m test samples, the bandwidth and hence the

noise power in that system was increased by a factor of m.

The EVT detector was found to give a smaller false dismissal probability, al-

though not much smaller. The significant result was the corrmparative case in using the

EVT detector, which occurred because the rank test must find the sum of the ranks of

m samples, whereas the EVT detector simply compares one sample to a threshold.

Joint Services Technical Advisory Committee L. Milstein
AF 49(638)- 1402 D. Schilling

National Aeronautics and Space Administration 3. WolI
NgR 33-006-020
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NOISE-INTENSITY SENSIFIVITY IN OPTIMAL STOCHASTIC SYSTEMS

P. Dorato

For stochastic systems which can be modelled by stochastic differential equations

of the form

dx=f(x, u) dt + a (x) d

where

x - n dimensional state vector

u - m oirne, :ional control input vector

- scaý.ar IN ner process with variance parameter a, i.e.,

E ag+~ - t At

the only noise parameter is the noise intensity (variance) a. The problem considered

here is the sensitivity problem associated with variations of the cost functional

C -- E I k(xs, ls ds + bxx t T

wher<(

Ex{- denotes the expectation operation conditioned on x x

T - fixed terminal time
,oC

,o variations in the 'arameter a. In partictiiar, the probleyn i.. to ,vailuate -7 %hcjn

an optimal control la\%, u(t) = Oxt, t) designed for ;i noniinal va luc (i( 0 iSs U sed in a

system where the nois3e inteniity parameter r, has been perturbvd frwi, a to a 4 Ax.

Since, due to aging or Unce rtainty, the t rut, viI, o(f is s•ldoni (1 av ill)ibl,, thlie sen-

sitivity problem is iniporttnt in any pra-tit .I d,.si cn.

The cost sensitiviI' function II) V\ ,iO v .V Ak ted .V o ,ll t M. S. lcvt V denot o

the i11initnumll (it is uIssilit, h .re th t th i .! ,pii,,21, sy-t im l- , O i h ,,'pwimti,,t,.,,. (I)

value of C. Thien it is ,%'c1 kne o thatl V tiltt ,a.ttl th i u" ulti•l

. niin [kix, III + f' ix, u) \ (il

i'(Z.) V r VIV 11
V(,X, t) - (0, o~r ilI \
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where V denotes the transpose off, V denotes the gradient (column vertor) f V

with respect to b and V__ denotes the Jacobian matrix with elements Let
1 3

U (x , t) be the optimal control law determined from (1) at the nominal value for
t ac

noise intensity, a. Then the sensitivity function v for the control law *may

be computed from the equation

f, =~flx, vx+ a- I V a + vt + 2 (r I v a- (2)

v(x, t) = 0, for all x, where

V and 0 are evaluated at their nominal values.

A paper based on the study of linear systems with both additive and multiplicative

noise was presented at the second IFAC Symposium on System Sensitivity and Adapti-

vity, Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia, August 1968. 1 In particular, for the linear multipli-

cative noise case where the system dynamics are given by

dx = Ax dt + B u dt +Gxdg , (3)

and cost functional

C = E Ix' C x +ul Du' ds , (4)

f 5 ~s %s % -S]

the sensitivity function is given by

v(x,t) = x, S(t) x , (5)

where S(t) satisfies the equation

S + (A -TiD" B'P) S + S(p - TIDC EP) + G'PG + aG' SG= 0, (6)

where P is the solutLorn oi the Ricalti equation

+ A' P + PA + C + aG' PG - P(FDl B') P = 0,

with boundary conditionq: P(T) 0, SJT . 0.

Work ic in pr gress to extend some cf the linear results discussed above to

cur~ain classes of nonlinear systems.

National Aeronautics and Space Administrvjion P. Dorato
NgR 3J-0U6-04,
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SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION

L. Shaw and N. N. Gupta

The problem of system identification consists of finding an approximate simnple

operator which maps the set of inputs into the correbponding set of outputs, with the

minimum possible errors (in a certain sense).

The first step in the process of identification is classification (or model elimi-

nation) which consists in using the data and knowledge of how they were generated to
suggest a subclass of models worth tentatively entertaining. This is the hardest part

of th- identification problem and, unfortunately, no general methods of attack al4f avail-1

able. The next step in the process of identification is order discrimination.

Specifically, the problem considered he e is the determination of the order of a

linear differential system, given the input and the corresponding output. The output is

observed in the presence of ý.dditive stationary noise.

STATIONARY NOISE
n (t)

INPUT x(t) LINEAR I ( z 0 y(t)+n(t)
DIFFERENTIAL so

OPERATOR']

Fig. I Model for Identification Problem

Statement of the Problem

Given the input u(t), and the output measurements z(t) = y(t) + n(t), and assuming

that there exists a system satisfying Eq. (1).

n Yi
Za Yai)(t) = x(t) and Y(o) = Y(i)(1) Y(n)l)(o) = 0

i=o

(The 3uperscript i refers to th.e order of the derivative. ) Determine the order n of the

system.

The method proposed here for sol,'ing this problem uses the following theorem.

Theorem Given the system Eq. (1) then,

a) Y(t), Y(l) (t), .-. . . y(n)(t) arte linearly independent, and

b) Y(L), Y(l)(t), . .. , Y(n)(t), X(t) arL, linearly diependent.

This theorem suggests the following st.quential test procedure for determining the

order of a linear differential system.

Test if the order is one by checking --%hether N(t), Y( 1 (t), X(t) are linearly do-

pendent or not.i
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If Y(t), Y(l)(t), X(t) are linearly dependent, then the order is one.

If Y(t), Y( 1 )(t), X(t) are linearly independent, then we proceed to check whether

the order is two, and so on.

The test for linear dependence will be based on linear functionals involving the

input and output functions.

We shall assume that Y(n)(t) can be written in the following form over an interval

I= [0, TI,
m

Y(n)(~(t) = 1 (iln+l )i(t) (2)

where {4i(t)) is a finite orthonormal set. Also, 4i(t)'s are chosen so that they and

their first n derivatives are zero at the two end points of the interval I (= [o, T]). In

that case the expression for ai(n+l)becomes

a f Y(n)(t) ,i(t) dt = (..I)n fl Y(t) Pn)(t) dt (3)

The linear dependence test is based on the linear functionals involving the input

and output functions. These linear functionals are determined by the a's which must

first be estimated from the available dat.,, i. e. , the discrete output measurements z(tl),

z(t 2 ), ... , Ztrd.

Using Eq. (2) for n = 0, the output measurements can be expressed as

m
z (t) = E• alil ýiM) + n(t) (4)

iz I

where 4i(t) (i = 1, 2, . - m) are non-random real, orthonormal functions, the numbers

all are unknown real numbers, and r,(t) is the stationary random noise.

The problem is to determine the numbers An,,, these being the best unbiased esti-

mates of the values of the linear functionals obtained by the given linear transformation

L of the signal component of the function x(t) over the interval I. The transformation L

is given by Eq. (3)

Let

!. l '~ l"] l.(t ''" M(t1)7

•..~2 - . I r, m~

r>m

tml
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.4

L1 L [I(t)] . L [t

L"

L.l[ 4,(t) ... Lmm[rm~t)

z [Z(t 1 ) ... z(tr)]

Li. F: f pi(t) 4,ilt) dt
I1

Let E [n(t)] = 0 for all t.

Let B"I be the correlation niatrix of n(t) over the interval I.r, r
1.

The estimate of a Is given by Eq. (

a =zB T(B B)"I L (5)

and di-persion of the estimates by Eq. (6)

DAi = LT (4,T B44)"I L (6)

2 n+lSimilarly, we can estimate a ... , a . Further we express the input in terms of

the kp's as x(t) = a i p.(t) and an+
i=1 i(n+ ) -)

Now to test the hypothesis that the system is of order (n-I) against the null hypo-
thesis that the system is .' order n, we check whether a, , . . . ,•n2 are

linearly dependent or in(.ependent. To do this we proceed as follows. We fo:-rzk the test

matrix N:

N ! 1 n+l n+2•

-I

, : ~~jlmI :n+n4)J

Then %.c dettrmine NG, the generalized inverse of N (by the method of LeBudde

N. Y. U. New Yrk, Private Communication). Our test function is the trace of the
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projection transformation PI(= NNG). This projects the vectors onto the space spanned

by the column vectors of N. The trace of P is equal to the rank of N. (If there were no

noise in the obse r i% -, this rank would be equal to the order of the system. ) There-

fore, we test whether the trace of P is a or (n-1). If the trace of P 2- n-i, we say the

system is of order (n-1). If the trace of P 1 n, then we go ahead to check whether the

system is of order n or of order (n+l).

Present Status

Programs are being written to test the method in simulated data. The theoretical

development is concentrating on the problem of evaluating the erropi induced on the trace

calculation by the observation noise.

U.S. Army Research Office, Durham
DA-31-1 24-ARO-D-316 L. Shaw

N. Gupta
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ON STATE ESTIMATORS FOR NONLINEAR SYSTEMS

Y. 0. Yuksel and J. J. Bongiorno, Jr.

L A General Description of the State Estimation Problem

Often in control system designs, the state vector of the plant is assumed to be

available for rtyasurement. However, in many cases the number of independent out-

puts is less than the number of states. Hence it is not possible to construct the state

vector via a memoryless transformation.

It is shown that 1.2.3,4 if the plant is uinear and completely observable, an

estimate of tht , -ate vector can be constructed using a dynamc system of order

less than that of the plant. The estimate of the state vector differs from the actual

state vector by an .,rror vector, norm of which decays exponentially to zero.

Methods given in all four papers are essentially the same. Luenberger's work1 ' 2

constitutes the original study. Work by Bongiorno and Youla 3 should Is noted for its

beter formulated approach a'nd investigation of effects of the observer in the feedback

loop. Finally, the work by Wolowich 4 consists of an algorithm to design the estima-

tor (or observer) and stands alone for it& treatment of time varying systems.

The topic of state estimation offers a fruitful area of research. In all of the

three methods mentioned there is a certain degree of freedom which can possibly be

used to optimize a cost function. For example, observer poles are completely arbi.
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trary. However, their location affects the rate of decay of the error vector. It is alto

shown 3 that for some cases, moving these poles to (-oD) may result in a very large

cost. This final result is obtained using a certain cost hidex. Investigation of this

behavior for other types of cost indiceh may lead to very interesting and unusual re-

sults. Finally, estimators for nonlinear plants ax P -'ot treated in any publication

known to us.

IL Autonomous Systems with Linear State-Output Relationships

In this section we vill consider a plant of the form

x = F+

where

xI: the n dimensional state vector

y.(c): an n-vector valued function of vector x

F: an nxn matrix

X: the p dimensional output vector

Hi a pxn matrix

Our aim is to design a dynamical system which gives at its output, an estimate of the

state vector ý of the plant. For this system which we will call the "state estimator

for plant 1" we will assume the form:

A YxWj.

where

z: im dimensional state vector of the estimator

n-vector, the estiratc

A: an inxm matrix

W: an mxp matrix
Q* in-vector value-d function

W: an nxn m,•t rix

man-p

We will also make following assumptions

A-I. Pu (' F' II' I .n.. Il tl*)' has rank n (3)

A-2. Q (l'IA!II ... jA'"'lS) has, rank in (4)

A-3. Equation I is derived from an nth order differential equation.
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n(n) 4a 1 (n - +"+ &a n+ao+f(nhn,.., n(- 0

i e., On- 0 1 0 o
and

f( -) 1(5)

Suppose

S= T* + (6)

where t is the m-dimensional error vector. Substitution of Eq. (6) into Eqs. (I) and

(2) together with choice (see Refa. (1), (2), (3))

TF-AT = BH (7)

yields a differential equation for the error

e = Ae + r, (- sz)- T (y8)_

It is seen that
I

when

Let
S~T T • 9

TXT# (9)

then the choice
S(tz. )• 0 110)

reduce* Eq. (8) to -

stability of which can easily 6a achieved by chooslng elgen values of A in the left half

piane,

Note that the estimator is In.,ear with this choice. Or.. intuitively feels that there

must be a b. 't, probably using a nonlinear estimator structure.
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We will investigate this possibility for systems with the number of outputs one

less than the number of states.

i.e. po n- 1.0. m= I

In this case we can expand a into a series with respect to the second argument
a(H;*, T;ý+ e) a a (Hx, T(÷'(• •e . 12)

where (') denotes the / partial derivative with respect to ihe second argument. Then

the choice

a(HZ, Tx) =T Ty() Ten f(O) = -tf(A) (13)

reduces Eq. (8) to

2
= [A - t f' (He, T•)] e -t f (H•, T + ... (14)

For some systems second order terms are actually zero (e. g., piecewise linear

functions). The remaining problem is the stability of a linear differential equation

with time varying coefficients. Note that the estimators obtained by the earlier men-

tioned choice t = 0 constitute a subclass of the estimators obtained this way.

mI. Non-Autonomous Systems with Additive Input Term

Consider a plant, dynamics of which can be shown as

=F*c y(;0 + g~i) (5

where g(u) is an n-vector valued function of the - input vector u.

A system

Az + By + (y,z)+Tg(u)
A y (16)
x = W (Z)

with A. B, q and T satisfying earlier mentinned conditions will be an estimator for

i:q. (15). Proof ic trivial.

IV. Example

Consider

X+r<4 fr.•) m u

where f(Q) i* As shown in Fig. I.

i !.;, t aI (-I I)
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f (4

F JI/

Fig. 1 Nonlinearity for the example

Equation (14) takes the form

m [a- t2 f' (Hx. Tv)] e E-Z

wherem T v (t1 t2 ) E-3

V' (Hx, Tx) a u (Tx - u)- (-Tx - 1) E-4

where u represents the unit step function, Therefore, a choice satisfying

a-tz< 0 E-5

satisfies one of the con~iticny.

Second condition to be satisfied is

(t t) F- a(t, t2 .) a b(-1 i) E-6

Both conditions are satisfied by

Z 3
S , ttS tt- I E-7

wihich implies

H 1 513 /3 E-
W () ZfA 5/3) E8

IHence

a. -a÷315y, f(n) 4U

i ", " C) 5( Y)

S (y
tv an elstimator (ot E--.

I '',k- ~ Mm$b..I
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STATE ESTIMATION OF A SCALAR LINEAR SYSTEM WITH RANDOM COEFFICIENTS

R. Fitz and R. A. H-addad

The basic problem consi'dered in this study is the state estimation of a scalar

li~near dynamic system with randmrn coefficients, The model for the mneseage process
44*10

and observations are given by the it equations.

dxft) 1 ta4t) + d~f3 b(t) Ix(t) + c(t) dý (t)(1

where x(t) is the state~ to be estimlated, -c(t) is a Gaussian random variable with

E NO~ ) x a-d E ((x - x ):u~ a(t)., b(t), and. c(t) are continuous. time -varying
0 0 0 ocoefficients, V() =101(t). 02(t)I is a two -difietsi onal Browniabn motion proc...,,

with E (dk(t)14 0 and E {Ir~ QIT . dt Zi~(~ qz: )dt. X(t) is the information

state, h(t) is a coAntinuous timo-v~aryinjz gain, and vn(t) is a scalar Brownian Motion

procoss with E (4-11t) I 'and E '(Int ( r' dt where, 'i greater than zero,

Throughout this noto, time intlicos 3i umittiod in cavses here It causeas no ambiggity.

The -minimumt eatimiate is tho fne~n vf the~ ýondit~ional probability donsity (unctios

pit, x is(t ) whore, sit) a (as) : t~ t if 1.1'dx) lit~ tvice continuously differentir-bie
scalar (unction of thve AMt procto*, then roaihnor hia shown that

d.~. E1 skt I e IrcIx~ +L Ex)(43 - he X do) (3)

%horrEt- donovos vxtwiktion 0f. With re.~qei~t to p~t. xjs(t) Iand As. th* da&A10io
V0.-;toC for the %it) pirocas* Ano is gtivtn

.16j
I~i2~~4(f) L 4 I ' * .
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Denoq.ng Etx by 0 and using Eq. (3), the stochastic differential equation for the

conditional mean is given by

u h
do = a (0 dt + -4" {dz - hb dt } (4)

r

where u is the covariance of the conditional density function p[t, x(t) Iz(t) ]. To derive

the stochastic differential equations for the central moments of p !t, x(t) Iz(t)] the pro-

duct rule for stochastic differentials must be used in addition to Kushner' s equaa-

tions,6,7, Denoting Et[(x o •) by uk' the stochastic differential equations for

the certral moments are given by

du u 2

du (akl + ak )ukdt + ak 3 uk dt

2: 2(a c2 + a +S dt

k4 k5 k 6 u2) " k-2

+ -•-(uk+l -ku 2 Ukl)(dz - h h4 dt) (5)
r

where the aki are dimensionless constants given by

ak1: (ka+ k(k -) b 2 
'ql

air -k h2

a k (k 1) b2q?+( Ia(t

ak 3  I-q1 +(k-l)a(t)

2
ak4 =k(k -l) q

ak5 k(k 2 4

k5 2:" "- a"k6 2

Equations (4) and (5) cunstitutr an infinite set of equations which generate the minimum

variance estimate of the dynamical system specified by Eqs. (1) and (2).

In practice, Eqs. t4) and (S) represent an infinite sat of equations and hence suit-

able appruximationd must be found. One approach that has been utilized in finding a

finite-order approxinmatiun is to introduce an intermediate step of considering trt.ncatod

"I"-lrmite expansions o" the conditional probability density furnction. Under suitable

conditions on thu cunditional density function and for a given tI and z(tO, we have the

foliowing expansion:
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P[tit xlz(ti)]= e p --- nO c (0)

where 0 x ] * 4 and u

are the mean and covariance respectively of p [t,, x Fz(t' H s are Hermite

polynomials, a set of polynomials complete in (c, j orthogonal with weight
exp [02/21, and c are called the "quaei moments" of p [t.. xlzltl)]3 . The Hermite

n

polynomials are given by

F1n(X) = -)exp [+ x22] d1 exp [x2 ] z

and can be expressed explicitly by the following summation

[In/2 ] 1-2rn

Hxn ! (x T OImSm=0 ni 2m (n - 211)!

where fn/2] is .he largest integer less than or equal to n/2. In the usual way the

coefficients c can be calculated and are seen to have the following dependence on the

central moments of p(tI, xlz(tl);

cnV n- 2m 
(7

n= 0 (U 2 ) 2 I m (n -2m)!

Finite dimensional approximations to Eqs. (4) and (5) can be obtained under the

t following assumption: For all t and z(0, p [t, x 4t) I can be described by a finite

Hermite expansion, If p It, xjz(t) I is approximated by retaining only the first n coef-

ficients of (6), then the resulting approximn-ition to Eqs. (4) and (5) is called an nth

orde. approximation of the optimal estimator. For an nth order approximation, ck = 0

for all k > n + I. In particular c n+ ; which by Eq. (7) implies that

, Un-•n+
n,. • T(8_______

Un+I -n + I)! , n-2 Ill (m8 (n- l )
M~l tT 4M n-m+1)th ! e, ( V) ! l~~litUIlb

S)th
By Eq. (8) the (n + I cent r, l t•imuta can be expressed in terms of lower order

moments, thus the equation for thc opti,.tl ,•.timator can be terminated. An n th order

approximation is specified bya 1) the --ttwh ttic diftferential for the mean, Eq. (4),

Z) The stochastic differential equaLtions fir th•e n centratl moments, Eq. (S). and
at3) the equation for the! (n + 1) tcittr.r ititotont in iv'r~iis of the lower mnoments. Eq. (8).
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For example, if n2 3, the 3 rd order approximation is given by

uzh
do = a 0 dt + -2 dz - h dtI

r

* (t R x o
0 0 k.

du 2  [2a + b2 q - 2 u2 dt + b 2 qj + c qI + 2 dz - ho dtl
r r

uZ(to) = uZ(o)
du3 3a +3b 2  3h 2 u 2

dt - u3+ 6

u3 (to) 0.

Work is being completed on the following related topics:

1) extension of results to vector models

2) stability analysis of the optimal and suboptimal estimators

3) engineering realization of the estimator equations.

National Science Foundation R. Fitz
GU-1557
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MINIMUM SENSITIVITY DESIGNS

J. J. Bongiorno, Jr.

The results of an earlier effart I have been extended to multivariable control sys-

tems of the form shown in Fig. 1. The transfer function matrices Gjs) and H-(s) are

to be determined and G P(s,oe) is the transfer function matrix of a stable plant. Without

loss in generality, one can assume that all three of the above transfer function matrices

are n x n and that the normal rank of G (s, a) is n. (The normal rank of a matrix is
p ~

r if there is one minor of order r which is niot identically zero and all minors of order

greater than r are zero. ) The symbol a denotes the nominal value of the plant param-

eter vector and any deviation from the nominal is denoted by 6y. Only small devi-ations

in each component of 6a are assumed. It is also assumed that a physically realizable

(the elements of the impulse ý-esponse matrix are causal) nominal transfer function

matrix

W(s' a) = G p(s, (y) GCc(s) [I n 4 11(s) G P (s, a) GC(s)] -1

has been specified. In Eq. (1), 1In denotes the n x n identity matrix.

Fig. I Systemn Block Diagram

The objective is the determination of physically reallizable transfer function ma-

trices G c(s) and H(s) for which the sensitivity mneasure

co

5- o ;1 (;--£~~a ( 2>d

is minimum. In Fq. is the response when instead of the parameters take on

the value a + 6ni. The notation < > for the expe~cted value of ()is uised.

When the elements of 6o a re all sinall, are independent of the' process Reneratin~

rd~) and possess zero mieans it follows to within first-order effects that

whr re i% thv n-iii n ectrall ofL %Vho'st- ;'& arr, z*'ro %' Xc e pt for Utinit
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in the i-row, for an arbitrary matrix function of s the carat denotes

A ((s) -), (4)

and

G we W1 G(5

In Eq. (5), N is the dimension of •,

a' m -" C It M <6a s > (6)

and

ro r% 3s) 4j t (t+ "sd. (.
-00

The solution for the physically realizable H(s) which minimizes s is given by

t-1+H =r' * [, (8)

when the spectral factorizations I!
A 8 - ) 4 (s) a a :(s) A(s) (9)

anJ

s- W (-s)W(s) r (-s)r(s)nF,(s)F(s) (10)

-1!

are possible where A(s) together with 6' (s) and F(s) together with r 1 (g) are analytic

in Re s> 0. Also,

.Iw, a , f oD -at r. 1jico -'iw a etdsd.(

r o * A 0 e OD e [ . c

The solution for G as obtained from Eq. (1) is thenC

Go(S) • G -l(s.•,)f - W(s)H(s)]"lw(a). (1 )

One can sho- in certain cases that the specification of W(s) can be made so as to
guarantee the physical realizability of G (a).

The above solution depends on the spectral factorizations, Fqs. (9) and (10).

CConditions for which these factorizations are possible when all matrices are rational

have been derived wit'i the aid of Fef. 2. The spectral factorization Fq. (9) is always

possible when tW(. )1 0 for all finite sa j axis. The spectral factorizatiorn (F. 10)

l ,.I
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is always possible when the factorization Eq. (9) is and

1. 0(s) to analytic on the finite s = ju axis
2. 0rr is positive definite for all finite w

3. <6, 6#'>is positive definite

4. n x n N matrix

8I 8G I N

; NJ
has normal rank n.

National Aeronautics and Space Administr•,tion
NgR 33-006-042 J. J. Bongiorno, Jr.
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AN APPLICATION OF NONLINEAR FILTERING TO THE PROBLEM OF PARAMETER

ESTIMATION

L. Shaw and B. Rubinger

There is considerable interest at the present time in the question of nonlinear

filtering. This problem pertains to finding the optimu:n estimate of the state of a

system based on the available data: and Is of obvious relevance to the problems of

satellite tracking and missle interception. The standard approach to nonlinear estima-

tion has been the linearization of the system equations about the present state followed
by the application of linear system theory. In problems where the nonlinearity is

significant, this technique leads to serious error and subsequently second order approx-
2

imations have beern employed. In lieu of these approximations, the approach of the

present study has been to expa:d the probability density functions in terms of orthogonal

polynomials. The effect of the nonlinear system on the terms of such an expansior has

been investigated and equations derived for updating the moments of the density function.

This method is then applied io a problem of parameter estimation.

This research is concerned with thv onulysis of a plan' which has an unknowzt

paramneter. The system under consideration is descrihed by the equations

Xk+I *aak "k " wk

kIk
ak hk x.k • 'K
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whare

Xk is the state vector (at time tk)

ak is the plant parameter

Zk is the measurement at time tk

hk is a known parameter of the measurement system

wk, vk are white noise sequences with

E [Wk]-- E fVk] = 0

EWk2 1 = q [ vkl= r 2

The initial condition for is a gaussian random variable:

xP~o) = oexp [-'12 (2)
4 0

and the unknow.i gain a. is assumed to be described by the a priori density
I ~(a- ao)

P (a) - exp [- 1/2 0 (3)a) a *a

kIf we define Z to be the collection of all data available at time tk, the problem

is to find the density function P(a, )kI z k), which makes use of all currently available

information in the estimation of the state. Employing Baye's rule, one obtains an ex-

pression for updating the estimate of the state. This relation takes the form

P(a, Ak+lI ZIk+l)

fP(a. Xk1Zk) P(X!+ I'a, xk)P(Zk+l\k+I d Yk (4)

f [ numerator I d (a. ) k+1)

with t.Lv starting relation

flnunieratorl d (a. x•)

An examination of Eqs. (4) and (5) reveals that no direct solution to 'h-ear equia-

tions exists and that approximating procedurts are necessary. Therefore thV density,

P(a I Zk) was expressed as a two-dimen~iunal orthogonal series, and expressions

were obtained for the corresponding expansion describing P(a, zk+ ). The ad-

vantage of this approach over other approximation techniques is that it guarantees

imean- square convergence.

-l- -4 4 ~ &-
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COMPUTATIONAL EVALUATION OF EXPECTED PERFORMANCE INDICES

L. Shaw, S. Revkin, E. Frankfort

The work on this subject which was described in the previous semi-a inual report

was continued. In particular, mean-integral squared performance was evaluated for

the following time-delay system.

One axis attitude control of an HUP-l single rctor helicopter was considered.

The vehicle' s dynamics are represented by the transfer funct~ion

T (s)12. 1T(s) :s(s + 0. 96)

Control is applied by a man with transfer function
-.Is

1H(s) + K T

S~where T is the random variable neuromuscular time constant. The controller' sn

action is based on an error derived by unity negative feedbacK, as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. I Feedbac'k Systeim

Consioluring rn to vary from persun to person diturding to a uniforta distribution
I betwe,'n 0 and n,.7 seconds, the vdtluu o)f

SE f ,"(t)'t > j i- 4t) nt (1)
"0 t'o0 i

A a foundi for thc case of r(t) 0, and the non-.ero initial state-

(t) 1 < t < 0i"-

I
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Truncation of the sum in Eq. (1) at 0, 3, and 9 yielded almost the same results,

indicating that such small truncations may well yield good approximations to Eq. (1).

When a Monte Carlo method was tried using 5 realizations (comparable in complexity
2

to a truncation at I = 4) much poorer stability of the estimate was observed.

A second computational example was based on the system in Fig. 2, in which the

reference signal r(t) was zero, a was a random variable uniformly distributed between

zero and one, and the initial conditions are e(o) 1, e(o) = 0. The performance index

p= E[f° ez (t;a)+rXm2 (t;a)J dt

was evaluated directly to be

P- (l+a 2 Xk)k+ .5 +cLkln j 1++.nI -+k ]/Zka

+ X (0. • k3 In I " ak ) (2)

Fig. 2 Computational Example

Numerical values of Eq. (2), for various choices of X, k and a, were compared to
3

corresponding approximations using 4 and 7 terms of the series expansions. These

low order approximations were quite good.

The theoretical basis for this orthonormal function technique is summarized in

Ref. 4.

Army Research Office (Durham) L. Shaw
DA -31-124-ARe-D-316
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ERGODICITY FOR NON-STATIONARY PROCESSES

A. Papoulis

In the us al definition of ergodicity it is assumed that a process Z(t) is stationary,

and conditions art studied for the time average

T SIm'' f x (t + '7) x*' (t) dt()
-TT- co

to equal the ensemble average

S- E {x (t + :) ' (t)} (2)

If x(t) is not stationary, then its autocorrelation

R (t, -) E {(x (t + r) :" (t)} (3)

is a function of t and -. It cannot therefore equal the time average • (Tr) which is a func-

tion of T only.

However, if we form the time average

T•(=lim• J R (t, i-) tit (4)

T -* U0

then in certain cases

( = ) )

It is of interest to establish conditions for the validity of Eq. (5). We have considered

the follow;"g special case:

Given a stationary process s (t) rith autocorrelation R 5 (r), we form the periodic

process

S(t + I' x (t

This procuss is non.-stationary ind its autoctorrelation is given by

1t (t, .)= R5 i~ "~ -

+ t 14-+ t:T + 4I) ("'" c m .nd n art- Integers. We

vhow that thl- ti-i" .,vt.rie (1 of x (t) ti cjvel b1V

a,( -f) + s( - )Z,. + T) A (-

SaQnd it 541tiffiC, Eft. (S)
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We note that, with S a random variable uniformly distributed in the interval (0, T),

the process
a It) a .x It -

is stationary and its autocorrelation is given by

R (r)u (ru,)
5 x 1

Thus, if a random jitter is introduced into the non-stationary process 1(t), the re-

suiting process l(t) is stationary and its autocorrelation equals the time average of the

autocorrelation of 1(t).

The validity of Eq. (5) is investigated for more general conditions.

National Science Foundation
GU- 1557 

A. Papoulis

Joint Services Technical Advisory Committee
AF 49(638)-140Z

DUAL OPTICAL SYSTEMS

A. Papoulis

In the following development, all signals are assu,-ned monochromatic with angular

frequency w and all lenses thin, illuminated by narrow beams. For simplicity of no-

tation, the analysis is carried out in terms of two-dimensional fields and cylindrical

lenses. The extension to three-dimensional fields and spherical lenses is self-evident.

Diffraction

Suppose that the complex amplitude of an optical field on a plane P, equals a(x).

With the usual approximations. the complex amplitude of the field b(x) on a plane P2

distance ai from P is given by

b(x) f a (V d0 , (1)

where (Fig. l(a) 
-

r a [#2+ (x-l, k-•€ c ./ .w-

T'# function a(x) is such that

e(x) a 0 for IxI > x xo<< a)

In all equations. & constant factor (independent of x or u) will b, onitte'd.
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Ca) Eb)

401C) b (1)

VO~a) "-.A(u) Y,.Sw
bla) .So°u)

Fig. 1. (a) Diffraction of a(x)g b(x) = a(x)*ex p (jixz), a k/ZzI.

(b) Dual of free spacel 13(u) = A(u) exp (-jku /Zf), f u -4w Ix z "1

With the Fresnel approximation

r O z! + (x - ý1)2 / ]1 (3)

Eq. (•)yields the'. convolution integral2

C. 2

b(x) = Iat) exp [jk (x - 2) IZzI ] d9, (4)
-(I)

which is w•Piten in thei form

2
b(x- a(x) * =e k/2z . (5)

Thus, b(x) can bt- t :nsidt- red as th, output of ;I linear system with input a(x) and point

spread

h(x)- (6)

"lthe corresponding systini function, i. v. the Fourier transform of h(x). is given by 4

jUX - " / 4 (7)11(u) - I / t , 4 - exp I i'%Z 4q

Chnsliit•r a e nt'rtt t Ihvne 1. tf -it.lo |1 nth f. It th" field on the ploin41 P" to its left

I aw. 20111 )tj u-i "(x). tilvv. 0tl ~ii' d 01Kllo 0hw Plakn P+ to its right is given by 3I

d(1x) t %-(X) , (8)

b•-r, k! It. I hCa. ip .. -. isfartory ;pproximition provided that th anglle of Inci-

fivile is n;rrese 1-i - t%) f.i-kva aignifirant v4lup.w only in a small region (compared to I).

With A(u)inli PV.,) th,,, 'urioor transfornit of a(x) and b(ml. rsu.•vctively. it I!ollows

I
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i
(a) (b)I Kc3 j'Cu cou) 'Q(u)

)d(.)

I ~~~c(,) •¢()!
d(.)'.--wOMu -- ---

L u; u.

2
Fig. 2. (a) Perfect lens L; d(x) c(x) exp(-jpx2), p k/ Zf.

(b) Dual of L; D(u) = C(u)*exp (jku 2/zu), z 2 4./Zf

from the convolution theorem and Eqs. (5) and (7) that

B('u) = A(u) xp [-ju/ ] /a (9)

If, in the u-space, Alu) i- Lhe field on the plane P to the left of a lens L of focal
length

U

[Fig. 1(b)], then [see Eq. (8)] the field on the plane P to its right equals B(u).
112

Thus, the dual of free space between two planes distance zl apart, is a lens of

focal length 4+ Z/ x Z1 in the sense that if A(u) is the Fourier transform of a(x) (Fig. 1),

then B(u) is the Fourier transform of b(x).

With C(u) and D(u) the Fourier transforms of c(x) and d(x), respectively, it fol-

lows from Eq. (8) and the convolution theorem that

D(u) = C(u)*exp [ju 2/4P] . (11)

If C(u) is the field on a plane P , thcn the diffracted field on another plane P+ at theu u
distance

from P (Fig. 2(hil e'ual* D(u) [-ree Eq. (S'j1.

u

I'hus, the duAl of a lens of focal lontgth I is a portion of free npace between two

planes (Fig. Z) distance 4r 7/k f apart, m. the sense that, if C(u) is the Fourier trans-

fornm of c(x), then 0(u) is the Fourier transformn of d(x). Hope-tted application of the

precteding conclusiiott lt-ads to thr C-llowing duality principle.

Consider a system S voaisisting of lenses L. of focal length l. located en the planes

P distance a, apart JFig. 1(a)J. The dual systetm S u is formed by replacing each lens

by a portion of ispace between two planes P A k1 f apart
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S

lG M
-- z• -- z -- (a)

AM: o(x--A~u)

I-- t -- '-- G )(b
U 2

Fig. 3 Optical system S and its dual SU : zui 4w 2/ kfi, f= 4 2/,.

[Fig. 3(b)] and inserting on each plane P+. a lens of focal length 4 2/x2z This sys-
Ul

tern has the property that if the field on its input plane equals the Fourier transform

of the field on the input plane of S, then the field on any other plane will equal the

Fourier transform of the field on the corresponding plane of S.

Example

As an application, the field g(x) on the right focal plane Pr of a lens L (Fig. 4(a)]

equals the Fourier transform A(u) of the field a(x) on the left focal plane P1 (properly

scaled)

g (x) A A(2Trx/l k) .(13)

(a) (b)
+°q( g,) + fr. dl)

A d U)

I f

,( L P, Ll ,LI

Fig. 4. (a) Fourier transform system; a (x) -. A(u), g(x) = A(Zr x/ Xf).

(b) DuIl system u = k/ 2f; r(x) = (c(x) exp (jax )]'exp(-jaxI) exp,:'jax

The dual of the system in Fig. 4(a) is shown in Fig. 4(b). From the duality

principle it follows that if c(x) is the Fourier transform of a(x), then r(x) is the Fourier

transform of g(x). Therefore, to prove Eq. (13) it suffices to show that r(x) is the

Fourier transform of c(x).

The field d(x) on the right side of lens L is given by

d(x) = c(x) eJ , a = k/2f
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[see Eq. (8)]. Therefore [Eq. (5)] the field w(x) on the left side of lens L2 equals

w(x) d(x)*ejax2 f2e€(g) e~jQ4z eJa(x " 9)2 dg

-0D
•' e~a2 00e eJ2axg eJ~2 C2

e a c(g) e dg = e'a 2x

where C(u) is the Fourier transform of c(x). Finally, the field r(x) on the right side

of lens L is given by
2. . Z

r(x) = w(x) elfX = C(Zax) = C(Z x/ Xf) .

The proof of Eq. (13) is, thus, complete.

National Science Foundation A. Papoulis
GU-1557
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INTER POLATION WITH DERIVATIVES

J. W. Matthews

Little is known regirding the question of interpolating with the derivatives of

tunctinns beyond the case of polynomials. Utilizing the concepts of reproducing kernel

1!ilbert spaces, the following general statement can be made:

"lThorem: L-A X be an n-dimensional ltaar subspace of C I[, 1) 1 such that the space

spanned by the deriv 'ives of X is an(n- )dlimensional 14aar subspace of C [a, b,

Let E - [a, b jiCR. the rval line, and take the 2-norm for X. Then the following

estatr-ents are true and equivalenti

(1) for any distinct set t ,...t )CE and any distinct subset ttil ... t C~t ,. . .

such th-t the totwl ,oumber of points in the set anti the subset is < n, anti Ar any

fitl. 1 ." ii. '... a. C R, there exists an x ' X such that,
. J!
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x(ti) = a , ij1

xf (t ji = aji . .

(2) the set {k k...kt, kt, ,... IC X is linearly independent where the kt'

are the reproducing kernels and the k ' s are the derived reproducing kernels.

(3) The Gram determinant, G(ktIt ... kt. " kt, ) > 0.
J JI J1

There are many corollaries that result from this theorem. We will list three.

The first is a summary of the theorem in terms of interpolation.

Corollary I: Given an arbitrary set of distinct points in E, one may interpolate with

a function in these points and may interpolate with the derivative of the function in some

or all of these same points provided the total number of timbs of interpolation, counting

as one interpolation the arbitrary specification of the function in one point and counting

as one interpolation the arbitrary specification of the derivatives in one point, does

not exceed n.

Corollary II: Given an arbitrary set of distinct points in E, one may interpolate with

"a function in these points and may also interpolate with the derivative of the function in

"a different set of distinct points in E provided the total number of times of interpolation,

counting as one interpolation the arbitrary specification of the function in a point and

counting as two interpolations the arbitrary specification of the derivative ini a point,

does not exceed n.

Coroliary MII: One may interpolate in n-1 distinct points of E with a function and

interpolate the derivative once, anywhere in E, except at n-2 points, each of these

points lying in a eilstiact open interval (ti, t+ 1 ), i I ,... n-2, where ti, i= , .,.n-I

are the points of interpolation with the function.

National Science Foundation J. W. Matthews
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REALIZATION O1F MAXINtUM GAIN RC ILAII)DER NFTWORKS

".J. Degar. and Il. Rusto

The realizatichzi ,f an RC ladder trom two prescribed two-port parameters is a

problem wl IsItudutilt in the past. Hllw.vrr, all the synthesis methoda advanced so far

produc•- -k netwxork \%hots gain is not kno\vn until the network is realized. Furthermor,.
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the mechanism which governs the gain, that is, its control and its tradeoff (for other

desirable features of design) was apparently not understood in the past.

It was the object of this study to develop a method for ýhe realization of maximum

gain RC ladder with prescribed z 1 1 z12, Rmax /Rmin, and Cmax/Cmn. The last two

numbers give the permissible spread on the slement values.

This study was divided into three cases, namely: (1) Low-pass case; (2) High-

pass case; and (3) Band-pass case. The solutions to cases (1) and (2) were found, and )

were reported in a previous report1 ' 2.

Early work on the band-pass case attacked the problem along the traditional lines.

Since a ladder is realized by snythesis of a zI with prescribed transmission zeros

(which are the zeros of z 1 2 ), it was believed that it is the order in which the transmis-

bs"on zeros are developed that controls the gain. Thus, early effort was directed on
finding the achievable ladder gain prior to synthesis, and on finding the optimal order-

ing of the transmission zeros. The result of the study was an algorithm utilizing

Branch and Bound Theory, whi•.h accomplished an ordered search of the many possible

networks (2 nn(n+l)t networks may exist for n transmission zeros). However, present

investigation showed that even optimum ordering does not lead to maximum gain. To

achieve maximum gain, the zero shifting technique must be extended, in that in general,

al! zeros (rather than a single one) of z 1 1 must simultaneously be shifted. This means

that at the beginning, and perhaps also later steps of synthesis, all (or nearly all) poles

have to be partially removed (to effect the ihifting). Thus, the problem was now re-

interpreted into finding the factors (between 0 and 1) that mus, multiply each residue,

for the remainder impedance. With this interpretation the problem can t',en be attacked

by dynamic programming techniques because of the following optimality theorem.

Theorem A. If a,. RC ladder network, N, has maximum gain and is described by

z iand s then any subnetwork which includes the final stage of N is also a maximumso ,

gain network described by zli and zl1.

Although the method rollowing from the theorem can theoretically be immediately

applied, it leads to considering a very large number of btager to find the optimum ones.

For ii one-stage problem, there are four possible candidates tor optimum networks.

For a two-stage network, there are about 16. optimum networks, and it goes up expo-

nentially for additional stages. However, theorem A does permit some conclusions to

be proven about the last stage of ' maximum ma.n network as given inTheorem B. This

thcrem and later theorems allow a significant reduction in the number of networkd to

be considered, thus making the method practical.
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Theorem B. If the realization of an RC ladder network has maximum gain K and

is described by z1 1 and z12, the network cannot terminate in:

1. a parallel RC impedance across the output terminals,

2. a resistance L-stage network or

3. a capacitance L-stage network,

Additional useful theorems that have been proven are:

Theorem C. For an RC ladder network, described by its series and shunt im-
k

pedances and assuming that the successive open-circuit input impedances, zkl, are

ratios of polynomials of the same degree, the gain K of the voltage transfer function

can be found by constructing a reduced RC ladder network. This new network is formed

by:

I. shorting all capacitors in the series branches,

2. open-circuiting the shunt resistors and shunt RC impedances if they are paralleled

by a capacitor, and

3. opening all shunt impedances across the input after step 1 is performed.

This reduced network has the same K as the original network.

Theorem D. If an RC ladder network is described by

rn
S2 - z* KII (s+zi(

T = I 2 = - I ~ +

n
1I (s+P i )

Z (y may be zero) (2)

n (s+y.)

and a partial pole of z is removed as a series impedance, the upper bound for K is

decreased.

Theorem E. If an RC ladder network is described by

K I (s+zi)
T a I 1 , (3)

I!(#+pj)
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n
II (s~pi)
I

I11 = n " (yI may be zero) (4)
11 (s+yi)

the upper bound fo:, K is not changed when a zero of z1 l is partially removed as a shunt

impedance.

By using Theorems C, D, and E, an algorithm was developed that will result in an

RC ladder network with a very large gain. For the band-pass case, this gain can be

made to approach the upper bound on T(s) (i. e., for any zll) given by Paige and Kuh 3 .

The gain cannot be made equal to the upper bound without the element spread ratios

Rmax/Rmin and Cmax/Cmin going to infinity. For the low- and high-pass cases, the

gain can be made equal to the upper bound. The algorithm is:

a. If the degrees of the numerator and denominator of z1 1 are unequal, remove a shunt

capacitor to make them equal.

b. Determine the value for r which is the index of the voltage transfer function pole at

the left of the maximum horizontal asymptote on a Bode plot.

c. Form the partial fraction expansion:

n k.s
k +Z-- = k +Z_--- (5)

and partially remove the n-r largest poles of Ii/z by shunt networks given by
I 11

a. -. -
Y i = (6)

where 0 < oi < t. In general, ai should be very close to I for maximum K. The

actual values ot the oi's will be determined on a trial basis by letting K approach its

upper bound but keeping the ratios lmax/nin and Cmax/Cmin within practical limits.

d. Continue to construct the first portion of the ladder network by removing all the

zeros of T which are less than zr+1 * Each step will consist of one of the following:

I. Remove a total conductance.

2. Partially remove a conductance or immittance to shift a pole to a transmission

zero,

3. immediately following step 2, invert and remove the transmission zero.

Caution has to be used to inspire that all series impedances have a capacitor across

them. Also, a check must be made after each series Impedance removal to see that

the maximum horizontal asymptote on the Bode plot still passes through the original

p This can be verified numerically if

r
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r
1*
n

q+ i > I for all q < r (7)
r

I zi
q+1

where r is the index of the largest pole to the left of the maximum horizontal asympt-

ote and q is the index of the largest pole to the left of any horizontal asymptote.

The requirements of Eq. (7) can be achieved by trying various pole-zero shift-

ings on a trial and error basis. An alternate method is to establish barriers on the

lower limits of pq+1, .... pn by partial shunt removal of their residues as given in

Eq. (6). If the aiIs are made sufficiently large, the transmission zeros can then be

removed in increasing order. The best values of the Is can then be determined

later along with the a 's of step (c).

e. The remaining network after step (d) will be a low-pass network. Synthesis of the

low-pass network, with maximum gain, can be accomplished by the procedures given
3 2by Paige aid Kuh3 or Johnson

End of Algorithm

A computer program has been written on a GE625 time-sharing computer to aid

in finding a network with a large K and acceptable limits of Rmax/Rmin and C max/Cmin.

The algorithm and computer program have been appliLed to three band-pass cases with

excellent results. The three applications are:

a. a simple problem with only two poles in the voltage transfer function,

b. the example considered in Ref. I which has four poles in the voltage transfer

function and

c. a complex problem with th:ree peaks in the voltage transfer function. Two of

the peaks have equally high horizontal asymptotes on a Bode plot.

National Science Foundation
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MINIMUM GYRATOR SYNTHESIS

D. C. Youla and G. D. Ott

There are any number of techniques for the synthesis of lumped passeve n-ports

from prescribed rational bounded real scattering matrices. The realization of a given

matrix, however, is by no means unique. Moreover, a given realization may contain

superfluous reactive elements, resistors, or ideal gyrators. A realization is said to be

minimal with respect to an element type if no other realization can contain fewer ele-

ments of the given type.

It is well knownI that the minimum number of ideal gyrators required for the

realization of a rational bounded real matrix, S(p), is greater than or equal to one half

the normal rank of the skew symmetric part of S(p). The problem of proving that S(p)

is realizable with exactly this number of gyrators is now classic. Oono's proof2 that

one needs no more than n-l gyrators to realize any nxn regular para-unitary bounded

real matrix is the sharpest result yet obtained for the general case.

In this report it is proven that any skew symmetric regular para-unitary matrix

can be realized using simultaneously the minimum number of gyrators and minimum

number of reactances. (The phrase "the minimum number of gyrators" will be used syn-

onymously with "one half of the skew symmetric rank of the matrix," throughout this

report.) A more general result is also ottained which includes the skew symmetric case.

It is proven that any regular para-unitary matrix which has a skew symmetric part that

is non-singular along the entire imaginary axis of the p-plane (including p = =) is reali-

zable with the minimum number of gyrators. Since the realization of any regular para-

unitary matrix can easily be reduced to the realization of one having a skew symmetric

part which is not identically singular, the technique encompasses a very large class of

matrices.

Minimum Gyrator Synthesis:

Our objective is to realize S(p), an nxn regular para-unitary matrix, using exactly

K gyrators, where K=: r IS(p)-S*(p)]. We begin by reducing S(p) to a regular para-unitary

matrix having a skew symmetric part which is not identically singular, via the following

preamble.

case 1) If det(l n S(p)] ' 0. there exists a real constant vector, 3, satisfying S(p) x C2,

where Cu ± I and x'x= I (Ref. 3). Form a real orthogonal nxn matrix which has x as its

first column. X .EdX = a Ix n .

tS(p)x (p)Xthen xspX ,. W v. "/X X'lS(p}•lJX'S(p)XJ
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and using S(p)x Cx and X•X=n we obtain

X'()XSpI 0~) p~Y-I

We define the Zn-port frequency independent network, Nt, by the 2n x 2n orthogonal scat-

tering matrix

Sth

S(p) is realized by the n-port which results by terminating the (n+l)st port of Nt in

either an open or short circuit, and the last n-i ports in the realization of Sl(p), an

(n-i) x(n-l) regular para-unitary matrix having the same skew symmetric rank as S(p).

We may therefore assume, with no loss of generality, that both Z(p) = EI + S(p)[IS(p)]-I

and Z (p) exist. Solving for S(p) and taking its skew symmetric part we obtain

S(p)-S'(p) = Z'(p) + I 1-I EZ(p)-Z'(p))LZ(p) +I nI.

case 2) If det [S(p)-S'(p)]- 0 then by the last equation detCZ(p)-Z'(p)]= 0. Now Z(p) sat-

isfies the equation Z(p) + Z*(p) On (where Z*(p) Z (-p) ). If Z(p) has a pole at p =a it

must have a real symmetric non-negati-,e definite residue matrix and can be extracted

reciprocally. The remaining impedance is bounded and skew symmetric at p = . Since

Z(p)- Z (p) is identically singular Z(0) is singular and therefore Y(p)= Z l(p) possesses a

pole at p = -. This pole again has a symmetric non-negative residue which can be ex-

tracted reciprocally. The inverse of the remaining admittance may or may not exist. If

it does,it is singular at p =00 and the process can be repeated. If it does not exist,then

case I applies and the size of the matrix can be reduced. Eventually, after a finite num-

ber of steps, the reduction results in an immittance matrix for which the corresponding

scattering matrix possesses a skew symmetric part which is not Identically singular.

Therefore, without loss of generality, we may assume that det CS!p)-S'(p)) 0 0. The

following case, S(p) = -S'(p). it considered in detail since it provided the idea for the

approach used in the more general case.

Case of S(p): -S'(p)

Since S(p) is ikew symmetric, all zeros and poles if Its determinant must be of

even multiplicities. We shall reduce the degree of S(p), which is the same as the degree

of detS(p) since S(p) is para-unitarv, by extracting reciprocal Zn-port all-pass networks

at the singular points of S(p).

I
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case 1) dot S(c 0) no (00 real, positive)

We define the para-unitary matrix W(p) by

W(p) u B'(p) S(p) B*(p)

where B(p) a I + r eal x x= 1, is a general degree one regular para-unitary

matrix normalized to 1I at p = 0. We shall attempt to choose x such that W(p) is

nna

W(p) =S() 2PC[ SP+SPý

Since S(p) is regular, the only possible pole of W(p) in Rep>O occurs at p= ýc0 Choosing

x as a real solution of S(a 0 )jc yields a zero residue matrix for W(p) at p =70 and W(p)

it; regular para-unitary.

.. (p) = B'(p)W(p)B(p)

case 2) detS(po)O0 (po0 = e, +j'V a> 0, pe 0).

!.et W(p) = B*(p)S(p)B*(p) where

B(p) =I +p- Ao

and

x~xUI; X'32

This form of B(p) is thv general Px=m of a degdree I regular para-unitary matrix normal-

ized to I nat p 4 Noting that AS(p) A0 aind eS(p)A both vanish identically we hot v

S___ W_____S(p)A A +Spx(x' A

Again W(p) is parA-unitary and regular * ocept possibly at pop0 aocnj pit. We choose x

such that S(pouo and hence a0. With this choice of x the- residue matrice s of

()at pa p and p r 0 both v-anish and W(p) in again regular para-unitary.
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We have shown that any skew symmetric regular para-unitary matrix S(p) may be

factored as

S(p) = B'(p)W(p)B(p)

where B(p) is regular para-unitary and W(p) is skew symmetric regular para-unitary of

lower degree than S(p). We may now apply the same factorization to W(p),etc. After

a finite number of steps we arrive at the factorization

S(p) =V '(p)K V(p)

where V(p) is regular para-unitary and K is a constant skew symmetric real orthogonal

matrix. Now, there exists a real orthogonal matrix, T, such that

K=T'S T where TT =I

and

Defining V(p) = TV (p), regular para-unitary, we have

S(p) = V'(P)S V(p)

Hence S(p) is realized by closing the last n-ports of a reciprocal Zn-port Na, possessing

for its scatterin- matrix the Znx2n regular all pass description

S a(P) = V' " ,

n~

n (p

on Z uncoupled ideal gyrators. S, Is the scattering matrix of T uncoupled ideal gyrators.

Obirrve. that I aS) Z5(V) C !(S) since 5(V). p 5(S). Thus this realization is also minimal

with r. spect to reatctances. The preceding case led to the i• k that a judicious factor-

iaitiot, of the skew symmetric part of an arbitrary regular para-unitary matrix might

prove fruitful in the synthesis procedure. It wt•l be shown that thia is indeed true. The

mninimail realiz .tiotn will be explicitly obtained for the case In which det 5(p)-S'(p)) dioes

not vanish along the entire pitj, axis (including p w. -.

Case of' 0• 0Sp-'.]€O for V -ji (includn

\Vc .h.dl attempt to find a reciprocal Zn-port. N . such that when the last n-ports of

Sarc terminated in j decoupled ideal qyrators. the resulting n-port realises S(p). If we
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imagine that such a network exists and is described by the symmetric scattering matrix

S (p), then S(p) is given bya

S(p) S 1 1 (p)-S1 (p) LS2z(p) + 1 S,1 2 (P)

where

;•-IS 11(P) ISI2(P)V 2p
and S• i the scattering matrix of 7 decoupled ideal gyrators. We may rewrite S(p) iden-

tically as

S(p) =S I (P)-SS(p) 1$2 2 (P)-S'1 CSS2 2 (p).S 1 9 + S I" IS(P)

With the definitions

A~p) S (A)p)

-A )=221 (pS )

V(p) =-S 12p) A- 1(p) (Z)

we obtain the equation

Sa(P) 4[ A~+ (p)A2V'(p) - V(p )A(p)! (3a [S +Acp)2 '3

Since S a(p) must be eymmetric we require

A(p) - Aý (p) = (S t-S' )=Z S• (4)

and

S(p) -S' (P)= 2v(P)s to•r. (5)

Now Eq. (5) a~ways possesses a solution V(p), the most obvious being obtained vsing ele-

mentary polynomial operaitions it is easily shown that since S(p) is regular, V(p) may
d-z

be chosen regular. (This is accomplished via the clange of variables r ; +T , accompanied

by elernetitary polynomil operations in the variable z. ) Given one solution for Vkp), any

other solution is of the form V(p) V(p)K(p). where 1%(p) is a s,•,iplectic matrix, that is.

K(p) satisfies the equation
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K(p)StK (p) =S, (6)

Thus S(p) possesses a realization using exactly n gyrators if and only if there exists a

factorization Eq. (5) of S(p)-S (p) and a matrix A(p) such that Sa(p) given by Eq. (3) is a
symmetric regular para-unitary matrix.

The para-unitary requirement on Sa (p) yields the three equations

SV•, A, V) + VAV'S,• + VAV V, A :V,. + VAA.,.V:.,= On (7)

SV,: A:. + VAS + VAV V• Ae +VAA.:. = 0n

S•A".. ASt" A V ;. • A ,=n (9)

where the p dependence is understood. It can be shown that

A ý)-• nV.(P)S'(p)1V'(p)]" -t

satisfies Eqs. (7), (8) and (9) and makes Sa (p) symmetric. The details are lengthy and ar'e

omit~ted. The problem'has been reduced, therefore, to finding that regular solution, V(p),

of Eq. (5) which results in a regular A(p) as given by Ect. (10). This would guarantee that

S a(p) in Eq. (3) is regular and symmetric para-unitary.

We define

Z() i 1 -Is 1
2p =1 In-V,'(p)S (p)[V'(p)] S• (11)

then

A(p) = -z- I(p)S ( )

Using 7qs. (8) and (9) one arrives at the relation

In+ V.,,(p)V(p) =Z(p) + ZJp) . (13)

nn

Now

ZA)-S,(p)-2l-~ p)-S'(p-[V'(p)]"S' (0

Z(p)L A' "P "" .~

SSince S (p) is a diagonal block of a regular para-unitary matrix it .tiat be bounded real.
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Therefore, from the above equation, Z(p) must be positive real. Hence it suffices to

find a solution, V(p), of Eq. (5) which makes Z(p) in Eq. (11) regular with only simple

pa1e having hermitian non-negative definite residue matrices on p ji. By Eq. (13) 4

Z(p) has a positive para-hermatian part on p =jwu regardless of the choice of V(p).

Define

r(p) -V*(p)S (p)[ V (p)] (14)

By assumption det [S(p)-S'(p)] does not vanish for p jw (including p =) and hence det V(p)

has the same property. By the above equation, T(p) also has this property. Using Eqs.

(11), (13) and (14) it is seen that T(p)+Te(p) is negative definite on p=jat. In a forth-

coming memorandum,an effective technique is presented for factorizing a rational matrix

with the properties of T(p) into the following form:

T(p)= L(p)R(p) (15)

where L(p) and L'l(p) are both analytic in Re p< 0 (p =- included), while R(p) and R- 1 (p)

are both analytic in Re p> 0 (0 included). It can be directly verified that T(p) is a sym-

plectic matrix; i.e.,

T(p)StTI(p) =S- * (16)

Using Eqs. (15) and (16) we write

R(p)S tR' I (p)Lp [L'(p)]" - (17)

-1,By Eq. (17), L (p)S-[I(p)] must be analytic in the entire p-plane and hence must be

a non-singular constant skew symmetric matrix, K.

L' (p) St L'(p)] = K -K' (18)

Now there exists a non-singular constant matrix, Q, such that

KQ-IS ( Q) -I. (19)

Using Eqs. (18) and (19) we get the relation

-1 ' I1L_ I(p)Q , L""(p)] -SI (20)

Since L (p)Q' is a regular symplectic matrix we define a new regular solution, V(p), of

Eq. (5) by
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V(p) V(p)L* (p)Q. (21)

Substituting V(p) for V(p) in Eq. (14) we obtain T(p)

T(p) =QL' (p)Vv,,(p)S'(p)[QL 1 (p)V'(p)] 'S' (22)

-~A

T(p) = QL(p) T(p) S4,L,(p)Q -1 /

t5,

and using 'q. (15) we obtain

T(p) =QR(p)St L,(p)Q S (23)

Equation (23) shows that T(p) is regular. Since V(p) is also regular, the resulting matrix

A(p) is regular and hence Sa(p) is regular symmetric para-unitary. Therefore a realiza-

tion of S(p) exists which contains exactly -Z gyrators and the proof is complete.

In the case when S(p)-S'(p) is singular on p =jx,it is the conjecture that it is still

always possible to choose a factorization Eq. (5) such that Z(p) in Eq. (11) is positive real.

The major difficulty is seen in guaranteeing that Z(p) has simple poles on p=jwU. It i•

extremely encouraging, however, that the problem has been brought to a stage where the

difficulties are clearly defined. The problem has been reduced, essentially, to a problem

of factorizing a skew symmetric matrix in a certain manner.

Air Force Systems Command
Research and Technology Division
Rome Air Development Center
AF 30(602)-3951 D. C. Ycula and G. D. Ott
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THE MAXIMIZATION OF NERVE CONDUCTION VELOCITY

S. Deutsch

The signal that is normally transmitted along an unmyelinated nerve fiber is a 2

msec wide rounded pulse or "action potential". I It can be simulated by applying a unit

impulse to an RC cable at x = 0. The impulse response of the RC cable is

The waveshape corresponding to Eq. (1) is given by inverse Laplace transform tables
as

v=x rJ_.X 2RC/(4t)

2 4 10
WRMlAI.IZED TIWA. 4t/(XIIRC)

Fig. INormalized Unit-Impulse Response of the RC Catble. The shape is an_
Excellent Likeaess of the Action -Potential Wwwoshape that is Actually
Observed i~n Vivo. The area Under the Curve in Unity.

Equation 1(.) is plotted in Fig. 1. The impulse-excited RC cable model is justi.:ied be-

cause Fig. I to an excellent likeness of the action- potential waLveshape tha-t is actually

observed in vivo.,
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Differentiation of Eq. (2) with respect to I/t shows that the peak occurs at time

2
t t xRC (3)

and the corresponding peak value is given by

V 1. -1. 5(4

A reasonable definition for the width (T) of the action potential is the width of the curve

at Vpf/2. Figure 1 shows that this is approximately 3tp, so that

T = x RC (5)

Because of the x2 factor in Eqs. (4) and (5), we come to the conclusion that, In

the absence of regeneration, the peak voltage rapidly decreases as the square of the

distance while the width correspondingly increases. This situation is depicted in Fig. 2.

x-OF

too
Fig. 2 A Nerve Fiber and the Waveshapes, in the Absence of Regeneration,

that are Associated with a Unit Impulse of Excitation at x = t 0.

A living fiber continually regenerates the signal so that v and T remain constant
P

at approximately 100 my and 2 maec, respectively.

A myellnated fiber is depicted in Fig. 3. Because regeneration requires an access
to the interstitial fluid (mainly NaCI), the myelin is periodically interrupted by nodes as

shown. The signal is regenerated at the nodes, where the cross section reverts to that

of an unrnyelinated fiber.

A reasonable value for the node-to-node transit tin.t. (t )n is given by the time de-

lay sufferti by the v /2 point on the leading edge of the action potential. Instead of
p P
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i~

0.

Fig. 3 A Myelinated Fiber and the Waveshapes, in the Absence of Regeneration,
that are Associated with a Rectangular Pulse of Excitation at the first node.

dealing with the action potential of Fig. 1, however, which leads to a relatively com-

plicated mathematical exercise, we can assume that the first node is excited by a 1-

volt rectangular pulse, as shown in Fig. 3. The leading edge of the pulse at the second

node is then described by the unit step response

V = I-xaR. (6)
S~8

The time function is given by inverse Laplace tronsform tables as

v = erfc ('J4•"). (7)

Equation (7) is plotted in Fig. 4. The time delay at the 0. 5-volt level is approximately

given by

t nn= x 2RC (8)

where Xnn is the node-to-node spacing. The velocity of propagation now appears as
xn

velocity n = 1 (9)
nn nn

According to Eq. (9). the velocity of propagation can be maximized by minimizing

X and RC. As is reduced, however, more and more of the fiber becomes exposed

to the high capacitance of the nodes, For example: c.-dculations based on subsequent

results show that, for a d 0 a0 1A myelinated fiber, the capacitance is on!y 5.88 pF/cm

In the myelin region compared to R58 pF/cm at the nodes. For this reason, we may

conjecture, the fiber evolved so that the actual values of x ni are relatively large.
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I -

0 24 6 8 0

NORMALIZED TIME 4ti'(Xt RC)

Fig. 4 Normalized Unit-Step Response of the RC Cable. The Curve would
Eventually Reach the Full Amplitude of I Volt

The minimization of RC, on the other hand, is easily and unambiguously accom-

plished. For R we have

R= (200(4 (10)
Zp d0

ohms per cm of length, where p is the ratio of inside/ outside diameter, as defined in

Fig. 3. For C we zLssume that the effective diameter of the cable is the average of in-

side and outside diameters, or d 0 (1 + p)/2. The thickness of the insulation is d o(1-p)/Z.

Then

36 X 10 (V-p

farad'a per cm of length. Combining Eqs. (1 0) and (11),

RC x 35 0 1 1+P (12)
d 0ZP Z(I- P)

seconds per cm of length.

The factor

F + (13)

II
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40 ,

30-

ILl

20 -

I0 I I I I I

.2 .4 .6 .8 .1
RATIO OF INSIDE /OUTSIDE DIAMETERS, P

Fig. 5 Factor F = 01 + o)/(c - 3 )versus c.

has a minimum at popt 1 .7 25 - 0. 5 z 0.618 corresponding to which Fmin 'z 5(rl. 2-

+ 1. 1) w 11. 09. As shown in Fig. 5. however, the minimum is broad and any value, be.

tween p v 0. 4 and p x 0. 8 is reasonable. The geometry of actual fibers agrees with

the 0. 4 < p < 0. 8 prediction (i. e.. myelin thickness falls betw•en 0. Id and 0. 3dC).

Substituting p a 0.61R in (11), we get C i 5. R pT/cm, independent of fiber di-

ameter. Equation (1 2) then yields

(RC)min '3920 Xz1'Z (14)
d0
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seconds per cm of length. For a do0  10 p fiber, Eq. (14) yields 0. 00392 compared to

an unmyelinated value of 0. 354 seconds per cm of length.

Measurements show that the velocity of propagation for myelinated axons is

6 X 106 do. Substituting this information as well as Eq. (14) into Eq. (9), we get

X
I

r-nn = 42. 5.
0

There are wide variations in node-to node spacing, but the value 42. 5d falls in the

range that is reported based on histological examination. Substitution into Eq. (8)

yields a constant node-to-node transit time, tnn m 7.1 microseconds, independent of

fiber diameter.

National Science Foundation
GU-1557 S. Deutsch
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4th International Materials Symposium, University of California, Berkeley, June 17-21

1968

D. Boudreaux (with V. Hoffstein), "Some New '" esults from the Mathing-Band
Structure Treatment of LEED Intensities"

R. Stern, H. Taub and A. Gervais, "Dynamical Origin of Three Dimensional Low
Energy Diffraction Intensities"

Stevens Institute Society for Applied Spectroscopy, Hoboken, N. J., June 19, 1968

B. Post, "Application of X-ray Methods in Chemistry"

1968 URSI Symposium on Electromagnetic Waves, Stresa, Italy, June 24-29, 1968

L. B. Felsen, "Propagation in Inhomogeneous and Dispersive Media"

D. Tseng, A. Hespel, A. A. Oliner, "Scattering by a Multimode Corrugated Structure
with Application to P Type Wood Anomalies"

B. Singer and T. Tamir, "The Field of a Line Source Embedded in a Periodically-
Modulated Medium"

Cambridge University, England, June Z4-28, 1968

B. Post, "Intensities of Multiple Diffraction Effects". "Accurate Determination of
X-ray Intensities and Structure Factors"

American Physical Society Meeting, Los Alamos, New Mexico, June 1968

E. Levi (with H. W. Friedman), "Derivation of Macroscopic Stability Criterir.,
and "Stability of the Plasma Sheath"

Ecole Nationale Superieure d'Electronique, Grenoble, France, Seminar, June 1968

L. Silber, "Galvanomagnetic Properties of Ferromagnetic Metals"

International Symposium on Nuclear Structure, Dubna, USSR, July 4-11, 1968
D. C. Chkudhury (with j. '. Clemens and F. G. Bailey), "Application of Interrrn.,diate -

Coupling Unified Nuclear Model to Several Odd-Mass Nuclei"

Second International F,!deration of Automatic Control Symposium on System Sensitivity

and %daptivity, Pubrovnik, Yugoslaivia, August 26-31, 1968

P. Dor;tto, "ioisc Intensity Sensitivity in Optimal Stochastic Systems"

L. Shaw, "An F\pansion for LvalLuation of Seusitivity with Respect to a Random
Variable Parameter"
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International Symposium on the "Physics of One and Two Electron Atoms" at the
University of Munich, Germany, September 9 - 14, 1968

L. Mendelsohn, "Perturbation Thecry to All Ordrs for a One Electron Ion in a
Uniform Electric Field"

L. Mendelsohn (with G. J.1afrate), "Perturbation Theory to All Orders for an
Electron in a Screened Coulomb Potential"

156th National Meeting of the American Chemical Society, Atlantic City, N.J., Sept. 11, 1968
C. A. Kooky and S. L. Holt, "The Electronic Structures of Higher Oxidation States,

MnO42-
4

J. Milsteir. and S. L. Holt, "The Polarized Crystal Spectrum of Ca 2(P0 4, MnO4 )Co"
A. Galton, M. Kalafer and F.M.Beringer,"Rearrangements in the Clernmensen

Reduction of 1-Indanones and 1, 3-Indandiones"

Laval University, Quebec, Ont., Canada, Seminar, September 20, 1968

B.Senitsky, "Amplification and Noise Properties of Averaged Non-Linearities"

Duke University, Durham, N.C., Seminar, September 20, 1968

S. L. Holt, "The Electronic Structure of Transition Metal Ions in High Oxidation
States"

1968 IEEE Ultrasonics Symposium, N-\w York, N. Y. , Sept. L5-27 , 1968

E. S. Cassedy, "Traveling-wave Fhotoelastic Amplification of Ultrasonic Waves,"

B. Singer and T. Tamir, "Propagation of a Light Beam Through a Medium Traversed
by an Ultrasonic Wave"

URSI Fall Meeting, Boston, Mass., Sept. 1968

J. Shmoys, "Multipath Effects in Topside Sounding in Ionospheric Ducts"

1968 G-AP International Symposium, Boston, Mass., Sept. 1968

W. S. Gregorwich, A. Hessel, G. H. Knittel and A. A. Oliner, "A Waveguide Simulator
for the Determination of a Phased-Array Resonance"

University of Florida, Gainesville, Fla., October 3, 1968

S. L. Holt, "The Electronic Structure of Trvnsition Metal Ions in High Oxidation
States"

State University of New York at Stony Brook, N. Y., Seminar, October 11, 1968

B. Post, "Structure and Properties of Refractory Binary Borides"

Fall Meeting of the American Vacuum Society, Pittsburgh, Pa., Oct. 30-Nov. 1, 1968

R. Stern and H. Taub, "Origin of the Angular Dependence of Secondary Emission of
Electrons"

R. Stern, H. Taub and A. Gervais, "Dynamical Origin of Three Dimensional Electron
Diffraction Intensities"

7th Rare-Earth Research Conference, San Diego, Calif., October 1968

G. T. Alfieri. K. Kauematau and E. Banks. "F1ffet of High Pressure -in tho (tiri..
Temperature of Rare-lVarth Intermetallic Compounda"
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Annual Meeting of the Division of Plasma Physics, Miami Beach, Florida, Novem-
ber 13 - 18, 1968

G. Dorman, "Theoretical Modcls for the Resonance Oscillations of Inhomogeneous
Plasma"

G. Dorman, "Landau Damping of Resonance Oscillations in Inhomogeneous Plasmas"

G. Dorman (with E. M. Barston, N. Y. U.), "Maximal Growth Rates of the Resis-
tive Sheet Pinch"

Canadian Defence Research Board Symposium, Ottawa, Ont., Canada, November 1968

D. Dence and T. Tamir, "Transmission Losses Associated with the Lateral Wave
In Forest Environments"

14th Annual Conference on Magnetism and Magnetic Materials, New York, N. Y., Novem-
ber 1968

G. T. Alfieri, E. Banks and K. Kanematsu, "The Pressure Dependence of the
Curie Temperatures of Ferromagnetic Laves Phase Alloys"

E. Banks ani M. Mizushima, "A Mossbauer Study of Perovskites of Composition
SrFeI-xCrx0 3-y

JOURNAL ARTICLES AND CORRESPONDENCE

J. Abbruscato, E. Banks and B.R. MGarvey, "Interpretation of the Optical Spectrum
of Yb 3 + in CdF with the Aid of ESR Spectroscopy", J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 49,
No. 2., p. 903 tJuly 1968).

N. Alexandropoulos (with H. Brumberger and W. Claffey), "Critical Opalescence of
Liquid Sodium-Lithium Mixtures", Phys. Rev. Letters, Vol. 19, p. 555 (1967).

N. Alexandropoulos (with H. Brumberger), "High-Temperature sample Cell for the
Krutky Small-Angle X-ray Camera", Rev. of Sc. Jour., Vol. 38, p. 1579 (1967).

G. T. Alfieri, E. Banks, K. Kanematsu and T. Ohoyama, "Magnetic Properties of
CsCl Type Compounds of Rare Earth Metals with Cadmium", J. Phys. Soc. Japan,
Vol. 23, pp. 507-510 (1967).

E. Banks and A. Goldstein, " The Solution of Lithium in Hexagonal Potassium Tungsten
Bronze", Inorg. Chmre., Vol. 7, pp. 966-969 (1968).

E. Banks, M. Greenblatt and S. Holt, "The 800K Crystal Spectrum of Ca 2 (CrO4 ,P0 4 )Cl",
J. Chem. Phys. , Vol. 49 (1968).

E. Banks, M. Greenblatt and B. R. McGarvey, "ESR and Optical Spectroscopy of
CrO4 1- in Chlorospodiosite, Ca 2 PO4 CI" , J. Chem. Phys. , Vol. 47, pp 1772-3780
(19h7.

E. B,Lnks, NI. (Greenblatt anLd R. W. Schwarti, " New Analogs of Spodiosite, Ca2VO4 C1
and Ca)AsO4 CI" , !norg. Chem., Vol. 7, pp. 12 W-l23Z (l068).

S. Bartint, " Opt ical R -..' natcrs in thte U s tattble" Ri-gin", .1, Appl. Opt , Vol. 6,
p. 8t'l (I I) 7).

R.. Iaudoing,, R. M. Stern •nd II. Taub,, " lnovr S,,orce's in Low Energ) 1--lectron Dif-
fraction" , Stir(. Sc., Vol Ii, p • (I'W68).

ti. l•rger and J, W. r. G rwt'J,nann, " (Guided Wav's in M•ving. [)ispersive Media.
P.ir! 1. No r,'latui tLc Ve 'i, tt..s; Part Ii. Rrl.iti' .stic Velocities"
IEFF Trmns. . Vol. i TT*-I,. No. 1. pp. i1-2(e (.Tntiar) 1Q68).
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H. Berger and 3. W. E. Grkemsrnann, "1Relativistic Doppler Equationb for Attenuated
F Waves and the Drag Effect" , J. AppI. Phys. , Vol. 39, No. 8 (July 1968).

H. Berger and J. W. E. Griemsrnann, "1Transient Electromagnetic--Guided Wave Pro- .

pagation in Moving Media", IEEE Trans., Vcl. MTT-16, No. 10 (October 1968).

F' .M. Beringer, P. Bodlaender, D"aryliodosyl Salts" , Jour. Organic Chem., Vol. 3.3,
p. 2981 (1968).

H. L. Bertoni and A. Hessel, "Ray Description for Point Source Excited Surface Waves
in Stratified Anisotropic Media", accepted for publication in Radio Science.

L. Birenbauxn, G. M. Grosof, S. W. Rosenthal and M. M. Zaret, " Effect of Microwaves
on the Eye" , to be published in the IEEE Trans. on Bia-Medical Engineering
(January 1969).

J. J. Bongiorno and D. C. Youla, "On Observers in Multivariable Control Systems" ,
accepted for publication Intern 3. Control.

R. R. Boorstyn and R. L. Pickholtz, "1A Recursive Approach to Signal Detection" ,
IEEE Trans., Vol. IT-14, pp. 445-450 (May 1968).

R. R. Boorstyn and M. Schwartz, "Performance of Analog Demodulators In a Fading
Environment" , IEEE Trans., Vol. COM-16, pp. 45-51 (February 1968),

D. S. Boudreaux and V. Heine, 11 Band Structure Treatment of Low Energy Electron
Diffraction Intenelties" , Surf. Sc. , Vol. 8, p. 426 (1967).

J. Bregman, "SYMMETRY: An Experiment in Film Making", Commission on College
Phys. Newsletter No. 14 (October 1967).

J. Bregman (with A. Holden), "Structural and Dynamical Symmetry", The Science
Teacher, Vol. 34, p. 72 (1967).

E. S. Cassedy and J. Fainberg, n"Scattering Cross Sections of Resistive Antennas" ,
IEEE Trans. Vol. AP-16, No. 1, p. 128 (January 1968).

D. C. Choudhury (with J. T. Clemens and F. G. Bailey), "Application of Intermediate-
Coupling Unified Nuclear Model to Several Odd-Mass Nuclei" , Contributed paper
to International Symposium on Nuclear Structure, Dubna, USSR (July 4-11, 1968).

D. C. Choudhury (with T. F. O'Dwyer), "Intermediate Coupling Approach in the Unified
Nuclear Model I. Odd-Mass Prm Nuclei", Nucl. Phys. Vol. A93, p. 300 (1967).

A. Christopher and L. M. Silber, " Ferromagnetic Resonance in Uns,;turated Planar
Ferrites" , IEEE Trans., Vol. MTT-16, No. 5, pp. 315-316 (May 1968).

K. Chunig a~nd D. J. Rose, " Correlation Study of a Drift Wave Instability" ,
Appl. Phys. Letters, Vol. 11, No. 8, pp. 247-248 (October 1967).

K. K. Clarke~ and D. T. Hess, " Frequency Locked Loop FM Demodulator" ,IEEE Trans.,
Vol. COM..15, pp. 518-524 (August 1967).

K. K. Cla r Ie and D. T. I emsa " Wideband F M G enerattion" , IEE E Jour.., Vol. SC -3,
No. I (March 196b).

E. G. Coiffman, Jr., " Analysis of Two Time-.Sharing Algori~.hrns Designed~for Limited
Swapping", Jour. of the Association for Comptit..... Vichinery, Vol. 15, No. 3,
pp. 41-i (Jukly 1968).

S. De'utsch, "A Probe to Monitor Elect roanesthcuis Current Density-, 'EEE rrans.
on Bio-Medical Englinwring (April 1968).

S. Di..usch, " Narrowbanti T1V Pict~rcs via Ocean':,graphic Souynd Wavo'." , Ocean
Engi~neering (April 0968).
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S. Deutsch and R. Simpson, "1A Continuous -Motion Narrowband TV System" , CQ
(April 1968).

R. Dingle and S. L. Holt, "On the Electronic Spectrum of Bis(N-piperidyldithiocarbarnato)
Iron (III) Chloride" , Acta Chemn. Scand. Vol. Z2 (1968).

P. Dorato, C. Hsieh and P. Robinson, "Optimal Bang-Bang Control of Linear
Stochastic Systems with a Small Noise Parameter" , IEEE Trans. , Vol. AC-13,
No. 1 (1968).&

P. Dorato and D. C. Youla, "1On the Comparison of the Sensitivity of Open-Loop and
Closed-Loop Optimal Control Systems", IEEE Trans., Vol. AC-13, No. 2 (1968).

F. R. Eirich and E. P. Otocka, "Ionic Bonding in Butadiene Copolymers. I. Network
Formation" , J. Polymer Science, Part A-2, Vol. 6, pp. 921-932 (1968).

F. R. Eirich and E. P. Otocka, "1Ionic Bonding in Butadiene Copolymers. II. Stress
Relaxation" , J. Polymer Science, Part A-2, Vol. 6, pp. 933-946 (1968).

L. B. Felsen, "1Propagation in Inhomogeneous and Dispersive Media",, accepted for
publication in Alta Frequenza.

L. B. Felsen and S.3J. Maurer, "Ray Interpretation of Modes in Curved Nonuniform
Waveguides" , Electronics Letters, Vol. 4, No. 4 (February 1968).

L. B. Felsen and H. Y. Yee, "1Multiple Interactions by Ray Optics - Some Observations
and an Example", IEEE Trans., Vol. AP-16, No. 3, pp. 360-362 (May 1968).

L. B. Felse'i and H. Y. Yee, "1Ray Method for Sound-Wave Reflection in an Open-Ended
Circuilar Pipe" , J. Acoust. Soc. Am. , Vol. 44, No. 4 (October 1968).

L. B. Felsen and H. Y, Yee, " Ray-Optical Techniques for Waveguide Discontinuities" ,
IEE.E Tran~s. , Vol. AP-16, No. 2, pp. 268-2 69 (March 1968).

S, J. Freedman (with R. Augeri), "1Preparation of Bismuth Surfaces for Ultrasonic
Attenuation Measurements" , J. Acoust. Soc. Am. , Vol. 41, p. 1369 (May 1967).

J. P. Freidberg, "1Nonlinear Plasma Waves. III. Nonlinear Temperature Effects in
the Electron-Ion Two-Stream Instability" , Phys. Fluicis, Vol. 10, No. 11
(November 1967).

H. W. Friedman, "1Nonlinear Asymptotic Analysis of the Positive Column" , Phys.
Fluids, Vol. 10, No. 9, pp. 2053-2061 (September 1967).

H. Friedman and E. Levi, "Singularities of the Fluid Equations and Their Relation to
Anomalous DiffusioA"ft, Phys. Fluids, Vol. 11, No. 3. pp. 678-680 (March 1968).

G. Gashurov and E. Banks, "1The Role of Copper in the Transformation of Hexagonal
Zinc Su~lfideý" , J . E1..ctrochvnri. Soc. , Vol. J14, pp. 1143-1148 (1967).

A. Gervaius, R. XI. Stern and N1. Menes, 11 1Mwtiple Diffraction Origin oi Low Energy
Electron D~iffra~ctioni lnten,,ities" ,Acta. Cryst. , Vol. AZ4, p. 191 (January 1968).

G, Gouild atnd K. W . F~stridge, "1 Fromi Whence Tomorrow'sa La~irr.iwti?" Laser Focus,

B. Gr- .iO rg and B. flost. " The Cr,,-tal Structure of Tetracyanocyc-lobutane"
ActA., Cryst. V I. B24. p. 918 (Jtily 06h8).

W .S. Ar~ rc,...I lit-sel, G. 11. Knittvl and A. A. O1incr, "A Wikvogude Simvlator
i(It the fletermin.atiin, of a PhAs#ed-Array Resonance" . IFFF C -AP International
Sympolmn, Dig.est. lp,. 1-14-141 (Sepoember 1b)

A. lla.jicar~i (with W. Y. Cht. G. A. Hlaber and J.J.. Dropkin), "The The rmolutrnintvcence
andi, P-hot i~Minestcetnce- of ?.nS:Er 3+n International Conference on It -VI Sermion-
clucti~g. Cowpotinds , Brown Umnvvrsity (Septemvber 1q67'ý.
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D.T. Hess, "Cycle Slipping in a First-Order Phase-Locked Loop," IEEE Trans.,
Vol. COM-,16, No. 2 (April 1968).

A. Hessel and H. Hochstadt, " Plane Wave Scattering from Modulated-Corrugated
Structures", Radio Science, Vol. 3, No. 10 (October 1968).

A. Hessel, G.H. Knittel and A.A. Oliner, "On the Theory of Resonance in Phased-
Array Antennas", URSI Fall Meeting Digest, p. 6Z (October 1967).

H. Hochstadt, "Hill' s Equations with Half-Periodic Coefficients", Proc. A. M. S.,
Vol. 19, p. 483 (1968).

H. Hochstadt, "On Inverse Problems Associated with Second-Order Differential
Operators", Acta. Math., Vol. 119, p. 173 (1967).

H. Hochstadt, "On Some Inverse Problems in Matrix Theory", Archiv der Mathematik,
Vol. 18, p. 201 (1967).

H. Hochstadt, " On the Determination of a Hill' s Equation from Its Spectrum II",
Arch. Rat. Mech. and Anal. Vol. 23, p. 237 (1967).

H. Hochstadt, "On the Evaluation of the Wronskian Determinant", Amer. Math.
Monthly, Vol. 70, p. 767 (1968).

H. Hochstadt, "The Mean Convergence of Fourier-Bessel Series" , SIAM Review,
Vol. 9, p. 211 (1967).

H. Hochstadt (with B. Stephan), "On the Limit Cycles of k + g sin x + x = 0",
Arch. Rat. Mech. and Anal. Vol. 23, p. 369 (1967).

S.L. Holt and C.J. Ballhausen, " The Low Temperature Absorption Spectra of icMn04
in KC10 4 " Theoret. Chim. Acta (Berl.) Vol. 7, p. 313 (1967).

S. L. Holt and R. Dingle, "The Electronic Structure of Trigonally Distorted Fe 3 + Com-
plexes" , Acta Chem. Scand. Vol. 22, (1968).

S. L. Holt and A. Wold, " The 20°K Spectrum of Sodium Thiochromite", Inorg. Chem.,
Vol. 6, p. 1594 (1967).

R. G. E. Hutter, " Deflection Defocusing Correction by Means of Rotationally Symme-
trical Lenses Only"', IEEE Trans., Vol. ED-14, No. 10, pp. 694-699
(October 1967).

H. J. Juretschke, " Third-Order Elastic Constants of Polycrystalline Media" ,
Appl. Phys. Let. Vol. 12, p. 213 (1968).

W. K. Kahn and H. Kurss, "A Note on Reflector Arrays". IEEE Trans. ,Vol. AP-15,
No. 5 (September 1967).

G. H. Knittel. A. Hessel and A. A. Oliner, "Element Pattern Nulls in Phased Arrays
and Their Relation to C.aded Waves" , to be published in Proc. IEEE, Special
Issue on Electronic Scanning, scheduled for November 1968.

1. Kohavi, "On Miniimal Moduho 2 Sum of Products for Switching Functions" . IEEE
Trans., Vol. EC-16, No. 5 (October 1907).

J. B. Krieger (with C. Rost.nzw,.ig), "Application of Higher Order WKB Approximation
to Radi.il l'roblznS" , Phyt,. Rev. . Vol. !64, p. 171 (1967).

J. B. Kri.ger, "Asymptotic Properties of Perturbation Theory", J. Math. Phys.,
Vol 9. p 432 (March 1968).

J. B. Krieger. "So•tie Analytic Pronerties of Finite Band Models in Solids",
Phys. Rev.. Vol, 156, p. 77 '1967).

.J. B. Krieger (with M. L. Lewis and C. Rosenzweig), " Use of WKB Approximation for
Obtaining Energy Eigenvilues , J. Chem. Phys. . Vol. 47. p. Z94Z (1967).
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J. B. Krieger ind S. Strauss, " Singly-Ionized..Impurity Scattering in Degenerate
Material', Phys. Rev., Vol. 169, p. 674 (1968).

R. Lang and 3. Shmoya, 11 Comments on ' Modal Solution of a Point Source in a Strongly
Focusing Medium, by E.T. Kornhauscr and A.D. Yaghian'", Radio Science,
Vol. 3, pp. 201-202 (1968).

R. Lang and J. Shmoys, "Lateral Wave on a Symmetrical Epstein Transition" ,
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 39, No. 3, pp. 1670-1680 (February 1968).

H.W. Lawson, Jr., "Programming-Language-Oriented Instruction Streams", IEEE
Trans., Vol. EC-17, No. 5 (May 1968).

L. Levey and L. B. Felsen, "On Transition Functions Occurring in the Theory of
Diffraction in Inhomogeneous Media", J. Inst. Maths. Applics., Vol. 3,
pp. 76-97 (September 1967).

M. L. Lewis, " Minimum Size of Proton and Electron in a Non-Relativisti'c Theory
from Hyperfine Structure" , Am. J. of Phys., Vol. 35, p. 528 (1967).

S.J. Maurer and L. B. Felsen, "Ray-Optical Techniques for Guided Waves",
Proc. IEEE, Vol. 55, No. 10, pp. 1718-1729 (October 1967).

B.R. McGarvey, " Charge Transfer in the Metal Ligand Bond as Determined by ESR",
to be published in a monograph of a symposium held at the Pittsburgh Conference
in March 1968 in Cleveland.

B.R. McGarvey and 3. Pearlmian, "N14 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance of Paramagnetic
Complexes", Jour. of Magnetic Resonance, In press (1968).

L. Mendelsohn, "Large-Z Expansion Theory for the Ground State of a One-Electron
Ion Perturbed by rN", Phys. Rev., Vol. 160, p. 16 (1967).

E.A. Mishkin and P. Bertrand, " Anticorrelation Effects in Single Mode Fields",
Phys. Letters Vol. Z5A, No.3, p. 204 (August 1967).

E.A. Mishkin and A. Kestenbaum, "Diagonal Coherent Representation in a Model of
Interacting Radiation and Matter", Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. (January 1968).

E.A. Mishkin and M. Miller, "Representation of Operators in Quantum Optics",
Phys. Rev. (December 1967).

M.C. Newstein, "Spontaneous Emission in the Presence of a Prescribed Classi(al
Field", Phys. Rev., Vol. 167, No. 1, pp. 89-96 (March 1968).

C.J. Nisteruk and A. Isihara, "Quantum-Statistical Distribution Functions of a Hard-
Sphere System", Phys. Rev., Vol. 154, p. 150 (1967).

G. Oppo (with S. Oneda), "Models of z° - .o+ Zy Decay", Phys. Rev., Vol. 160,
p. 1397 (1967).

E. Ott, " Elv'tromagnetic Pulse Propagation in Lossless, Inhomog.neouts, Dispersive,
Dielectric Media"* J. Appl, Phys. , VI. 1R, No. It, pp. 4612-4640
(November 1067)

F. Ott and J. Shtnoys, " Transient Aspect4 oi Transttion Radiation" , Quart. Appl. Math..
Vol. XXV, No.4, pp. 377- 198 (Janu•Ary 068f).

E. Ott arnd J. Shmoys., " Transitimn Radtiat•on and the C,-r.nkov Effect", Qu.'rt. Appl.
Math., Vol, XXVI. No. 1, pp 187-,'•. (Ju3ly 0Q68)
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E. Ott and J. Shmoys, "Transient Radiation in a Plane Stratified Dispersive Medium.

I. Half-Space Configuration", Can. J. Phys., Vol. 46, pp. 1059-1071 (1968)

A. Papoulis, "Dual Optical Systems", Jour. Optical Society of America (May 1968)

A. Papoulis, "Limits on Band-Limited Signals", Proc. IEEE ýOctober 1967).

A. Papoulis, "Truncated Sampling Expansions", IEEE Trans. on Automatic Control

(October 1967).

B. Post (with G. Boder and A. L. Bednowitz), "The Crystal Structure of £-Amino~a-

prioc A-id", Acta Cryst. Vol. 23, p. 482 (1967).

B. Post (with P. Cherin and W. C. Hamilton), "Positions and Thermal Parameter of

Oxygen Atoms in Sodium Nitrite", Acta. Cryst. Vol. 23, p. 455 (1967).

B. Post (with M. Greenblatt and E. Banks), " Crystal Structures of Spodiosite Analogs

Ca 2 CrO4 C1 Ca 2 PO 4 Cl", Acta. Cryst. Vol. 23, p. 166 (1967).

B. Post (with N. Sklar), " The Crystal Structure of Lithium Aluminium Hydride",

Inorg. Chem., Vol. 6, p. 669 (1967).

S. Rosenbaum, " Edge Diffraction in an Arbitrary Anisotropic Medium. I.",

Can. J. Phys., Vol. 45, pp. 347--3502 (October 1967).

S. Rosenbaum, " Edge Diffraction in an Arbitrary Anisotropic Medium. II.",

Can. J. Phys., Vol. 45, pp. 3503-3519 (October 1967).

C. Rosenzwt-g and J. B. Krieger, " Exact Quantization Conditions", J. Math. Phys.,

Vol. 6, p. 849 (1968).

R. Rudman and B. Post, "Polymorphism of Crystalline Cyclo-Octanone and Cyclo-

nonanone", Molecular Crystals, Vol. 3, pp. 325-337 (1968).

D. L. SchillinT,) "Error Rates for Digital Signals Demodulated by an FM Discriminator",

IEEE Trans., Vol. COM-15, No. 4 (August 1967).

B. Senitzky, "Noise in the Presence of Strong Coherent Signals", IEEE Trans.,

Vol. MTT-16, No. 9 (September 1968).

L. Shaw, "On Mean Square Controllability", IE)E Trans., Letters, Vol. AC-13,
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J. Shmoys, "Raty Tracing in the Ionosphere", Electronics Letters, Vol. 4, pp. 302-304,
(1968).

M. L. Shoom.%n, "Reliability Physics Models", IEEE Trans., Vol. R-17, No. I, p. 14,

(March 1968).

L. Silber. E. Tiantes aind P. Angelo, " Forromagnetic Resonance in a Untaxial Aniso-
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A. Sobel, "FlIiuritne Nuclear Magnttic Resonance in Dilute Paramagnetic Spinels with
Fluorine Charge Conpensatio;i, . 1. Phys. Chem. Sol., Vol. 28, p. 3S% (1967).
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R.M. Stern and H. Taub, "Origin of the Angular Dependence of Secondary Emission
of Electrons from Tungsten", Phys. Rev. Letters, Vol. 20, p. 1340 (1968).

K. Stuart and E. Levi, "Observation of Resistive Instabilities in a Toroidal Plasma",
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 39, No. 6 (June 1968).

T. Tamir, "On Radio-Wave Propagation in Forest Environments", IEEE Trans.,
Vol. AP-15, No. 6, pp. 806-817 (November 1967).

T. Tamir, "On the Optimization of the Ground Wave Above a Dissipative Half-Space",
IEEE Trans., Vol. AP-16, No. 5 (September 1968).

T. Tamir, "The Field of a Line Source Embedded in a Periodically-Stratified Medium",
accepted for publication Special Issue Alta Frequenza.

D. Y. Tseng, A. Hessel and A.A. Oliner, "Scattering by a Multimode Corrugated
Structure with Application to P Type Wood Anomaliesn, accepted for publication
Special Issue Alta Frvquenza.

H. Wagenfeld, "Ewald' s and V. Laue* s Dynamical Theories of X-Ray Diffraction",

Acta. Cryst., Vol. 24, p. 170 (1968).

W.T. Walter, "Metal Vapor Lasers, "IEEE Trans., Vol. QE-4, No. 5, pp. 355-356
(May 1968).

W. C. Wang, "Strong Acousto-Elcctric Effect in CdS", Series of Selected Papers in
Physics, Vol. 161, Physical Society of Ja lan (September 1967).
(Originally published in Phys. Rev. Letters, 1962).

W. C. Wang and R. Mauro, "Multiple Wave Interactions in Piezoelectric Semiconductors",
Phys. Rev. Letters, Vol. 19, p. 693 (1967).

J. K. Wolf, "Decoding ois Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenhem Codes and Proiy' s Metlod of
'urve Fitting", IEEE Trans., Correspondence, Vol. IT-13, No. 4, p. 608
(October 1967).

J. K. Wolf and B. Nasnick, "On Linear Unequal Protection Codes", IEEE Trans.,
Vol. IT-13, No. 4, pp. 600.607 (October 1967).

D. DL.L Yet, "Non-Fxistence of S.If-Conjugate P;Articies with Half-Integral Spin",
Phys Rev., Vol. 17, p, 2314 (11)68).

D. .P H. Yet-, " Wav. Fqttation.4 for Neutral Pamrt'cles with Arbitrary Spino
Phys. Rev. , Vol. 171, p. 4 19 (06M8).

W. Y. Yet. and L. 11. Ft-lon, "Ray Opt~t - A Novel Approach to Scattering by Diecon-
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RECENT BOOKS AND FILMS

C. Delove and D. L. Schilling, " Electronic Circuits, Discrete and Integrated",
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1968).

3. Bregman (with A. Holden, R. Davisson and P. Stapp), "SYMMETRY" A ten minute
animated film distributed by Contemporary Films, Inc., (267 West Z5th St.,
New York, N.Y.).

A. Papoulis, "Systems and Transforms with Applications in Optics", (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1968).

M. L. Shooman, "Probabilistic Reliability: An Engineering Approach",
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1968).

"Proceedings of the Symposium on Tubulence of Fluids and Plasmas" , MRI Symp.
Ser. Vol. XVIII (Brooklyn, N.Y,: Polytechnic Press, to be published).

CONTRIBUTIONS TO RECENT BOOKS

E. Banks and A. Wold, "OxiLe Bronzes", (Vol. 4, Preparative Inorganic Reactions)
(New York: Interscience Publishers, 1968).

D.C. Choudhury, " Analysis of the Properties of Low-Lying Levels in 1131" ,
Contributions to the International Conferenw:e on Nuclear Structure,
(Tokyo, Japan, p 90, 1967).

1J.J. Dropk.n (with A. Hialpern, W.J. Chu and G. Haber), "The Thermoluminescence
and Photoluminescence of ZnS:Er 3+o , Semriconducting Compounds 1967 Interna-
tional Conference, ed. D.G. Thomas, (New York: W. Benjamin Publishers, Inc.,
p. 68, book IV-6, 1968).

L. B. Felsen, "Lateral Waves", Contribution to Electromagnetic Wave Theory,
ed. J. Brown. (New York: Pergamon Press. pp. 11-44, 1967).

A. Gervais, R.M. Stern and M. Menes, 0Anistropy of Low Energy Electron Diffraction
Intensities", Proceedings of the 22nd Physical Electronics Conference,
(Cambridge, Mass., M.I.T. Press, p. 1, 1067).

J. W. E. Griemsmann, 0 Fundamental ?roperties of Electrical Insulatinn M.iterials',
Contribution to Plastics for Electrical Insulation, (New York: Interscience Darn.
of John WiIley and Sons, 1;64).

A. Hessel, "General Characteristi:s of Traveling Wave Antennas*, Contribution to
Antenn.& Theory, ed. R. F. Collin and F. J. Zucker, (New York. McGraw Hill
Book C,,., Inc., Chap. ,1, to he published in 1969).

H Hochsttdt, 0 Inverse Problems Associated with Second.Order Differential Operators",
Proc. Ui.S. -Japmn Seminat on Differential and Functional F:quations
(New York: W.A. Benjarrin Pablishers, Inc., pp. li%ý-S44. 1967).

H.J. Jtirttschke. "Transpo•rt i1hennmen4w, Mallnetiosm and Mignetic Materials l067
Digest. ed. Doyle and 11arris (New York: Academic Press. p. 260. .Q67).

T. Tamir, " L,,ky Wave Antennas.* Contribuition to Antenna Theory, Pd. R. E. Collin
and F. J. Z-tk-r. (Nrw York: McGraw.Hill Book Co., Inc,, Chap. 20. to be
plubhithed in 1144).
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SH Farber and M. Sucher, Microwave Spark-Gap Switch Having a Trigger Electrnde
SCentered Between and Aligned with the Opposed Electrode,

U.S. Patent No. 3,351,806, November 7, 1967.

H.J. Juretschke and W.G. Egan, Pararnagnetic Microwave Power Detector,
U.S. Patent No. 3,375,442, March 26, 1968.

L. Birenbaum, Voltage Standing Wave Indicators for H-Guides, Patent Application
Serial No. 488,068. Patent allowed - about to issue.

K.K. Clarke and D. T Hess, Frequency Demodulator for Noise Threshold Extension,
Patent application filed •

W.K. Kahn, RF Power Meter, Patent Appllcation Serial No. 390, 9Z?. Patent allowed -
about to issue.

TECHNICAL REPORTS

E. Banks and B. Post, "High Pressure Chemistry and Structure, " Final Report,
( PIBCM- 68 - 00 I)

T. Chien, ,Theory of Broadband Matching of Frequency Dependent Generator and
Load, " (PIBEP-68-010)

K. Chung, "Plasma Turbulence, " (PIBEP-68-012)

A. Csurgay and D.C. Youla, non the Postulational Approach to Active Networks, '
(PIBMRI-1384-67)

S. Deutsch, "A Four-Sequential-Output-Generator for Research in Electroanesthesi,% •
(PIBEE-68-0002)

R.F. Drenick, N1967 International Symposium on Information Theor% "(PIBEE-68-0004)

L.B. Felsen, "A •'neoretical and Experimental Research Progr.tm in Electromagnetic
Fields with Emphasis on Temporal and Spatial Networ|:s, • Final Report,
(PIBEP-68-00Z)

G. Gonenc. "An Algorithmic M.cthod for Orgamzing Checking Experiments. •
(PIBEE-68-0006. PIBMRi-! 387-68)

T. Kjeldaa•, Jr., "Theory of th• Interaction of High-Frequency Sound Waves and
Elrctrons, • Final Report (PIBPH-68-001)

A. E, Laemmel, "Detection of Surfac,-, Electromagnetic Eiiects, " Final Report,
(PlBEP-68-014)

R LanE and J. Shno•:s, ) L•tvr.tl W•vrs on D•.ffuse Dielectric Interfaces, "
(P!!3FP-6B-o0a)

G. Lo•ie •nd it, F.•rber, "Th• Characteristics of the Screen Anode Discharge,"

]". •,[.)|l't•,[t attd P. Tt.•t, "Con.trained Variabl• Mctr'• Opti•;i•a•ic•n o( L.•yere•l
Electrom.•n•tic Ah•,rber•, " (•'I•EP-h•-01?)

l[. F, Mark, F.R. Eirtch ,•,'d ]. F•k. "N,-w Po!ymer to Prot)ct Space Vehicles."
(PIBMR I- I lg•:,bT)

S. I, M,•ui'er and L.B. gqaen, "Ray Opt•:-,i X1*'thods •or Modes in Guidtng ant
R-,diat',•g S•r•ture•." (•'-iF•t/.F-b6.-.O4;

E. M;shRtr.. "l•)hotor, Sta•is•i(s of the Stimulated H•'¢•.an Effect, " (PIBEE-6•t-000•)

J. Obo.rst. "Btn.•ry !'hast-Shift Keyed Communicattons Systems. " (PIBEE-bg-0010)
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A. A. Oliner. 'Application of Electromrtgnetic theory to Radiating and Non-Radiating
Transmission Lines-, 9 Fiwrl Report (IPBEP-68 -Oil)

A. A. Olinr-, 'An Equivalent Network for Elastic Waves at a Solid-Liquid Interface,
with Applications,* (PIBEP-68-Olo)

- ~ G. D. Ott, *Two-Variable Synthesis of Cascaded Transmission Lines and Shunt
Gapacitors, (PEBMRI-1386-671

S. I. Richmnan. Ex~trevme Value Statistics in the Simulation- of Digital Comnmuldeatior
Systems.'8 (PIBEE-68-0003)

*L. Shaw, 'Research in Cont-rol. Theory, I (PIBEE-68-OO0l)

L. Shaw and P. Chalon, 'An Expansion fur Evaluation of Sensitivity with Respect to
a Ranciom Variable- Parameter, " %'PLBEE-68-OOO7)

G. M. Whitman,. T_ ansition Excitation oil Bounded Cold Magnetoplasma,'
(PEBE-P-68-C I

R. Yager, 'Optimal Time Allocation in Compl-.x Tasks," (PIBEE-68-0008,
PIBMRI-l 388-68)

IL Y. Yee and L. B. Falsen, "Ray-Optical Techniqa.es for Waveguide Discontin-ifties,'
(PIBEP-68-005)



JOINT SERVICES TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE COSPONSCAkD SYMPOSIUM

1969 INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON COMPUTER PROCEssING IN COMMUNICA',IONS

Computer Processing in Communications is the topic of the nineteenth in the se•ies
of annual international symposia organized by the Microwave Research Institue of the
Polytechnic Institue of Brooklyn. This symposium will be held at the Waldorf -Astoria
Hotel in New York City on 8-10 April 1969 with Professor M. Schwartz as Symposium

* Chairman.

and The symposium will stress the role cf computer techniques in data transmission
and processing and will provide an opportunity for scientists, engineers, and mathe-
rmaticians". review the latest viewpoints and developments along with specialists in
communications and computer processing.

Adaptive communication systems, data compression techniques, antenna array
signal processing, adaptive equalization for random channels, feedback communication
systems, algorithmic formulation of communication probl- ims, and computer simulation
of communication systems will be considered. The range of applications includes space
telemetry, seismic signal processing, biomedical processing, underwater communications.
The symposium will include a panel discussion focusing on the role that computers zre
expected to play in signal provýessing systems of the future. The follnwing outline suggests
some of the :.nore prominent i.atures to be explored in a series of consecutive sessions:

Introductory: Overpdl view and philosophy: role of computer processing techniques
in data transmission.

Adaptive Systems: Array processing, equalizers, data compression.

Algorithmic Formulation of Communication Problems: Optimization and search
techniques.

Discrete- Time Techniques: Digital filtering, sampling and quantization.

Applications and Impler .-. ,tatikn: Seismic arrays, radar processing, radar
astronomy, biomedical processing, coding and decoding techniques, pattern
recognition.

Computer Simulation of Communication Systems

S-.atistical Estimation: Fast Fourier transform, spectral estimation, computer
techniques for channel measurements.

Switching and Routing by Computer.

This symposium is conducted as a portion of the Institute's Joint Services Electronics
Program and is organized, as in past years, under the aegis of the Microwave Research
Institute of the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn with the co-sponsorship of the Air Force
Office of Scientific Research, the Office of Naval Research, and the Army Research Office.
Once again it will be held in cooperation .ith the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers. The "Proceedings of the Symposium on Computer Processing in Communications
will be published by the Polytechnic Press as Volume XIX of the MRI Symposia Series.
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